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Introduction
Intended Audience
This User Guide accompanies 3L's Parallel Fortran product, and is
intcnded for anyone who wants to use Parallcl Fortran to program
a transputer system, whether writing a conventional sequential program or using the full support for concurrency which the transputer
processor has to offer.

Hard-ware ASSuInptions
}>a.ralleJ Fortra.n can be used with a large variety of target transpllter systems. This manual makes the simplirying assurnption that
thc ta.rgct hardware will be an Inmos IMS 000-1 transpnter evaluation board, or a transputer system which is largely conlpatible with
a 11001. This board is a single plug-in card for the standard Inivf PC
bus, with onc transputer and either 1MB or 2MR of ItAM.
Si,uilarly, thc asslInlption is rnade here that the host computer for the
BOO·! will he a.n fIlM PC with a hard disk drive, or one of the many
pcrsona.1 cornputers cOlnpatiblc with the original IRM machines.

XVlll

IIJtroduction

Document Structure
There are five main divisions within this documcnt, as follows:
• Part I: Getting Started covers installing Parallel Fortran on
your machine and verifying that it is operating correctly.
• Part If: Tutorial introduces you to the operation of the compiler and the other tools supplied with Parallcl Fortran. In
particular, there are tutorial sections explaining parallelism on
the transputer and the way in which this can be accessed from
Parallel Fortran programs.
• Part Ill: Language Reference contains a complete specification
of the language accepted by the Parallel Fortran compiler. This
is ANSI Fortran 11, with certain extensions which are described
in this part.
• Part IV: General Reference contains the detailed technical information which you will require to write sophisticated applications for the transputer using Parallel Fortran.

• The appendices at the end of this manual contain supplementary information in a condensed form, such as tablcs of
compiler error messages.

Further Reading
Although this User Guide does include a COlllplctc description of
fortran 77, readers who are unfanliliar with this langua.ge arc advised
to consult one of the many introductory texts available.
In a sinlilar way, the reader is assumed to he reasonably faluiliar with
the operating Systclll of the host computcr being used. :For personal
computers made by IDM, this will usually be PC-DOS, which is
supplied with a manual called Disk Operating Systenl Reference [2].

Int,roduction

XIX

I·'or cOJnpa.tiblc rnachines ma.de by other manufacturers, the operating system will usually be MS-DOS, described in Aficrosojt AfS1)0., [!ser's llrfcrence[3]. These two opcrating systems are largely
conlpati blc, a.nd thejr doc1l mentation is very similar. We will refer
to "MS-D()S" in this manual to mean the operating system used
on your rna.chine. The term DOS Reference Afanual will be used to
refer to the appropriate manual.
Iteferenccs to these a.nd other documents mentioned in this manual
a.re collected in a bibliography, which can be found on page 541.

Conventions
Throughout this manual, text printed in this typeface represents
direct verba.tinl cOITlmunication with the computer: for exarnple,
pieces of Fortra.n text, commands to MS-DOS and responses from
the conlputer.
In cxalnples, text printed in this typeface is not to be used verbatim:
it represents a class of items, one of which should be used. For
example, this is the format of the Fortran ASSIGN statement:
ASSIGN

'(Jbel TO int

'rhis n-leans that the statelnent consists of:
1. '1'he word 'ASSIGN', typed exactly like tha.t.
2. A label: Hot the word 'label', but something which the acconlpallying description explains.
~J.

'rile word 'ro', typed exactly like that.

IJ. An ill/: once again, the accornpanying

what tllis is.

d~scriptjon

explains

xx

Introduction

In examples, it is sometimes necessary to indicate exactly where
there is a space, or bow many spaces are present. In these cases, we
represent a space by the symbol 'u'.

Part I

Getting Started

I
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Chapter 1

Installing the Compiler
This chapter contains instructions on how to load Parallel Fortra.n
from the supplied floppy disks onto a hard disk ready for use.
You can skip this chapter if the compiler has already been installed
on the machine you are using.
The compiler is distributed on three 360KB floppy disks. The contents of these disks are described in detail in appendix A.
To install Para.llel Fortran on your hard disk, follow this procedure.
1. IlIa-cc the disk labelled Disk 1 of 3 in your floppy disk drive
A:.

2. l'ype the following commands:
C>a:
C>install

:1. Answer any questions the install program a.sks you.
'1. })lacc t.he a.ppropriate disks in drive A: when the install pro-

graIn asks for thcJn.

Chapter 1

4

It is important to use the supplied install progranl to install Parallel Fortran. If you simply copy the fil(\s, the installation will not
be performed correctly.
Parallel Fortran will be installed on directory tf2vl. If this directory
already exists, files in it with the same na.me as Parallel Fortran files
will be overwritten.
The compiler is now installed, but can only be run in the directory
\tf2vl. Before the compiler can be used from other directories
\tf2vl must be added to the MS-DOS search path. Program files
stored in directories which are on the search path can be loaded and
run simply by typing the name of the program as a command. So,
to make sure that the Fortran compiler (t4f or taf) is available as
a command, \tf2vl must be added to the search path.
The search path for your machine is set up by the batch file
c: \autoexec. bat which is automatically executed when the machine starts up. To change the path, you will need to edit the
autoexec. bat file using a text editor like edlin. (The DOS Reference Manual explains how to use edlin). autoexec. bat will
probably already contain a line of the fo))owing form:
path ... list

0/ directories

...

For example:
path c:\dos;c:\utils

In this case, you will need to add the tpxt "; c: \ tf2v 1"
end of the line, giving:

011

to the

path c:\dos;c:\utils;c:\tf2vl

If there is no path line in the autoexec. bat file, just add the line:
path c:\tf2vl
rl'hr(~e

noted:

inlportant points about setting the sea.rch path should be
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1. 'fhe doclI rncnt.ation for previous versions of 3L compilprs, includin~ I~ortrall, reconlrnended the use of a. set path= cornrnand to set up the search path. This is ('<]uiva.l('nt to the path
cOlnmand, and can be changed to include \tf2vl in the sa.me
wa.y.

2. If you a.lready have an earlier Fortran conlpiler installed on
your machine, a directory such as \tf2vO will be in your pa.th;
it should be retnoved before adding \tf2vl.

3. If you arc a user of the Inmos TDS environment, your search
path will probably include a reference to the directory where
the TI)S is held, such as \tds2dir. This reference must not
precede \tf2vl in the path; if it does, the wrong version of the
afserver program will be called.
4. If you are a user of Parallel C or Parallel Pa.scal, you should
be a.ware that this version of Parallel Fortran includes new
versions of the afserver program and the tinker. The versions
of these which were released with version 2.1 and ea.rlier of
l>araJlel C and version 2.0 of Parallel Pascal should not he used
with this version of Parallel Fortran. This means that directory
\tf2vl should precede the installation directories for the other
langua.ges in your search path.
Once autoexec. bat has been changed, you will need to rehoot your
machinc to rna.kc the changes effective.
When you ha.ve cOlllplcted this installation procedure, the cOlnpilcr
rnay hc accesscd froln any directory on the disk on which it has been
hlstalled, ill this ca.se C:. If you wish to execute the conlpiler frOI11 a
directory 011 sorne ot.her disk, sa.y D: , you should refer to sect.ion 17.3
in pa.rt IV or this IHanual for inrornlation a.bout file handling in
INCLUDE sta"elllcnt statclll(~lltS.

6
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Chapter 2

Confidence Testing
This chapter describes a short procedure which may be follow('d to
check that installation has been done correctly.

1. Set the current disk to the same disk as the compiler has been
installed on. For cxanlple, if the compiler has been installed in
directory c: \ tf2v 1, do this:
D>c:

c>
2. Set the current directory to a convenient dir('ctory for doing
this test. r'or cxarrlple:
C>cd \mine
C>

NlJ: ])011 't use directory \ tf2vl for the con fidence test, as th is
would r)lean that you would not be test.ing whether the correct
sea.rch path has been set up.
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3. Check that the correct versions of the afserver program and
of the compiler are available, by typing the following cOIoma.nd.
You should see the output shown.
C>t4f li -:i
IBM PC Filer server lo.os V1.3 (14th October 1987) I 3L
Vl.3.5
Copyright IIMOS Liaited. 1985
Tranaputer Fortran 77 coapiler. F77_tranaputer V2.1.1
Copyright (C) £PCL 1990
Copyright (C) 3L 1990
C>

If the above message does not appear, check the installation
procedure, and in particular, ensure that the correct path command has been set up.
If, after the afserver's identity, the computer outputs the
following, or something similarLast co. .and. • 0
Serwer terainated: bad protocol when expecting INT32

-it is likely that there has been some error in setting up the
transputer board. In particular, please check that the wire
links, accessible from the back of the PC, have been correctly
installed. The transputer board's documentation should help
with this.
4. Copy the example hello. f77 file to the current directory:
C>copy \tf2vl\examples\hello.f77
1 File(s) copied
C>

5. COlIlpile the exaJnplc using the rl'·1 version of the cOHlpiler (this
will work for the rrs as well, bpcausc the exanlplc contains no
floating-point instructions):
C>t4f hello

Confidence l'esting
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C>

6. Link the resulting bina.ry file with the n(\ccssa.ry parts of the
run-tinle library:
C>t4flink hello
C>linkt hello

\tf2vl\frtlt4 \tf2vl\t4harn

C>

7. Finally, the program can be run:
C>afserver -:b hello.b4
Hello. world!
C>

The output "Hello world!" comes from the hello. f77 example
program. If it does not appear, we recommend that the installation
procedure should be carefully repeated, and the confidence test procedure followed again. If this message still does not appear, please
contact your dealer for further assistance.
J
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Part 11

Tutorial

Chapter 3

Developing Sequential
Programs
This chapter shows you how to use the Parallel Fortran compiler to
develop conventional sequential programs to run on the transputer.
You should be falniliar with the contents of this chapter before you
progress to the later chapters explaining parallel programnling on
the transpnter.
The instructions in this chapter assume that the Parallel Fortran
cornpiler has already been installed as described in cha.pter 1.
Some of the operating procedures described here a.rc different fOT T·1
and '"1-'8 transputers. Yon should find out whirh type of transputeT
is fitted in your I>C before using the compiler.

3.1

Editing

Any editor which ha.ndles st.a.nda.rd ~tS-DOS text riles ca.n be used
to create or cha.llge J)arallel I~rt.ran source progralllS. The exanlple
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below shows how the edlin <'<litor supplied with f\'IS-DOS can be
used to create a new Parallel Fortran source progranl.
C>edlin hello.f77
New file
*i
1: •

PROGRAM HELLO

2:.

PRIlr .,'Hello, world!'
EID

3:.
4: .... C

c>
The DOS Reference Manual explains how to use edlin.
Note that the "folded" files which the Inmos TDS works with are
not ordinary ~1S-DOS text files and that therefore they cannot be
used directly as input to the compiler. IIowever, the tdslist utility
program supplied with the TDS will convert TDS-format text files
into ordinary 1\fS-DOS text files which ca.n be read by the Parallel
Fortran compiler.

3.2

COlllpiling

A I)arallel Fortran source progra.m is conlpiled into a binary object
(. bin) file of T4 transputer instructions by a cOlTlmand of the forrn:
t4f source-file

rI'o compile code for a 1'8 transputer.,

liSP

the cOlnnland

taf source-file

Note that, in general, code rOlnpilpd ror a. 1'4 will not run Oil a r1'8
(or vice versa) so you rnust lIse tlt(\ ("Olnlnand appropriate for the
type of processor in your transputer hoard.
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'1'hc sOtl1Y'c-jilc is the filcna.Jllc of the Fortra.n source progra.m which
is to bc cOlnpilcd. If no filcllaJne extension is given in the comma.nd,
. f77 is a.dded autoJnatically.
So, to compile the file hello. f77 for the T4, you would give the
COlllmand
C>t4f hello

If the source file contains no errors, an output object file hello. bin
is produced. If the cOlllpiler detects errors in the source program, it
writes diagnostic Inessages to the MS-DOS standard output stream.
Error messa.ges Inay therefore be redirected using ')', or piped using
, I '. The forlnat of compiler error messages is described in section 17.6
in part IV of this manual, and a list of all the syntax error messages
which the compHer lllay produce can be found in appendix G.

3.3

Linking

Once a Para.lIel Iiortran program has been compiled into an object
(. bin) file, it must be linked with any external subprograms it requires before it can be run, including intrinsic functions like SQRT,
and other subprograllls froln the Parallel Fortran run-time library.
'"fhis is done by the linker. Ilcre we discuss the most usual Iink(\r
operations; a full descript.ion of the linker can be found in cha.pter 19.
Ita.ther thall ca.lling the linker directly, it is usually more convenient
to use onc of the batch files provided for the purpose.

'1'0 link 1""4 rode produccd by the t4f compiler use the conllnand:
t4flink objt:<'t-Jile

For ('xalllpl(',
t4flink hello
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rro link T8 code produced by taf

us~

the conlmand:

t8flink object-file

You must use the link command appropriate to the target processor
(T4 or T8).
Both these batch files assume that the object file's extension is . bin,
and produce an executable file with the same file name as the object
file and extension . b4.

3.3.1

Lillkillg More tllan Olle Object File

This section deals with linking more than one object file at a time.
If you only want to link single object files for now, you can skip to
section 3.4 which describes how to run executable files produced by
the linker.
The t4flink and t8flink batch files can be used to link up to
nine object files. As before, the extensions of all the object files are
assunled to be . bin. The executable file generated will have the file
name of the first object file specified, with the extension . b4.
For example, if there are two Fortra.n source files, main. f77 and
fns. f77, the following commands will compile thenl and link them
together, producing an executable fih\ for the T4 called main.b4.
C>t4f .ain
C>t4f fns
C>t4flink .ain fns

Conlpiling a.nd linking the exalnplc fil(\s ahove for the rI'S would be
done as follows:
C>t8f ..ain
C>t8f fns
C>t8flink .ain fns
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Illdirect Files

It is quite COnlIT10n for progra.nlS to consist of many different object
files. The t4flink and t8flink batch files cannot ha.ndle more tha.n
nine, but even with fewer files than this, you ma.y find the command
line awkward to type.
The linker provides a way of getting round this problem, called an
indirect file. An indirect file is a text file containing a list of object
file names, all of which are to be included in the executahle file. It
is specified in the linker comnland by its file na.me preceded by an
'CD'. }tor example:
C>t4flink lobjfiles

This will ca.use the Iinker to find the file objfiles. dat, and link
together a.1l the object files specified in it. As usual, the generated
file will be given the name of the first object file with the extension
.b4.
Indirect files a.re assullle<l to have the extension . date They contain
a list of MS-l)()S file na.tTles, \vith one file name on each line. Full
path names, includjllg directory specifications, are allowed. Indirect
files may also include the nalnes of other indirect files, by preceding
with an 'CD'; nesting indirect files in this way may be done to five
levels.
The examplc indirect file objfiles.dat above might contain the
following text:
main
fns
\userlib\general\io
Igrafpack

When used ill tlte exalllple given abovc, this will link the ohject
files main. bin and fns. bin [rolll the current directory a.nd io. bin
frorn the dil'c('f,ory \userlib\general, together with all the object
files specirip<l ill the indirect file grafpack.dat. The executable file
gcnerated will be main. b4.
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3.3.3

Calling the Lillker Directly

Occasionally, instead of using the batch files, you may need to call
the linker directly, or write your own batch files to do so. Fuller
information about the linker may be found in chapter 19, and details of the internal format of object files are provided in the Inmos
Standalone Compiler Implementation Afanual[13].
The linker is invoked by the command linkt. The general form of
a link command is
linkt object-file, t executable-file

object-files is a list of object file names separated by spaces. These
are the object files which are to be linked together. All of them must
have been compiled for the same processor type (T4 or T8). If an
object file is specified without an extension, the extension is assulned
to be .bin.
The order in which tile object files are specified is significant. Details
of this may be found in sections 3.5 and 17.2.4.5.
The executable-file is the name of the file to which the linker writes
the executable output code. If no extension is specified, the lioker
supplies the extension . b4. The executable file and its preceding
COlnnla lllay be omitted; in this case, the executable file is given the
sarne file name as the first object file in the command line, with the
extension . b4. If the first file nlentioned on the comrnand line is an
indirect file, the executable file is given a name taken froln the narne
of the first object file listed in the indirect file.
1'0 lill k ltortran progralIls, you must i Ilclude in the list of object
files both the Parallel l;ortran run-tilllc library and a special object
file called a "harness". rI'he directory \tf2vl conta.ins two versions
of both of these cOlnponcllts: frtlt4.bin and t4harn.bin for T4
transputers, and frtl t8. bin and taharn. bin for 1'8 transputers.
rl'he linker will not allow you to mix T4 and TB object files.
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rrlte exa.mple bclow shows the cOlllmand necessary to link a.1I the files
listed in tile indirect file subs.dat into a single executa.ble file for
the T4, ca.lled prog. b4.
C>linkt Isubs \tf2vl\frtlt4 \tf2vl\t4harn,prog

Note that the Ilarallel Fortran run-time library (frtlt4.bin) and
the harness (t4harn. bin) nlust both be named explicitly as input
object files.
For the T8, the cOlnlnand would be the following.
C>linkt Isubs \tf2vl\frtlt8 \tf2vl\t8harn,prog

3.3.4

Libraries

It is often convenicnt to be able to treat a group of object files as
a single unit. F~r exalnplc, the Parallel Fortran run-time library
consists of ma.ny separate objcct files, but is supplied as a single file
containing all of thcIn.
l"'he tinker provides the option of linking together a group of object
files to producc a lib,.·ary filc instead of an executable file. The library
contains all of the code and entry points defined by the input object
files, which can bc changed or deleted without affecting the library.
To change a. li bra.ry it rnust be relinked from its component parts.
IJibrary

fi]~s

ha.ve sevcral advantages over using indirect files .

• 'fhe lillk~r seleets froBt the library file only those modules wldch
arc act.ua.lly refercnced elsewhere in the program; the oth(,fS arc
IIOt i nelu ded i It the execlI table file .
• Copying a siugle file to another place is simpler than copyjng rna-lIy COlllpOllellt ohject files and (na.king sure that the
corresponding indirect file is kept up to date with cha.nges in
directory a.nd file Hallles.
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• Opening just one library file is faster than opening an indirect
file and several object files.
llowever, using an indirect file may be faster while a library is being
developed because there is no need to relink the library whenever a
cOlnponent module is changed.
A linker command of the form shown below is used to produce a
library from a number of component object files.
linkt object-file•• Iibraru-file/l

l"'he option letter after the 'I' is a lower case 'L'.
l'he form of the input object-files is the same as for normal operation
of the linker: a list of filenames separated by spaces. Indirect files
are indicated by an 'G' sign as before.
The library-file must be a single MS-DOS file name. If no extension
is specified, the linker will give it the extension .lib. Note that this
is different from the default extension for input libraries, which is
.bin.

The example below shows a graphics library being built frolD a core
graphics module and two device driver modules. The library is then
linked in the ordinary way with a user program. Indirect files are
used to simplify the required Hnker commands.
C>type graflib.dat
core
tek
hp
C>linkt Igraflib.graflib.bin/l
C>type .yprog.dat
myprog
graflib
\tf2vl\frtlt8
\tf2vl\t8harn
C>linkt '.yprog
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Running

J;:xecutable progranls are loaded int.o the transputer board and run
using the afserver prograln, which runs on the IBM PC.
The afserver is an ordinary MS-DOS program, and after loading
the Itbrtran prograln into the transputer board, it remains active
throughout the progranl's run. Instructions are sent from the Fortran run-time library to the afserver whenever it needs to perform MS-DOS functions such as reading information from the disks,
displaying output on the screen and so on. The results of these
operations are sent by the afserver back to the transputer board.
The coolma-nd to load and run a program is:
afserver -: b filcno,ne

1'he Jilenanle must be the name of an executable file pro<1uc~d hy
the linkcr. 'fhe file name extension must be specified. An example
of a comma.nd to load and run a sinlple program would be:
C>afserver -:b hello.b4

Note that this will only work if your program uses a fairly small
arnount of sta.ck lllcrnory. See section 3.5 for how to get round this
problenl.
Appendix section F.3 includes more information about the afserver
a.nd its options, and the InnlOS Stand Alone Compiler I,nplenlenlalion Afll71UU[[I:l] (section 10) contains a full description. Note tllat
the -: e (test error Hag) switch described in [13] is not support('d for
use with 1~a.rallel Fortran prograJns. For iJnproved pcrforlnanc(', the
~-'ortran cOInpiler rclies on being able to gencrate code which nlight
incidenta.lly cause tile error flag to be set. Therefore, the trallsputer
error fla.g .nay he set as part of the uorlllal execution of a l'ortran
progralll.

rrlte rUllllillg of prograllls call be sinlpliried by putting the appropria.te afserver cOlnlnand into an NIS-DOS batch file. Typing the
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narne of the batch file is then sufficient to run the progranl. For
example:
C>type .yprog.bat
afserver -:b \aydir\.yprog.b4
C>ayprog

l'he command myprog will tben call afsarver to load the executable
file \mydir\myprog. b4 into the transputer board and start it. Note
that if a program compiled and linked for the T4 is loaded into a TB
(or vice versa) the effects will be unpredictable.

3.4.1

Using Fortran Programs as MS-DOS Commands

Because of the limitations on what can be done with MS-DOS batch
files it is useful to have a way of running a transputer Fortran program as if it were an MS-DOS . exe file.
You can turn any . b4 file into an MS-DOS command by making a
copy of the file \tf2vl \linkt. exe in the same directory as the. b4
file, giving it the same root filename as the . b4 file but keeping the
. axe extension. For example, if the current directory contains the
executable file ex. b4, it can be run as a comnland by typing:
C>copy \tf2v1\lintt.exe ex.exe
C>ex

This new ex command can be us('d from any directory, provided the
directory containing ex. exe and ex. b4 is on the ~1S-1)OS search
path.
(linkt. exe works by taking the cOllunand verb fronl its conlnland
line, adding. b4, and then railing afserver to load that file fcoIn
the same directory linkt. exe itself was loaded fronl).
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When a . b4 file is invoked via a "driver" program in this wa.y,
the -:0 1 switch (sce section 3.5) is added automatically and the
program is given a large amount of stack space. If you want to Tun a
prograIn as an MS-DOS command, but with its stack in fast on-chip
RAM, you should invoke the program as usual but add -:0 0 to the
command line (hyphen, colon, letter '0', then a space followed by
the digit zero). For example:
C>ex -:0 0

3.4.2

I/O Units, Redirection and Piping

Section 16.8.1.2 explains how a Fortran program's I/O units are
preconnectcd. In particular, unit 5 is connected to the MS-DOS
standard input facility and unit 6 to standard output.
Normally standard input comes from the keyboard, but it can be
taken from a file by using the MS-DOS redirection symbol '<' in the
normal way. For example, when running a program vc, you could
redirect unit 5 to read from file chap!. txt by using this command:
C>afserver -:b vc.b4 <chap1.tIt

This also works if vc. b4 is invoked by a driver program, vc. exe:
C>vc <chap1. tIt

Similarly, the standard output normally goes to the screen, and may
be redirected using the '>' symbol. For example, mangle. b4 is a
prograln which reads raw data through unit 5, processes them and
writes the results to unit 6. It could be ma.de to read from -rile
raw.dat a.nd write to cooked.dat by this coolma.nd:
C>afserver -:b mangle.b4 <rav.dat >cooked.dat

l'he output fro III unit 6 1l1ay also be piped into an MS-DOS filler
progranl by writing the nalne of the filter after a vertical bar' I', as
shown below.
C>afserver -:b mangle.b4 <rav.dat I .ore
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The DOS Reference Manual describes in detail what can be done
with filters. (The more program simply displays its input on the
screen, a page at a time).

3.5

Memory Use

The memory used by a Fortran program is divided into four storage
areas.
• Code stomge is used to hold the executable instructions of the
program itself, together with some constant data and control
information.
• Static storage is used to hold the following:

- arrays;
- CHARACTER variables;

- variables initialised by DATA statements, or by the extended forms of the explicit type statements;
- variables in COMMON blocks;
- variables which have been specified in SAVE statements.
Static storage which is not initialised by the program is initialised au tomatically to zero.
• Stack storage(sometimes referred to as workspace) is used for
all other variables, unless the program has been conlpiled using
the /S switch, in which case all variables are held in static
storage. The stack is also used for function calls and CALL
statelnents a.nd for holding pointers to the actual argulllcnts of
sul.>progralns.

In addition, library functions use varying anlounts of stack
space as working storage. rrhe stark requircln~llts of the Inatheluatical functions are given in the Ilunos 1'DS G'ompiler ltn])lenlentation Afanual[14] (Section 10, Paralncters and workspace
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requirenlents) and are generally about 40 to 100 words. The
stack requirements of the Hoating-point arithmetic support library for the T4 are generally about 10 to 40 words. About
70 words of stack storage are permanently reserved for use by
the run-time library.
Variables created on the stack are not automatically initialised
to zero, and may have any initial value.
• IIeap storage is used internally by the run-time library for I/O

buffers, etc.
These four areas of storage are mapped onto two areas of physical
memory:

• On-chip memory. The T4 has 2KB of fast on-chip memory,
and the T8 has 4KB.
• External memory. The Inmos B004 board has either 1MD or
2MB of external memory.
Using the linker only, two methods of mapping the storage areas
onto physical memory are available: the default method, and the
alternative method. The configurers required for developing para.lIel
programs give the user more advanced methods for controlling the
use of memory. See sections 5.1.2 and 5.8, and chapter 26.

3.5.1

Default Mell10ry Mappillg

Default memory mapping is used if the afserver program is ca.lled
a.s described in section 3.4 above. \Vith this arrangement, the T·t's
on-chip 1l1Clnory, and the first 2](D of the T8's on-chip memory, arc
used for stack stora.ge. Since on-chip memory is faster than external lnelnory, progranls can run nluch faster with default mernory
rnapping. Obviously, you rnust be certain that the program '8 sta.ck
stora.ge will fit in the available 2I(D.
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If you are using a TB, default melnory mapping providcs an opportunity for further speed inprovements, since the remaining 2Kll
of the TB's on-chip memory is available for code storage. To take
advantage of this, you should place small, speed-critical subprograms
at the beginning of the link-list.

lVARNING: A program which exceeds the amount of available stack
space will fail in unpredictable ways: it may hang, or it may simply
give wrong answers.

3.5.2

Alternative Memory Mapping

Unless you are sure your program's stack data will fit into the 2KD
of available on-chip memory, you should run it like this:
C>afserver -:b .yproS.b4 -:0 1

The -: 0 1 switch (hyphen, colon, option letter '0', then a space,
then the digit one) changes the way memory is allocatcd to give
the program a very large amount of stack space. In this modc of
operation, the size of the stack is only limited by the amount of
external RAM available, but execution speed is lower because the
external RAM used for the stack is slower than the transputer's onchip RAM.

3.5.3

Lilllit on Prograln Melllory

The current version of thc lillk(~r g~n~rates executable files which
will only run correctly on boards having 1MD or 2f\IIJ of Inemory.
To get round this restriction, the Ilarallel Fortran kit includes the
mempatch program which may bc used to change executable files
to run on boards which have different alnounts of nlclnory. Sce
chapter 20 for a discussion of mempatch.
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Accessing MS-DOS Functions

The Parallel Fortran run-time library for the transputer includes a
number'of functions and subroutines which alJow Fortran programs
to access the MS-DOS host system. These functions are described
in detail in section 18.2.2.

All MS-DOS functions are accessed by sending a set of regist('r values to the host processor, executing a software interrupt instruction
and finally receiving a set of modified register values. Thus, to use
these functions you require a detailed knowledge of register uses and
interrupt numbers for the MS-DOS function you wish to use. One
source of this information is the IBM DOS Technical Reference[4].
Register values are moved to and from the host machine in an integer
array known as a DOS block. The programmer is helped in building
a DOS block by various constants defined in the file DOS. INe, and
this should be included in any subprogram which makes use of ~1S
DOS functions. The length of the DOS block is the value of the
constant F77 _DOS_BLOCK_SIZE, defined in DOS. INC. The ('l('m~nts
of the DOS block correspond to t6-bit registers of the MS-DOS
machine, and to help with accessing these, DOS. INe defines various
constants whose names use the familiar Intet register names. This
means, for example, that to load the value 10 into the AX register for
moving to the host, the programlner could code the following:
INCLUDE 'DOS.INC'
INTEGER DOSBLOCK(F77_DOS_BLOCK_SIZE)

l'here are a nunlbcr of significant points about the format of the
1)05 block.
1. rrhe fpgistcrs in the DOS block are in a different order from that
conventionally used under ~1S-J)OS. This difference simplifies
the job or the run-time library, and should not be visible to pro-
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grammers who make use of the constants defined in DOS. INC
as descri bed above.
2. The transputer has no 16-bit data types; the 16-bit BOxB6
registers such as AX are therefore represented in the DOS block
by Fortran INTEGER variables. Again, programs which access
DOS blocks should not normally be aware of this difference.
3. The byte registers of the host machine (AH, AL etc) are mapped
onto the 16-bit word registers in the usual way. This means
that accessing these registers will often require the use of the
bit-manipulation functions, described in appendix E. For example, to load 10 into register AH for moving to the host, the
following code should be used:
IICLUDE 'DOS.IIC'
llTEGER DOSBLOCI(F77_DOS_BLOCI_SIZE)
DOSBLOCI(F77_DOS_AI) •
1 IOR(IAID(DOSBLOCI(F77_DOS_AI).2SS).ISHFT(10.8»

An MS-DOS interrupt is performed by using the F77 _HOST_INTERRUPT
subroutine. One of its parameters is a DOS block, into which the
programmer loads the required values for the host registers before
the call; the returned values of registers may be found there too.
The segment registers used on the host may be used unchanged,
or the segment register values in the DOS block may be used,
depending on the value of the ISEGS parameter. The subroutine
F77 _READ_SEGMENTS is provided to read the contents of the segInent
registers so that particular registers can be changed while leaving
the rest with their current values.
Some of the more complex interrupt calls, both to MS-DOS and to
add-on packages like GEM and ~1S-WINDOWS require paraulelers
and data blocks to be passed in menlory rather than in registers.
If a block of memory is requir<,d as a parameter to an interrupt
call, it nlust first be acquired from ~'1S-DOS. After use, the Inenlory block should be returned to MS-IlOS so that it Inay be used
again. These operations can be performed either by the appropri-
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ate ])OS function calls (described in the DOS Technical Refere71~ce)
or by the run-time library subprograms F77_ALLOC_HOST_MEM and

F77_FREE_HOST_MEM.
The Intel 80x86 architecture uses a 32-bit quantity to specify an
address in memory. This can be held in a Fortran INTEGER, and
consequently, for example, F77_ALLOC_HOST_MEM returns the address
of the allocated memory as an integer. The more significant 16 bits
of this object are a segment number and the least significant 16 hits
are an offset from the base of that segment. The two parts of the
address can be extracted using the bit-manipulation functions.
Because the transputer and its host MS-DOS system do not have any
shared memory areas, information destined for a parameter block
in the MS-DOS host cannot be simply written into the block by
normal Fortran assignment operations. Instead, a duplicate of the
block is created as a Fortran structure in the transpllter's memory,
and a subroutine is then called to move the contents of the block
in the transputer's memory to its counterpart in the memory of the
MS-DOS host. Similarly, reading information from a block in host
memory involves transferring the block into an identical structure
in the transputer's memory and then accessing the latter. These
two operations are performed by the run-time library subroutines
F77_BLOCK_TO_HOST and F77_BLOCK_FROM_HOST.
Note that some structures used as parameter blocks to MS-DOS,
GEM, MS- WINDOWS and so forth include 16-bit fields. For exa.mpIe, GEM parameter blocks contain many 16-bit fields representing
x and y co-ordinates. Because the transputer has no 16-bit data
objects, there is no straightforward way of representing these, and
they would in most cases need to be packed into integers, using the
hit-nlanipulation functions.
Sorne silnple exalnplcs of the ways in which the above functions
tnight he lIsed will now be given. First, the following prograrn calls
~1S-I)OS function 2 16 (Chara.cter Output) to displa.y the character
'A' on the screen. rrhe argllJnent is passed in the DL register.
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C

C

PROGRAM SENDA
INCLUDE 'DOS.IIC'
INTEGER DOSBLOCK(F77_DOS_BLOCK_SIZE)
Load 2 into AH and 'A' into DL
DOSBLOCK(F77_DOS_AI) • ISHFT(2. 8)
DOSBLOCK(F77_DOS_DI) • 65
Call interrupt 33 (hexadecimal 21)
CALL F77_HOST_llTERRUPT(33. o. DOSBLOCK)
EID

Next, a much more complicated example in which MS-DOS function
9 16 (Output Character String) is used to print the string "Hello"
on the screen. The string to be printed is written into a block of
MS- DOS memory before the call.
PROGRAM PHELLO
IICLUDE 'DOS.IIC'
INTEGER DOSBLOCI(F77_DOS_BLOCK_SIZE). MEMORY
CHARACTER*6 HELLO
DATA HELLO/'Hello$'/
C

C

Allocate host storage and write string to it

MEMORY • F77_ALLOC_HOST_MEM (6)
CALL F77_BLOCI_TO_HOST (HELLO. MEMORY.

6)

C

C

Find current segaent register addresses

C

C

Set up function call nuaber

DOSBLOCK (F77_DOS_AI) • ISHFT

(9. 8)

C

C

Set up segaent nuaber and offset of string

DOSBLOCK (F77_00S_01) • IBITS (MEMORY, o. 16)
OOSBLOCK (F77_DOS_DS) • IBITS (MEMORY. 16, 16)
C

C

Perfo~

the call

CALL F77_HOST_IITERRUPT (33. 1. DOSBLOCK)
C

C

Free the string aeaory in host

CALL F77_FREE_HOST_HEH (MEMORY)
END

Chapter 4

Introduction to Parallel
Fortran
This chaptcr aims to help you become familiar with Parallel Fortran
and its terminology. If you know occam, or if you have read a lot
about the transputer, then you will already be familiar with the ideas
on which Parallel Fortran is based. ICnot, don't worry; the ideas a.re
quite simple. They are explained in outline here, and again in more
detail in the chapters which follow.

4.1

Abstract Model

l'he treatlncnt of parallel processing in transputer systems is bas(ld
on the idea of communicating sequential processes. In this model,
a cOInputing system is a collection of concurrently active sequential
processes which can only communicate with each other over channels. A cha.nnel connects exactly one process to exactly one other
process. A c.hanncl can only carry messages in one direction: if
cOHullunication in both directions between two processes is required,
two channels must be used. Ea.ch process can have any number of
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input and output channels, but note that the channels in a system
are fixed; new channels cannot be cr(\atcd during its operation.

For example, a disk copy command built into a computer's operating
system could be described as three concurrently executing processes:
two floppy disk controller processes and one process doing the copying.

copy

disk 1

disk 2

This example shows an important property of channel communications: they are synchronised. A process wanting to send a message
over a channel is always forced to wait until the receiving process
reads the message. In our exalllple, this means that even if at
some time the output floppy disk can't keep up with the input, the
system will still work properly. This is because the copy process will
automatically be forced to wait if it tries to send a message before
the output disk process is ready to receive it. SometiInes it is useful
to allow a sending process to run ahead of a receiving one; in such
cases an explicit buffering process must be added to the systenl.

Note that because a process in this Inodel is just a "black box"
connected to the outside world only by its channels, the actual ilnpleulentation of any individual process is not ilnportant. A process
could be a bit of hardware or a software module; in particular it
n-lay also be another cOlnplex SystClll, itself consisting of a nUlnber
of comnlunicating processes.
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Hardware Realisation

The tra.nsplIter was designed to be used as a component in concurrent systems oC exactly the sort described in the previous section.
Each transputer processor has four Inmos links, to connect it with
other transputers. Each link has two channels, one in each direction.
These hardware channels behave exactly like the abstract channels
discussed above; they provide synchronised, unidirectional communication.
Arbitrary networks of transputers can be constructed simply by connecting their links together with ordinary wires, the only limitation
being that each processor cannot be directly connected to more than
four others.
At this level, a transputer can therefore be viewed as a single process
in a multi-transputer system. Jlowever, it is also possible for any
number of concurrent processes to be run on an individual transputer. Any word in the transputer's memory may be used as a
channel to connect one internal process to another. The address
of such a channel word is used to identify it to the transputer instructions (and Parallel Fortran subprograms) which send or receive
messages. The contents oC the word are used by the hardware t.o
synchronise sending and receiving processes.
Frorn a program's point of view, these internal channels and the hardware link channels are identical. The same instructions (or Pa.rallel
Fortran suhprograms) are used to send an~ receive messages on both.
lla.rdware link ("hannels are identified by special fixed addresses. For
example, on a T414 the .input channel of processor link 3 is always
a.t address ROOOOOIC 16 . Internal channels have addresses a.11orat<'d
by software.
This equivalence of internal channels to hardware link chanllpls
Inca.ns it is possible to develop a parallel system on a single transputcr and then move some of its processes onto other transput<'fS
without having to recolnpile any code.
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Each process executing on a transputcr processor has a priority,
which can either be "urgent" or "not urgent". The processor
automatically shares its available tilne between these processes.
A process can be descheduled either because it has performed an
operation (such as sending a message to another process) which
causes it to pause or, in the case of a "not urgent" process, because
it has been executing without interruption for a certain period of
time. The effect of this is that the CPU time-slices between the "not
urgent" processes, but "urgent" processes are only interrupted when
they cannot proceed because of a communication. For this reason,
"urgent" processes should be designed so that they do not perform
large amounts of computation, as they will "lock out" the less urgent
processes entirely.

4.3

Soft'Ware Model

Parallel Fortran is based on the sanle abstract model of communicating sequential processes as the transputer hardware.
A complete application is viewed as a collection of one or more concurrently execut.ing tasks. Each task has its own region of memory
for code and data, a vector of input ports, and a vector of output
ports. The port vectors are known to the run-time library, and they
can be accessed by special functions supplied with Parallel Fortran
for the purpose. The code of a task is a single transputer image
(. b4) file generated by the ordinary Jjnker, linkt.
l'asks can be treated as software "bla<'k boxes" connected together
via their ports, as shown in figure 4.1.
For exaulplc, a very Silllple task Jllight accept on an input port a
streanl of INTEGER values each of which is an ASCII character, convert each character to upper case, and output the resulting stream
of characters on an output port. The Fortran code for this is shown
in figure 4.2.
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input
ports...--

output
...r orts
task

Figure 4.1: a task viewed as a "black box".
Tasks can be treated as atomic building blocks for parallel systems,
to be wired together rather like electronic components. Indeed, several such basic building-block tasks are supplied with the compiler.
Ports are bound to real channel addresses by configuration software
external to the task itself; the bindings can be changed without
recompiling or relinking the task. Extended Fortran run-time library
subprograms supplied with the compiler allow Fortran programs
to send and receive messages over the channels bound to a task's
ports. The port vectors themselves are not normally accesssible
to a Fortran program, but the addresses of the channels to which
they are bound may be found by use of the F77 _CHAN_IN_PORT and
F77 _CHAN_OUT_PORT functions, as shown in figure 4.2.
The configuration software also provides ways of specifying which
software tasks a.re to be run on which hardware processors. Each
processor can support any number of tasks, limited only by available
memory.
Tasks placed on the same processor can have any number of interconnecting channels. rrasks placed on different processors can only be
connected where physical wires c.onnect the processors' links. Each
logical connection betwecn two tasks placcd on different processors is
assigned exclusive use of one of the physical link channels connecting
the processors. The nUlnber of interconnections between tasks on
different processors is therefore limited by the number of hardware
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100

200

PROGRAM UPPER
INCLUDE 'CHAI.INC'
INTEGER INCH1.1DOR. OUTCHANADDR. WORD
INCHANADDR • F71_CHlI_II_PORT (0)
OUTCHAN1DDR • F11_CHlI_OUT_PORT (0)
COITINUE
CALL F11_CH1I_II_WORD (WORD. INCH1NADDR)
IF (WORD .EQ. -1) GOTO 200
IF «WORD .GE. 91) .'10. (WORD .LE. 122» THEI
WORD • WORD - 91 + 66
ElD IF
CALL F71_CH'I_OUT_WORD (WORD. OUTCHAIADDR)
GOTO 100
STOP
EID

Figure 4.2: Complete example task with one input and one output
port.
links each one has. If more than four logical connections in each
direction are required between one transputer and its neighbours,
the designer of the system must provide explicit multiplexor tasks.

4.4

Multiple Input Channels

Sometimes, a task has to accept input from any of a nUIl1ber of
input channels. For example, the main loop of a file server process
would want to wait until a message was available froIn anyone of
its "client" processes. It can't read th(\ln all scquentially because a
Inessage could come from anyone of them, in any order.
10 handle this situation, the Para!]p] Fortran run-tilHe library includes functions which enable the prograln to wait until one of a
group of input channels is ready to transnlit, and th(~n report which
channel it is. Alternatively, the progranl can "poll" a group of
channels, that is, check which (if any) of thCll1 is rea.dy to transmit,
without waiting.
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1'his facility corresponds roughly to that provided by the oceam ALT
statement, and is sometiIlles referred to as "guarded input".

4.5

Parallel Execution Threads

The software features described so far allow you to build parallel
systems by connecting together the ports of a number of relatively
independent tasks. In particular, all the tasks have separate code
and data, and are only allowed to communicate with each other by
sending messages over channels.
Parallel Fortra.n also allows you to take advantage of the transputer's
architecture by creating new concurrent threads of execution within a
task. Parallel Fortran's threads resemble the "processes" of Modula2, and the "coroutines" of some other languages. Each one has its
own stack (aJlocated by its creator), but shares its code with any
other threads in the same task. Threads of the same task also ha.ve
access to the same COMMON blocks, and semaphore functions in the
fun-time library are used to prevent threads which share data from
interfering with each other.
Parallel Fortran's multiple thread facility differs somewhat from that
supported by 3L Parallel C. It is a general rule that Fortran subprograIns are not reentrant; that is, a subprogram may not be active
,nore than once at anyone time. This means that a subprogram
cannot call itself, directly or indirectly; it also means that a su bprograrTI may not be invoked through the thread mechanism nlore
than once at a time. This precludes the easy use of the mult.iple
threads for readi ng fronl a nunlher of input channels "all at the
sarne tilne". Nonetheless, the technique ma.y be useful for ahnost
any problem which falls into sections which are largely indep('lIdent,
and in particular many prohlellls in siInulation, real-time control and
other areas map very well onto a multi-threaded algorithm.
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4.6

Configuring an Application

Once an application has been designed and written as a collection
of communicating tasks, how is it loaded into a physical network of
transputers?
First, each individual task is built by compiling all its source files
with the Fortran compiler and using the linker (linkt) to combine
the resulting binary (. bin) files with the Parallel Fortran run-time
library, and a special "task" harness in place of the standard harness
we have used so far. This produces a task image (. b4) file.
Now a bootable application image file must be generated from the
component task (. b4) files. The program which does this is called
the conjigurer. It is driven by a user-supplied conjigumtion file which
specifies:
• the hardware configuration (processors, and the wires connecting them) on which the application is to be run;
• the names of the . b4 files containing the component tasks of
the application;
• the connections between the various tasks' ports;
• the placement of particular tasks onto particular processors in
the physical network.
The output of the configurer is an application file which can be
booted into the specified hardware network and run using the salne
afserver program used for siJnple standalone progranlS.

4. 7

Processor Farllls

The tools described so far allow you to build applications which
execute on any transputer network whose wiring can be specified in
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advance in a configuration file. For many parallel computations it
is useful to be able to create applications which will automatically
configure themselves to run on any network of transputers. Such
applications will automatically run faster when more transputers are
added to a network, without recompilation or reconfiguration.
Parallel Fortran allows you to create applications like this, provided
the application can be implemented by a processor farm, and provided that there is enough memory on each processor in the network
to support the required loading and message handling software.
In the processor farm technique, an application is coded as one
master task which breaks the job down into small, independent
pieces called work packets which are processed by any number of
anonymous identical worker tasks. Work packets are automatically
distributed across an arbitrary network of transputers by routing
software supplied with the compiler. All of the worker tasks must run
the same c.ode. Each worker simply accepts work packets, processes
them,. and sends back result packets via the same routing software.
A worker task is just a simple sequential loop: read a work packet;
process it; send back a result packet; repeat.
Provided a master task can be written for your application which
will split the job up into independent work packets which the worker
tasks can handle without cOlnmunicating with other tasks, you can
use the flood-fill configurer to combine the code for the master and
worker tasks into a bootable a.pplication file which can be loaded
automatically into an arbitrary transputer network by the afserver
program.
Many computationally intensive applications can in fact be inlplementcd by processor farms, particularly gra.phics applications like
ray-tracing where different sections of the screen ca.n be worked on
illdependcntly.
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Developing Parallel
Programs
In this chapter we move on from looking at the general features of
Parallel Fortran to explaining how some of the parallel programming
tools supplied with the compiler are used in practice. The generalpurpose configurer is described here along with the extended rllntime library subprograms for sending messages over channels and
creating new execution threads. Processor farm applications a.rc
covered in the next chapter.
We have actually already encountered an interesting example of
a parallel system: even a sinlple sequential program running on
a transputer board plugged into a PC runs in parallel with the
afserver program on the host computer, as shown below.
PC

n004
0

af-

I

server
0

1

0

I
I
I

1

user

filt.er
0

prog.
J

1
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The afserver task is an ordinary MS- DOS execu table (. exe) file
that runs on the PC. It loads executable. b4 files into the transputer
and also acts as a file server, handling I/O requests made by the
transputer. The afserver and the transpnter execute in parallel and
communicate via an Inmos link. The messages sent to the afserver
are normally generated by the Parallel Fortran run-time library. It
converts I/O statements, for example READ and WRITE, into messages
requesting the afserver to perform MS-DOS operations like write
512 bytes and then waits for the afserver to reply.
In principle, the afserver task could be directly connected to the
user program. In practice, a filter task is interposed between thenl.
The filter runs in parallel with the afserver and the user task;
it simply passes on messages travelling in both directions. The
filter is required because sometimes the messages passed between
the user program and the afserver are only one byte long and the
revision A T4I4 chip cannot handle single-byte messa.ge transfers on
its hardware links. The filter pads out I-byte messages to 2 bytes to
avoid this problem.

5.1

Configuring One User Task

Up to now a standard "harness", t4harn. bin, has been linked in
with all user programs. The harness contains systcnl initialisation
code, the filter, and a call to the user program. There is no need
to describe the standard system configuration (afserver, filter and
one user task) to the harness; the configuration is asSlllTIcd.
Using the standard harness is silnple but inflexible. \Ve need a way
to produce exccutahle files for nlorc cOlnplicated systPffi configurations containing many tasks and Inany transputcrs. 1'he cOJlfigllrer
prograJn supplied with the compiler can do this; a silllplcr harness
(known as the "task ha.rness") ca.n th(\1l be used.
The configurer is driven by a user-written configumtion file which
descrioes the systcro to be built: the file lists all the physical proces-
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UPPER.CFG
processor host
processor root
wire juaperroot [0] host [0]
task
task
task

!the PC
!the transputer in the 8004
!connects ...
!link 0 of root transputer
!to the PC bus

upper
ins=2 outs=2
filter
ins=2 outs=2 data-lOt
afserver ins=l outs-1

place afserver host
place upper root
place filter root
connect
connect
connect
connect

?
?
?
?

!the user task

!afserver runs on PC
!everything else on transputer

filter [0]
afserver[O]
filter [1]
upper [1]

afserver[O]
filter[O]
upper [1]
filter[l]

Figure 5.1: Configuration File with One Example Task

sors in the system, the wires connecting them, the tasks to be loaded
into the system and their logical interconnections. The complete
configuration file needed for a single transputer system with one task
(i .c., the same configuration that is built into the standard harness)
is shown in figure 5.1. In the rest of this section we will look at its
contcnts in deta.il.

'I'hc cxalllple progralTI we have chosen just converts a streanl or
cha.racters r('ad from the sta.ndard input strea.m to upper case. l'he
Fortra.n source file, upper. f77 is shown in figure 5.2 (the corresponding configuration file is called upper. cfg).
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PROGRAM UPPER
CHARACTER*80 LINE
INTEGER p. C
COITIIUE
READ (5. 110. E10-130) LIME
FORMAT (A80)
DO 120 P • 1. 80

C • ICHAR(LIIE(P:P»
120

130

IF «C .GT. 96) .'10. (C .LT. 123»
LIIE(P:P) • CHlR(C)
CONTIIUE
WRITE (6. 110) LIME
GOTO 100
STOP

C • C-32

END

F.igure 5.2:

Fortran Source File for Upper Casing Program,

upper.f77

5.1.1

Hardware Conflguratioll

The first thing the configuration file needs to describe is the hardware
configuration. A single D004 board plugged into a PC is very easy
to describe.
processor host
processor root
wire juaper host[O] root[O]

There are two processors: the host PC and the root transputer in the
n004. The root transputer is so called because if a larg(\r network is
built around a basic D004 systelTI, the transputer directly connected
to the PC becolnes the root of the network-all cornmunication with
the file system on the PC must pass through it.
A wire connects the root tra.nsputer's lillk 0 to the host processor.
l~he WIltE statenlcnt describes a.ctual physicalcahles, in this case
the little jUlnper you have to plug into the back of a ]1004 board
which connects link 0 on the transputer to the PC bus.
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Objects decla.red in the con·~guration language can have arbitrary
narnes ma.de up of letters, digits and the special characters '_' a.nd
'$', but are usually given mnemonic names. For example, a wire Inay
be given a name, in this case jumper; or, more usually, it can be lert
anonymous, by writing '?' instead of the name.
The processor identifiers (host and root) used in a WIRE statement
must have heen declared in a previous PROCESSOR statement.
rrhis is a general rule: all objects in the configuration language
(processors, wires, tasks) must be declared before they are used.
Now compare the short example above with the full configuration file
in figure 5.1. You will notice a few differences in layout. Blank lines,
spaces and tabs have been used to improve readability, and comments
(from a '! ' character to the end of the line) have been added. SOlne
lines have been broken, indicated by a hyphen, '-', as the last oonwhitespace character before a line break (or comment). Layout and
comnlents are ignored by the configurer. Note that the configurer
also ignor~s the case of letters: 'a' and 'A' are not distinguished.
As a short-cut when writing a configuration file, you can use the
worm program to generate the hardware configuration automatically.
This is done by using worm's le switch, and directing the output into
a file. For example:
C>vor./c > upper.cfg

This would pla.ce a correct description of the current hardware configuration in the file upper. cfg. For a full description of the worm
p eogram, see c11 apter 22.

5.1.2

Software COllfiguratioll

As well as dcscribing the hardware of a system, the configuration file
must contai n details of all its software tasks and their interconncctions.
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5.1.2.1

Declaring Tasks

For each concurrently executing task in the system the configuration
file must contain a TASK statement which declares the number of input and output ports the task has. The afserver has only one input
port (for file system requests) and one output port for responses.
task afserwer iDs-! outs-!

Our example user task is next. It will be a program to convert
characters to upper case, so it is given the name upper.
task upper iDs-2 out.-2

As before, the ins and outs attributes specify the number of input
and output ports for the task. The upper task has two of each, numbered from 0 upwards, and called upper [0] and upper [1]. Whether
a port specifier like upper [0] refers to an input or an output port is
determined by the context in which it is used.
The ordinary Parallel Fortran run-time library, with which the upper
task will be linked, makes the assumption tbat the first two input
and output ports of a task will be reserved for its use. The first pair
of ports (numbered 0) have uses which will not be described here;
they should simply be left unconnected. The second pair of ports
(numbered 1) are assumed to be connected to a file server task. Here,
we will connect the upper task to the afserver through a filter task.
The filter task has a slightly more conlplicated declaration:
task filter ins z 2 outs-2 data z l0k

rrhe DATA attribute specifies the arr.aunt of lnemory a task needs.
rl"'he filter task requires a minilTulln of lOK of workspace. For
ready-rnade tasks supplied with the fonlpiler, like filter, nlcmory
rcquirelnents can be looked up in the data sheets in chapter 28.
A user task like upper for which no nlelllory rcqujrclnent is spccificd
gets all the free Inemory relIlaining once any other tasks placed OH
that processor are loaded. Only one task on each processor can have
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its memory requirements left unspecified in this way. The configurcr
would otherwise have to decide how to split the remaining memory
between severa.l tasks with unspecified requirements. Because an
even split is unlikely to be desirable in practice, this is not al1ow{\d.
Section 5.8 below gives hints on estimating memory requirements in
cases where multiple user-written tasks must be placed on the same
processor.

5.1.2.2

Assigning Tasks to Processors

The placement of tasks on processors is specified by the PLACE
statement. In our example, the afserver runs on the host PC and
the user task (upper) runs on the root transputer with the filter task.
place afserver host
place upper root
place filter root

5.1.2.3

Making Connections between Tasks

The CONNECT statement establishes a channel between two tasks
by binding the input and output ports. Because channels (unlike
wires) are unidirectional, two CONNECT statements are needed to
create chann{\ls going in both directions between the afserver and
the filter.
connect ? filter[O] afserver[O]
connect ? afserver[O] filter[O]

The CONNECT keyword can be followed bya.n identifier naming t.he
connection, but all the configuration statements which declare new
identi fiers aJlow a question mark to be used in place of the identifier
being declared. rrhis is useful when there is no need to refer to an
object after it has been declared. Currently there is no statement
which can ref{\r to the identifier declared by a CONNECT statement, so the question Inarks avoid the bother of naming essentially
anonymous connections.
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The first port mentioned in a CONNECT statement is an output
port, and the second is an input port. In our example the connections
are, in fact, symmetrical, but this is not always the case.
The remaining connections in our example system are written down
in the same way:
connect ? filter[l] upper[l]
connect ? upper[l] filter[l]

5.1.3

Building the Application

Once a configuration file has been written all we have to do to execute
the application is compile the Fortran source file upper. f77, link the
resulting object file with the Parallel Fortran run-time library, and
then run the configurer.
The example below shows what must be done to build an executable
file from the uppercasing example:
C>t4f upper
C>t4ftaak upper
C>config upper.cfg upper.app
C>afserver -:b upper.app
case changer
CASE CHAIGER

C>

Two cOffilnands are new: t4ftask and config.
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Linking for the Configurer

The ordina.ry batch file for linking Fortran programs (t4flirlk) is not
suitable for linking a task because it links in the standard harness.
t4ftask. bat is a batch file supplied with the compiler which links
an object (. bin) file with the Parallel Fortran run-time library and a
vestigja] "task" harness containing neither the filter process nor any
system initialisation code. The example below shows two Fortran
source files, main. f77 and subs. f77 being compiled and then linked
together to form a T4 task called main. b4.
C>t4f .ain
C>t4f subs
C>t4ftask .ain subs

Like t4flink, the t4ftask batch file can handle up to nine object
files on the command line. If you need to link more files than this,
you will need to use an indirect file, as described in section 3.3.2.
Sometimes you may need to call the linker direc.tly, as described in
section 3.3.3; in this case, you must include the run-time library,
frtl t4. bin and the vestigial task harness, taskharn. t4. Doth can
be found in the release directory, \tf2v1.
As usual, there are TB versions of the batch file and the task harness.
They are called t8ftask and taskharn. t8.
Note: it is important to link all tasks which are to be used with the
configurer with the correct harness.. If the wrong harness is used (for
exanlple by accidentally using t4flink rather than t4ftask) then
the configured application will fail to operate correctly.. It may fail lo
execute, or it may simply give wrong answers.

5.1.3.2

Running the Configurer

The conngurcr is invoked by the config command. Two filenames
nlust be specified on the command line: first the configuration file,
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then the name of the executable file to be output. For our case
conversion example, the required config conlmand line was:
C>config upper.cfg upper.app

The configurer does not supply default filename extensions, but. cfg
is conventional for configuration files.
File names for the task images which make up the application are
not supplied on the command line; the configurer derives them automatically by appending . b4 to the task identifiers given in the
configuration file. In our example, the configurer will search for task
image files called upper. b4 and filter. b4.
If a task image file is not found in the current directory, the configurer
will automatically search all of the directories on the MS-DOS search
path, so there is no need to make copies of ready-made tasks like
f iltar. b4 held in the same directory as the compiler (\ tf2v 1).
The search path can be modified in the usual way by the MS-DOS
commands path and set.
This automatic mechanism for specifying task image file names can
be overridden by the FILE attribute of the configuration language's
TASK statement, described in chapter 26.
Note that tasks placed on the host (PC) processor are not searched
for in this way to be included in the output application file. The
configurer does not attempt to load afserver. b4 into the PC fro In
the transputer! The afserver task nlust be declared and placed on
the host simply in order to give a na.nle to the object with which the
filter task communicates over its port o. As the afserver task
loads the application into the transputcr and handles all its I/O
requests, it is reasonable to regard it a.s pa.rt of the configuration.
The output from the configuref ra.1l be run directly using the
afservar:
C>afserver -:b upper.app
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Thc actual con figuration of the transputer network attached to your
PC Inllst match the declara.tions in the configuration file.
rrhe memory requirements of configured tasks are specified in the
configuration file; the afserver switches -:0 1 and -:0 0 a.re ignored by configllred applications.

5.2

More than One User Task

In the previous section we saw how an application consisting of a
single user task could be built using the configurer instead of tIre
standard harness.
From this base, we can move on to more complicated systems containing multiple user tasks running in parallel.
Let's continue with the small case conversion example by splitting
the job performed by upper. f77 into two tasks: a driver task to
handle file I/O, and a processing task which accepts a stream of
words containing ASCII character code values on one of its input
ports and sends the corresponding upper case character codes to one
of its output ports.
This example is a bit contrived, but splitting a job up into an I/O
task and a number of concurrent computation tasks is commonplace.

5.2.1

Illter-Task COnllTIUllication Fullctions

Coding the driv('r task in Fortran is easy. Instead of checking for
lower-case ASCII codes and subtracting 32 from them, it converts
characters to upper case by sending a message containing the ASCII
character code to the "conlJlutation" task and waiting for a reply
'nessage conta.ining the result.
ParaJlel I~rtran tasks send 1l1cssagcs using the channel I/O functions
dcscribed in cha.pter 18. rl'he CHAN packa.ge provides functions to
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PROGRAM DRIVER
INCLUDE 'CHII.IIC'
CHARACTER*aO LIIE
INTEGER OUTCHlIADDR. IICIU.ADDR. p. C
OUTCHAIADDR • F77_CIUI_OUT_PORT (2)
INCHANiDDR • F77_CHlI_II_PORT (2)
CONTINUE
READ (6. 110, £10-130) LIIE
FORMAT (A80)
DO 120 P • 1, 80
C • ICHlR(LIIE(P:P»

120

130

CALL F77_CHAI_OUT_VORD (C, OUTCHANADDR)
CALL F77_CHAI_II_VORD (C. IICHIIADDR)
LIIE(P:P) • CHlR(C)
CO.TIIDE
WRITE (6. 110) LIIE
GOTO 100
CALL F77_CHlI_OUT_VORD (-1. OUTCHAIADDR)
STOP
END

Figure 5.3: driver.f77 with Channel I/O Calls
send and receive messages of any length. The driver task is shown
in figure 5.3; it uses F77_CHAR_IN_WORD and F77_CHAN_OUT_WORD to
handle word-sized messages. A word is the same size as an INTEGER,
32 bits.
The driver source file, driver. f77, is included as an example in
the distribution kit, along with the processing task, llpC. f77, and
a suitable configuration file, upc. cfg. rrhcse files can be found in
the examples subdirectory of the directory containing the compiler,
\tf2vl.

The statenlent in driver. f77 which sends character codes to the
processing task is:

The word (INTEGER) value to be sent is passed as the first argument
in the function call.
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Dewarc when using the channel I/O functions that sending and receiving tasks always agree on the size of messages. For example, if a
task sends a word value as a single 4-byte message, the receiving task
must read it as one 4-byte unit; it is not possible for the receiving
task to read four separate I-byte messages. Trying to do so may
cause the transputer to lock up or behave unpredictably.
The second argument to F77 _CHAN_OUT_WORD identifies the channel
to which the message is to be sent. OUTCHANADDR has been initialised
to the value of F77 _CHAN_OUT_PORT(2), that is, the address of the
channel which is bound to output port 2. A CONNECT statement
in the application's configuration file referring to dri ver [2] will
specify which task the port is connected to. In our case, it will be
the processing task to be described later.
The number of output ports a task has is defined by the OUTS
attribute of the TASK statement used to declare the task in the
configuration file. Our driver task has outs=3, so it has three
output ports, numbered 0 to 2.
The value of OUTS is also accessible at run time, by using the
function F77 _CHAN_OUT_PORTS. It can be used to write tasks which
handle an arbitrary number of ports, like the multiplexer task described later on in this chapter.
Using the functions F77 _CHAN_IN_PORTS and F77_CHAN_IN_PORT,
details of the task's input ports can be accessed in a similar way.
In the driver exa.mple, the address of the channel bound to input
port 2 is found by taking the value of F77_CHAN_IN_PORTS(2).
The driver task reads records froIn unit 5 (that is, MS-DOS standard input), sends the characters one-by-one to the processing task,
packs the reply messages (the translated characters) into records and
writes these records to unit 6 (that is, MS-DOS standard output).
It continues to do this until READ detects an end of input.
The next thing to look at is the processing task. It is logically a
"black box" with one input port and one output port:
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PROGRAM UPC
INCLUDE 'CHAI.IIC'
INTEGER OUTCHlIADDR. INCHAIADDR. C
OUTCHANADDR • F77_CHAI_OUT_PORT (0)
IICHANADDR • F77_CHAI_II_PORT (0)
CONTIIUE
CALL F77_CHlI_II_WORD (C. IICHAIADDR)
IF (C .LT. 0) GOTD 120
IF «C .GT. 96) .AID. (C .LT. 123» C • C-32
CALL F77_CHAI_DUT_WORD (C. OUTCH111DDR)
GOTO 100
STOP
EID

Figure 5.4: The Processing Task

processing
task

I

stream
of word- _ _~g
size messages
(ASCII codes)

upc

I

same stream in
upper case

,..;;-0_ _. . .

A Parallel Fortran implementation of this task is shown in figure 5.4.
The processing task uses the same channel I/O functions as the driver
to send and receive messages. It terminates when it receives a -1
from the driver.
Extending the configuration file for our first, single-task, exarnple
(fig. 5.1) to handle two tasks is easy. \Ve just change references to the
old upper task to driver, and add th~ folJowing extra configuration
statements to describe the processing task and its connections.
task upc ins-louts-I data-lk
place upc root
connect? driver[2] upc[O]
connect? upc[O] driver[2]

This says that the new task upc has onc iuput port, one output port,
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and requires 5KD of memory (section 5.8 gives hints on estitnating
task nlemory rcquirCITlents). The upc task is placed on the root
tra.nsputcr, and its ports are connected to the corresponding ports
of the driver task.

5.3

Building Multi-Task Systems

We will run into a problem when trying to compile and link the
components of the dual-task system.
The ordinary Parallel Fortran run-time library expects to send messages to the afserver on output port 1 and receive replies on input
port 1. This is true even if your Fortran program does not explicitly
use a.ny I/O statements-the library will still try to open the standard input and output streams and preconnect them to units 5 and

6.
This means that even though it does no Fortran 1/'0, the upc task will
still attempt to communicate with the afserver if it is linked with
the standard run-time library. However, the afserver is already
connected to the driver task. The afserver task can't simply be
shared between the driver and upc tasks, because that would require
connecting one port on the afserver task to two client ports. That
is not allowed-channels must always connect one port to exactly
one other port.
This is not as restrictive as it seems, because a standalone version
of the Pa.rallel Fortran run-time library which does not need to communicate with the afserver is supplied with the compiler. The
standalonf' library is just the same as the ordinary library exrf'pt
that all the functions which require afserver support (I/O, DOS
calls, etc.) a.re missing.
A multi-task application must be split up into an I/O task with
afserver support and one or more processing tasks which do not
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need ordinary Fortran I/O because t.hey use the channel I/O functions like F77_CHAN_IN_WORD instead.
Our example application is already in the right form: all we need
to do is link the driver task with the standard run-time library and
link the processing task, upc, with the standalone library.
In practice this logical organisation of an I/O task serving a number
of parallel computing tasks is commonplace anyway. For embedded
systems which do not need disk I/O support, all the component tasks
may be linked with the standalone library, producing a consequent
reduction in code size due to the absence of I/O initialisation code
from the standalone library.
A batch file analogous to t4ftask is provided for linking an object
file with the standaJone library. It is called t4fstask. bat; a TB
version (t8fstask) is also supplied. As usual, these batch files can
be used to link up to nine object files; if you need to drive the linker
yourself, the files to link with are safrtlt4. bin and taskharn. t4
in the release directory, \tf2vl, or their TB equivalents. l'he commands required to link and configure tbe upper case example for a
T 4 are shown below.
C>t4f driver
C>t4ftask driver
C>t4f upc
C>t4fstask upc
C>config upc.cfg upc.app
C>afserver -:b upc.app
xyz123
XYZ123
pqr

PQR
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You can try this out for yourself by making a copy of the relevant
files, which are supplied in the directory \ tf2vl \examples.

5.4

Multi-Transputer SysteIDs

If you have followed the examples this far, the generalisation from
a multi-task system running on a single transputer to a full multitransputer system will be fairly obvious. All that is required is a
change to the configuration file to describe the extra hardware and
place some tasks onto processors other than the root transputer.
We could run the case conversion example on a two-transputer system with the driver task on the root transputer and the upc task on
the other transputer. The extra hardware must be declared in the
configuration file:
processor addon
wire? root[l] addon[O]

This gives a name (addon) to the second processor and declares that
it will be connected by a wire from its link 0 to link 1 on the root
transputer. (Link 0 on the root transputer is already being used to
connect it to the host computer).
If we reconfigured the application at this stage, the addoD processor
would be unused because the upc and driver tasks are both pla.c{'d
on the root transputer. We can fix this by modifying the PLACE
statement for upc.
place upc addon

Now the ronfigurer win automatically generate all the bootstrap and
loa.der software required to ma.ke sure that the code of the upc task
is loaded into the second transputer when the complete application
is started on the root transputer by the afserver.
C>config upc.cfg upc.app
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C>afserver -:b upc.app
two transputera .••
TWO TRAISPUTERS •••

Further generalisation to an arbitrary system should be clear: just
declare more processors and wires in the configuration file, place
tasks on the processors and connect them together.

5.5

Multi-Channel Input

One thing we have not yet seen how to do is to wait for a message
from anyone of a number of concurrently executing tasks. For
example, a multiplexer task which accepted messages on any of an
arbitrary number of input ports and passed them on through a single
output port would be a useful building block. It might be used to
allow a number of tasks to share a single hardware link.

=fI

input
mux
ports ~

~

I

_output
port

A task connected to the output port of the mux task sees a sequential
stream of messages, even though they are coming from any number
of input tasks, in any order.

5.5.1

The ALT Functions

'fo inlplement the mux task we willll~ed a way of handling a nUlllbcr
of input ports "all at the SaIlIe tilne".

In Parallel Fortran, this is done by using one of the AL! functions.
l'he implementation of the multipl~xer task shown in figure 5.5,
for example, uses F77_ALT_WAIT_VEC. 'I'he second argulnent to this
function is an array, each element of which is the address of a channel.
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Message aultiplexer task

C

PROGRl" IIUI
C

IICLUDE 'iLT.IIC'
IICLUDE 'CHII.IIC'
C

1

IITEGER IIVEC(128), IIPORTS, IIPORT, LEIGTB,
OUTPORT, BUFF(2S6)

C

C

100

.ddr.....

OUTPORT • F77_CHII_OUT_PORT (0)
of al.l input channel. in IIVEC
IIPORTS • F77_CBII_II_PORTS ()
DO 100 I • 1, IIPORTS
IIVEC(I) • F77_CBII_II_PORT (1-1)
COITllDE
Put

C

200

COITllDE

C

C

V.it for a channel to be r.ad,
IIPORT • F77_ILT_VIIT_VEC (IIPORTS, IIVEe)
I.PORT • IIVEC (IIPORT)
R.ad ••••ag.-Iength 80rd, and bod, of ••••ag.
CILL F77_CBII_II_VORD (LEIGTB, IIPORT)
CILL F77_CBII_II_MESSIGE (LEIGTB, BUFF, lIPORT)
Vrite the •••sag. to port 0
CILL F77_CBlI_OUT_VORD (LElGTI, OUTPORT)
CALL F77_CBAI_OUT_MESSIGE (LEIGTB, BUFF, OUTPORT)

C
C

C

GOTO 200
C

EID

Figure 5.5: Multiplexer Task Using ALT Functions
The first argument specifies how many channels there are. The
function waits until one of these channels has data ready to rea.d,
then returns its place in the array. The program can now read the
data fro.m this channel in the usual way.

5.6

Multi-Threaded Tasks

In this sertion we will look at an application of concurrent thr(\a.c1s.
rrhis is a simple filter, the object of which is to copy l024-byte blocks
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of data from input port 0 to output port 1 as fast as possible. To
do this, a swinging buffer technique is used. The task has two
buffers, one of which i~ used for input and the other for output
sinlultaneously. When both operations are complete, the buffers are
swapped over. Figure 5.6 illustrates this arrangement.
In order for the input and output to be performed simultaneously, the
program creates a new execution thread to perform the input, while
tbe main program does the output. The threads use two semaphores
to coordinate their activities. This is necessary because the input
thread needs to be sure that the contents of the buffer it is going to
overwrite have already been output; while the main routine needs to
be sure that a buffer is full of new data before it outputs it.
Figure 5.7 shows an implementation of this task in Parallel Fortran. The thread for performing the input is created by the call to
F77 _THREAD_CREATE, which invokes the INPlIT subroutine in parallel
with the execution of the main program, and passes it one argument,
which is the address of the channel to use for input. Common blocks
are shared between subprograms running in parallel in the usual
way; in this case, the common block BUFFS is shared between the
two threads. The semaphores READY and INP are part of this block,
and so are accessible to both threads. The main thread signals that
it is ready for more input by signalling the READY semaphore; the
input thread signals that it has completed input by signalling the
INP semaphore. There are two buffers; while one is being input to
by the input thread, the other is being output froln by the main
thread. In fact, both the buffers arc held in the array BUFF; one
buffer starts at BUFF(l), and the othPf at BUFF(256). The input
thread tells the main thread which buffer it has filled by placing its
subscript in P.

If you haven't used senlaphofes or a siHlilar lllethod for controlling
concurrent access to shared objects before, you should rea.d a good
introduction to the subject, such as [5,G], or restrict yourself to the
stylised usage shown in the exaIllple. It is possible to introduce
difficult-to-trace errors into a progralD jf threads forget to synchro-
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Figure 5.6: Filter task: Use of Swinging Buffers
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SUBROUTIIE IIPUT (CB1IADDI)
IITEGEI CB1IADDa
IICLUDE JCH1I.IICJ
IICLUDE JSEIl.IICJ
COIOIOI /BUFFS/ BUFF(612), IIBUF, OUTBUF,
+
IIP(F77_SEKi_SIZE), READY(F77_SEK1_SIZE)
IITEGEa BUFF. IIBUF, OUDU', liP. 1E1DY
IIBUF • 1
100
COITIlUE
CALL FTI_SEIIA_VAIT (lEADY)
IF (IIBUF .IQ. 1) TIEl
IIBur • 267
ELSE
IIBUF • 1
£ID IF
CALL F77_CB11_II_IESSAGE (1024, BUFF(IIBUF), CB1I1DDI)
CALL F77_SEIA_SIGIlL (liP)
GOTO 100
EID
PROGRIM COpy
IICLUDE 'CB1I.IICJ
IICLUDE JSEIII.IIC'
IICLUDE 'THIEAD.IIC'
COIROI /BUFFS/ BUFF(612), IIBUF, OUTBUF,
+
IIP(F77_SEII1_SIZE), REjDY(F77_SEK1_SIZE)
IITEGEa BUFF, IIBUF. OUTBU', liP, REIDY
EITEIlIlL IIPUT
IITEGEa OCB1I
LOGICAL LOG
OCB1I • FTf_CB1I_OUT_POIT(0)
CiLL F77_SEIll_IIIT (liP, 0)
CALL F77_SEII1_IIIT (IEADY, 0)
LOG • F77_TBRE1D_CIE1TE (IIPUT, 10000, 1, F77_CB1I_II_PORT(0»
CALL F77_SEIl_SIGIAL (IEADY)
100
COITIlUE
CILL F71_SEKI_V1IT (liP)
OUTBUF • I.BUF
CALL F77_SERI_SIGIIL (READY)
CALL F71_CB1I_OUT_IESS1GE (1024, BUFF(OUTBUF), OCR1I>
GOTO 100
EID

Figure 5.7: Swinging Duffers:
phores

l~xarnple

of Use of Threads and Sellla-
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nize access to a shared object by waiting for a semaphore.

5.6.1

Threads versus Tasks

Threads can be useful in many situations. They are just "lightweight" processes, corresponding to processes in Modula-2 or the
co-routines of some other languages.
Compared with tasks, threads are:
• "lightweight"-they share their code, heap, static and external
data memory with all the other threads created by the same
task;
• they can share data and may communicate either by using
channels like tasks, or via shared memory;
• all the threads of a single task run on the same processor,
allowing them to share memory.
Tasks on the other hand are more substantial than threads:
• they only communicate via channels;
• each task has its own code and data areas, separate from all
other tasks; code, including Tun-time library functions, is not
shared between tasks, even tasks placed on the same processor;
this is so that...
• a task can be moved to a different processor simply by rcconfigu ration.
l'wo opera.tions to be performed concurrently can he usefully perrorlned by threads rather than tasks if all of the following conditions
hold.
• They will never need to be run on distinct processors.
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• The operations are closely coupled, i.e., they share a lot of
common code. Code is automatically shared between threads,
but each task has its own copy of all of its code, including
library functions, so that if necessary it can later be moved to
a different processor without requiring recompilation or relinking.
• The operations logically operate on shared data structures.
This may be more efficiently performed directly by concurrent threads than by tasks copying the data back and forth as
messages when they are modified.

5. 7

Debugging

Parallel Fortran is compatible with the 3L interactive debugger,
Tbug. This can handle multiple-task applications, and debugs multitransputer applications by loading all the tasks on one transputer.
You can trace the execution of the tasks at source level, and monitor the contents of variables. Breakpointing and single-stepping are
provided.
Apart from using Tbug, what can be done when a parallel system
locks up or fails to work properly? A sequential program could be
attacked by inserting extra debugging output statements at strategic
points in the code.
In a multi-task system this will in general only be easy to do to
an I/O server task linked with the standard library and directly
connected to the afserver. Unless you design debugging messages
into the comnlunication protocol used between the various tasks in
your system you will not be able to get debugging output frolll
a standalone task to a screen driving task. Even building debug
Inessage formats into the protocols used by the tasks in your system
Inay not be enough if the fault lies in the failure of SOfne inteflnediate
task to transmit messages correctly.
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IIowever, it is possible to get output directly from a standalone task
to an output device by using a second host computer and transputer
board combination as a debugging tool. The second system can be
attached to a suspect node of the system, in the same way as an
oscilloscope can be used to debug an electronic system.
One way of doing this is to relink the suspect task with the standard
run-time library (rather than the standalone library) and place it
on the transputer attached to the second host computer. Ordinary
PRINT statements can then be inserted in the code; the results will
be output directly by the afserver in the second PC and displayed
on its screen. The configuration statements required would be like
this:
processor host
processor root
vire ? root[O] host[O]
!as before
processor extra_PC typezPC
processor extra_B004
!plugged into extra_PC
task extra_afserver ins-1 outs-1
wire? extra_B004[O] extra_PC[O]
vire ? extra_B004[1] root[l]
place extra_afserver extra_PC
place suspect_task extra_B004
connect ? suspect_task[1] extra_afserver[O]
connect ? extra_afserver[O] suspect_task[1]

The main thing to notice here is the type=PC attribute given to
the extra_PC processor. This tells the configurer not to try and
hootstrap any tasks into that processor. (The host processor is
just a special case for which type=PC is assumed). To make this
configuration work, you must start the afserver on the extra PC
using the afserver command u7ithout the -:b option before starting
the system under test. If no -:b option is pr~sent on the command
line, the afserver does not attempt to bootstrap the network it is
attached to; it will sirnply accept file I/O request messages over its
links.
It is also possible to use this debugging technique if you don't have
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another host and transputer board conlbination but do have another
PC with an Inmos link adapter card. R.elink the suspect task with
the full run-time library rather than the standalone library, then reconfigure the system with input and output ports 1 of the task being
debugged connected to the PC with the link adapter, as follows:
proce88or second_PC type-pc
task second_a18erwer iDs-l outs-2
place second_afaerw8r .econd_PC
proce880r any_proces8or
!of network being debugged
wire ? any_proceaaor[3] aecond_PC[O]
task 8uspect_ta8k ina-2 out8-2 !connect [1]'s to afserver
place 8uspect_task anJ_processor
connect ? Buapect_task[l] aecond_afBerver[O]
connect ? aecond_afserwer[O] aU8pect_ta8k[1]

This technique has two advantages: it only requires an extra PC and
link adapter card, rather than an extra PC and transputer board,
and there is no need to change the placement of the suspect task.
A third technique uses the three spare links on a transputer board
plugged into the extra PC to accept debugging messages from up
to fOUf separate tasks anywhere in the network being debugged and
multiplex them onto its PC screen.

5.8

Estimating MelIlory Requirements

Section 3.5 has already discussed the various categories of data storage. As noted there, the data requirement for a task is the SUlll of
the nUInber of bytes required for static, stack and heap storage in all
its Illodules.
The decode utility (see chapter 21) can be used to deterluinc a
Inodule's static data requirement. decode displays the nUlllbcr of
w01ds (not bytes) of static data required by a module ncar the top
of t.he output listing it produces, after the keyword STATIC. The
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whole task also has one word of static space permanently allocat<'d
to each rnodule.
Stack and heap requirements are more difficult to estimate; you must
decide how much space to leave for all the subprograms which may
be active at once, based on the sizes of individual data items. Each
level of subprogram calling uses about five words of stack space in
addition to the space required for variable data.
The heap is used internally by the run-time library to allocate storage for I/O buffers, and to supply a workspace for the
F77 _THREAD_CREATE function. Heap storage is currently allocated
by the run-time library in blocks of 4KB, so if your task uses the
heap be sure to allocate at least that much space for it.
In fact, static storage and the heap are allocated from a single memory area, from which static storage is taken first. What is left is then
available for the heap, if needed. For further details, see chapter 26.
In addition to the amount of space you estimate your task actually
needs, it is a good idea to leave at least 1 or 2KB of extra overflow
space, unless you are absolutely sure the task will never require nlore
space than you have calculated.
Bear in mind that jf a task exceeds its stated memory requirements
the whole system will probably crash, so err on the side of caution.
A good rule of thumb would be to allocate at least IKB to sirnple
tasks which don't use the heap, and 8-10KB for tasks which do use
the heap.
If the stack space required by a task is small enough it can be allocated from the transputer's on-chip RAM. The space available there
is 2KD on a T'114, 4KB on a T800 (the restriction to 2KD for the
T800 do('s not apply for configured tasks). Placing a computationally
intensive task's stack in fast on-chip RAM can produce dramatic
speed improvements. The configuration language contains various
attributes for the TASI( statement which allow control over memory
layout. These more advanced topics are covered in chapter 26.
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Global Input/Output
In the last chapter, we looked at how to build configured applications
with more than one user task, whether running on one or more
transputers. In this chapter, we shall see how to arrange for all these
tasks to use standard Fortran I/O statements and other facilities
which need the support of the afserver program.

6.1

One Transputer

We saw in section 5.3 that only one task can communicate with the
afserver, and that this task was the only one to be linked with the
full Fortran run-time library. All the other tasks were linked with
the standa,lone library, and this precluded them from doing standa.rd
Fortran I/O, DOS calls and so on. Figure 6.1 shows, for example, a
simple two-task application, and figure 6.2 shows the corresponding
configuration file.
The problem is that the server only has one p,ossible connection to
one filter task, and the filter task has only one possible connection
to a user task. We can get round this problem by placing a specia.l
multiplexer task between the user tasks and the filter tasks. This
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host

afserver
o

o

filter
root
I

u••r1

:l

:l

user2

Figure 6.1: Two-task Application
multiplexer task is included with the Parallel Fortran kit, and is
called filemux; a task data sheet for it can be found in chapter 28.
Figure 6.3 shows this arrangement. The configuration file is unchanged, except that the following statements, which connected
userl to the filter are removed:
connect? filter[l] u8erl[1]
connect? u8erl[l] filter[l]

and instead we have the following:
task file.ux ins-3 outa-3 data-6656
place file.ox root
connect? filter[l] fileaux[O]
connect ? fileaux[O] filter[l]
connect? fileaux[l] uaerl[l]
connect? uaerl[l] fileaux[l]
connect ? fileaux[2] uaer2[1]
connect ? u8er2[1] fileaux[2]
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processor host
processor root
wire? root[O] host[O]
task afserver ins=1 onts=1
task filter ins=2 outs=2 data=10K
task user1 ins=3 outs=3 data=50K
task user2 ins=3 outs=3 data=50K
place afserver host
place filter root
place user1 root
place user2 root
connect ? filter[O] afserver[O]
connect ? afserver[O] filter[O]
connect? filter[1] userl[1]
connect? user1[1] filter[1]
connect? userl[2] user2[2]
connect? user2[2] user1[2]

Not
For
Sale

Figure 6.2: Two-task Application
Now it is filemux which is connected to the filter, and the two user
tasks each have their number 1 port pairs connected to a filemux
port pair. Each user task should be linked with the full run-time
library using t4ftask or t8ftask, and each task can behave as if it
has sole use of the afserver. The multiplexer arranges for all the
messages from the user tasks to be transported to the afserver on
the host, and transports the replies back to the correct user task.
You can arrange for the multiplexer to handle more tasks. Each
must ha.ve their port pair 1 connected to a multiplexer port pair,

starting at nUlnber 1 and going upwards with no gaps. For example,
if the nlultiplexer is supporting 9 tasks, they must be connected to
port pairs 1 to 9. The amount of memory which the multiplexer uses
is no more than (6 + O.25n)K bytes, where n is the number of tasks
supported. So in the case of 9 supported tasks, the TASK statement
should rea.d:
task filemux ins=10 outs=10 data=7.75K

The multiplexer adjusts its own activities to support all the tasks
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af8erver
h08t
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o

filter
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fileDlux

root
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1

u.erl

2

2

u8er2

Figure 6.3: Two-task Application with Global I/O
which are connected in this way.

6.2

More than One Transputer

A task does not have to be on the same transputer as the lllultiplexer
which supports it. Provided the necessary wires exist, it can be on an
adjacent transputer. Figure 6.4 shows how this would be arranged,
and figure 6.5 is the corresponding configuration file.
Each WIJtE statement corresponds to a hardware link between two
transputers, and supports two CONNECT statements, one in each
direction. This means that the connections between filemux and one
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supported task on a neighbouring transputer will use up one WTR.E
staterrlent, that is, one hardware link. This implies two restrictions:

• If you have a task on a neighbouring transputer supported by
a multiplexer on this, and you also want user tasks on the two
transputers to be connected, you will need two hardware links
between the two transputers .
• As a transputer has only four hardware links, the number of
tasks on neighbouring transputers which can be supported is
limited.

6.3

More than One Multiplexer

Fortunately, there is a way to improve on this situation. This can
be done by using more than one copy of the filemux task.
Up to now, the number 0 port pair of the multiplexer has always been
connected to the number 1 port pair of the filter task. Ilowever, it
is also possible to connect the number 0 port pair to another copy
of the multiplexer, which could be on another transputer. In this
way, copies of the multiplexer can be built up into a tree. Figure 6.6
shows how this could be done, and figure 6.7 shows the corresponding
configuration file.
Once again, a user task which is connected to the multiplexer, no
matter how deep into the tree it is, can use the server's facilities as
if it were directly connected. The task's server requests are passed
up the tr('e of multiplexer tasks until they reach the afserver, and
the response is similarly passed back to the correct user task.

6.4

Lilllits

The number of ~1S-DOS files and devices which the afserver ca.n
handle at the same time is lilnited, currently to 20. This means that
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the network of tasks which are supported by filemux may not open
more than 20 files at anyone time. This applies regardless of the
number of filemux tasks involved.
Each Fortran task which is linked with the full run-time library uses
up two of this allotment of 20, for the pre-connected units 5 and 6.
As a result, the maximum number of tasks which can be supported
by the multiplexer network is currently 10.

6.5

Termination of an Application

When a task which is linked to the full run-time library terminates,
for example by executing a STOP statement or calling the EXIT subroutine, it sends to the afserver a server terminate request. This
causes the afS8rver to stop executing and return control to DOS.
Obviously, when a number of tasks are using the server, this cannot
be allowed to happen. Accordingly, filemux does not pass on a
server terminate request until all the the tasks it supports have tried
to send one.
The effect of this is that the afserver does not terminate until it
has been asked to do so by every task in the application which is
supported by filemux. It is not enough for a task to go into a loop,
or to be waiting for input; if this happens, the application as a whole
will not terminate. Every task must terIninate properly.
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Figure 6.4: Task on Neighbouring Transputer
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proceS8or bost
proce8sor root
proce88or tvo
vire ? root[O] b08t[O]
vire ? root[1] tvo[O]
vire ? root[2] two[1]
task af8erV8r ins-1 outs-1
task filter ina-2 out.-2 data-l0K
task fileaux in.-3 out.-3 data-6656
task user! inB-3 out.-3 data-501
task user2 ins-3 out.-3 data-501
place af8erver hoat
place filter root
place fileaux root
place uaerl root
place uaer2 tvo
connect ? tilter[O] af8erver[O]
connect ? afserver[O] filter[O]
connect ? filter[l] file.ux[O]
connect ? fil ••ux[O] filt.r[l]
connect? file.ux[l] uaerl[1]
connect? u8erl[1] file.ux[1]
connect ? fileaux[2] uaer2[1]
connect? u8er2[1] file.ux[2]
connect? u.8r1[2] uaer2[2]
connect? u8er2[2] uaerl[2]

Figure 6.5: Task on Neighbouring Transputcr
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Figure 6.6: Networking Multiplexers
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processor host
processor root
processor two
wire? root[O] hoat[O]
wire? root[1] tvo[O]
task afser.er ins-1 outa-1
task filter ina-2 out.-2 data-10K
task auxl file-file.ux ina-4 outs-4 data-6912
task aux2 file-file.ux iDB-4 outs-4 data-6912
task user1 in.-2 out.-2 data-501
task user2 in.-2 out.-2 data-601
task user3 in.-2 out.-2 data-601
task user4 in.-2 out.-2 data-501
task user6 in.-2 out.-2 data-601
place aiaer.er hoat
place filter root
place aUI1 root
place aux2 two
place user1 root
place user2 root
place user3 two
place uaer4 two
place uaer6two
connect ? filt.r[O] afserver[O]
connect ? afser.er[O] filt.r[O]
connect? filter[l] auz1[O]
connect? aux1[O] filt.r[l]
connect? aux1[1] userl[1]
connect? userl[l] .uxl[l]
connect? auzl[3] u.er2[1]
connect? user2[1] au%1[3]
connect? auxl[2] aux2[O]
connect? aux2[O] .ux1[2]
connect ? .ux2[1] uaer3[l]
connect? user3[1] aux2[1]
connect ? aUI2[2] uaer4[1]
connect ? user4[l] aux2[2]
connect ? aUI2[3] user6[1]
connect ? user6[1] aux2[3]

Figure 6.7: Networking tvlultiplexers
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Processor Farms
The previous chapters showed how to create a parallel application
for a multi-transputer system with a fixed hardware configuration.
In this chapter we look at how to build one of the "processor farm"
applications mentioned in the Introduction to Parallel Fortmn in
chapter 4 which will automatically flood-fill an arbitrary network of
transputers with copies of a "worker" task.
Three things must be written to create a processor farm application:

1. A master task to split up the job into independent work packets.

2. A worker task, which is automatically copied to each node of
the network.
3. A confignration file, describing the memory requirements and
other attributes of the tasks.

In this cha.pter we will look at an example of a processor farm application. This is a program which displays pictures of the now-famolls
"l\1a.ndelbrot Set" on an IllM I"lC-type host equipped with a CCAcompatible display.
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The full source code of the Mandlebrot nlaster and worker tasks, and
of the configuration file required, is printed in appendix J. These files
are also supplied in machine-readable form in the \tf2vl \examples
directory, along with a batch file (mandel. bat) which compiles, links
and configures the example files into an executable application. Section 7.5 at the end of this chapter explains how to run the demonstration if you want to try it out before reading further.
The Mandelbrot program is suitable for running on a processor farm
because each part of the final picture can be computed independently
of all the others.
The master task has to split the job up into lots of small units
which can be handled independently by the "farm workers". In the
Mandelbrot case this is easy: the master divides up the screen area
into 100 small squares, and sends the coordinates of the individual
squares out into the network as work packets. Any idle worker
receiving a packet calculates the required graphics display bitmap
for that part of the picture and sends it back as a result packet.

7.1

The Worker Task

If you look at the code of the Mandelbrot worker task you will see
that it is purely sequential. It consists of a single loop:
1. Get a work packet by calling F77 _NET_RECEIVE. The work
packet identifies the individual squa.re of the display which is
to be computed.
2. Work out the Mandelbrot values for that squarc, and placc
them in the R_COUNTS character variable in the results parkct.
3. Send the result packet back to the master task by calling
F77 _NET_SEND.

4. Go back to step 1.
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The F77 _NET_SEND and F77 _NET_RECEIVE functions are discussed
below in section 7.3. l~ull details may be found in section 18.2.7.
The worker task does not care which processor it is executed on and
must not communicate explicitly with other tasks. All communication between workers and master is handled "behind the scenes" by
F77_NET _SEND and F77 _NET_RECEIVE.
The only other restriction on the worker task is that because it
must be replicated throughout the network and therefore cannot
be directly connected to the afserver it must be linked with the
standalone run-time library.

7.2

The Master Task

The master task of a processor farm application has three basic
functions.
1. Split up the job into work packets. It sends the work pa.ckets
out into the farm of worker tasks by calling F77 _NET_SEND.
'l'he master simply does this as fast as it can: whenever the
network of worker tasks becomes saturated, F77 _NET_SEND is
automatically blocked until a worker task becomes idle..
2. Receive result packets from the network by calling F77 _NET_RECEIVE.
If no result packets are available, F77 _NET_RECEIVE will wait
for one to arrive before returning.
3. Perform any I/O required by the worker tasks .
To prevent incoming result packets being blocked by the F77 _NET_SEND
function waiting for a worker to become free, or conversely the sending of work packets being blocked by F77 _NET_RECEIVE waiting for
a reply, these functions must be performed in paraHel.
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In the example implementation of the Mandelbrot program these
functions are performed by three parallel execution threads: SEND,
RECEIVE and MAIN.

7.3

The NET Package

A full description of the lET package subroutines may be found in
section 18.2.7. Subprograms which call these subroutines should
include the NET package file, by coding this statement:
IICLUDE 'IET.IIC·

The administration of a processor farm is under the control of a
task called frouter (see chapter 28). Each node in a processor farm
contains a copy of this task; all the copies, and the master and worker
tasks, are connected together by the flood-filling configurer (see section 7.4 below). This network of frouter tasks can be regarded by
the programmer as a single entity, whose job it is to ensure that
messages arrive at their correct destinations.

7.3.1

F77_IET_SEID and F77_HET_RECEIVE

F77 _NET_SEND is used to send a nlessage to the network, and
F77 _NET_RECEIVE is used to receive one from the network.

Messages sent to the network by the master task (using F77 _NET _SEND)
are routed to an idle worker task, if necessary passing th rough more
than one node in order to reach one. At each level of re-direction,
the lllessages are buffered. Only if all the worker tasks are busy, and
all the buffering is full, will a call on F77 _NET_SEND by the master
task have to wait.
Messages sent to the network by worker t.asks are routed back to the
master task, once again passing through lllorc than one transputer
if necessary_
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There is a li,nit on the size of a buffer that can be submitted to
F77 _NET_SEND; the constant F77 _NET_MAl_PACKET_LENGTH is defined in the package file to have this value (currently 1024). If the
message you wish to send is longer than this, it must be broken into
a number of packets. The last packet of the message should be sent
with the COMPLETE argument of F77_NET_SEND set to .TRUE.; this
should also be done if there is only one packet in the message. All the
other packets should be sent with COMPLETE set to .FALSE •• When a
packet is received, F77 _NET_RECEIVE sets its COMPLETE argument to
the value used when the packet was sent. The network will ensure
that a sequence of packets will arrive in the right order, but it is
the receiving task's responsibility to fit the sequence of packets back
together again.,
It is best, however, to design the application to use messages which
are smaller than 1024 bytes, as long packets can clog up the network
and block packets being delivered to other nodes.

7.3.2

F77 _NET_BROADCAST

Sometimes you may wish to start a run of your processor farm application by initialising all the worker tasks with the same set of data.
These could be parameters obtained from the user, for example, or
data tables which vary from run to run. This can be done using the
F77_NET _BROADCAST subroutine.
F77_NET _BROADCAST should only be used by the master task. Each

call on this subroutine results in a copy of the broadcast message being sent to every worker task in the processor farnl. The
broa.dcast messa.ge can be received by the worker tasks by using
F77 _NET_RECEIVE in the norInal way. The most usual time to do
a broadcast would be at the beginning of the run, but a message
can be broadcast whenever the network is idle; that is, when all the
work packets sent out by the Inaster task have been answered by the
worker tasks by sending a results packet. llowever, as there is no
method to tell a broadcast message from a normal work packet, it
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is up to the programmer to ensure that the worker tasks never get
confused.
A broadcast message can be any length. If necessary, F77_NET_BROADCAST l
will break it up into packets for transmission through the network.
In this case, the worker tasks will have to call F77 _NET_RECEIVE
more than once to receive it, checking the COMPLETE argument as
described above.
Note that F77 _NET_BROADCAST is the only reliable method to send
an identical message to every worker task. Repeatedly calling
F77_NET_SEND is unlikely to work.

7.4

Building the Application

Once the master and worker tasks have been compiled, the master
should be linked with the standard run-time library (t4ftask for
the T4 or t8ftask for the T8); the worker task must be linked with
the standalone run-time library (t4fstask for the T4 or t8fstask
for the TB).
Tbe executable file containing the code of these tasks along with the
extra software to flood-fill a transpllter network with copies of the
worker task is generated by the flood-fill configurer, fconfig.

7.4.1

Configuration File

Like the fixed-network configurer, fconfig requires a configuration
file as input. This must specify at least:
• the filename of the master task;
• the filename of the worker task;
• the memory requirements of the worker task.
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The configuration language accepted by fconfig is a subset of that
accepted by config.
The minimum configuration file for the Mandelbrot example would
be:
task .aster
task worker data-tOk

fconfig would search for the master task in master. b4, and for
the worker task in worker. b4. These file names can be over-ridden

using the FILE attribute of the TASK statement, as shown below,
but the task identifiers master and worker are special: you must use
these names to identify the master and worker tasks to the floodconfigurer.
If the alternative configuration file below were used, the configurer would expect to find the tasks in files called mandelm. b4 and
mandelw. b4.
task .aster file..andel.
task worker file-.andelw data-tOk

The DATA size specification is required for at least one of the tasks.
Other attributes governing placement of stack memory in on-chip
RAM and so on are covered in the reference part of this manual.
It is not required (and indeed not possible) to specify INS or OUTS
for the master and worker tasks: all the ports and connections required are generated automatically by the configurer.
To run the flood-configurer, use a command of the form:
fconf ig configuration-file executable-file

For example:
C)fconfig .andel.cfg aandel.-app

The executable file generated by the flood-configurer will place the
master task and one copy of the worker task on the root transputer,
and distribute copies of the worker task to any other transputers
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connected to the root. A filter task allowing the master task to
communicate with the afserver is automatically added by fconfig,
along with the loader and router tasks required to copy the workers
across the network and carry messages between them and the master
task.
This additional software occupies about 20KB of RAM in the current
version of Parallel Fortran, so each node in our example network
must have at least 32KB of RAM to support the IOKD worker task
declared in the configuration file along with a router and loader. The
root node must be larger again in order to support tile master task
as well.

7.5

Running the Exalllple

A batch file, mandel. bat, is supplied along with the Mandelbrot
example which will automatically compile, link and configure the
application.
To run the program in a temporary directory, you can use the following commands:
C>cd \
C>akdir teap
C>cd teap
C>copy \tf2vl\exaaplea\*.*
C>aandel

The resulting executable file (called fmandel. b4) can be loa.ded and
run on any.network containing only T4 transputers. 1'0 use rJ'8
transputers you would have to recornpile the tasks to generate T8
code. Section 7.6 below describes how to flood-configure applications
to run on a network containing a nlixture of T4 and TB processors.
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The executable file can be loaded and run in the normal way:
C>afserver -:b f.andel.b4

When it sta.rts, the Mandelbrot program reminds you that it needs
an IDM PC compatible host machine with CGA graphics to work
properly, then prompts you to enter several numeric parameter values on the keyboard.
Some suitable test values are:
Input I coordinate: -2
Input Y coordinate: -1.25
Input Y range:
2.6
Threshold 1: 6
Threshold 2: 20
Threshold 3: 60

Once the display is complete, the host system's bell will be rung. Ilit
Enter, and the first prompt will reappear. You can then experiment
with other sets of parameter values. A more interesting set of values
is: -0.25, 0.8, 0.25, 10, 20, 50.
Use Ctrl-C when you want to stop the program.
Once you have the program working, you can make it run faster simply by plugging more T4 transputers into the network and reinvoking
fmandel . b4.

7 .6

Heterogeneous Networks

A flood-filled a.pplication compiled for the T4 and configured using
the simple master and worker forms of task declaration may work
on a mixed network of T4 and T8 processors if it uses only integer
operations. This approach will not in general work for an application
which uses ftoating-point operations, because of the incompatibilities
between the T4 and T8 instruction sets.
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Mixed networks of T4 and TB processors are properly handled by an
extension to the configuration file, like this:
task
task
task
task

t4aaster
tS.aster
t4vorker
tSvorker

file-.andela4
file..andelaS
file-aaodelv4 data-tOk
file-aaodel.a data-tOk opt-stack

Separate tasks must be compiled and linked for T4 and TB processors; the Parallel Fortran software ensures that the right task images
are loaded into the right processors.
Again the names t4master, t8master, t4vorker and t8vorker are
special, but the file names derived from them can be over-ridden by
the FILE attribute, as above.
Note that it is possible to specify different memory optirnisation
options (e.g., opt=stack above) for the T4 and TB variants of a
task. This is useful because the T4 and TB have different amounts
of on-chip RAM.
If a t4master task is declared, a corresponding t8master task must
also be declared, and similarly for the worker task.

Part III

Language Reference

Introduction
This Part describes the language recognised by the Parallel Fortra.n
compiler. It is primarily intended for users with previous experience
of Fortran programming.
The internationally accepted standard for Fortran (ANSI X3.9-1978
and ISO 1539-1980) (see [1]) is supported by the compiler. This
standard is referred to variously throughout this publication as either
the ANSI Standard or the Fortran 77 Standard. Parallel Fortran also
supports various extensions to the Standard and these are identified
in the text.
This Part includes chapters 8 to 16 of the Pamllel Fortmn User
Guide. Cha.pter 8 is a general introductory chapter which describes
the basic elements of the language, and chapters 9 and 10 describe
the various types of data, their values, and how they are stored.
Cha.pter 11 is concerned with expressions and chapter 12 with assignment sta.tements. Chapters 13 and 14 describe the tran·sfer of control
within and between the units of a program respectively. Chapter ]5
is concerned with format specifications, which are used in conjunction with the input and output facilities described in chapter 16.
The compiler's intrinsic functions, including those which are extensions, are described in appendix E.
Certain facilities have been included in the compiler in order to
help those who are porting progranls froln ea.rlier compilers. These
features are described in appendix D.
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Fundamentals
This chapter provides general Fortran information. The chapter
introduces basic terminology and outlines the structure of a Fortran
program.
Parallel Fortran is based on the ANSI Fortran 77 standard as defined in ANSI ~Y'3.9-1978[1]. Extensions to the language have been
provided as a transition aid from other Fortran dialects. These
extensions are noted throughout this document and in the index.
Such extensions are allowable within the ANSI Fortran 77 standard
since they do not conflict with the standard definition, but they
should not be used in programs that are intended to be portable to
other implementations of Fortran 77. The compiler issues a warning
by default when any non-standard Fortran construct is used.
Fortran is a programlning language designed primarily for the mathelnatical or scicnti-fic user. A Fortran program is written as a series
of statelnents using symbolism analogous to that used in algehra.
Ma.ny of these staterncnts are readily intelligible to a programm(l("
with mathema.tical trajning. For example, the Fortra.n expression
(1+8) le
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resembles a line of algebra and has a siInilar nleaning. Each statement occupies at least one line of coding and can extend onto subsequent lines if necessary. Statements can be given identifying labels.
Fortran provides facilities for the evaluation of common mathematical functions. The programmer need only write
Y • SII(I)

and Fortran evaluates the sine function. Appendix E lists the standard procedures. You can write sinlilar procedures for yourself as
external functions.
A Fortran program normally executes in the order in which statements are written, but various control statements enable the programmer to specify that control branches to another statement with
an identifying label, either unconditionally or if certain conditions
are satisfied.
You can write Fortran programs as one or more program units and
compile each program unit separately. One program unit is designated as the master program unit. This program unit controls the
running of the program and passes control to other program units.

8.1

Character Set

The set of characters used in writing Fortran programs is:
• alphabetic:
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWIYZ
abcdefghijklanopqrBtuYwxyz

• numeric:
0123456789

• special characters:
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• the space (or blank) character. When necessary in this text,
the symbol 'u' will be used to make explicit the location of a
space.
No character other than these may be used except in character constants (see section 9.2), and in comment lines (see section 8.3.1.3).
Standard Fortran uses only upper case alphabetic characters. In
Parallel Fortran, lower case is also accepted. Lower case alphabetic
characters are equivalent to upper case characters except when they
appear in character strings or Hollerith constants.
Alphabetic a.nd numeric characters are referred to collectively as
alpha nu meric cb aracters.

8.2

PrograIll Structure

A program consists of program units. A program always has at least
one program unit, called the main program, and may have one or
more other program units that are called subprograms. Execution of
the program starts in the main program and then control is passed
between the main program and subprograms or between suhprograms. For further details of transfer of control between program
units sce chapter 14.
There are three classes of suhprogram:
1. Function subprograms
2. Subroutine subprograms
3. Illock data subprogralTIS
Function and subroutine subprograms provide a mE'chanism to assist
the programmer in structuring programs in a meaningful way, and to
allow cornmon code to be conveniently accessed. These suhprogra.ms
arc described in detail in chapter 14.
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Block data subprograms are used to give initial values to variables and arrays used in more than one program unit. They differ
from other subprograms in that they can contain only certain nonexecutable statements (see section 8.3.4.2) and in that control is
never passed to them. Block data subprograms are described in
detail in section 10.3.2.

8.3
8.3.1

Program Unit Structure
Lines

A line in a program unit consists of 72 character positions. The
character positions are numbered from 1 to 72. A statement occupies
positions 1 to 72 of one or more lines. Any text following position
72 is ignored. If the compiler is invoked with the IR switch, the line
length is extended to 132 character positions.

In Parallel Fortran a TAB character ill the first position of a line can
be used to skip past the statement label positions. If the character
following the TAB character is a digit this is assumed to be in position
6, the continuation indicator position. Any other character following
the TAB character is assumed to be in position 7, the start of a new
statement. A TAB character in any other position of a line is treated
as a space.
There are three classes of Fortran line.

8.3.1.1

Initial Line

An initial line has the following form:
• Positions 1 to 5 may contain a statelHent label (see section 8.3.3
below).
• Position 6 contains a space or the digit '0'.
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• Positions 7 to 72 (or 7 to 132, if the /R switch is used) ca.n
contain the statement.

8.3.1.2

Continuation Lines

A continuation line has the following form:
• Positions 1 to 5 are blank.
• Position 6 contains any character other than '0' or a space. It
is usual to number continuation lines consecutively from 1.
• Positions 7 to 72 (or 7 to 132, if the
the continuation of a statement.

IR switch is used) contain

In Parallel Fortran an alternative form is possible. In this case the
first position of the line contains an ampersand 'i', and the rest of
the line forms the statement.

8.3.1.3

Comment Lines

Comment lines may be included in a program; such lines do not
affect the program in any way but can be used by the programmer
to include explanatory notes. The letter 'c' or an asterisk '.' in
position 1 of a line designates that line as a comment line. The
comment text is written in positions 2 onwards. A line containing
only blank characters in positions 1 to 72 (or in all positions, if IR
is specified) is also a comment line.
In Parallel Fortran an exclamation mark '!', either in position 1 or in
any position from 7 onward, causes the rest of the line to be treated
as a comment.
In Parallel Fortra.n, lines with a 'D' in position 1 are known as debug
comments. Normally, such lines are treated as jf the 'D' were a 'C',
that is, as comments. IIowever, if the compiler is invoked with the
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switch /0, the 'D' is treated as a space, so that the debug comment
is compiled.

8.3.2

Statements

A statement consists of an initial line and, where necessary, up to 19
continuation lines.
Except as part of a logical IF statement, no statement may begin on
a line that contains any part of the previous statement.
Blank characters may appear preceding, within or following a statement without changing the interpretation of the statement, except
when they appear within character constants or the 'H' or apostrophe ' J , format codes in FORMAT statements.
An END statement statement marks the end of a program unit. The
statement consists of the three characters 'E' 'N' 'D' in that order, in
any of positions 7 to 72 of an initial line. All other positions from 1
to 72 must contain spaces. No other statement may have an initial
line that appears to be an END statement.

8.3.3

Statement Labels

Any statement in a Fortran program may be identified by preceding
it with a statement label.
A statement label is an unsigned int~g~r in the ra.nge 1 to 99999.
The numbers used as labels have no s<,qnential significance. For
example, tbe label 7 may occur after the label 9853. Labels may
appear anywhere within columns 1 to 5. Dla.nks and leading zeros
have no significance in labels.
All statement labels within anyone program unit must be unique.
Labels may be referred to only in the program unit in which they
occur.
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Categories of Statemellt

Each statement is classified as executable or non-executable.
Executable statements specify actions and form an execution sequence in a program.
Non-executable statements specify characteristics, arrangement, and
initial values of data; contain format editing information; specify
statement functions; classify program units; and specify entry points
within subprograms. Non-executable statements are not part of the
execution sequence. They may be labelled, but such statement labels
must not be used to control the execution sequence.

8.3.4.1

Executable Statements

The following statements are classified as executable:
• Arithmetic, logical, statement label (ASSIGN), and character
assignment statements
• Unconditional GO TO, assigned GO TO, and computed GO TO
statements
• Arithmetic IF and logical IF statements
• Block IF, ELSE IF, ELSE, and END IF statements
• CONTINUE statement
• STOP and PAUSE statements
• DO statement
• READ, WRITE, PRINT and, in Parallel Fortran, TYPE and ACCEPT

statements
• REWIND, BACKSPACE, ENDFILE, OPEN, CLOSE and INQUIRE state-

ments
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• In Parallel Fortran, DECODE, ENCODE, DEFINE FILE, and FIND
statements
• CALL and RE11JRN statements
• END statement
• END DO statement

8.3.4.2

Non-executable Statements

The following statements are classified as non-executable:
• PROGRAM, FUNCTION, SUBROUTINE, ENTRY and BLOCK DATA statements
• DIMENSION, COMMON, EQUIVALENCE, IMPLICIT, PARAMETER, EXTERNAL ,
INTRINSIC, SAVE statements, and, in Parallel Fortran, NAMELIST
and VIRTUAL statements
• INTEGER,REAL,DOUBLE PRECISION, COMPLEX, LOGICAL, CHARACTER
type-statements and, in Parallel Fortran, DOUBLE COMPLEX and
BYTE type-statements
• DATA statement
• FORMAT statement

• Statement function statement

8.3.5

Order of Statemellts alld Lines

rrable 8.1 is a diagraln of the required order of statcnlcllts and
COffilnent lines for a program unit. Vertical lines delineate varieties of statements that may be interspersed. For example, FORMAT
statenlents may be interspersed with sta.tement function statements
and executable statements. IIorizontal lines delineate varieties of
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Comment
lines

PROGRAM, FUNCTION, SUBROUTINE or
BLOCK DATA statement
IMPLICIT
statements
PARAMETER
Other
FORMAT statements

and
ENTRY

DATA

statements

specification
statements
Statement
function
statements
Executable
statements

END statement

Table 8.1: R.equired Order of Statements and Comment Lines
statements that must not be interspersed. For example, statement
function statements must not be interspersed with executable statements.
Within the specification statements of a program unit, IMPLICIT
statements must precede all other specification statements except
PARAMETER statements. Any specification statement that specifies
the type of a symbolic constant must precede the PARAMETER statement that defines that particular symbolic constant; the PARAMETER
statement mllst precede all other statements containing the symbolic
constants that are defined in the PARAMETER statement.
ENTRY statements may appear anywhere except between a block IF
statement and its corresponding END IF statement, or between a DO

sta.tement and the terminal statement of its DO-loop.
The last line of a prograrn unit must be an END statement.
All statement function statements must precede all executable statements.
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Names

In Fortran various items are identified by names chosen by the programmer. In standard Fortran 77 a name is a string of up to six
alphanumeric charcu:ters of which the first must be alphabetic. Sometimes the first character has special significance (see section 9.3.1).
Spaces normally have no significance in Fortran programs and so,
for example, the following names are identical:
lAME!
11ME!

lAME 1

In Parallel Fortran symbolic names may include up to 31 alphanumeric characters, all of which are significant; and may include the
characters '$' and '_', though not ini tially.
In general, a name has only one meaning within a program unit.
The same name used in different prograrn units does not in general
refer to the same object except when it refers to a subprogram or
common block name. There are three exceptions to these rules:

1. A common block name may also be a variable, array or statement function name.
2. A function subprogram name must also be a variable name
witbin the function subprogram (see section 14.1).
3. The name of a variable used as the DO-variable of an ilnplied-DO
in a DATA statement may have any other meaning outside the
implied-DO list.
Note: The term symbolic name is sonletilnes used inst(\ad of narne.
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Data
This chapter is concerned only with the organisation of data in
a Fortran program. The three permissible types of data are described, together with the possible methods of data specification.
Data storage and input/output are described in chapters 10 and 16
respectively.

9.1

Data Values and Types

Values in Fortran can be classified as follows:
1. Arithmetic .values. These can be further subdivided into:
• Integer values, which are whole numbers. Such values are
said to be of type integer and are held exactly in fixed
point form in store.

• Real values, which are numbers expressed as decimal fractions with exponents. Such values are said to be of type
real a.nd are held approximately in floating-point form in
store.
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• Double precision values, which are numbers held in the
same form as real values but to a greater precision.
• Complex values, representing complex numbers. Such
values are said to be of type complex and are held in
store as a pair of real values, the first representing the
real part and the second representing the imaginary part.
• In Parallel Fortran, double complex values, wbich are
complex numbers each part of which is held as a double
precision number.

2. Logical values, representing the values true or false. Such values are said to be of type logical.

3. Character values, representing strings of characters. Such values are said to be of type character, and their length is under
the control of the programmer. In Parallel Fortran the length
of character variables, array elements, or constants may be
from 1 to 32161 characters.

9.2

Constants, Variables, and Arrays

Values can be made available for use in calculations in one of five
ways:

1. As a constant value which can be written at the point in the
program at which it is required (see section 9.2.1).
2. As a symbolic constant which has previously been named
and defined with a value in a PARAMETER statem<,nt (see section 9.3.6).
3. In a variable. This is a named area of storage which can
contain one item of data of a particular type, the type being
determined by the variable name (see section 9.2.3) or by a
type specification statement (see section 9.3).
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4. In an array. This is a named area of storage which can contain
a set of items of data of a particular type, the type being determined by the array name or by a type specification statement
(see section 9.3). Each item of data within the set is called an
array element (see section 9.2.4).
5. In a character substring. This is an unbroken portion of a
variable or array element of type character (see section 9.2.5).
Variables, arrays, and array elements may be assigned initial values
by use of DATA statements (see section 10.3.1) and may be assigned
new values during the execution of the program.

9.2.1

Constants

There are six types of constant that can be used in standard Fortran: integer, real, double precision, complex, logical, and character.
Integer, rea], double precision, and complex constants are grouped
together as arithmetic constants. Parallel Fortran adds another type
of arithmetic constant, double complex.

9.2.1.1

Integer Constants

An integer constant is an optionally signed whole number written
as a string of digits with no decimal points or exponents. Unsigned
integer constants are assumed to be positive.

9.2.1.2

Real Constants

Ileal constants are numbers written containing a decimal point, an
exponent or both. They may be signed or unsigned. If they are
unsigned they a.re assumed to be positive. Exponents are written as
the letter 'E' foHowed by a signed or unsigned integer. The integer
represents a. power of ten to which the constant is to be raised.
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Thus real constants may take any of the following forms:

±n.mE±a
±n.E± a
±.mE±a
±nE±a

±n.m
±n.
±.m

where n, rn, and a are strings of digits, and ± is an optional sign,
'+' or '-'a

9.2.1.3

Double Precision Constants

Double precision constants are numbers written containing an optional decimal point and an exponent. They may be signed or
unsigned. If they are unsigned they are assumed to be positive.
Exponents are written as the letter 'D' followed by a signed or unsigned integer. The integer represents the power of ten to which the
constant is to be raised. Double precision constants take any of the
following forms:
±n.mD±a

±n.D±a
±.mD±a
±nD±a
where n, rn, and a are strings of digits, a.nd
'+' or '-'a

9.2.1.4

± is an optional sign,

Complex Constants

Complex constants are pairs of real or integer constants; the first
constant corresponds to the real part of a cODlplex nunlhcr and the
second corresponds to the imaginary part. Complex constants have
the form (a, b), where a and b are constants and (ll, b) represents
the complex number a + ib. The form -(a ,b) is not a valid cOlnplex
constant, and would have to be wri t ten (- a J - b) .
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9.2.1.5

Double Complex Constants

A double complex constant is a complex number each part of which is
held as a double precision number. It has the same form as a complex
constant except that a and b are double precision constants.
Double complex constants are not available in standard Fortran.

9.2.1.6

Logical Constants

There are two logical constants, representing the values true and
false. They have these forms:
.TRUE .
.FALSE.

9.2.1.7

Hollerith Constants

In Paral1~1 Fortran lIollerith constants may be used for data initia.lisation in DATA statements and in the argument list of a CALL
statement. In DATA statements, non-character variables and array
elements may be initialised by llollerith constants and each constant
must have a length which is less than or equal to the length of the
item. If the consta.nt is shorter than the item, it is extended on the
right with blanks.
Variahles and a.rray elements which are not of type character may
alternatively be a.ssigned llollerith data by using the Av edit descriptor in a formatted READ statement (see chapter 15). This facility
is an extension to the ANSI Standard. The Av edit descriptor may
also be us('d to output variables and array elements which contain
I)ollerith data. Non-character arrays are also permitted in Para'llcl
Fortran to define a forlnat specification; see section 15.2.2 for further
information and section 15.4 for exanlples.
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An actual argument in a subroutine reference nlay be a Ilollerith constant. The corresponding dummy arguInent must be of type integer,
real, double precision, or logical. If the length of the constant is one
to four bytes then a four byte argument is passed (blank characters
being added to the right jf necessary). If the length of the constant
i's five to eight bytes then an eight byte constant is passed.
Hollerith constants are not allowed in the ANSI Standard; they are
not compatible with variables or array elements of type character
and they may not be used to initialise, or assign new values to, such
variables.

9.2.1.8

Hexadecimal Constants

In Parallel Fortran hexadecimal constants may be used to initialise
logical, integer, byte or real variables. Two forms of the constant are
supported:
I J value J
J

value'l

where value is a sequence of hexadecimal digits (0-9, A-F).
IIexadecimal constants may only appear in DATA statements, or in
the special form of type statement which allows data initialisation
(see section 10.3.1.8). They may not be used in executable statements.

9.2.1.9

Octal Constants

Octal constants may be used to initialise logical, integer, byte or real
variables. Use of these constants is restrict.ed to DATA statelncnts and
the special [orln of type statement which allows data initialisation
(see section 10.3.1.8). The form of an octal constant is:
0' value'
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where value is a string of octal digits (0-7).
Octal constants are not allowed in the ANSI standard.

9.2.1.10

Binary Constants

Binary constants may be used to initialise logical, integer, byte or
real variables. The form of a binary constant is:
DJ

value J

where value is a string of binary digits (0, 1). Binary constants are
not allowed in the AN SI Standard, and they may not appear in an
executable statement. Their use is restricted to DATA statements and
the special form of type statement which allows data initialisation
(see section 10.3.1.8).

9.2.1.11

Character Constants

A chamcter constant is a non-empty string of any characters, delimited by being enclosed in apostrophes' ". In Parallel Fortran a
character constant may alternatively be enclosed in double quotes
, 11 ,

If a string enclosed in apostrophes itself contains an apostrophe, this
must be represented by two apostrophes to distinguish it from a
delimiting apostrophe. In Parallel Fortran the same applies when a
string is delimited by double quotes; jf another double quote appears
in the string it must be repeated. But if a string is delimited by
one sort of marker, then the other can appear in the string without
necding to he repeated. The backslash escape character '\' described
below provides another mechanism to allow ernbedding quotes in
strings.
The length of a cha.racter constant is the number of characters which
appear between the delimiting apostrophes or quotes, except that
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each pair of consecutive apostrophes or quotes counts as a single
character.
The following are examples of valid character constants:
'C(1)-'

'MUSTARD 'ID CRESS'
'ISI J 'T'

Using the alternative double quote in Parallel Fortran, the following
would be valid character constants:
"RADIUS
"ISI'T

.tI

II

For compatability with C usage, the backslash '\' is allowed in Parallel Fortran as an escape character. It denotes that the following
character in the string has a significance which is not normally associated with the character. The effect is to ignore the backslash
character, and either substitute an alternative value for the following
character or to interpret the character as a quoted value. The escape
characters recognised, and their effects are as follows:
Escape Character

Effect

\n
\t
\b
\f
\0

newline
tab
backspace
form feed
null
apostrophe (does not terminate a string)
double quote (does not terminate a string)
backslash
x, where x is a.ny other character

\

J

\ 11

\\
\x
For example,
JISI\JTJ

is a valid string.
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The backslash is not counted in the length of the string.

9.2.2

Symbolic Constants

A symbolic constant is a constant value that is identified by a name
(see section 8.4). The value associated with the symbolic constant
is defined in a PARAMETER statement (see section 9.3.6) which must
appear before any use is made of the name to represent a value. The
type of a symbolic constant is determined in the same way as for a
variable (see section 9.2.3 and section 9.3).

9.2.3

Variables

A variable is an item of data that is identified by a name (see section 8.4). Values can be assigned to variables during the execution
of a program. The value assigned to a variable at any time is made
available to the program when a reference is made to the variable
name.
In general, a particular variable will be available in only one program
unit. A name used for a variable in one program unit may be used
for ·an entirely different variable in another program unit.
There are six types of variables in standard Fortran 77: integer, real,
double precision, complex, logical, and character. Parallel Fortran
adds two more: byte and double complex. The ranges of values
these types ca.n take are the same as for the corresponding types of
constants (see section 9.2.1) with the following exceptions.
• Real, double precision and complex arithmetic may result in
special values as defined by the IEEE standard for floating
point nunlhers[9] (see section 11.1.10).
• Byte variables have integer values, but these values must be in
the range -128 to +127.
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If the name chosen for a variable begins with one of the letters 'I'
to 'N' inclusive, then the variable will be assumed to be of type
integer. Otherwise it will be assumed to be of type real. Ilowever, the programmer can override this convention by specifying, in
a type specification statement, the type the variable is to be (sec
section 9.3).
For example, variables with names such as INT, LIST, NUMBER or J322
would be assumed to be of type integer unless otherwise specified.
Variables with names such as AREA, SUM or R147 would be assumed
to be of type real unless otherwise specified.
This method of defining the types of variables can result in small
coding errors creating unwanted variables, which can be hard to track
down. For this reason, the Parallel Fortran compiler can be invoked
with the /U switch. This stops variables from being defined in this
automatic way, and obliges the programmer to define all variables
explicitly. See section 9.3 below for a further discussion· of this.

9.2.4

Arrays

Sets of data items of the same type can be processed as armys.
A single name, the array name, is chosen to identify the set, and
individual items are called the array elements (see section 8.4 for
further details concerning names). ATrays may have one or more
dimensions. For example, the matrix A:
1(1.1) 1(1.2) 1(1.3) 1(1.4)
1(2.1) 1(2.2) 1(2.3) 1(2,4)

could be treated as a two-dimensional a.rray with eight elements.
ArTays may have up to seven dimensions.
l'here are six types of arrays in standard Fortran 77: integer, real,
double precision, complex, logical, and cha.racter. }}arallel Fortran
adds two more: byte and double complex. 'fhe type of an array
is deternlined in the same way as the type of a variable, and each
element of the array has this same type.
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In some contexts an array may be referred to as a whole by specifying the array name. In other contexts individual elements may
be referred to by an array element reference which takes the form of
the array name followed by a subscript list enclosed in parentheses.
A subscript list is an ordered set of subscript expressions separated
by commas, one subscript expression for each dimension of the array. A subscript expression may be an arithmetic expression (see
chapter 11) which in standard Fortran must be of type integer. In
Parallel Fortran, however, subscript expressions may also be of type
real.
The compiler allocates storage to the array as instructed by an army declamtor (see section 10.2.2). The array declarator and the
subscript expressions given in the array element reference are used
to calculate the position in store that is occupied by the specified
element. The order in which array elements are held in store is
specified in section 10.1.2.
Each subscript expression, when evaluated, must have a value within
the declared bounds for that subscript.
The following are examples of valid array element references, with
explanations:
TABLE(7)

Element (7) of the one dimensional array TABLE

MAT(I,I+l)

If I is an integer variable with the value 7, this reference is to element (7 ,8) of the two-dimensional

a~ray

MAT.
VECTOR(IFUN(J,3»
If IFUN is an integer external function or statement
function requiring two actual arguments and VECTOR is

a one dimensional array, then the function is evaluated
to give the array element required.
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Character Substrings

9.2.5

A character substring is an unbroken portion of a character scalar or
array element and is a variable of type character. It may be assigned
values and referenced, and is identified by a substring name in one
of these forms:
C(Pl :P2)

a(k 1 ,k'l •... ) (PI :P2)

where:
is a character variable name.

c

a (k • •k 2 •• •• )
is a character array element name.
PI and P2

are integer expressions and are known as substring expressions.

The valuep. specifies the leftmost chara.cter position of the substring, and P2 specifies the rightmost character position. The values
of P. and P2 must be such that

where s is the length of the character variable c or the array element
a(k l ,k 2 , ••• ). If P. is omitted then the value of 1 is assumed, and
if P2 is omitted then the value of s is assumed; both Pi and P2 lllay
be omitted.

9.3

Type Specification

In Fortran all constants, symbolic constants, variables, arra.ys and
functions must be identified as being of particular types so that they
can be stored and processed correctly. The type ~f a constant is
indicated by the way the constant is written. The type of a symbolic
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constant, variable, array, or function may be defined in any of three
ways:
1. Predefined specification

2. IMPLICIT specification
3. Explicit specification statements
Explicit statements override IMPLICIT specifications, which in turn
override predefined specifications.

9.3.1

Predeftned Specification

Any symbolic constants, variables, arrays or functions whose names
are not mentioned in a type specification statement and whose initial
letter is not mentioned in an IMPLICIT statement (see section 9.3.2)
will be assumed to be of type integer or real according to the following rules:
• If the name of the symbolic constant, variable, array or function begins with one of the letters I, J, K, L, Mor N the compiler
assumes the symbolic constant, variable, array, or function to
be of type integer.
• If the name begins with any other letter the quantity is assumed to be of type real.
Some examples of predefined type variable names are given in section 9.2.3.
Parallel Fortran has a compile-time switch IU which stops the compiler from predefining the types of symbolic constants, va,riables,
arrays or functions in this way. When a program is compiled with
this switch, everything must be defined with the IMPLICIT stat~m.~nt
or one of the explicit type specification statements, as described next.
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The IMPLICIT Statemellt

9.3.2

The IMPLICIT statement provides a mea.ns of overriding the Fortran convention of predefined specification for the types of symbolic
constants, variables, arrays and functions. This takes effect for the
whole of the current program unit unless overridden by explicit type
statements. The statement takes the form:
IMPLICIT 'ypel

(01 • a~

•. · · ) •. · • • 'ypen (am. an •. · . )

where:
typej

is one of: INTEGER, BYTE, REAL, DOUBLE PRECISION,
LOGICAL,COMPLEI,DOUBLE COHPLEX,orCHARACTER*s.

al ,"2,. · · and am J an,· · ·
are lists of single alphabetic characters separated by
commas, or a range of alphabetic characters in sequence, separated by a minus sign. The same letter
may not appear singly, or within a range of characters,
more than once in a subprogram.
s is the length of the character entities and is either
an unsigned, non-zero integer constant, or an integer
constant expression enclosed in parentheses and with
a positive value. 8 (together with the preceding .) is
optional and, if omitted, the length is one.

After this statement has been processed, all symbolic constants,
and variable, array or function names beginning with the characters al ,a2,. ... are implicitly of type type} and all synlbolic constants,
and variable, array or function names beginning with a,n,a n , .... are
implicitly of type typen unless the specification is overridden by an
explicit specification statement .
A program unit may contain more than one IMPLICIT state111cnt, but

IMPLICIT statements must precede all other specification statements
except PARAMETER statements.. For a subprogram, IMPLICIT statements can specify the type of the parameters to the subprograln, and
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of the function name for a function subprogram, unless their types
are specified in a.n explicit type specification statement.
Ilere are two examples of the IMPLICIT statement.
IMPLICIT REAL(A-D,I,Z),LOGICAL(L)

This statement specifies that all variables whose names begin with
A, B, C, D, X or Z that do not appear in explicit type statements
are to be real. Similarly all variables whose names begin with L are
assumed to be logical.
COMPLEX FUlCTIOI BACH (THEME, FUGUE)
IMPLICIT DOUBLE PRECISION(A-H)

The overall effect of these two statements is that the parameter
FUGUE will be of type double precision and the function BACH will
be of type complex. The parameter THEME is assumed to be type
real by virtue of its initial letter T.

9.3.3

The IMPLICIT NONE Statement

This statement, provided in Parallel Fortran, overrides all the predefined type specification provisions of Fortran. If an IMPLICIT NONE
statement is included in a program unit then all the names in that
unit must have their type explicitly declared. A program unit that
includes an IMPLICIT NONE statement may no~ include any other
IMPLICIT statements.

9.3.4

The IMPLICIT UNDEFINED Statement

This statement, provided in Parallel Fortran, has similar effects to
IMPLICIT NONE. It has the form:

where at and a2 are alphabetic characters. This statement overrides
the predefined typing mechanism for names beginning with the let-
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ters al to a2. For example, variables with nanles beginning with the
letters I to N would normally, unless explicitly specified, be of type
integer. But the statement
IMPLICIT UlDEFIIED(L-I)

overrides the automatic classification as integer for variables beginning with the letters 'L',·'M', and 'I'. If any variable names begin
with these letters, their types would have to be explicitly specified.

9.3.5

Explicit Type Specification Statements

Explicit type specification statements are used to confirm or override
the predefined or implicit type specification, and optionally to give
dimension information for arrays.

The appearance of the name of a symbolic constant, variable, array,
external function or statement function specifies the data type for
that name for all appearances in the program unit. Within a program
unit a name must not have its type explicitly specified more than
once. A type statement which confirms the type of an intrinsic
function (listed in appendix E) is permitted, but is not necessary.
The appearance of a generic function name (listed in appendix E)
(see section 14.1.2.1) in a type statement does not necessarily remove
the generic properties of that function. Explicit type specification
statements may also, in Parallel Fortran, assign initial values to data
items. This initialisation is defined in the same manner as for a DATA
statement (see sections 10.3.1 and 10.3.1.8).

9.3.5.1

Arithmetic and Logical Type Statements

These statements take the form:

where:
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each typei

is one of: INTEGER, REAL, DOUBLE PRECISION, COMPLEX,
LOGICAL, or, in Parallel Fortran, DOUBLE COMPLEX or
BYTE

each varj

is a symbolic constant, variable, array, function or
dummy procedure name (see section 14.1).

each (dimj) is optional and gives dimension information for arrays
(see section 10.2.2).
Here are some examples of explicit type specifications statements.
REAL A,B(10),C,D

This statement declares A, C and D to be real, and B to be a real
array with 10 elements.
IITEGER FRED,JIM,UNCLES(5)

This statement declares the variables FRED and lIM, of type integer.
In addition, the integer array UNCLES is declared, which has five
elements.
DOUBLE PRECISIOI HEIIO,IITIO

This statement declares two double precision variables, HEINO and
INTNO.
LOGICAL L,BOOLE

This statement declares two logical variables, Land BOOLE.
In Parallel Fortran the following data type specifications are also
allowed:
LOGICAL*4
INTEGER*4
REAL*4 REAL*8
COMPLEX*8 COMPLEX*16

In each case, the number following the '.' indicates the number of
bytes allocated.
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9.3.5.2

The CHARACTER Type Statement

This statement is written:

where:
each var,

is a symbolic constant, variable, array, function or
dummy procedure name (see section 14.1).

each (dim,) is optional and gives dimension information for arrays
(see section 10.1.2).
*8

and each *Si
are optional length specifications (numbers of characters) of a character variable, character array element,
character symbolic constant, or character function.
Eac~ s is one of the following:
• An integer constant, in the range 1 to 32767;
• An integer constant expression enclosed in parentheses and with a positive value;
• An asterisk in parentheses.

A .s immediately following the word CHARACTER is the length specification for each entity in the specification not having one of its own.
A length specification immediately following an entity applies only to
that entity: for an array the length specification is for each element
of that array. If a length is not specified for an entity, its length is
one. If a length is specified for an entity declared in the statement,
the length specification must be a positive non-zero integer constant
expression, unless the entity is an external function, a dummy arguInent of an external subprogram or a chara.cter symbolic constant.

If a dUlnmy argunlcnt (see section 14.1) has a length '(*)' declared,
the dummy argument assumes the length of the associated actual
argument for each reference of the subprogram. If the associated
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actual argument is an array name, the length assumed by the dummy
argument is the length of an array element in the associated actual
argument array.
If an external function has a length' (*) , declared in a function su bprogram, the function name must appear as the name of a function
in a FUNCTION or ENTRY statement in the same subprogram. When
a reference to such a function is executed, the function assumes the
length specified in the referencing program unit.
The length specified for a character function in the program unit
that references the function must be an integer constant expression
and must agree with the length specified in the subprogram that
specifies the function. There is always agreement of length if '( *)'
is specified in the subprogram that specifies the function.
If a character symbolic constant has a length '( *)' declared, the
symbolic constant assumes the length of its corresponding constant
expression in a PARAMETER statement.
The length specified for a character statement function or statement
function dummy argument of type character must be an integer
constant expression.
Example:
CHARACTER CHAR,BUFF*ao

This statement declares two character variables BUFF and CHAR. CHAR
occupies one character (the default length) and BUFF occupies 80
characters.

9.3.6

The PARAMETER Statelnent

A PARAMETER statement is used to define the value of a symbolic
constant. The statement has the form:
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where:
each namej

is a symbolic constant name.

each expr i

is a constant expression.

If name. is of type integer, real, double precision, complex, or double
complex, the corresponding expri must be an arithmetic constant
expression. If name. is of type character or logical, the corresponding
expr i must be a character constant expression or a logical constant
expression respectively.
Each name. is the name of a symbolic constant that is defined by
the value of its corresponding ezpri in accordance with the rules for
assignment statements (see chapter 12). No name may be defined
more than once in any program unit.
If any name is not to have the type specified implicitly then its
type must be specified by a type-statement (see section 9.3.5) or
an IMPLICIT statement (see section 9.3.2) before its appearance in a
PARAMETER statement. If the length specified for a symbolic constant
of type character is not the default length of one, then its length must
first be given in an IMPLICIT or type statement. Its length cannot
be changed subsequently.
Once a symbolic constant has been defined it may be used in any
subsequent statement in the same program unit as an element of
an expression or in a DATA statement, but not as part of a fornlat
specification or as part of another constant.
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Storage of Data
This chapter deals with the storage of data. It describes how quantities are held in store according to their type and then describes the
various non-executable statements concerned with allocating storage
and assigning initial values to variables.
Specification of type is described in chapter 9 and the order in which
the non-executable statements described in this chapter must occur
is given in section 8.3.5.

10.1

Storage RequireIIlents

The standard unit of storage is a byte, which consists of 8 binary
digits. The amounts of stora.ge required under Parallel Fortran by
the various types of data are defined below.
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10.1.1

10.1.1.1

Constants and Variables
Integer

An integer constant or variable occupies four bytes. An integer value
is held in twos complement form, and may range from _231 to +~1_
1, that is, from -2147483648 to +2141483641.
Some examples of valid integer constants are:

o
-2147483648
+0

10.1.1.2

6678
-266
+5678

2147483647
-0
+2147483647

Byte

A byte variable occupies 1 byte. The value held in a byte variable
must be an integer in the range -128 to +127. Byte variables are
an extension to the ANSI Standard.

10.1.1.3

Real

A real constant or variable occupies four bytes. A real value is
held as a normalised floating point nUll1ber in accordance with
the IEEE floating point format (see IEEE Slandard for BinaJ'Y
Floating-Point Arithmetic[9]) and Jnay range from +2- 126 to approximately +2+ 128 , that is, approxitnatcly, from +1.1754945x 10- 38
to +3.402823 X 10+ 38 • Some examples of valid real constants are:
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-1.23
. 0001234

+1.23
667744 .

1.23E2
123456.E5
1.23E+3
1.23E+03

+1.23E2
1.23E30
O.EO

-1.23E2
1.23E+33
1.23EO

-1.23E30
+123E10

-1.23E10
123456789E-34

+123E10

1.23

o.

OEO

Also see section 9.2.1.2.
10.1.1.4

Double Precision

A double precision constant or variable occupies eight bytes. A dou-

ble precision value is held as a normalised floating point number in
accordance with the IEEE floating point format and may range from
+2- 1022 to +2102.4 , that is, approximately from +2.2250738 X 10-308
to +1.7976931 X 10308 •
10.1.1.5

Complex

A complex number consists of a real part and an imaginary part.
(The word real, in the term real part, is not used in the sense of
section 9.2.1.2.)
A complex constant or variable occupies eight bytes. It consists
of either a pair of real (in the sense of section 9.2.1.2) constants,
or a pair of integer constants; the first of the pair is the real part
and occupies the first four hytes and the second is the imaginary
part which occupies the second four bytes. Some examples of valid
complex constants are:
(3.75.-2.100)
(0. ,0.)
(-2.75E+2.7.1E-2)
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Double Complex

A double complex constant or variable occupies sixteen bytes. It
has the same form as a complex constant except that the real and
imaginary parts are double precision constants, as described in section 9.2.1.3. This form of constant is an extension to the ANSI
Standard permitted by Parallel Fortran.

10.1.1.7

Logical

A logical constant or variable occupies four bytes.

10.1.1.8

Character

Each character in the character constant or variable occupies one
byte.
A character constant or variable may comprise from 1 to 32767
characters.

10.1.2

Arrays

Arrays can take the same types as variables. Each of the array
elements has the same type as the array and is allocated the standard
amount of storage for a variable of that type. The type of the array
depends on its name (see section 9.3) unless otherwise specified.
The number of dimensions of each array and their sizes must be
specified once, and only once, in a DIMENSION statelnent, COMMON
statement (see sections 10.2.2 and 10.2.3 or an explicit type statement (see section 9.3.5). Individual array clclnents Illay ill general be
referred to by giving the array name and a list of subscript expressions, one subscript expression for each dimension (see section 9.2.4).
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Jlowever, it is sometimes necessary for the programmer to know how
the elements of an array are arranged in store. They are stored
consecutively so that the left-hand subscript varies most rapidly and
successive su bscripts vary less rapidly. For example, the following
two DIMENSION statements:
DIMENSION 1(3.2)
.DIMENSION B (2 .3.4)

would result in the two arrays being stored as follows:
1(1.1) 1(2.1) 1(3.1) 1(1.2) 1(2.2) 1(3.2)
B(1.1.1) B(2.1.1) B(1,2.1) B(2,2.1) B(1.3,1) B(2,3,l) 8(1,1,2)
B(2.1.2)
B(1.2,2) B(2,2.2) B(1.3.2) B(2.3,2) B(1,1,3) B(2.1,3) B(1,2,3)
B(2,2.3)
B(1,3.3) B(2,3,3) B(1.1,4) B(2.1,4) B(1,2.4) B(2.2.4) B(I,3.4)
B(2,3,4)

10.1.3

Character Storage

Characters may be held in a variable or array element of type character. Character values may be given to variables or array elements
in four ways:
1. By assigning a character value in a DATA statement (see section 10.3.1);
2. Dy specifying a character constant as an actual argument of a
subroutine call or of a function reference;
3. By using an A fornlat description in conjunction with a READ
statement (see section 15.3.1.7);
4. By specifying a character constant or expression on the righthand side of a character assignment statement.
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10.2

Allocation of Storage

10.2.1

General Considerations

This section discusses various statements used for storage allocation.
COMMON statements (see section 10.2.3) allow the same area of storage
to be accessed by a number of different program units. This allows
values assigned in one program unit to be used in other units.
EQUIVALENCE statements (see section 10.2.4) allow the same storage
space to be used for more than one variable or array within one
program unit.
DIMENSION statements (see section 10.2.2) are used for declaring
arrays (see also section 10.1.2).

10.2.1.1

Variables

It is not necessary to specify every variable name in a non-executable
statement in order that storage will be reserved for it. Variable
names may be mentioned in various non-executable statements but
this will always be for some purpose other than merely informing
the compiler of the existence of the variable. If a variable name is
not mentioned in a non-executable statement, when the na.me is first
encountered in an executable statement, the compiler will assume the
variable to be of the type given by its initial letter (see section 9.3.1)
and will implicitly allocate the amount of storage accordingly.
Note that the Parallel Fortran compiler ca.n be invoked with a /U
switch if it is desired to stop storage being allocated autoluatically
in this way. If this is done, every variahle name must have its type
defined with an IMPLICIT statement or an explicit type specification
statement. This can be useful in tracking down programming errors.
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10.2.1.2

Arrays

Arrays must be specifically defined so that the compiler is informed
of the number of dimensions and the size of each dimension. The
definition is given by means of an array declarator, whose form is
specified in section 10.2.2. Array declarators may be given in type
specification statements, COMMON statements and DIMENSION statements, but a particular array declarator may only be given once in
each program unit. An array name on its own does not constitute an
array declarator and thus, for example, the array name on its own
could occur in a COMMON statement and a type specification statement
if the declarator were given in a DIMENSION statement.

10.2.2

The DIMENSION Statement

The DIMENSION statement is used to declare names as being array
names and to specify the number of dimensions of the array and the
size of each dimension, so that the appropriate amount of storage
can be allocated to the array. The statement has the form

where:
each anamej is an array name.
each dimj

defines the number of dimensions and the number of
elements in each dimension of the corresponding array.
Each dimi takes the form

where:
each li and

'Uj

are the lower and upper bounds of dimension i.
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z

specifies the nunlber of dimensions, which
should be in the range 1 to 7.

The dimension bounds are arithmetic expressions in which all constants, symbolic constants, and variables are of type integer. Integer
variables may appear in dimension bound expressions only for adjustable array specifications. A dimension bound expression must
not contain a function or array element reference. The upper dimension bound of the last dimension in an assumed size specification
may be an asterisk (see section 14.3.3.2).
The value of either bound may be positive, negative or zero provided
that the upper bound is not less than the lower bound. If the lower
bound is not specified it is assumed to have the value one. An upper
bound specified as an asterisk always has a value greater than or
equal to the lower bound.
Each anamei( dim.) is an afTOY decla ra tor. A declarator for each
array used in a program unit must be given once and only once in
that program unit, in either a DIMENSION statement, a type specification statement or a COMMON statement. A declarator appearing
in a COMMON statement may not contain dimension sizes specified by
integer variable nanIes or an asterisk.
For example, the statement
DIMElSIOII(10),B(1:600.0:9)

declares A as a one-dimensional array with ten elclnents and B as a
two-dimensional array, one dimension having 500 elernents and the
other dimension having ten elements.
For cOlnpatibility with some other Fortran compilers, Parallel Fortran also provides the VIRTUAL statement. This has exactly the same
syntax and effect as the DIMENSION statement.
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The COMMON Statement

The COMMON statement enables areas of storage, known as common
blocks, to be used in more than one program unit of a program. Thus,
values obtained in one program unit can be used in other program
units (see section 10.2.3.4).
The statement has the form:

where:
each 1cbnameil
is an optional parameter specifying a common block
name (see section 10.2.3.1 below).
a, b, . ..

are variable or array names. In a subroutine or function these must not be dummy arguments (see section 14.1). If any variable or array is of type character
then all variables and arrays in that common block are
required by the ANSI Standard to be also of type character. This restriction is relaxed by Parallel Fortran.

is an optional parameter giving dimension information
for arrays.
An optional comma may appear after a list of variable or array names
and before the slash' I' prefacing another common block name.

10.2.3.1

Common Block Names

Any number of common blocks may be used in a program. Ir desired,
onc common block may be used without a name: such a block is
referred to as the blank common block. All other blocks must be
given a block name chosen to obey the rules for names, given in
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section 8.4. No intrinsic function name (see appendix E) may be used
as a common block name nor may the name of a constant or of any
program unit of the program be used. There are no other restrictions
on common block names (and thus duplication of variable and other
names by common block names is permissible).
If a blank common block is used, two consecutive .slashes '11' must
precede the names of variables and arrays in the block unless the
blank common block is the first block given in the COMMON statement,
in which case the two slashes may be omitted.
The same block name may appear more than once in a COMMON
statement or in a subprogram; see section 10.2.3.3 below.
Here are some examples of the use of the COMMON statement.
COMMO. IBLOCI t/VALUE.ARRAY/BLOCI 2/1,Y,Z

The variable VALUE and the array ARRAY are held in a common block
named BLOCK1, and variables I, Y, and Z are held in a common block
named BLOCK2. The dimensions of the array ARRAY must be declared
in a type statement or a DIMENSION statement, since they have not
been given in the COMMON statement.
COMMOI COUIT, TABLE,RESULT/ARE1/SUB ,ITEM
COMMOI I AREA/SUB. ITEMIICDUIT •TABLE •RESULT

These two statements have the same effect; COUNT, TABLE, RESULT
are held in the blank common block and SUB and ITEM are held in
common block AREA.
COMMO. A.B(20)/COMM/D(40).E.I//l.Y.Z

This statement declares the variables A, B, X, Y and Z to be in the
blank common block, and D,E,I to be in the block COMM. If later, the
statement
COKKON /COMM/Al,A2.A3(17)/OI/BA.BC

occurs, then the variables A1, A2, A3 are added to the end of block
COMM and a new block ON is created with variables BA, BC (see section 10.2.3.3).
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Storage of Variables

The size of a common block is the sum of the storage required for
each element within it. IIowever, program units which are to be
executed together must specify the same sizes for named common
blocks which they share. Variables are allocated consecutive units
of storage in the order in which they occur in the program.

10.2.3.3

Multiple References within a Program Unit

It is permissible for a common block name (or a reference to the blank
common block) to occur more than once in a COMMON statement or
in more than one COMMON statement in the same program unit. For
example, the statement
COMMON I,Y,CHECI/RESULT/A(10)//SUM.AREA/RESULT/B(10).C

is equivalent to the following two statements occurring in the same
program unit:
COMMON I,Y,CHECK/RESULT/A(10)
COMMON SUM,AREA/RESULT/B(10).C

Either of these examples will have the same effect as the statement
COMMON I,Y,CHECK,SUM,AREA/RESULT/A(10),B(10),C

That is, variable and array names are allocated to the common block
indicated in the order in which they occur in the program unit.

10.2.3.4

Using the COMMON Statement

The common block is an area of. storage that will be used in more
than one program unit of the program. The name of the block Inust
appear in a COMMON statclTICnt in each program unit in which the
block is to be used. The nanles of the variables and arrays within
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the block may be the same in different program units, but need not
be. Thus jf the two statements
COMHOII,Y,CHECK/RESULT/A(10)
COMMO. ICOORD.YCOORD.CH/RESULT/ARRAY(10)

occurred in two different program units, the variables X, Y, CHECK
used in the first program unit would occupy the same storage area
as XCOORD, YCOORD and CH used in the second program unit. The
storage area is called the blank common block. Similarly A(10) in
the first program unit and ARRAY(10) in the second program unit
will share the storage area of common block RESULTS. Usually, the
variable and array names included in a given common block in one
program unit will correspond in number and type to those used in
all other program units in which the block is referenced.
For the initialisation of named common blocks, see section 10.3. For
the equivalencing of common items, see section 10.2.4.3.

10.2.4

The EQUIVALEICE Statemellt

The EQUIVALENCE statement enables variables and array elements of
the same or different types used in one program unit to share storage
space. Thus, the amount of storage used by a program unit can be
reduced. There is no mathematical equivalence, simply a sharing or
saving of space. The statement has the form
EQUIVALENCE

(al. a2, 03.00.) • 00.

I

(111 1112 ,"3,000 )

where al , a2 a3 •• .•• nl •.•• are variables, array elements, arrays or
character substrings. They must not be function narnes or dUlnmy
arguments of functions or subroutines.
J

This statement causes all the elements of each list of variables, al to
am and ". to
to share the same storage area; that is, a 1 ,a2,. .. ,am
will share one area and "1,"2,... ,n m will share another.

"m
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The subscripts of an array element used in this statement must be
integer constant expressions and must correspond in number to the
dimensions of the array.
In Parallel Fortran you may express an element of a multidimensional
array in an EQUIVALENCE statement as a singly-subscripted reference,
provided that the missing subscripts have the default 'value one. The
compiler will assume a value of one for the missing subscripts.

10.2.4.1

Arrays in EQUIVALENCE Statement

Since array elements are stored in a fixed order, an equivalence
between two elements of different arrays effectively defines an equivalence between other elements. It is important not to contradict
these equivalences by further EQUIVALENCE statements.

10.2.4.2

Equivalencing Items of Different Types or Length

Variables, aTTays and array elements except of type character may be
equivalenccd with other such items of different types, but wherever
one of the equivalenced items of type typel is assigned a value of
type typeJ then the value of another item of type type2 that is
equivalenced to the first item becomes undefined and should not
be referred to in an expression until it has been assigned a value of
type type2.
If equivalenced items occupy different amounts of store (for example
if a real va.riable and a complex variable are equivalenced), the starts
of the items are aligned. For example, the statement
EQUIVALENCE(A,B)

where A is of type complex and 8 is of type real will cause B to share
the first fonr bytes of the stora.ge allocated to A.
In standard Fortran an entity of type character may only be equivalenced to another entity of type character. The lengths of the
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equivalenced entities do not need to be the same. In Parallel Fortran
entities of type character may be equivalenced to entities of any other
type.

10.2.4.3

Equivalencing Common Block Items

If one of the items given in the EQUIVALENCE statement appears in
a common block then none of the other items given in the same list
in the EQUIVALENCE statement may appear in the same or any other
common block in the program unit.
Since an array element may be equivalenced to a variable in common,
the implicit equivalencing of the rest of the array may extend the size
of the common area. Such lengthening of a common block can take
place only beyond the last entry in the block and not before the first
entry. For example, the following series of statements:
COMMO. IBLOCI/1(10).B,C,I,J
DIMElSIOI TABLE(3,4),lRRAY(4.4)
EqUIVALEICE(A(1),TlBLE(1.1»

would result in the 12 elements of TABLE sharing the common storage
area with the 10 elements of array A and the two variables Band C.
If the EQUIVALENCE statement were replaced by
EQUIVALEICE(A(l),ARRAY(l,l»

then ARRAY would share storage with A, B, C, I and J, and the
common block would be extended to hold the remaining elements
of ARRAY. The EQUIVALENCE statement could not validly be replaced
by
EQUIVALENCE(ARRAY(2,2),A(5»

since if this were implemented it would result in the common block
BLOCK being extended before the first iteul in the block. Element
ARRAY(2,2) is the sixth item of array ARRAY; if it were to be equivalenced with A(5) then ARRAY (2 ,1) would by inlplication be cquivalenced with A(1) and the block would have to be extended before
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A(l) to give storage to ARRAV(l,l). This therefore is an invalid
EQUIVALENCE statement.

10.3

Assignment of Initial Values

Initial values may be assigned to variables, arrays, array elements
and substrings by using DATA statements. In Parallel Forttan initial
values may also be assigned by using a special form of the type
specification statement (see section 10.3.1.8).
Initial values may not be assigned to the dummy arguments of function or subroutine subprograms nor to a variable in a function subprogram whose name is also the name of the subprogram or an entry
to the subprogram. If initial values are to be assigned to variables
or arrays that form part of a common block (or are equivalenced
to items in a common block), this must he done in the block data
subprogram (see section 10.3.2) and not in any of the other program
units in which the common block is used. Initial values may only be
assigned to named common blocks, and not to the blank common
block.
Initialisation is carried out when a program unit is loaded, and not
when control enters the program unit. Thus when a subroutine or
external function is to be entered several times it cannot be assumed
that the initial values apply on each occasion of entry.
In the case of character and logical values the type of a value must
be the same as that of the variable or array element to which it is
being assigned. For arithmetic values, the type of a value should be
the same as that of the variable or array element to which it is to be
assigned. Jrowever, the compiler will perform a conversion between
integer and real values if necessary.
In Pa.rallel Fortran, as an extension to the standard language, integer
values may be assigned to character variables. See section 10.3.1.6.
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Another extension available in Parallel Fortran allows Ilollerith constants, character constants and binary, octal, or hexadecimal constants to be used to initialise certain types of variables. See section 10.3.1.2 for Ilollerith constants, section 10.3.1.5 for character
constants and section 10.3.1.3 for the others.

10.3.1

The DATA Statement

The DATA statement has the form
DATA nli,t! I vli,t! I •nli,t'JI vli,t'JI •...• nlistnl vlistnl

where:
each nlisti

is a list of names of variables, arrays, array elements
or substrings, and implied DO lists, separated by commas. The comma after a slash 'I' and before a list is
optional.

each vlisti

is a value list as described in section 10.3.1.1 below.

The values given in each vlist are assigned in order to the items given
in the corresponding nlist. When an array name appears'in a nlist
it is treated as a list of all the elements of the array, in the order
given in section 10.1.2.
The number of items listed in each nlist (counting each array element
of any arrays named as one item) must be the same as the number
of initial values given in the associated t'list.

10.3.1.1

Value Lists

Values are given in the form of lists of items separated by COlnnlas:
these items may take either of the following forlns:
val
rept.val
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where val is a constant or the symbolic name of a constant, and rept
is a non-zero unsigned integer constant or the symbolic name of such
a constant. The latter form is equivalent to specifying rept copies of
the constant vale Thus the list
1.3.4.975 •. TRUE .• 4*8.3E-2

will have the same effect as the list
1.3.4.976 •. TRUE .• 8.8.8.8.3E-2

10.3.1.2

Hollerith Constants in Value Lists

In Parallel Fortran you may use Ilollerith constants in value lists to
initialise variables of any type except character. A Hollerith constant
takes the form:
nHtext

where text is a string of characters of length n. text may contain
spaces and apostrophes. An example of a valid Hollerith constant
IS:

7H(FI0.3)

A Ilollerith constant used for initialisation must be of the same
length as, or shorter than, the variable being initialised.

10.3.1.3

Initialisation with Binary, Octal or Hexadecimal
Constants

In Parallel Fortran binary, octal, or hexadecimal constants can he
used to initialise logical, integer, or real variables. These constants
are indicated by a letter followed by a string in single quotes, where
B

indicates a binary constant (digits 0 and 1)

o

indicates an octal constant (digits 0 to 7)
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indicates a hexadecimal constant (digits 0 to 9 and A
to F).

Z or X

For hexadecimal constants, the string of digits may alternatively
precede the letter X, instead of following it.
For example, the following constants have the decimal values shown:
Constant

Value

B'OOOl'
0'12'

1
10
15
11

Z'F'
X'B' or 'B'X

10.3.1.4

Implied-DO in a DATA Statement

The implied-DD list in a DATA statement has the form:

where:
dlist

is a list of array element names and implied-DO lists.

imp

is the name of an integer variable, known as the
implied-DO-variable.

PI' P2 and P3
are integer constant expressions, except that the expressions may contain ilnplied-DO-variables of other
implied-DO lists that have this implied~DO list within
their ranges.
The range of an implied-DD list is the list dlist. An iteration count
and the values of the implied-DO-variable are found froln 1)1' P2 and
P3 as for a DO-loop (see section 13.3.1), except that the iteration
count must be positive. P3 together with the preceding cornlua may
be omitted.
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When an implied-DO list appears in a DATA statement, the list items
of dlist are specified once for each iteration of the implied-DO list
with the appropriate substitution of values for any occurrence of the
implied-DD-variable imp. The appearance of an implied-DD-variable
in a DATA statement does not affect the definition of a variable of the
same name elsewhere in the same program unit.
Each subscript expression in the list dlist must be an integer constant expression, except that the expression may contain impliedDO-variables of implied-DO lists that have the subscript expression
within their ranges. For example:
DATA «A(J.I). I-l.J). J-l.5) / 15*0. /

10.3.1.5

Character Values

In standard Fortran, initialisation with character values is restricted
to variables and array elements of type character and character
substrings. Parallel Fortran allows character values to be used to
initialise any variable or array element.
Character values are held as strings of eight-bit characters. One byte
of storage will hold one character. If a character constant contains
fewer characters than the number required to fill the variable, array
element or substring to which it is being assigned as an initial value,
space characters will be added to the right-hand end of the string to
make the number of characters equal to the length of the variable,
array element or substring.
If a character constant contains more characters than the number
required to fill the variable, array element or substring to which it is
being assigned as an initial value, the surplus rightmost characters
in the constant are ignored. For example, the character constant
'HEAD'

could be assigned as an initial value to a character variable of length
4, and would fill it exactly. If the character constant
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, AIlRAYuELEMEIITS '

were assigned as an initial value to an element of a CHARACTER*a
array, the element would hold 'ARRAYuEL'.
10.3.1.6

Integer Values in Character Variables

In Parallel Fortran, variables or array elements of type character are
not restricted to being assigned character values. As an extension to
the ANSI Standard, a single character in a variable or array element
may be initialised by any integer in the range 0 to 255.
For example, the value 135 could be assigned to a character variable
of length 1.
10.3.1.7

Examples of Initial Value Assignment

The effect of the statement

where J is a 3 x 3 array, is to assign to I the initial value 1, and to
assign to J the values:
100 0 1 222 1

The effect of the statement
DATA A.B.C.O/4*O.O/.HEAD/'VALUES'/

is to assign the initial value 0.0 to each of real variables A, B, C and D,
and to insert the characters 'VALUES uu ' in the character*8 variable
HEAD.

10.3.1.8

Initialisation in a Type Statement

In Parallel Fortran, initial values may be assigned in a type specification statement (see section 9.3.5), in which case the value assigned
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to a variable, or the values assigned to the elements of an array, appear immediately after the name of the variable or array in question,
bounded by slashes 'I'. Thus the example
REAL PI/3.14159/. ARRAY(10)/ 5.0.0. 5.1.0/

declares the variable PI and the array ARRAY to be of type real. It
also assigns PI the value 3.14159, assigns five of ARRAY's ten elements
the value 0.0, and the other five the value 1.0.

10.3.2

Block Data Subprogram

Block data subprograms are used to give initial values to items in
named common blocks by means of DATA statements. A block data
subprogra.m must start with a BLOCK -DATA statement and end with
an END statement and may only contain the following statements:
IMPLICIT
PARAMETER
Explicit type specification statements

DIMENSION
COMMON
EQUIVALENCE
DATA

A block data subprogram is never executed.
If variables and arrays from a common block are named in a COMMON
statement in a block data subprogram, then the total storage area
in the common block must be specified completely. For example, an
array must have its dimension information specified in the COMMON
statement or in a DIMENSION or a type statement in the subprogram,
even if it is not named in DATA statements.
If any part of a c.ommon block is being given an initial value then a
complete set of specification statements for the whole block must be
included hcrore any part is initialised. This means that DIMENSION,
COMMON, EQUIVALENCE and type specification statements must come
before DATA statements for each common block.
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A Fortran program may contain more than one block data subprogram but anyone common block can be referred to in only one block
data subprogram. Initial data values may be entered into more than
one common block in a single block data subprogram. Items in the
blank common block (see section 10.2.3.1) cannot be given initial
values.
The block data subprogram may be given an optional name, in
which case the name must not be the same as any local name in the
subprogram, nor the same as the name of any external procedure,
main program, common block or other block data subprogram in
the same executable program. There must not be more than one
unnamed block data subprogram in an executable program.
As an example, the following block data subprogram gives initial
values to some items of the common blocks CBt and CB2. All the
items in each block are specified completely.
BLOCK DATl
REAL B(4)
DOUB·L£ PRECISIOI Z(3)
COMPLEX C

COMMDI/CB1/C.A.B/CB2/Z,Y
DATl B.Z.C/l.0,1.2.2.1.3.3.7.664321DO.(2.4.3.76)/

EID
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Expressions
In Fortran, expressions may be used in many different statements in a
variety of contexts. There are three kinds of expression: arithmetic
expressions, logical expressions and character expressions. Arithmetic expressions have numerical values; logical expressions Ilave
logical values; and character expressions have character values: this
chapter gives the rules for forming and evaluating these kinds of
expression.

11.1

Arithmetic Expressions

An arithmetic expression is a sequence of arithmetic elements of
type int('ger, real, double precision, complex or double complex,
combined by a.rithmetic operators and parentheses. The type of a.n
arithrnetic expression depends upon the types of its constituents; see
section 11.1.6.
A byte va.ria.ble, when included in an expression, is equivalent to an
integer element.
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11.1.1

Arithmetic Elements

An arithmetic element can be a numerical constant, an arithmetic
symbolic constant name, a variable name, an array element reference or a function reference (see section 14.2.1.1). For example, the
following are valid arithmetic elements:
7£23

VARI

&(1,3)

811(1)

The simplest arithmetic expression is one that consists of only one
arithmetic element: the expression is then of the same type as the
element. The term expression is used in this manual to include
elements as well as more complicated expressions.

11.1.2

Arithmetic Operators and Parentheses

Arithmetic operators are used to combine arithmetic elements or
other arithmetic expressions to give more complex arithmetic expressions. The arithmetic operators are:
Operator

Meaning

+

Addition
Subtraction or negation
Multiplication
Division
Exponentiation

•
I
••

Some simple examples of arithmetic expressions using only one
operator are:

-A
A+B
A*B

Equivalent to the algebraic expression a

A**B

Equivalent to the algebraic expression

ab

X

b or (lb
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Parentheses are used to enclose arithmetic expressions which form
part of a more complex arithmetic expression. The parenthesized expressions are evaluated as separate entities; this usage of parentheses
is therefore equivalent to normal mathematical usage.

11.1.3

Rules

When writing arithmetic expressions, the following rules must be
observed:
1. Arithmetic elements must be separated by an arithmetic operator.
2. No two operators may be adjacent.
3. The operators '+' and '-' must be followed by an element:
the other operators must be both preceded and followed by
elements.
Thus the following are not valid arithmetic expressions:
1.B

Rule 1: A multiplied by B must be written as '1.B'

A••-B

R.ule 2: 1 to the power -8 must be written as '1** (-B)'

.B

Rule 3: this on its own is meaningless, while '-B' is
valid

11.1.4

Order of Evaluation

Arithrnetic expressions are evaluated in general from the innermost
set of parentheses outwards. Within each set of parentheses or each
unparent.hesized expression, the order of evaluation is from left to
right, except when the precedence of operators dictates otherwise.
This precedence is:
1. Function rererences
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2. Exponentiations
3. Multiplications and divisions
4. Additions and

subtr~tions

This order of precedence determines the sequence of operations in the
evaluation of an expression. The first two operators are compared
and, if the first takes precedence over or is equal to the second,
then the first operation is performed. If the second takes precedence
over the first, the third operator is compared with the second and
so on. When the end of the expression is reached, any remaining
operations are performed, reading from right to left. For example, in
the expression '*B+C*D*.I the operations are performed as follows:

1. A*S
2. D**I
3. C*E2
4. E1+E3

=>E1
~E2

=>£3
=>result

intermediate result
intermediate result
intermediate result
final operation

El+c*n**I
E1+C*E2
E1+E3

If one exponentiation operator follows immediately after another,
the evaluation is from right to left. Thus A**B*.C is evaluated as
follows:

=>E1
=>result

intermediate result
final operation

A series of multiplications and divisions is evaluated from left to
right. Under some circumstances this could lead to results that
are inaccurate owing to rounding errors or to a lack of precision
in the values of the elements in use. If such errors are possible, the
programmer may use parentheses to control the order of evaluation
so as to produce the most precise result.
Where part of an expression is contained within parentheses, that
part is evaluated first, and the result obtained is used in evaluation
of the expression as a whole. Where nested pa.rentheses occur, that
part of the expression contained within the innermost set is evaluated
first.
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The sign of a signed quantity takes the same precedence as the
addition or subtraction sign. Thus

A = -B
A = -B*C
A = -B+C
11.1.5

is treated as
is treated as
is treated as

1 = 0 - B

1 = -(B*C)
1

= (-B)

+ C

Examples of Arithmetic Expressions

The expression
ARRAY(2,10)-COS(Z)/(2*PI)

is evaluated as follows:

COS(Z)
(2*PI)
E1/E2
ARRAY(2,10)-E3

=}El
=}E2
=}E3
=}result

function reference
parenthesized expression
division
subtraction

The expression

is evaluated as follows:

B*C
E1/D
P-1
E2*E3
1+E4
Q+R
3.0**E6
E5-E7

X**2

=}E1
=}E2
=>E3
=>E4
=}E5
=}E6
=>E7
=>E8

2.0/E9

=>E9
=>E10

E8+E10

=} result

Although the order in which expressions are evaluated in these examples may not he exactly that described, it will be mathematically
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equivalent. However, the order of evaluatjon implied by the presence
of parentheses will be followed.

11.1.6

Determination of the Type of an Expression

The value of an arithmetic expression can be of any of the standard
types integer, real, double precision, complex, or, in Parallel Fortran,
double complex. The evaluation of an expression is carried out in
simple steps (as in the example in section 11.1.5). The types of
the elements involved in each step determine the type of the value
produced by that step. The type of the final expression can be found
by following through the steps of the evaluation, noting the types of
the intermediate values at each stage.
Table 11.1 gives the type of an expression composed of two simpler
expressions of type A and type B. In standard Fortran, an expression
composed of a complex expression and a double precision expression
is prohibited. In Parallel Fortran, however, such an expression is
allowed. It will be of type double complex, as indicated in table 11.1.
As we noted above, a byte variable, when included in an expression,
is equivalent to an integer element. This means that an expression
including only byte variables will be of type integer.

11.1.7

Illteger Arithmetic

The following special considerations apply when both the arguments
.
of an arithmetic operation are of type integer:
• A result of type integer is that integer obtained by truncating
the mathematical result towards zero:

15/4
-15/4
4**(-1)

=3

= -3
=0

(3.75)
(-3.75)
(0.25)
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• A series of multiplication and division operations on integer
quantities will always proceed from left to right.

11.1.8

Arithmetic Constant Expressions

An arithmetic constant expression may contain only arithmetic constants and arithmetic symbolic constants. The exponentiation operator is not permitted unless the exponent is of type integer.
Arithmetic constant expressions may be used in PARAMETER or DATA
statements.

11.1.9

Integer Constant Expressions

An integer constant expression is an arithmetic constant expression
in which each constant or symbolic constant is of type integer.
Integer constant expressions may be used in PARAMETER statements,
as a character length or array bound specifier in a specification
statement or as an array element subscript or character substring
position expression in EQUIVALENCE or DATA statements.

11.1.10

Not-a-Number and Infinity

Arithmetic on real, double precision, complex or double complex constants and variables may result in the special values NaN, +00 and
-00 (that is, Not-a-Number and Positive and Negative Infinity), in
the circumstances defined in the IEEE standard. This does not stop
the execution of the program, however, and subsequent processing
of these values continues in the way the IEEE standard specifies.
In addition, some of the intrinsic functions return these special values, in circumstances defined for the corresponding Inmos functions
by the Standalone Compiler Implementation Afanual[13].
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Type ofB

Integer

Real

Integer

Integer

Real

Real

Real

Real

Double
precision
Complex

Double
precision
Complex

Double
precision
Complex

*Double
complex

*Double
complex

*Double
complex

Type of A
Double
precision
Double
precision
Double
precision
Double
precision
*Double
complex
*Double
complex

Complex
Complex
Complex
*Double
complex
Complex
*Double
complex

*Double
complex
*Double
complex
*Double
complex
*Double
complex
*Double
complex
*Double
complex

Table 11.1: Expression Types
Note: * = non-standard type
There is no method for representing NaN, +00 or -00 in a Fortran
program. See sections 15.3.1.2 and 15.3.1.3 for a description of how
these values are output.

11.2

Character Expressions

A character expression is a sequence of one or more character elements separated by character operators.

11.2.1

Character Elements

A character element can be a character constant, a chara.cter sYlnbolic constant name, a character variable name, a character array
element reference, a character substring reference or a character
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function reference. For example, the following are valid character
elements:
'SOME TEXT'
CVAR
NAME (I)

provided that CVAR has been specified as of type character and that
NAME has been specified as a one-dimensional array of type character,
or is a function of type character.

11.2.2

Character Operator and Parentheses

The concatenation operator, '11', is a character operator that is used
to concatenate two character elements to produce a character string
of type character whose length is the sum of the lengths of the two
elements. Except in a character assignment statement, a character
expression must not concatenate a character element whose length
specification is an asterisk in parentheses unless the element is the
symbolic name of a constant. Parentheses may have a cosmetic effect
on a character expression but they do not affect the value found. For
example, the following two expressions:
'AI'//('AESTHET1C'//'ALLY')
(JAI'//'AESTHET1C')//'ALLY'

are equivalent, each producing
'ANAESTHETICALLY'

11.3

Logical Expressions

A logical expression is a sequence of logical elements and r(llational
expressions combined by logical operators and parentheses. The
vaJ ue of a logical expression is always either . TRUE. or . FALSE.
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11.3.1

Logical Elements

A logical element is a constant, a symbolic constant, a variable, an
array element or a function reference of type logical (see section 9.1).
The value of a logical element must be either .TRUE. or .FALSE ..
For example, the following are valid logical elements:
.TRUE.

LVAR

STAroS(1.3)

DI(D)

provided that LVAR has been specified as of type logical, that STAlUS
has been specified as a two dimensional array of type logical, and that
OK is a function of type logical. The simplest logical expression is
one that consists of only one logical element.

11.3.2

Relational Expressions

A relational expression has the form
expr 1 relop expr 2

'where:

exprt and expr2
are both arithmetic expressions or are both character
expressions.
relop

is one of the following relational opemtors:
Operator

Meaning

.LT.
.LE.

IJess than
Less than or equal to
Equal to
Not equal to
Greater than
Greater than or equal to

.EQ.
.NE.
.GT.

.GE.

The periods are essential.
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A complex or double complex operand is only permitted when the
relational operator is . EQ. or . NE.
If exprt and expr2 are character expressions of different lengths then
the shorter operand is considered as if it were extended with blanks
on the right to the length of the longer operand.
If the relation indicated by the relational operator between the two
arithmetic expressions is true, then the value of the relational expression is . TRUE .. Similarly, if the relation is false, the value of the
expression is . FALSE.
A relational expression is equivalent to a logical element for the
purpose of constructing further logical expressions; it need not be
enclosed in parentheses.

11.3.3

Logical Operators and Parentheses

Logical opemtors are used to combine logical elements, relational
expressions or other logical expressions to give more complex logical
expressions. The logical operators are defined as follows, where expr t
and expr2 are logical expressions:
. NOT. expr) This expression has the value . TRUE. if exprt has the

value .FALSE. and has the value .FALSE. if exprt has
the value. TRUE.
expr) .AND. expr2
This expression has the value. TRUE. if both expr t and
expr2 have the value .TRUE .. It has the value .FALSE.
ifeither expr 1 or expr2 or both have the value .FALSE.
expr t .OR. expr2
This expression has the value. TRUE. if either expr t or
expr2 or both are. TRUE .. It has the value .FALSE. if
both exprt and expr2 are .FALSE.
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exprt .EQV. expr2
This expression has the value. TRUE. if a and b both
have the same value . TRUE. or . FALSE.. It has the
value . FALSE. if exprt and expr2 have different truth
values.
exprt .NEQV. expr2
This expression has the value . TRUE. if expr t and
expr2 do not both have the same value . TRUE. or
.FALSE •. It has the value .FALSE. if expr t and expr2
have the same truth value.
exprt .10R. expr2
This expression is available in Parallel Fortran as an alternative to .NEQV •• It bas the same values as . NEQV •
in the same circumstances.
The periods are essential.
Parentheses may be used to enclose logical expressions which forIll
part of more complex logical expressions. Their usage here is analogous to their usage in arithmetic expressions. An expression enclosed
in parentheses must satisfy the rules given below.

11.3.4

Rules

When writing logical expressions, the following rules must be observed:
1. If arithmetic expressions appear, they lllust be in pairs separated by relational operators.
2. Logical elements (and relational expressions) must be separated by logical operators.

3. No two logical operators may be adjacent unless the first is
one of . AND., •OR., •EQV ., •NEQV ., or . lOa. and the second
is .NOT.
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4. The logical operator . NOT. must be followed by, but must not
be preceded by, a logical element. The logical operators . AND. ,
. OR., . EQV ., •NEQV . , and . 10R. must be preceded by a logical
element and must be followed either by a logical element or by
the operator . NOT.
Thus the following are not valid logical expressions:
A. AND. 7 .0

(Rule 1: A. AND. 7 .0. GT. B is valid if B is an arithmetic
element and A is of type logical)

A+C

(Rule 2: A. AND. C is valid if A and C are of the type
logical. A+C is, of course, a valid arithmetic expression
if A and C are arithmetic elements)

A.AND •• OR.C

(Rule 3: A. AND •• NOT. C is valid)
A. NOT. C

11.3.5

(Rule 4: . NOT. C. AND. A. OR •• NOT .D illustrates the various possible valid uses of operators)

Order of Evaluation

Logical expressions are in general evaluated starting at the innermost set of parentheses and working outwards. Within one set of
parentheses or within one expression the order of evaluation is as
follows:

1. Eva.luation of functions

2. Exponentiation
3. Multiplication and division
4. Addition and subtraction
5. Relational expressions
6. •NOT. operations
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7. . AND. operations
8. . OR. operations
9. . EQV ., •NEQV ., or . IOR. operations
Rounding errors (see section 11.1.4) cannot occur with logical expressions since these may only take the values . TRUE. or . FALSE •.
No more code than necessary is actually obeyed when evaluating an
expression. Some parts of a logical expression may not be evaluated
every time the expression occurs. In the following example
A.OR.LGF(.TRDE.)

the LGF function need not be called to evaluate the expression when
A has the value . TRUE.

11.3.6

Examples of Relational and Logical Expressions

The expression

is a relational expression. The arithmetic expressions are evaluated
as described in section 11.1.4. Then the relational operation is performed. The resulting value will be . TRUE. or . FALSE.
The expression
lOB.EQ.3.AID.AGE.LT.18

is evaluated as follows:

JOB.EQ.3
AGE.LT.1S
El.AND.E2

The expression

:::} El
=>E2
=> result
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A.OR.B.OR.C.1ND.(P.OR.Q).AND.(I.LT.1.0R.J.EQ.O)

is effectively evaluated as follows:

A.OR.B
P.OR.Q
C.AND.E2
I.LT.1
J.EQ.O
E4.0R.E5
E3.AND.E6
El.0R.E7

~E1
~E2

=>E3
=}E4

=>E5
=}E6
=>E7

=}result

IIowever, certain stages are sometimes unnecessary. For example
in the above expression, if A is . TRUE. then the result is . TRUE. ,
regardless of the values of the other variables. Similarly, if A, Band
C are all .FALSE., the result will always be .FALSE. too.
The order of evaluation in these examples may not be exactly as
shown, but will be logically equivalent.
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Chapter 12

Assignment Statements
Assignment statements are used in Fortran to assign new values
to variables or array elements, replacing any existing values. Assignments are executable statements. There are three types of assignment statements: arithmetic assignment, logical assignment and
character assignment. The rules for forming assignment statements
are given in this chapter.

Arithmetic Assignment Statements

12.1

An arithmetic assignment statement is used to assign a new value
to a variable or an array element of type integer, real, double precision, complex, or in Parallel Fortran, byte or double complex. The
statement takes the form:
name • expression

where:

name

is the name of the variable or array element of type
integer, real, double precision, complex, or double con1plex.
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expressIon

is an arithmetic expression (see section 11.1).

When an assignment statement is encountered in a program the
expression part is evaluated and the resulting value is assigned to
the variable or array element with the name name. The variable or
array element then retains this value until it is assigned a new value.
Any previous value of the variable or array element is lost.
The variable or array element name need not be of the same type
as the expression. The expression is evaluated according to the
rules given in section 11.1 and the resulting value is assigned to the
variabl~ or array element after any necessary type transformations
as indicated in table 12.1.
Some examples of arithmetic assignment statements follow:
VALUE • 38.766
CODlT • COUITl
IElT • lTEM(3.1)
"ATRII(7) • MATR11(4*1) + MlTR11(3)
M- (2*M-l)/Q-M

12.2

Logical Assignment StateUlents

A logical assignment statement assigns a new value to a variable or
array element of type logical. The statement takes the {orIn:
name • expression

where:
name

is the name of a logical varia.ble or array element.

expressIon

is a logical expression (see section 11.3).

When a logical assignment statement is encountered in a progranl,
the logical expression is evaluated and the resuJting value is assigned
to the variable or array element with the Ilanle name. The variable
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or array clement then retains tbis value until it is assigned a new
value. Any previous value of the variable or a.rray element is lost.
Some examples of logical assignment statements follow:
COURSE • . TRUE.
QUAD - B**2.GT.4*A*C
STATUS • PUPIL.AND.AGE.LT.21
RES • A.AND.(B.OR.(C.AND .. NOT.D»

12.3

Character AssignDlent StatelIlents

A character assignment statement assigns a new value to a variable,
substring or array element of type character. The statement takes
the form:
name •

expre~~ion

where:
name

is the name of a character variable, substring or array
element.

expression

is a character expression (see section 11.2).

Note that no character position in name may be referenced in expression.
The variahle, substring or array element need not be of the same
length as the character expression. If the expression is shorter, then
spaces a.re added to the right on assignment; but if the expression
is longer, then truncation will occur on the right. An exaluple of a
cha.ra.cter a..'isignmcnt statement is
CH - 'TEST DATA'
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Type of
Name

Integer
*Byte

Real or
Double
precision
Complex
or *Double
Complex

Type of Expression
Complex
Real or
or *Double
Double
complex
precision
Assign
Fix and assign Fix and assign
real part
Fix, truncate
Fix, truncate
Truncate and
and assign
and assign
assign
real part
Assign real
Assign
Float and
part
assign

Integer

Float and
assign real
part, zero
imaginary part

Assign real
part,zero
imaginary part

Assign

Table 12.1: Assignment of Value to Variable or Array Element
* = Non-standard
• Truncate means extract the low-order eight bits of the integer
value. Should the high-order bit of these eight bits be set, the
value, once stored in the byte variable, will be negative.

• Float means convert the result to type real.
• Fix means truncate any fractional part towards zero and convert the remaining value to integer. There will be an overflow
if the result is outside the range of integer values.
• Where real and double precision numbers of different lengths
are involved, as much precision is preserved as possible. If a
double precision value is assigned to a real variable or array
element name, then the value is truncated as necessary. If a
real value is assigned to a double precision variable or array
element name, then the mantissa is extended with zeros.
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Control Statements
Execution of a Fortran program begins at the first executable statement of the main program. Subsequent statements are executed in
the order in which they occur until a control statement is encountered. Control statements are used to transfer control from one part
of a program to another. This chapter describes those statements
used for transferring control within a program unit. Statements used
to transfer control from one program unit to another are described
in chapter 14.

13.1

GO TO StateInents

A GO TO statement is an executable statement that is used to transfer
control to another executable statement in the same program unit.
There arc three types of GO TO statements: unconditional GO TO,
computed GO TO and assigned GO TO.

13.1.1

UnCollditiollal GO TO

An unconditional GO TO statement has the form:
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GO TO label

where label is the label of the executable statement to which control
is to be transferred (see section 8.3.3).
Each time a GO TO statement of this form is encountered, control
is transferred to the statement with the label label. This stateolent
must be in the same program unit as the GO TO statement. The first
executable statement after the GO TO statement should be labelled
unless it is an ELSE IF, ELSE or END IF statement, otherwise control
can never reach it.
The following is an example of an unconditional GO TO statement:
GO TO 3

13.1.2

Computed GO TO

A computed GO TO statement transfers control to one of a list of
statements, depending upon the computed value of an expression.
The statement has the form:
GO TO (labeI1.label'l •...• label n ) . iexpr

where:
each labeli

is the label of an executable statement in the same
program unit as the GO TO statement.

zexpr

is an integer expression: the preceding comma is optional.

When a computed GO TO statement is encountered int should have
a value in the range 1 to n. If int has the value j, then control is
passed to the executable statement with labellabelj. The salne label
may appear more than once in the list.
If int is not in the required range, then the next statement in sequence will be executed, as the GO TO statement has no effect.
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An example of the use of a computed GO TO statement follows:
COUNT

=3

GO TO(14,21,20,15,20) ,COUNT

Control is transferred to the statement with label 20, the third label
in the list.

13.1.3

Assigned GO TO and ASSIGN Statements

An assigned GO TO statement transfers control to one of a list of
labelled executable statements depending on the value assigned, by
an ASSIGN statement, to an integer variable. The statement has one
of these forms:
GO TO int (label l label 2
GO TO int
t

t

t ••• t

label n >

where:
int

is an integer variable.

each label i

is the label of an executable statement in the same program unit as the assigned GO TO statement. If present,
the bracketed list of labels must contain all those labels
that may be assigned to the variable.

The

ASSIGN

statement has the form:

ASSIGN label

TO int

where:
III

bel

int

is the label of an executable statement in the same
program unit as the ASSIGN statement.
is the integer variable to be used in an assigned GO TO
statement.
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Each time an assigned GO TO statement is encountered, control is
transferred to the statement with label label, where label is the value
last assigned to the variable int in an ASSIGN statement. If, when
the statement is encountered, the variable int has not been assigned
a value by an ASSIGN statement in the same program unit, then the
effect of the GO TO statement is unpredictable.

A variable may have, at different times, a statement label value
assigned by an ASSIGI statement or an integer value assigned in any
other way. An attempt to use a variable which has a statement label
value when an integer value is required, or vice versa, will have an
unpredictable effect. The label list when present enables the compiler
potentially to check that an appropriate label has been assigned.
For example, the statements
ASSIGI 67 TO MEAlS
GO TO MElIS.(92.3.9999.67)

will result in a transfer of control from the GO TO statement to the
statement with label 57. If the GO TO statement were written
GO TO MEAlS

the same result would be achieved.

13.2

IF StateDlents

An IF statement allows the program to take different actions depending on a particular condition. Thus an IF stateIllent may have
one result the first tiJne it is executed in a program and a different
result on a subsequent execution if the relevant condition has altered.
There are three types of IF statement: arithmetjc IF, logical IF and
block IF.
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Aritllmetic IF

An arithmetic IF statement transfers control to one of three statements depending on the value of an arithmetic expression. It has
the form:

where:
is an arithmetic expression of type integer, real or double precision.

expr

label t label 2 label3
are the labels of executable statements in the same
program unit as the IF statement. The same label
may be used more than once.
J

J

The statement causes control to be transferred to the statement with
label label t , label 2 or label3 depending on whether the value of the
expression is less than, equal to, or greater than zero respectively.
For example, the statement

would have the following effects:
• If B2 - 4 x A x C < 0, control is transferred to the statement
with label 100.
• If B2 == 4 x A x C, control is transferred to the statement with
label 101.

• If B2 - 4 X A X B > 0, control is transferred to the statement
with label 102.
Note: As real expressions rarely evaluate exactly to zero, programs
should assll me that the branch to label 2 will never be taken when
expr is real.
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13.2.2

Logical IF

The logical IF statement tests whether a logical expression has the
value. TRUE. or . FALSE.; if it has the value. TRUE. then a particu.lar
executable statement included in the IF statement is executed. The
statement has the form:
IF ( expr ) .tatement

where:
expr

is a logical expression.

statement

is any executable statement except a DO, block IF,
ELSE, ELSE IF, END IF, or END statement or another
logical IF statement.

If expr, when evaluated, has the value. TRUE., statement is executed;
if expr, when evaluated, has the value . FALSE., statement is not
executed. For example, if the statement
IF(B.B.LT.4.0.'.C) GO TO 100

is executed when B2 < 4xAxC, control is transferred to the statement
with label 100. Otherwise the GO TO statement is ignored.
Some other examples of logical IF statements follow:
IF(SUM+TERM.GE.9E7.0R.TERM.LT.IE-2) CALL CHECK
IF(COUlT.EQ.60) IF(COUlTI-14)26.27.28
IF(I.LT.O) I • -1

13.2.3

Block IF

A block IF statement is used with the END IF statement a.nd optionally with the ELSE and ELSE IF statenlents to control the execution of a block of consecutive executable statements. rl'he block
of statements is djvided into IF-blocks, ELSE-blocks and ELSE IFblocks. The block IF statement and IF-blocks, the ELSE statement
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and ELSE-blocks, and the ELSE IF statement and ELSE IF-blocks
are described in sections 13.2.3.1, 13.2.3.2 and 13.2.3.3 respectively.
The END IF statement is described in section 13.2.3.4.
Every statement in an IF-block, an ELSE-block or an ELSE IF-block
has an IF-level. The IF-level of a statement s is ".-"2, where
is the number of block IF statements from the beginning of the
program unit down to and including s, and "2 is the number of
END IF statements in the program 'unit down to but not including s.

n.

The IF-level of every statement must be non-negative, the IF-level
of each block IF, ELSE, ELSE IF and END IF statement must be
positive: the IF-level of the END statement must be zero.
Figure 13.1 shows how IF-levels are assigned to statements.

13.2.3.1

The Block IF Statement and IF-blocks

The block IF statement has the form:
IF ( expr ) THEI

where expr is a logical expression.
An IF-block consists of all the executable statements following
the block IF statement down to but not including the next ELSE,
ELSE IF or END IF statement that has the same IF-level as the block
IF statement. An IF-block may be empty.
When the hlock IF statement is executed, expr is evaluated and if it
has the value. TRUE. then the IF-block is executed. If the IF-block
is empty and the value of expression is . TRUE. then control passes
to the next END IF statement at the same IF-level as the block IF
sta.tement. If the value of expr is .FALSE. then control passes to the
next ELSE IF or END IF statement that has the same IF-level as the
block IF statement.
Control can not be passed into an IF- block. If the last statement in
an IF-block does not pass control elsewhere then control passes to
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IF-level
0
1
1
1
1
1
1
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
1
1

IF (expr) THEN

} IF-block
ELSE
IF (expr) THEN

} IF-block
ELSE IF (expr) THEK

ELSE-block

} ELSE IF-block
END IF
END IF

0
Figure 13.1: IF-levels of statements
the next END IF statement that has the same IF-level as the block
IF statement preceding the IF-block.

13.2.3.2

The ELSE Statement and ELSE-blocks

The ELSE statement has the form:
ELSE

An ELSE-block consists of all the executable statements followjng the
ELSE statement down to but not including the next END IF statenlcnt
that has the same IF-level as the ELSE statelnent. An ELSE-block
may be empty.
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An END IF statement of the sa.me IF-level as the ELSE statcm~nt
must be included before an ELSE IF or another ELSE statem(\nt of
the same IF-level.
Control cannot be passed into an ELSE-block. No reference may be
made to the statement label, if any, of the ELSE statement.

13.2.3.3

The ELSE IF Statement and ELSE IF-blocks

The ELSE IF statement has the form:
ELSE IF ( expr ) THEN

where expr is a logical expression.

An ELSE IF-block consists of all the executable statements following
the ELSE IF statement down to but not including the next ELSE,
ELSE IF or END IF statement that has the same IF-level as the
ELSE IF statement. An ELSE IF-block may be empty.
When the ELSE IF statement is executed, expr is evaluated and if it
has the value .TRUE. the ELSE IF-block is executed. If the ELSE IFblock is empty and expr has the value . TRUE. then control passes to
the next END IF statement that has the same IF-level as the ELSE IF
statement. If the value of expr is .FALSE. then control passes to the
next ELSE, ELSE IF or END IF statement that has the same IF-level
as the ELSE IF statement.
Control cannot be passed into an ELSE IF-block. No reference may
be made to the statement label, if any, of the ELSE IF statement.

13.2.3.4

The END IF Statement

The END IF statement has the form:
END IF
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Each block IF statement must be matched by a separate END IF
statement.

13.3

DO Loops

A DO-loop is a series of statements that is to be executed several
times. It is- headed by a DO statement which specifies the number
of times the loop is to be executed and also specifies the last statement included in the loop. The range of a DO-loop is the series of
statements from the statement after the DO statement down to and
including the terminal statement. If a DO statement appears within
an IF-block, ELSE-block or ELSE IF-block, then the range of the
DO-loop must be wholly within that block.
13.3.1

DO Statements

The DO statement has the form:
DO label int • PI' P2 •P3

where:
label

is the label of the terminal statement (see section 13.3.3
below for further details).

int

is the DO-variable.

PI

is the initial parameter.

P2

is the terminal parameter.

P3

is the incrementation parameter and Inay be oInitted,
together with the preceding comnla.

As an extension in Parallel Fortran, a DO-loop lnay terminate with
an END DO statement. In this case the label is onlitted fronl the DO
statement.
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The terminal statement must be in the same program unit as the
DO statement and must occur later in the program unit than the
DO statement. The DO-variable must be an integer, real or double
precision variable. The three parameters must all be integer, real or
double precision expressions. The incrementation parameter must
not be zero at the time of execution of the DO-loop. If the incrementation parameter is omitted, it is assumed to have a value of
1.
When a DO statement is encountered in a program, the values of the
three parameters are calculated and, if necessary, converted according to the rules given in section 12.1 to be of the same type as the
DO-variable.
The value of Pt is assigned to the DO-variable and the iteration count
is found by evaluating this expression:

If this count is non-zero then execution of the first statement in
the range of the DO-loop begins. When the terminal statement is
reached the DO-variable is incremented by P3. The iteration count
is decremented by one. If it is non-zero, control then returns to
the first statement in the range of the DO-loop. If it is zero, the
DO-statement is satisfied: the DO-variable retains its current value
and control passes to the next executable statement following the
terminal statement.
Variables and array elements used in the expressions for the parameters PI' P2 and P3' and the DO-variable int, may be referenced within
a DO-loop, but the value of int must not be altered by any statement
within the range of the DO statement. For example, in the series of
staternents

27

SUMSQ
SUM •
DO 27
SUM •
SUMSQ

• 0.0
0.0
J ~ 1,"11,2
SUM + PIRT(J+1)
• SUMSQ + PIRT(J).PIRT(J)
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the range of the DO statement is the two stateIllents following it. The
effect of the sequence is to set SUM equal to PART(2)+PART(4)+... +PART(.1"+l),
where x is the greatest odd integer less tban or equal to MAl, and to
set SUMSQ equal to the sum of the squares of PART ( 1) ,PART(3) , ..• ,PART(~
Control may be transferred out of a DO-loop before the DO statement
is satisfied (for example, by use of a GO TO statement): in this case
the control variable retains its current value (see section 13.3.5).
Transfer into the range of a DO-loop from outside the range is forbidden in standard Fortran 77. However, Parallel Fortran allows
extended range DO-loops as an extension to the language. A control
statement may be used to transfer control out of the range of the
loop. A subsequent control statement may then transfer control back
into the range of the same DO-loop. The value of the DO variable must
not be changed outside the range of the DO-loop.
Execution of a function reference or a CALL statement that appears
within the range of a DO-loop is permitted. If control is returned
from the subprogram by means of an extended form of the RETURN
statement (see section 14.2.2.2) to a statement not in the range of
the DO-loop, then control cannot be transferred into the range of the
DO-loop.

13.3.2

The DO WHILE Statemellt

DO WHILE is an alternative form of the DO statement available under

Parallel Fortran. It has the form:
DO label WHILE ( expr )

where:
label

is the label of the terminal statement.

expr

is a logical expression.

The DO-loop is repeated for as long as expr has the value . TRUE •.
For example,
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0

Y :.: 121
DO 1001 WHILE (X.LE.V)
1001

X· X + 2

would execute the DO WHILE loop 61 times, until X was greater than
Y. The value of the logical expression is checked on the first pass as
well as on later ones, so that if expression has the value .FALSE. to
start with then the DO WHILE-loop would not be executed at all. If
no label is included, the DO WHILE loop must end with an END DO
statement.

13.3.3

Terminal Statements

The range of a DO-loop consists of all the executable statements
following a DO statement up to and including the terminal statement
which is identified by the label in the DO statement. More than one
DO-loop may share the same terminal statement.
The terminal statement must not be any of the following statements:
• Unconditional GO TO
• Assigned GO TO

• RETURN
• STOP
• DO

• Arithmetic IF
• Block IF
• ELSE
• ELSE IF
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• END IF
• END
• Logical IF containing anyone of the following:
- DO
- Block IF

-

ELSE
ELSE IF
END IF
END

- Another logical IF
A labelled CONTINUE statement may be used as the terminal statement to overcome this restriction (see section 13.4).
In Parallel Fortran, an END DO statement may be used instead of a
labelled statement to terminate a DO-loop. Thus
SUMSQ • 0.0
SUM • 0.0
DO J • 1."11.2

SUM • SUM + PlRT(J+1)
SUMSQ • SUMSQ + PART(J)*P1RT(J)
EID DO

would have the same effect as in the example in section 13.3.1.

13.3.4

Nested DO-Loops

The statenlents included in the range of a DO statemcnt ITlay include
other DO statements; the DO-loops are then said to be nested. In a
system of nested DO-loops, the range of any inner DO sta.temcnt must
be completely contained in the range of any outer DO statenlcnts.
However, DO statements may share a terminal statement. If two or
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more DO statements share the same terminal statement then the DOvariable for any outer DO is not increased and tested until all inner
DOs are satisfied.
For example the sequence of statements

20

DIMENSION 1(10,10),B(10,10),C(10,10)
00 20 J • 1,10
DO 20 I • 1,10
C(I,J)· 1(I,J)+B(I,J)

forms the elements of array C by adding together the corresponding elements of arrays A and B. When the first DO statement is
encountered J is set equal to 1. Then the second DO statement is
encountered, and the inner DO-loop is performed with J equal to 1
and I varying from 1 up to 10. Only after that is J increased to 2.

13.3.5

Transfer of Control in DO-Loops

Any transfers of control may occur within the range of a DO statement
except that, if a statement is the terminal statement for more than
one DO statement, then control can be transferred to it only from
the range of the innermost DO having that terminal statement. A
CONTINUE statement (see section 13.4) may be used to overcome this
restriction.
Any transfers of control from inside to outside a DO-loop are allowed.
The DO-variable retains its current value.
For example, the sequence of statements
SUM • 0.0
DO 25 J =- 1 ,100

IF (I(J).GT.50)GO TO 80
25

SUM • SUM + I(J)

80

statement

forms the sum of the elements of an array, except that if any element
is greater than 50, control passes to statement 80 outside the DO-loop.
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The CONTINUE Statelllent

The CONTINUE statement is a dummy statement and causes no action.
It has the form
CO.TIIDE

This statement is most often used to give distinct terminal statements to a nest of DO-loops. It is also useful for avoiding the statements forbidden in section 13.3.3.
For example, in the sequence of statements
1·0

DO 200 I • 6, lOO, 6
Y • 1(1,1)
IF(Y.LT.O.O)GO TO 200

300
200

I • I + Y
DO 300 J • 2, 150
I · I + !(I,J)

CO.TIIDE

the CONTINUE statement is necessary to allow the IF statement to
transfer control to the terminal statement of the outer loop without
also transferring control to the terminal statement of the inner loop.

13.5

STOP StateUlents

A STOP statement terminates the execution of the program. It has
one of the following forms:
STOP
STOP n
STOP J message J

where:
n

is a string of one to fi ve digi t8.

message

is a literal constant enclosed in apostrophes.
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When a STOP statement is encountered in a program, no further
statements are executed, and the run is terminated. If the second
or third varieties of STOP is used, a message in one of the following
formats is output:
STOP n
STOP message

Important Notes

• The STOP statement should not be executed in a subroutine which has been invoked in a subsidiary thread, via
F77 _THREAD_START or F77 _THREAD_CREATE. Any attempt to
do so may result in a condition handling error (see section 11.6.4.4). In these conditions, use the F77 _THREAD_STOP
subroutine instead, to stop the current thread only.
• STOP counts as an input-output statement. This means that

when there is more than one thread running in a task, a thread
must gain control of the run-time library before executing a
STOP, by calling the F77 _THREAD_USE_RTL subroutine (see section 18.2.3).

13.6

PAUSE StateDlents

A PAUSE statement causes the program to output a message, and

then continue. The statement has one of the following forms:
PAUSE
PAUSE n
PAUSE J mes~age J

where:
n

is a string of 1 to 5 decimal digits.

message

is a Hteral constant enclosed in apostrophes.
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Execution of this statenlent causes a message of one of the following
forms to be reported to the user:
PAUSE
PAUSE n
PAUSE message

After this, the following message will be output:
Type GO to reauae executioD. any other input viII terainate
the job

The user may then decide whether to terminate the run or to go
back to executing the program.

Important Notes
• The PAUSE statement should not be executed in a subroutine which has been invoked in a subsidiary thread, via
F77_THREAD_START or F77_THREAD_CREATE. This is because if
the user terminates the job by typing something other than GO,
there will be a condition handling error (see section 17.6.4.4).
• PAUSE counts as an input-output statement. This means that

when there is more than one thread running in a task, a thread
must gain control of the fun-time library before executing a
PAUSE, by calling the F77_THREAD_USE_RTL subroutine (see
section 18.2.3).
• If you attempt to link a program which uses the PAUSE
statement against one of the stand-alone fun-time libraries
safrtlt4.bin or safrtlt8.bin (see section 5.3), the linker
will report an error.

Chapter 14

Program Units and the
Transfer of Control
As described in chapter 8 a program is made up of program units: one
main progmm and, possibly, other program units called subprogmms.
The block data subprogram, described in section 10.3.2, contains
only non-executable statements and control never enters it. The
remaining suhprograms, called procedures, are described below in
section 14.1. Section 14.2 describes the transfer of control between
program units, involving the use of CALL and RETURN statements and
function references. The following sections describe the transfer of
values between program units, the correspondence between dummy
and actual arguments of procedures (see also section 14.3) and the
facility of multiple entry into a subprogram.

14.1

Procedures

Procedures normally contain sequences of statements that carry out
a process that is likely to be repeated in the execution of the program.
It is convenient for the programmer to write out such a sequence only
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once, so the programmer writes a procedure using dummy arguments
and declares it in the program once in that form.
A dummy argument is a name that is used in a procedure at the
declaration stage. Dummy arguments represent the values that will
be associated with the procedure when it is actually called later in
the program. At each call of the procedure, the values required in
that particular call are substituted for the dummy arguments; these
substituted values are called the actual arguments.
Besides avoiding the need to write out repeated processes each time,
procedures also form logical subdivisions of the program. These
subdivisions may be written and tested quite separately from the
main body of the program if desired.
The location of the procedure declaration, the scope of the validity
of the use of the procedure and how to call the procedure depend on
the kind of procedure. There are four kinds of procedure:
1. Intrinsic function
2.. External function
3. Statement function
4. External subroutine
Each of these is described in detail in sections 14.1.2 and 14.1.3.

14.1.1

Differences between Function alld Subroutille
Subprograms

A function subprogram is used to evaluate a specific function and
to substitute a value for the function reference in the calling program unit. This class of subprogram would not norlnally be used to
change the value of any variables or array clernents in the referencing
program unit though facilities are available for the progralnnler to
do so if desired. A subroutine subprogram is not specifically used
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for the calculation of a single value but may perform any series of
operations. From this basic difference some others follow:
• Function subprograms are entered by function reference's; subroutine subprograms are entered by CALL statements.
• Function subprograms have a type; subroutine subprograms
do not.
• Results from a function subprogram are returned principally
via the function value; results from subroutine subprograms
are returned only via dummy arguments and common blocks.

14.1.2
14.1.2.1

Functions
Intrinsic Functions

The Fortran compiler provides a number of standard functions.
These are called intrinsic functions and include certain standard
mathematical functions, such as sine and cosine, and type conversion
functions.
Use of a function name in an EXTERNAL statement (see section 14.3.4),
will mean that the name will not be recognised as an intrinsic function name.
Intrinsic function names are either generic or specific.
Generic
function names provide an automatic function selection facility. This
facility allows the programmer to use a single generic name when
requesting a Fortran-supplied function which has several specific
names, depending on argument type. The proper function is selected
by the Fortran Compiler, based on the type of the arguments of the
function. With this facility the programmer can, for example, use the
generic na.me SIN to refer to any sine routine, rather than explicitly
calling SIN for real arguments, DSIN for double precision arguments,
CSIN for complex arguments or COSIN for double complex arguments.
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Generic function names may have specific function names associated
with them. If a specific name is used, then the arguments must be
of the correct type otherwise a compile time fault will be reported.
Some functions do not have a generic name. The specific names
that identify the intrinsic functions, their generic names, function
definitions, types of arguments and types of results are given in
appendix E.

A specific name of an intrinsic function that appears in an INTRINSIC
statement (see section 14.3.5) may be passed as an actual argument
to an external procedure with the exception of intrinsic functions
for type conversion, lexical comparison, and maximum/minimum
functions.

An intrinsic function can be called at any point in any program by
means of a function reference (see section 14.2.1.1), in which the
function name is given and the dummy arguments are replaced by
actual arguments.
Actual arguments can be any expressions of the correct type and
therefore may contain function references to other function subprogram-s (see the fourth example below).

Examples
SII(AIGLEA)
1 + SQRT(B)
' ••2 + 2.0. COS(BETl + PI/2.0)
A + SII(lLOG(1+B+C) ••3 + SQRT(Z+SQRT(Y»)

14.1.2.2

External Functions

Any functions required in a particular prograIn that arc not intrinsic
functions can be written as external functions for that program.
External functions are independently written subprogralns that are
executed whenever a function reference (see section 14.2.1.1) to their
name is encountered in any program unit.
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An external function is identified as such by the first statement being
a function declaration statement. This statement has the form:
type FUNCTION fname

(Xl.X2 •••• IXn)

where:
type

is an optional type specification, that is, one of the
following:
INTEGER
BYTE

(in Parallel Fortran only)

REAL
OOUBLE PRECISIOI
COMPLEX
DOUBLE COMPLEX (in Parallel Fortran only)
LOGICAL

CHARACTER

In the absence of a type specification the function wHl
be given its type by the predefined convention (see
section 9.3.1).
The type specification may optionally be followed by
a length specification, which may be any of the forms
described in sections 9.3.5.1 and 9.3.5.2.
fname

is the name of the function being declared; the name
by which it will be called elsewhere in the program by
a function reference.

Xt,X2,··· ,X n

is a dummy argument list which may be empty, although the enclosing brackets must be specified. The
items represent variable, array or dummy procedure
names.
The FUNCTION statement is followed by the statements that make up
the required process. The fUllction declaration itself finishes with an
END statement (see section 8.3.2).
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A function can be invoked as a variable anywhere in the program by a
function reference (see section 14.2.1.1) giving its name, fname, with
actual arguments (01 ,a2,.. . ,an). Within the function subprogram,
the function name can be used as a variable (of the specified type)
and must be assigned a value at least once before a RETURN or END
statement is executed.
A function must not reference itself: recursion, either direct or indirect, is not allowed.

Example of a function 8ubprogram

4

LOGICAL FUlCTIOI TMEAI(A.O)
REAL MEAI.A(10. 10)
MEAl • 0
DO 4 I • 1. 10
DO 4 J • 1. 10
MEAl • MEAl + A(I.J)
.IIEAI • MEAI/100
TMEAI· • IlEAl. GT •0

EIO

14.1.2.3

Statement Functions

If a mathematical function can be written in one statement then it
may be written as a statement function. The statement function is
declared by a statement function statement which takes the form:

where:

sfname
XI .X2

J •••

is the name given to the function.
•

Xn

is a dummy argument list which nlay be empty, although the enclosing brackets must be specified. The
names used as dummy arguments in this list may be
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used elsewhere in the same subprogram as variables of
the same type.
expr

is an arithmetic, logical or character expression. It
may contain references to external functions or previously defined statement functions. It may be a logical
expression only if sfname is defined as type logical and
a character expression only if sfname is defined as type
character.

All statement function declarations must precede the first executable
statement of the program unit and the statement function can be
invoked only within that program unit.

A statement function is invoked in an expression by using sfname,
with actual arguments replacing the dummy arguments. The actual arguments must correspond in number and type to the dummy
arguments.
Example
C Declaration of the stateaent function VOL
VOL(R,H) - 3.14*R**2*H
C Executable stateaents
VOL SUM • O.
00 11 I • 1,16
READ(6,12) D.I
C This stateaent includes a reference to VOL with actual
C arguaents O.S*D replacing R and I replacing H
11
SUM • SUM + VOL(O.S*D,I)

14.1.3

Subroutines

A subroutine subprogram fulfils a similar purpose to a function subprogram but returns any results in a different way.
A subroutine is declared by a SUBROUTINE statement, which takes
the form:
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SUBROUTIIIE .name

(%1,%2, ••• ,Xn)

where:.

sname

is the name of the subroutine.

Xl,X2, •• • ,X n

is a dummy argument list. The list may be empty, in
which case enclosing brackets may be omitted. The
list items can represent variable, array or dummy procedure names or can take the form '.'. The character
'.' represents a label in the calling program unit (see
section 14.2.2.2).
The SUBROUTINE statement is followed by the statements that carry
out the desired processes and the subroutine declaration is finished
by an END statement (see section 8.3.2).
The subroutine can be called from another program unit by use of
the CALL statement (see section 14.2.2.1). Control is returned to
this position when the REruM or END statement of the subroutine is
encountered.
A subroutine must not contain a call to itself; recursion, either direct
or indirect, is not allowed.

14.2

Transfer of Control between Program
Units'

Every executable Fortran program contains at lea.st one program
unit, the main program. The first statement of the main program
may be a PROGRAM statement. This statement has the Cornl:
PROGRAM

progname

where progname is the name of the program and
specified in section 8.4.

IUlIst

be of the form
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Execution of the program begins at the first executable statement of
the main program. Control stays in the main program until either a
function referenc,e or a CALL statement is encountered, when control
will be transferred to another program unit: a function from a function reference or a subroutine from a CALL statement. Control wHI
then be passed between the main program and the other program
units and between the program units themselves until either a STOP
statement is executed or the END statement of the main program is
reached.
The ways of entering and leaving function and subroutine subprograms are described in the sections below.

14.2.1
14.2.1.1

Functions
Transfer of Control to a Function Subprogram

Control is passed to a function subprogram by a function reference.
This function reference takes the form:

where:
name

is the name of an external function, an intrinsic function or a statement function.

at , a2 ,. · · , an

is a list of actual arguments that replace the dummy
arguments Xl ,%2,••• ,X n given in the rU'nction declaration. They must agree in order, number and type with
the dummy arguments. If the referenced function has
no parameters, the reference to it must still include a
pair of brackets.
When a function reference to an intrinsic function or a statement
function is encountered in a program unit, the function is evaluated
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using the actual arguments supplied by the function reference. This
value is then substituted where the function reference occurs and
execution of the program unit continues.
When a function reference to an external function is encountered in
a program unit, control enters the function at the first executable
statement of the function subprograrn. Within the body of a function, the function name must be assigned a value at least once.
External function names must have an associated type. The type of
the external function may be declared in the FUNCTION statement;
otherwise its type is defined by the initial letter of its name, as
described in section 9.3.1. In any program unit in which the external function is referenced, the type must be declared in a type
specification statement unless the predefined type is correct. The
type assumed by the referencing program unit must agree with that
defined in the external function. An external function name must
not be assigned an initial value in a DATA statement.

14.2.1.2

Return of Control from a Function Subprogram

In the case of a statement function or an intrinsic function, control
is returned automatically to the position of the function reference in
the calling program unit. In the case of external functions, control
is returned from the external function to the calling staternent when
control reaches a RETURN or the END statement and the function value
is returned to the calling program unit.
The RETURN statement takes the forlll:
RETURN

An extended form of this statement is available for use in a subroutine subprogram only (see section 14.2.2.2).
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Example of an External Function

The following is an example of an external function showing how the
function is referenced in the calling program unit and how control is
returned to the statement containing the function reference.
The function TMEAN has the value . TRUE. if the mean of the elements
of a 10 X 10 array is greater than D.

4

LOGICAL FUNCTION TMEAI(A,D)
REAL MEAI,A(10, 10)
MEAl • 0
DO 4 I • 1, 10
DO 4 J • 1, 10
MEAl • MEAl + A(I,l)
MEAl • MEAl/lOO
THEAI • MEAN.GT.D
RETURN
END

TMEAN could be referenced by any statement which may contain a
logical expression. For example:

IF(TMElN(ARR,60.0»GO TO 48

The effect of this statement is to test whether the mean of the 10 X 10
array ARR is greater than 50. If it is, control passes to the statement
labelled 48.

14.2.2
14.2.2.1

Subroutines
Transfer of Control to a Subroutine Subprogram

Subroutine suhprograms are called from another program unit by a
CALL statement statement. The CALL statement has the form:
CALL

where:

sname (a), a2, ... J an)
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sname
al

J

is the name of the subroutine being called .

a2,· . · J an

is a list of actual arguments.
These must agree in
order, number and type with the dummy arguments
given in the subroutine declaration for sname. If the
referenced subroutine has no arguments the CALL to it
may omit the brackets.
To correspond with a dummy argument of the form
argument must take the form

'*',

an actual

*n

In Parallel Fortran the actual argument may also have the form

an
In both cases n is the label of an executable statement in the calling
program unit (see section 14.2.2.2).
When a CALL statement statement referring to a subroutine is executed, control is transferred to that subroutine, which is entered at
its first executable statement.
Subroutine names do not have an associated type.

14.2.2.2

Return of Control from a Subroutine Subprogram

Control is returned from a subroutine subprogram to the calling
program unit when control reaches a RETURN or the END statcluent
within the subroutine. There may be any nUlnber of RETURN statements in a subroutine but only one of these will be executed in any
one execution of the subroutine. Thc RETURN stateulcnt statclnent
has two possible forms:
RETURN

RETURN expr

where expr is an integer expression.
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The simple form, RETURN, has the effect of returning control to the
statement following the CALL statement in the calling program unit.
The extended form, RETURN expr, provides a means of returning to
any labelled statement in the calling program unit. The expression
expr has a value, say n, and this value denotes that return is to be
made to the nth statement label in the argument list. If expr is
less than one or greater than the number of statement labels in th~
argument list then control is returned to the statement following the
CALL statement in the calling program unit.
For example, if a CALL statement of the form

is made to a program unit whose first statement is
SUBROUTINE SUB(l.B ••••• C)

and this subroutine contains the following RETURN statements:
RETIJRN2
RETIJRN 1
RETURN

then RETURN 2 will return control to the statement labelled lOin the
calling program unit, RETURN 1 will return control to the statement
labelled 3, and RETURN will return control to the statement following
the CALL statement in the calling program unit.

14.2.2.3

Example of a Subroutine Subprogram

The following is an example of a subroutine subprogram showing
how it is called and how control is returned to the calling program
unit by means of a simple RETURN statement.
Su hroutine ADD is required to add the elements of matrix I.
SUBROUTINE lDD(I.J)
DIMENSION 1(10)
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J • 0
DO 2 I • 1 t 10
J • J + 1(1)
RETURI

EID

If this subroutine is to be entered, then the CALL statement must
refer to the subroutine name ADD. For example, if it is required to
add together the elements of an array IARR and to bold the result in
H, the calling program unit would contain the following statements:
DIMElSIOI IlRR(10)
CALL ADD(IARR.

14.3

I>

Correspondence bet'Ween
Actual Arguments

DUIDIllY

and

A dummy argument (see section 14.1) must be one of the following:
• A dummy variable name.
• A dummy array name.
• A dummy function or subroutine name.
• An asterisk '*', or alternatively in Parallel Fortran, an ampersand 't', for subroutines only, signi fy ing an at ternate ret urn to
the calling program unit (see section 14.2.2.2).
Actual arguments may be any of the following:
• An expression except a character expression involving concatenation of a character element whose length specification is an
asterisk in parentheses (unless it is a syInbolic constant). Note
that an expression may be a constant or a synlbolic constant.
• An array name.
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• An intrinsic function name.
• An external function or subroutine name.
• A statement label preceded by an asterisk '*', or alternatively
in Parallel Fortran an ampersand 'I', for subroutines only (see
section 14.2.2.2).
Note that a statement function name cannot be used as an actual
argument.

Examples of actual arguments

FA
A

A(2,3)
Z

SIN(Z)
3.16

X+4*Y+3/Z

(the name of an intrinsic or external function)
(an array name)
(an array element; see below)
(a variable)
(an expression comprising a function reference)
(a constant)
(an expression)

Ilowever, several rules apply for correct correspondence between
dummy and actual arguments. These rules are as follows:
• Actual and dummy arguments must correspond in number,
order and type.

• If the dummy argument is a function, the actual argument
that replaces it must be the name of an intrinsic or external
function.

• If the dummy argument is a subroutine, the actual argument
that repla.ces it must be the name of a subroutine subprogram
(see section 14.4.2).
• If the dummy argument is an array, the actual argument that
replaces it must be an array or an array element.
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• If the dummy argument is a variable, the actual a.rgument that
replaces it may be a constant, a variable, an array element, or
any other expression.
• If an external function or subroutine includes a transfer of
control to another 8ubprogram, the dummy arguments of the
external function or subroutine may be used as actual arguments in the nested subprogram.
The transfer of values between program units by means of dummy
and actual arrays is described in section 14.4.

14.3.1

Use of Constants and Expressions

If a dummy argument is assigned a value within the function or
subroutine subprogram and this is used to return a result, then
the corresponding actual argument may not be a constant or an
expression.

14.3.2

Use of Variables

Dummy variables must not occur in COMMON, DATA, EQUIVALENCE,
PARAMETER or INTRINSIC statements; they may occur in type specification or DIMENSION statements (as bounds of dummy arrays).
Dummy variables may not be specified in NAMELIST statenlents.

14.3.3

Use of Arrays and Array Eleluellts

If a dummy argument is an array then the array must be declared in
the subroutine or function subprogram in which the dUffiIUy array is
used (see section 10.2.2). The size of each dimension rnay be given as
an integer or as a variable of type integer. DumulY a.rray nalnes Inust
not occur in COMMON, DATA, EQUIVALENCE, PARAMETER or INTRINSIC
statements.
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If the actual argument is an array name, it is made available to
the called subprogram starting at its first element. That is, if the
dummy array has n elements then the first n elements of the actual
argument will be used as the n elements of the dummy array_
An array clement used as an actual argument may replace a dummy
argument that is either a variable or an array_ If an array element
replaces a variable, only that one element is made available to the
called program unit. If an array element replaces' an array, the specified actual element is used as the first element of the dummy array,
and subsequent elements of the actual array form the remaining
elements of the dummy array_
Thus if the actual argument is an array element, say A(x), and the
dummy array is specified as having n elements then the n elements
of array A from A(x) to A(x + n - 1) are used as the n elements of
the dummy array.
The actual argument specified must at least be large enough to cover
the dummy array completely. That is, if the actual argument is an
array, it must have at least as many elements as the dummy array.
If the actual argument is an array element, that part of the actual
array from and including the element given as the actual argument
to the last element must contain at least as many elements as the
dummy array.
Care must be taken when arrays having more than one dimension
are used because of the order in which array elements are stored (see
section 10.1.2).
An example of the use of arrays and array elements as actual arguments follows:
FUNCTION FUNl(A,B)
REAL 1(500),B(10)
DO 4 I~I. 500
4

CONTINUE
DO 5 J:II:l,10
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CONTINUE
FUll- ...

RETURI

EID

A reference to this external function could be included in an expression as follows:
REAL LIST(640)
1-4*FUll(LIST.LIST(631»

In this case, the first 500 elements of array LIST will be used as array
A in the function and the elements LIST(631) to LIST(540) will be
used as array B.

14.3.3.1

Adjustable Arrays

A dummy array declared using one or more integer variables to
define the bounds of the subscripts is an adjustable array. This
method of declaration is only permissible for dummy arrays, but it
allows the dummy array to have dimensions of different size each time
the subprogram is executed, though tbe number of dimensions must
remain constant. Each integer variable which specifies a dilnension
of an adjustable array must appear either in a common block or as a
dummy argument in every dummy argument list which contains the
array name.
For example, the subroutine ADD given in section 14.2.2.3 could be
rewritten to add together the elements of an array of variable size.

2

SUBROUTINE ADD(I.J.L)
DlKENSION I(L)
J-O
DO 2 l-l.L
J-J+I(I)
RETURI

END
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When the Sll broutine is called, the CALL statement will specify the
size of the actual array to be used. For example
CALL ADD(IARR,N,20)

would add the elements of a one dimensional array IARR with twenty
elements.

14.3.3.2

Assumed Size Arrays

An assumed size array is a dummy array declared with an asterisk
as the upper bound of its last dimension (see section 10.2.2). A
dummy array declared with assumed size takes its actual size from
the corresponding actual argument as follows:
• If the actual argument is a non-character array, the size of the
dummy array is the size of the actual argument array_
• If the actual argument is a non-character array element, the
size of the dummy array is the size of the actual argument
array from the specified array element to the end of the array.
• If the actual argument is a character array, character array
element, or character array element substring, the size of the
dummy array is the number of characters from the specified actual argument to the end of the actual argument array, divided
by the length of an element in the dummy array.
Note that if an assumed size dummy array has n dimensions, the
product of the sizes of the first n-l dimensions must be less than
or equal to the size of the array, as determined by the above rules.

14.3.4

Use of FunctiollS and Subroutines as Argunlents

If a dummy argument is used as a subroutine or function name, the
corresponding actual argument must be the name of a subroutine
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subprogram if the dummy argument appears in a CALL statement, or
t.he name of an intrinsic or external function if the dummy argument
appears in a function reference.
Any subroutine or external function name used as an actual argument in a CALL statement or function reference must be given in an
EXTERNAL statement in the program unit in which the name is used
as an actual argument.
The EXTERNAL statement has the form:
EITERlAL name). name~ •...• nomen

where each namei is the name of a subroutine or an external function
that is used as an actual argument in the program unit containing
the EXTERNAL statement.
For example, if the subroutine
SUBROUTIIE GREEI(FUI.I. Y.Z)

I-FUl(Y/Z)
RETURI

EIO

is to be called, giving an external function name as actual argument
to replace the dummy argument FUN, the calling program unit could
contain the following statements:
EITERlAL FUIIl.FUl2
CALL GREEI(FUl2.1.B.C)
CALL GREEN(FUll,11.F1,EIP(C»

14.3.5

INTRINSIC Statemellt

An INTRINSIC statement is used to identify a na.me as representing
an intrinsic function (see section 14.1.2.1). It also permits a name
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representing a specific intrinsic function to be used as an actual
argument. The INTRINSIC statement has the form:
INTRINSIC name}. name2 •...• name n

where each name is an intrinsic function name.
The use of a name in an INTRINSIC statement declares that name
to be an intrinsic function name. If a specific name of an intrinsic
function is used as an actual argument in a program unit, it must
appear in an INTRINSIC statement in that program unit.
The names of the following intrinsic functions must not be used as
actual arguments:
• Those for type conversion:
liT
REAL

IFII
OBLE

101lT FLOAT SNGL
CMPLI

ICH1R

CHAR

• Those for lexical relationship:
LGE

LGT

LLE

LLT

• Those for choosing the largest or smallest value:
"AI

MAlO

AMAII

MII

MIIO

AMlll

OMl11
OMIN!

AMAIO

MAIl

AMIIO MIll

The use of a generic name in an INTRINSIC statement does not cause
that name to lose its generic property.
A name must not be used in more than one INTRINSIC statement in
a program unit. Also a name must not be used in both an EXTERNAL
and an INTRINSIC statement in a program unit.

14.4

Transfer of Values between PrograDl
Units

Values can be transferred between program units by use of:
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• Function values (see section 14.1.2.2).
• Common block items.
• Dummy and actual arguments.
If either of the latter two methods is used for returning results from
external functions, care must be used if the actual arguments also
appear elsewhere in the calling statement. For example in the statement

the function FUR must not alter the values of its arguments, otherwise
the results obtained will be unpredictable.
The second and third methods of transferring values are described
in the sections below.

14.4.1

Common block items

A common block is an area of storage that may be referred to in
any program unit which mentions the name of the block in a COMMON
statement. This facility is disensssed fully in section 10.2.3. If in
one program unit a value is assigned to an item which forms part of
a common block and control is then transferred to a.nother program
unit which also refers to that common block, the value assigned in
the first program unit becomes the value of the item occupying the
same area of storage in the second program.
Items in named common blocks may be given initial values in block
data subprograms by means of the DATA statement. This is described
in section 10.3.2.

14.4.2

Dummy and Actual Argumellts

When a transfer of control is made to a subroutine or a function
subprogram, actual arguments are supplied in the CALL statement
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or in the function reference, and the actual arguments are substituted
for the dummy arguments in the function or subroutine on entry to
the subprogram.
The actual arguments given in the CALL statement or the function
reference must agree in number, order and type with the dummy
arguments that they replace in the subroutine or function subprogram. The correspondence rules for dummy and actual arguments
are described more fully in section 14.3.

Multiple Entry into a Subprograrn

14.5

It is possible to enter a function or a subroutine subprogram at a
statement other than the first executable statement. This is done by
using a CALL statement or function reference that references an ENTRY
statement within the subprogram. Control will enter the subprogram
at the first executable statement following the ENTRY statement.

14.5.1

The ENTRY Statement

The ENTRY statement has the form:
ENTRY name

(Xl .X2 ••••• X n )

where:
name
X1

I

X2

is the name of the entry point.
I· • •

I

Xn

is a list of dummy arguments corresponding to the actual arguments given in the CALL statement or function
reference.
The names used as dummy arguments in the list may be used elsewhere in the same subprograrn as variables of the same type.
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The ENTRY statement is non-executable and does not affect control
sequencing during the execution of the subprogram.
The appearance of an ENTRY statement does not affect the rule
that statement functions in a subprogram must precede the first
executable statement of that subprogram.

14.5.2

Referencing an EITRY Statement

The ENTRY statement is referenced by a CALL statement if it is in a
subroutine subprogram or by a function reference if it is in a function
subprogram.
A subprogram must not reference itself directly or through any of
its own entry points.
The actual arguments in the CALL statement or function reference
must agree in order, number and type with the dummy arguments
in the ENTRY statement being referenced. However, the dummy arguments of the ENTRY statement need not agree in order, type or
number with the dummy arguments in the SUBROUTINE or FUNCTION
statement or in any other ENTRY statement in the subprogram.
In a function subprogram the types of the function na.me and entry
point name are determined by the FUNCTION and ENTRY statements.
If an entry name in a function subprogram is of type character then
each entry name and the name of the function suhprogram must
be of type character. If not of type character the types of the
function name and entry point names can be different; whether they
are or not, they are treated as variables equivalenced by lneans of
an EQUIVALENCE statement (see section 10.2.4). Aft(\f one of these
variables is assigned a value in the subprogram, the others beconle
undefined.
If information for an array is passed in the reference to an ENTRY
statement, the array name and all its dimension para.lneters (except
any that are in a common area or are constant) must appear in the
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dummy argument list of the ENTRY statement. A name that appears
as a dummy argument in an ENTRY statement must not appear in
any executable statement preceding that ENTRY statement.

14.5.3

Entering the Subprogram

Entry into a subprogram assigns new values to the dummy arguments
of the referenced ENTRY statement. Thus, all appearances of these
arguments in the whole subprogram are affected.
Reference to an ENTRY statement will not transmit new values for
the arguments not listed in that ENTRY statement.
Entry cannot be made into an IF-block or the range of a DO statement.

14.5.4

Exit from the Subprogram

On exit from the subprogram, the value returned to the calling program is the last value assigned in the subprogram to the entry point
name before control is returned. A value may be returned via a name
other than the one used to enter the subprograrn. If this is done the
two names must be of the same type, otherwise the value returned
will be undefined.

14.6

The SAVE Statement

In Parallel Fortran, variables do not retain their values after a
subroutine or function returns to its calling subprogram. If the
subroutine or function is entered again, the values of variables ma.y
have changed. There are the following exceptions to this:
• All variables in COMMON blocks;
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• Arrays;
• Variables which have been intialised by means of a DATA statement or an extended explicit type specification statement.
The SAVE statement can be used to make items retain their values
after the execution of a RETURI or END statement. It has this format:
SAVE name). name2 •... ,namen

where each namei is a named common block name preceded and
followed by an oblique; a variable name; or an array name.
A name may not occur more than once in a SAVE statement within a
particular program unit. Dummy argument names, procedure names
and names of items in a common block must not appear in a SAVE
statement.
A SAVE statement without a list is treated as though it contained
the names of all allowable items in that program unit.
The appearance of a common block name preceded and followed by
an oblique in a SAVE statement has the effect of specifying all of the
items in that common block. If a particular common block name
is specified by a SAVE statement in a subprograrn it must also be
specified by a SAVE statement in every other subprogram in which
that common block appears. Note however, that if a named common
block is used in the main program unit it is effectively saved for all
subprograms referenced by the main program.
The ANSI Fortran 77 standard specjfies that only the following must
retain their values between calls to a subprogralu:
• Items specified by SAVE statements.
• Items in blank common.
• Items defined with an initial value and not assigned a new
value.
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• Items in a named common block that appears in the subprogram and in at least one other program unit which is referencing, either directly or indirectly, that subprogram.
Although Parallel Fortran by default saves more than this minimum,
programs which are intended to be portable should make use of SAVE
statements, so as to avoid problems with implementations which do
not.

14.7

The INCLUDE StateInent

In Parallel Fortran the compiler may be directed to include the
contents of secondary source files in the compilation. The effect
of using the file inclusion mechanism is identical to having the text
of the secondary file or files present in the file being compiled.
The directive to include a file is a special Fortran statement:
INCLUDE 'filename '

Note that because the filenarne is a Fortran character constant, the
character '\' is interpreted as an escape character, as described in
section 9.2.1.11. This means that if you wish to use an MS-DOS
pathname when specifying the included file, you must double the '\'
character. For example:
INCLUDE 'c:\\lib\\incfilea\\aaths.inc'

A description of where the compiler looks for the specified file may
be found in section 17.3.
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Format Specification
In Fortran 77 all input and output data are handled in the form of
records.
Records can be output to:
• the display;
• a printer;
• files on magnetic media;
• internal files consisting of character variables or arrays.
Records can be input from:
• the keyboard;
• files on magnetic media;
• internal files
Two kinds of records are recognised: formatted records and unformatted records.
A formatted record is a sequence of characters
which may, for instance, be input from the keyboard or output as
a line of print. Each record can be regarded as being split into
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fields, where each field contains one or more characters and normally
represents the value of one variable or array element.
An unformatted record normally contains one or more values which
are in internal machine form and is commonly used for re-input into
the computer rather than for visual inspection of program results.
The reading or writing of a formatted record may be controlled by
a format specification. The format specification can be given either
in a FORMAT statement (see section 15.2.1) or as values of character
arrays, character variables, or other character expressions.
A format specification defines the form of one or more records in
either an external file or an internal file and specifics the transformation to be applied between the internal machine form and the
fields of a record. When reading a formatted record the format
specification describes the fields within the record a.nd the manner
in which these are to be converted from character codes on the input
medium into internal machine form. If the format specification is
used in association with an output statement it describes the manner
in which data in internal machine form is converted to records in the
character code used by the output medium.
The individual fields within a record and the conversions to be applied to them are specified within a format specification by means
of edit descriptors, which take the forms described in section 15.3.
Thus, fOT example, the edit descriptor 14 describes an intcger field
four character positions wide. The way in which edit descriptors
can be combined to form complete format specifications is described
below, and the use of edit descriptors in FORMAT statenlcnts and
arrays is discussed in sections 15.2.1 and 15.3.
Input norInally involves assigning the value represented in each ficld
to a variable or array element in store, output nornlally involves
placing the value of a variable or array element in store into thc
appropriate field. Some descriptors have other effects such as allowing for spacing between fields. The edit descriptors of a format
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specifica.tion are associated with items in an input or output list in
a READ or WRITE statement as described in section 15.2.3.
The ANSI Standard describes the first character of a formatted output record a,s a print control character which controls the vertical
spacing of the record if it is sent to a display device such as a printer
or screen; this is discussed in section 15.3.1.10.

15.1

Format Specifications

A format specification consists of a series of ed'jt descriptors (see
section 15.3) surrounded by parentheses. The specification describes
one or more records which are to be input or output. Apart from the
edit descriptors, the following may also appear in the specification:
• commas
• parentheses
• repeat counts and group repeat counts

15.1.1

Field Separators

Consecutive edit descriptors and groups of edit descriptors enclosed
in parentheses (see section 15.1.3) must be separated by a comma,
except
• between an edit descriptor containing a P and an immediately
following edit descriptor containing anF, E, D or G descriptor.
• before or after a slash.
• before or after a colon.
Other slashes may appear before or after a series of edit descriptors.
A comma marks the end of a field. A slash marks the end of a field
and the end of a record (see below).
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15.1.2

Slash Editing

A slash 'I' marks the end of a field and the end of a record. Thus,
when one slash is present the current record is terminated and processing of the next record begins: on input any remaining data in
the current record will be ignored while on output no more data will
be written to the record.
If two or more consecutive slash edit descriptors appear in a format
specification then the first slash will terminate the current record
and each succeeding slash will on input, skip a record, or on ouput
write an empty record. For example, the format specification
(F1.F2/F3.1//F4)

where each F is an edit descriptor, describes a series of records in the
following order:
• a record containing two fields corresponding to Ft and F2.
• a record containing one field corresponding to F3.
• two blank records (or two records to be skipped on input).
• a record containing one field corresponding to F4.
The parentheses at the beginning and end of the format specification
may be considered to initiate a new record and terminate a record
respectively. For example, the specification
(///F///)

where F is an edit descriptor, describes a series of rpcords in the
following order:
• three blank records.
• a record containing one field corresponding to F.
• three blank records.
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Repetition of Descriptors

An edit descriptor or a group of edit descriptors (that is a series of
descriptors enclosed in parentheses) may be repeated by preceding it
with an integer r. The effect will be as if the descriptor or group was
repeated r times. Non-repeatable edit descriptors (see section 15.3)
may be repeated only if they are enclosed in parentheses.
The repeat count or group repeat count r must be a positive (and
non-zero) integer. If a group enclosed in parentheses is not preceded
by a group repeat count, a count of one is assumed.
Any group of descriptors enclosed in parentheses may have among its
items other groups of descriptors enclosed in parentheses but these
must not be nested more than seven deep.
For example, the specification
(Fl,3F2/5F3,6(/F4,F5).2F6)

where-each F is an edit descriptor, describes a series of records in the
following order:
• a record containing one field described by Fl and three described by F2.

• a record containing five fields described by F3.
• five records each containing one field described by F4 and one
by F5.
• a record containing one field described by F4, one by F5 and
two by F6.

15.2

Format Specification Methods

Format specifications as described in the earlier part of this chapter
may be either specified in FORMAT statements or as values of character
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arrays, character variables, or other character expressions. When a
format specification is to he used to control the input or output. of
data, either a reference is made to the label of the FORMAT statement or the name of the character array or character variable, or a
character expression is used.
Section 15.2.2 describes character format specifications, section 15.4
contains examples, and information on the use of format specifications for input and output is given in chapter 16.
15.2.1

The FORMAT Statement

A FORMAT statement is a non-executable statement and has the
form:
label FORIUT .pecificalion

where:

label

is a statement label; every FORMAT statement must be
labelled.

specification is a format specification as described earlier In the
chapter.
The following are examples of FORMAT statements, where each F is
an edit descriptor as described in section 15.3. Complete examples
of FORMAT statements including the use of edit descriptors are given
in section 15.4.
16

FORMAT

3049
4

FORMAT (F2.3F3/F4)
FORMAT (FS.F6.6(/F7,3F8)/F9)

15.2.2

(F1)

Character Format Specificatioll

A format specification may be held in a character array, or within a
character variable, or may be specified as a character expression. The
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specification must include the parentheses at the beginning and end.
It may have been read into a character array or character variable
by means of an A conversion code (see section 15.3.1.7) or may have
been initialised by a DATA statement, or assigned during the course
of the execution of the program. Character data may follow the right
parenthesis that ends the format specification and will be ignored.
For example, the format specifications given in the examples in the
previous section could be held in arrays instead of being given in
FORMAT statements. If the specification given in the statement labelled 3049 were held in a CHARACTER*4 array named ARR, the first
element of the array would hold the left parenthesis followed by some
or all of the characters that make up the edit descriptor F2. The
succeeding character positions would hold the comma, the figure
three, the characters making up the field descriptor F3, the slash,
the figure three, the characters making up the edit descriptor F4
and, finally, the right parenthesis, using as much of the remainder of
the array ARR as is required.
A character format specification can be used for input or output in
the same way as one given in a FORMAT statement. For example,
a reference to the array ARR mentioned in the previous paragraph
would have the same effect as a reference to the statement labelled
3049 in the previous section.
Formats may be varied at run-time either by assigning new values
to, or using A format codes (see section 15.3.1.7) to read values into
character array elements or character variables.
For compatibility with ANSI66, Parallel Fortran also allows arrays
which are not of type character to define a format specification.

15.2.3

Effect of FORMAT Statements and Character
Format Specifications

A READ or WRITE statement (see sections 16.3.1 and 16.4.1) referencing a FORMAT statement or character format specification normally
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contains a list of variable names and array elements known as an
input or output list. These are associated in order with tbe edit
descriptors in the format specification, except that non-repeatable
edit descriptors are not associated with any variable or array element.
Thus if a list of names in a READ statement was

y.z
and the FORMAT specification was
(F1.V.F2)

where Ft and F2 are repeatable edit descriptors and W is a nonrepeatable edit descr.iptor, then the variable Y will be associated
with edit descriptor Ft and Z with edit descriptor F2.
Each action performed during the execution of a formatted READ or
WRITE statement is determined by the next descriptor in the format
speci.fication and the next item, if any, in the input or output list.
If the descriptor is a non-repeatable edit descriptor, then it is acted
upon and the next d~scriptor is examined; this process is repeated
until a repeatable edit descriptor is encountered.
The descriptor must be one which is permitted with a variable or
array element of the type under examination (see section 15.3 below).
On input the value represented in the field is converted according to
the edit descriptor and is assigned to the variable or a.rray element;
on output the value of the variable or array element is output to the
field in the format specified. The next item from the list in the READ
or WRITE statement and the next edit descriptor arc then selected,
and the process is repeated until the input or output list is satisfied.
When the last named variable or array element has been operated
upon, the next descriptor is exaInined. If it is a non-repeatable
edit descriptor it will be acted upon and the next descriptor will
be examined in the same way. This process is repeated until a
repeatable edit descriptor is encountered.
When the last edit descriptor has been acted upon or when an edit
descriptor not of the types given above is encountered, execution of
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the statement ceases.
A special ca.se of a formatted READ or WRITE statement is one that
does not contain a list of variable and array element names; the first
or only descriptor in the corresponding format specification should be
a non-repeatable edit descriptor otherwise the corresponding record
is skipped.
If, when the format specification has been completely scanned, there
are still items left in the list of names, a new record will be started
and the format specification will be re-scanned as follows:
• If there are no internal parentheses, scanning will be repeated
from the beginning of the specification;
• If there are internal parentheses, scanning will be repeated from
the left parenthesis corresponding to the right-most internal
right parenthesis. If this left parenthesis is preceded by a group
repeat count, the repeat count is taken into account.
This process is repeated whenever the closing parenthesis of the
format specification is rescanned and items still remain in the input
or onput list.
The symbol1t in the following examples shows where scanning would
be restarted:
FORMAT( ......•. )

ft
FORMAT( •••• ( ••• »

ft
FORMAT( ...• ( ... ( ... ) ... ) ... )

11
FORMAT ( ••• ( ••• ) ••• 3 ( • ( • ) • ( • ) ) •• )

ft

Examples of complete FORMAT statements and their effects are given
in section 15.4.
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15.3

Edit Descriptors

The edit descriptors are used to specify the external format of fields
in a record, and are classified into two types:
• repeatable edit descriptors.
• non-repeatable edit descriptors.
Repeatable edit descriptors may be preceded by a repeat count which
is an unsigned, non-zero, integer constant and which specifies the
number of times the edit descriptor is to be repeated. If the repeat
count is omitted a value of one is assumed. A repeatable edit descriptor indicates the manner in which a variable or array element
is to be edited, and contains one of the following format codes: A, D,
E, F, G, I, L and (in Parallel Fortran), Z and o.
Repeatable edit descriptors and their effects are described in sections 15.3.1 to 15.3.1.9. They generally operate on fields whose width
is defined by the edit descriptor. However, in Parallel Fortran, a
comma in data being read may be used to override the defined field
width. Thus if a field contains a comma, the comma delimits that
field and any remaining data in the field will be associated with the
following field. This facility may be used with D, E, F, G, I, L, 0, and
Z edit descriptors; a comma in a field read by an A edit descriptor
has no special effect.
For example, if the formal specification
(L6. 13. EI5.8. 14)

were used to read the following record
.T.-4.uuuuu262.1.B.C

then the following values would be assigned to the corr('sponding
itelns in the input/output list:
.TRUE.
-4
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0.252E-05

A,B,

From this example one should note that the use of the comma within
a field has no effect on either the data read by the A conversion code,
or on the decimal point positioning as defined by the E conversion
code.
It is not possible to extend the width of a field using this facility.
Non-repeatable edit descriptors are described in sections 15.3.1.10 to
15.3.1.16. Non-repeatable edit descriptors, slashes and colons must
not be preceded by a repeat specification, and they operate independently of any items in the input or output list. A non-repeatable edit
descriptor contains one of the following format codes: H, J liteml J ,
T, TL, TR, X, S, SP, ss, P, BN, BZ and (in Parallel Fortran), or Q.

*

Non-repeatable edit descriptors are generally used to control the
manner in which a field is to be edited, although they may be used
for other purposes such as altering the positioning within a record
at which transfer of data is to start. The use of a colon to terminate
format control if there are no more items in the input or ouput list
is described in section 15.3.2.
The different edit descriptors, the types of internal variables with
which they correspond, and their actions, are listed in table 15.1. A
reference is given to the section in which each descriptor is discussed.
In the list of edit descriptors shown in table 15.1, the capital letters
I, F, E, D, etc., are called format codes and it is these format codes
that indicate in what way the record is to be converted either from
external format to internal machine form on input, or from internal
machine form to external format on output. The other symbols
should be interpreted as follows:
w

specifies the number of character positions occupied by
a field in the record.
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Internal
da.ta type

Action

Section

Integer, byt.e

Numeric conversion

15.3.1.1

Numeric conversion

15.3.1.2
15.3.1.3
15.3.1.3
15.3.1.3
15.3.1.4
15.3.1.4

Scaling real numbers

15.3.1.5

Logical

Logical value conversion

15.3.1.6

Character

Chara.cter conversion

15.3.1.7

Zw
Zw.m

Any

Hexadecimal
conversion

15.3.1.8

Ow
Dw.m

Any

Octal con version

15.3.1.9

Write text

15.3.1.10

Al ter position in
record where
transfer of data
shou Id begi n

15.3.1.11
15.3.1.12
15.3.1.12
15.3.1.12

Control of optional
pI U8 ch aracters in
numeric output fields

15.3.1.13
15.3.1.13
15.3.1.13

Control handling
of input blanks

15.3.1.14

Query size of
rest of record

15.3.1.16

Input prompt

15.3.1.15

Edit
descriptor
Iw

Iw.m
Fw.d
Dw.d
Ew.d
Etu. dEe
Gtu.d
Gw.dEe

Real, double
precision,
part of
complex or
double
complex

kP

Lw

,

lw

nH
'literal'
nl
Te
TLc
TRc

S

SP
SS

ON
BZ
Q

$

Integer or
Logical

Table 15.1: Edit Descriptors
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d

specifies the number of character positions in the fractional part of a number.

m

specifies the number of significant digits in the field.

e

specifies the number of digits in the exponent.

k

specifies an optionally signed integer constant.

W,

e, nand c
are nonzero, unsigned, integer constants.

Since complex values can be considered as two real values for the
purposes of input and output, they are transferred by means of two
D, E, F, or G format codes; one format code for the real part and one
for the imaginary part. Double complex values can similarly be considered as two double precision values, and they can be transferred
in the same way.

15.3.1

Format (Conversion) Codes

The following sections describe the various format codes and their
effects on data on input and output. The term conversion code is
used interchangeably with format code for those codes which are
directly concerned with converting data between its external format
and its internal machine form.

15.3.1.1

The I Conversion Code

The I converSJon code is used to transfer integer data. The edit
descriptor has onc of the following forIns:
Iw
Iw . ,,.

where:
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w

is an unsigned positive integer that defines the width
of the field in characters.

m

is an unsigned integer that gives the miniTnum number
of digits to be output.

Input
The Iw.m edit descriptor is treated identically to the Iw edit descriptor. When this conversion code is used for input, the next w
characters in the current record are read as an integer and the value
is assigned to the next variable or array element in the input list.
The characters in the external field may be a signed or an unsigned
integer; unsigned numbers will be assumed to be positive. Spaces
before the first digit are ignored but must be included in the character count w, as must the sign, if any. All other spaces are treated as
zeros or are ignored as determined by a combination of any BLANK=
specifier that is currently in effect for the unit (see chapter 16),
and any BN or BZ edit descriptors (see section 15.3.1.14). Unless
specified otherwise spaces, other than leading spaces, are treated in
the examples which follow as zeros. A field of all spaces is treated
as a field of zeros. The field must not contain a decimal point or an
exponent.
Note that if the next element in the input list is a byt(' variable or
array element, the value read is checked before it is assigned, an·d if
it is outside the range -128 to +127 an error will be reported.
The following examples demonstrate the effects of the I format code
on input. The symbol 'u' represents a space.
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Internal number

Edit descriptor

External number

15
16.2
16
14
13

u+ 376

+376

uuuu- 2
uuuu- 2
34 uu

-2
-2
+3400

uuu

o

Output

When this conversion is used for output, the edit descriptor will
cause the value of the corresponding item in the output list to be
output as an integer occupying w character positions in the current
record; the number will be right justified. The effect of using the
Iw.m edit descriptor is the same as Iw except that the unsigned
integer constant consists of at least m digits and if necessary, has
leading zeros.
The value of m must not exceed the value of w. If m is zero and the
value of the output item is zero then the output field consists only
of blank characters regardless of the sign control that is currently
in effect. Negative numbers will be preceded by a minus sign which
occupies one of the w character positions specified; positive numbers
will be unsigned. The field of w characters will be space filled on
the left if necessary. If the integer to be output, including any minus
sign, exceeds w characters, the output field is filled with asterisks.
Sorne exarnples follow of the effect of the 1 code on output:
Edit descriptor

Internal Ilurnber

External nUlnber

IS

+3659
-987
+3659
-123
+24

u 3659

16
13
16.4
15.3

uu- 987

•••

u- 0123
uu 024
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For example, the following:

100

I - 20
J - -236
I • 9872
VRlTE(6.100) I,J.I
FORHlT('O'.14.3,218)

causes the following line to be printed:
u020uuuu-236uuuu9872

15.3.1.2

The F Conversion Code

The F conversion code is used to transfer real numbers without
an exponent. It may also be used to input real numbers with an
exponent. The edit descriptor has the form:
Fw.d

where:
w

is an integer giving the width in characters of the external field.

d

is the number of digits in the fractional part of the
number. w must always be greater than or equal to d.

Input
When this conversion code is used for input, the edit descriptor
causes the next w characters in the current record to be read as a
real number and the converted value to be assigned to the next item
in the input list. If the item is of type complex or double complex
then two edit descriptors are required.
The external field should contain w characters and include:
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• a sign (optional).
• a string of digits which may contain a decimal point.
The external field may also contain an exponent.
Unsigned numbers are assumed to be positive. Spaces occurring
before the first digit are ignored. All other spaces are treated as for
I editing. All spaces must be included in the character count. A
field of all spaces is treated as zero.

If the field does not contain a decimal point, the number is treated
as though a point occurred before the last d digits of the string. This

is the number that any scale factor can be considered to operate on
(see section 15.3.1.5). If the external field contains a decimal point,
this will override the decimal point implied by the value d in the
descri p tor.
Some examples follow of the effects of the F format code on input.
The syIIlbol 'u' represents a space.
Edit descriptor

External number

Internal nunlber

F6.2
F6.2
F6.2
F6.2

uu 1234
1.2300
u- 2345
u123El

12.34
1.23
-23.45
12.30

Output

Whcn this conversion code is used for output, the edit descriptor
causes the value of the next item in the output list to be output
as a deciJnaJ fra.ction, rounded to d decimal places and made up by
trailing zeros if nccessary. The number is right justified and if it
is ncgative it is preceded by a Ininus sign. l'he ficld will be spacefilled on the left to rHake up thc w characters. If the number has
no integral part and if the field width specified is large enough, the
dccirnal point will be preceded by a zero. The decimal point and
minus sign Inust be included in the character count w. If the itCHl
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is of type complex or double complex, two descriptors are required
to output it.
The number of characters to be output should not exceed the field
width. If it does, the output field is filled with asterisks.
Similarly, in Parallel Fortran, if an attempt is made to output the
exceptional IEEE values NaN, +00 or -00, the output field is filled
with question marks: see section 11.1.10.
Some examples follow of the effects of the F code on output. The
symbol 'u' represents a space.
Edit descriptor

Internal, number

External number

Fl0.4
Fl0.4
Fl0.4
Fl0.4

+5227.3278
-345.6789
+12.3
-3.21989623

u5227.3278
u-345.6789
uuu12.3000
uuu-3.2199

For example, the following statements:
I • -3.7690

100

Y • 1.55
Z • 12346.69
VRITE(6,100) I,Y,Z
FORMAT(lHu ,Fl0.4,F8.6,F8.3)

would produce the following line:
uuu-3.76901.550000••••••••

The value for Z requires five positions before the dccilnal point but
since only four are available the value is represented by ********,
that is asterisks in all eight positions of the field.
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The E and D Conversion Codes

The E and D conversion codes are used to transfer real numbers. The
edit descriptors have the following forms:
Ew.d
Dw.d
Ew.dEe

where:

w

is an integer giving the width of the field in characters.

d

is an integer giving the number of digits in the fractional part of the number. w must always be greater
than or equal to d.

e

is an integer giving the number of digits in the exponent: e must be greater than zero. It has no effect on
input.

Input
When the E or D conversion code is used for input, the edit descriptor
causes the next w characters in the current record to be read as a real
nurnber and the converted value to be assigned to the next variable
or array clement in the input list. If the item is of type complex or
double cOlnplex then two edit descriptors are required.
The external field should contain w characters and include:
• a sign (optional).
• a

string of digits which lllay contain a decirnal point;

• an exponent (optional).
'J'he exponent nlay have one of the following [oenls;
• a signed integer constant.
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• E or D followed by a signed integer constant;

• E or D followed by an unsigned integer constant.

Unsigned numbers and exponents are assumed to be positive. Spaces
occurring before the first digit are ignored. All other spaces are
treated as for I editing. All spaces must be included in the character
count. A field of all spaces is treated as zero.
If the field does not contain a decimal point, the number is treated
as though a point occurred before the last d digits of the string. This
is the number that any exponent or scale factor can be considered to
operate on. If the external field contains a decimal point, this will
override the decimal point implied by the value d in the descriptor.
Some examples follow of the effects of the E format code on input.
The symbol 'u' represents a space.
Edit descriptor

E7.3
E7.3
E7.3E2
E7.3
E7.3

External number

Internal number

7654321

+7654.321
+.000137
+.000137
+123.4
-12.3

u+ 137 - 3
u+ 137- 3

1.234E2
-123E02

Output

When the E or D conversion code is used for output, the edit dcscriptor outputs the next item in the output list as a decimal fra.ction
with an exponent. If the exponent field e exists then the exponent
will be output with e digits.
The fractional part, f, of the external number will be in the range
0.1 ~ f < 1 and will be rounded to d digits and will be output
preceded by a minus sign (if the number is negative), a zero (if the
field width specified is wide enough) and a decimal point. If the item
is of type complex or double complex then two edit descriptors are
required.
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The exponent will have one of the forms:
E±d}d 2
±d 1 d 2 d 3
E±d}d 2 • •• d n

if Ew.d or Dw.d is used and lexpl
if Ew.d or Dw.d is used and 99 <
if Ew.dEe is used

~

99

lexpl

~

999

where d l d 2 ••• d n are digits. The number will be right justified.
The fractional part f will be signed only if it is negative. The
exponent part will always be signed. The scale factor can be used to
alter the range of the fractional part / of the external number from
the limits defined above.
If necessary, the field will be space filled on the left to w characters.
The number of characters, including the minus sign if any, should
not exceed the field width. If it does, the output field is filled with
asterisks.
Similarly, in Parallel Fortran, if an attempt is made to output the
exceptional IEEE values NaN, +00 or -00, the output field is filled
with question marks: see section 11.1.10.
Some examples follow of the effects of the E code on output. The
symbol 'u' represents a space.
Edit descriptor

Internal number

External number

E14.5
E14.5
E14.5
E14.5
E14.5E4

+12345678
-1.23
+.000123
-.003
-.003

uuuO.12346E+08
uu-O.12300E+Ol
uuuO.12300E-03
uu-O.30000E-02
-O.30000E-0002

'Exanlples
rrhc followiug:
A
B

31

C

z

=:

4764.732
-21.5E-4
.003210
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D - -99.9E3
WRlTE(6,100) A,B,C,D
FORMAT('O',E15.8E3,E13.6,E12.4,E9.4)

causes this line to be printed out:
0.47647320E+004-0. 216000E-02 uuO. 3210E-02•••••••••

The value for D requires at least ten positions (-.9990 X 10 5 ) and as
only nine are specified, the field is set to ' ••••••••• '.
The following:
DOUBLE PRECISIOI I.Y.Z
I - -3.66D2

Y - 123466.12346

100

Z - 156.161
WRITE(6.100) I,Y,Z
FORMAT('O'.DI0.3.D16.8.D18.7)

causes this line to be printed out:
-0. 366E+03uuO. 12346612E+06uuuuuO. 1661610E+03

The edit descriptor for Y specifies only eight significant figures; in
this case rounding occurs.
The following:
REAL I. Y
I - -1.0

100

Y • SQRT (I)
WRITE (6,100) Y
FORMAT(F6.2)

causes the following to be output:
?????

This is because the result of performing a SQRT of -1.0 is a NaN.
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The G Conversion Code

The G conversion code is used to transfer a real 0.( double precision
value, or the real or imaginary part of a complex or double complex
value. Edit descriptors using the G conversion code have the format:
Gw.d
Gw.dEe

where:
w

is an integer giving the width, in characters, of the
external field.

d

is an integer giving the number of digits in the fractional pa~t of the number: w must always be greater
than or equal to d.

e

is an integer giving the number of digits in the exponent. It has no effect on input.

Input

For input the G conversion code has the same effect as if it were
Ew.d, Dw.d or Fw.d (see sections 15.3.1.2 and 15.3.1.3).

Output

When this conversion code is used for output the edit descriptor
outputs the next item in the output list either in fixed point [orln
(without an exponent) or in floating point fornl (with an exponent).
l"'he Inagnitude of the value deterInines the form in which it is output
as follows:

• If the Ilulnbef, x, is outside the range 0.1 ~ x < lOd, then the
nUlllbef is output with an exponent in the same manner as the
E edit descriptor (see section 15.3.1.3).
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• If the number is inside the above range, then the d most significant digits of the number are output as a decimal fra.ction
without a decimal exponent and will be justified towards the
left by a fixed number of spaces. If the Gw. dEe conversion
code is used then e + 2 spaces will be produced at the right of
the field; four spaces will be produced if the Gw . d conversion
code is used. The field width w must allow for these additional
characters.
• If a scale factor (see section 15.3.1.5) is operating, it will have
no effect unless the value being output is outside the range
0.1 ~ x < 10d • If the value is outside this range, then the
effect of the scale factor will be as for the E conversion code
(see section 15.3.1.3).
Some examples follow of the effects of the G code on output. The
symbol 'u' represents a space.
Edit descriptor

Internal number

External number

G11.4
G11.4E4
G11.4
G11.4E1

+10.3456
+10.3456
-0.000367
-0.000367
+4958.67
+49586.7
+10.3456
-.00036

uu 10 . 35uuuu
10. 35uuuuuu
-0. 3670E-03
u-O.3670E-3
uu4958 .uuuu
uO.4959E+05
uu 10 . 35uuuu
u-36.00E-05

G11.4

G11.4
2PG11.4
2PG11.4
Example
The following:
REAL A,a,S,Y
COMPLEX C

4
41

READ(5,4) A,C.R,S.T
FORMAT(2G8.3,G6.2,Gll.8E2,G4.0,GI5.12)
VRITE(6,41) A,C.R,S.T
FORHlT(lHu ,GI0.3.G9.2.2GI2.5E3,GI3.6,G7.1)
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and a data input record of the form:
u33854uu2000.E-4-12775uu-96612E-8768u+uuul05uuuuuuuu

would produce a printed output line as follows:
uO.339E+04uO.20uuuu-127.75uuuuu-.96612E-Olluu7680.00uuuuO.1E-Ol

15.3.1.5

The Scale Factor

The scale factor is used to change the position of the decimal point
in real numbers. It has the form:
kP

where k is an integer, optionally preceded by a minus sign.

A scale factor of zero is assumed in any format specification until a
scale factor is specified. Once a scale factor is specified it operates on
all real or complex values converted in that FORMAT statement by F,
E, D or G edit descriptors (see sections 15.3.1.1, 15.3.1.2 and 15.3.1.4)
until a new scale factor is encountered. A scale factor of the form
OP

cancels the operation of any previous scale factor.

Effects on Input
A scale fa.ctor affects only real nUInbers without an exponent. The
scale factor is ignored for any other type of number.
rfhe effect of the scale factor on a real nUITlher input is that the
nUlnbcr wiJl be divided by lOk as it is converted from an external
value to the internal value.
'J'hat is:

• if tilt' input data is in the forlll ab.clle aud it is rC(luircd to
use this data internally in the form .abclle, the edit descriptor
necessary would be 2PF6. 3
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• if the input data is in the form ab. cde and it is required to
use this data internally in the form abcd.e, the edit dcscriptor
would be -2PF6. 3

Effects on Output

The scale factor can be used to modify the effect of edit descriptors
containing F, D, E or G conversion codes as follows:
• F conversion code:

The internal number is multiplied by lOk as it is output.
• E or D conversion code:

The internal number is multiplied by lOk as it is output but
the exponent is adjusted to compensate. Thus the number is
changed in form but not in value. Note that in this instance the
scale factor le must be restricted to the range -(I < k < d +. 2,
where d is an integer which defines the number of digits in the
fractional part of the number.
• G conversion code:

If the number is output without an exponent, the scale factor
has no effect. Otherwise, the effect is the same as for the E or
D descriptors.
The scale factor has no effect on edit descriptors other than these.

Examples

The following table shows the effect of a scale factor on field descriptors used for input:
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Edit descriptor

External number

Internal number

-3PF6.3
3PF6.3
2PF12.2
OPFS.2
2PE7.1
2PE7.1

99.99
99.99

99990.0
.09999
41.2
21.2
86.42
8642.0

4120.0
21.2
8642.0
86.42E2

The next table shows the effect of a scale factor in format codes used
for output:
Edit descriptor

Internal number

External number

2PF11.0
-3PE11.S
2PE11.3
4PG11.3
-1PG11.3

12345.0
12345.0
12345.0
12345.0
12345.0

uuu1234S00.
0.00012E+08
uu12.34E+03
uu1234.E+01
uuO.012E+06

15.3.1.6

The L Conversion Code

The L conversion code is used to transfer logical values. The edit
descriptor has the form
Lw

where w is an integer giving the width in characters of the external
field.

Input
\Vhen this conversion code is used for input, the edit descriptor will
cause a fiel.d of w characters to be read and converted to the internal
representation of . TRUE. or . FALSE.; the converted val lie is assign('d
to the corresponding itenl in the input list. The externaJ field consists
of v characters as follows:
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• optional spaces, optionally followed by a decimal point, followed by T (representing the value. TRUE. ), optionally followed
by any other characters, or
• optional spaces, optionally followed by a decirnal point, followed by F (representing the value .FALSE.), optionally followed by any other characters.
Output

When thjs conversion code is used for output it will ca.use w - 1
spaces to be output followed by the character T if the next item in
the output list item has the value. TRUE. or by the cha.racter F if
the item has the value .FALSE. For example, the following:
LOGICAL I,Y
I • .TRUE.
Y • . FALSE.
I • 250
A • 27.4

4

VRITE(6,4) I,I,A,Y
FORHlT('0',I6,L6,F6.2,L3)

will cause the following line to be output:
uu250uuuuuTu27.40uuF

15.3.1.7

The A Conversion Code

The A conversion code js used to transfer character values. l'hc edit
descriptor has one of the following forms:
Aw
A

where w gives the width, in characters, of the external field. If no
width is specjfied then the number of characters in the external field
is the length of the item in the input/output list.
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Although the ANSI Standard allows the A format code to be used
only with data of type character, Parallel Fortran allows the format
code to be used with any data type.

Input
If the field width w is greater than or equal to the length of the item
(len), then the rightmost len characters will be taken from the input
field. If the field width is less than len then w characters will be left
justified in the field with len - w padding spaces to the right. For
example, the following:

3

CHARACTER.4 A,B,C.I,Y.Z
READ(5.3) A.B.C.I,Y.Z
FORMAT(A4.A.l,A5.A2,A5)

and this data input record:
HOT.AND+COLDHOT.AND+COLD

would cause the character strings to be assigned to the variables, A,
B, C, X, Y, Z as follows:
Variable

String

A

Hor.

B

AND+

C
X
Y
Z

COLD

or.A
NDuu

COLD

O'utput

Whcn thi~ convefsion code is used for output, the edit dcscriptof will
cause w cha.racters to be output. If w is less than Of equal lo It'n,
lhen the 111 lefllnost characters are output and the f(,8t arc ignored.
If IV is gr~a.ter tha.n len then w - len blank characters will be output
followed by the characters of the list item.
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15.3.1.8

The Z Conversion Code

The Z conversion code is used to transfer hexadecimal data. The
edit descriptor has one of the following forms:
Zw

Zw.m

where:
w

is an unsigned positive integer which defines the width
in characters of the external field;

m

is an unsigned integer which gives the minimum number of digits to be output.

The Z conversion code is not allowed by the ANSI Sta.ndard. Pa.rallel
Fortran allows the format code to be used with any data type.
Input
The Zw.m edit descriptor is treated identically to the Zw edit descriptor. The edit descriptor will read the next w characters in the
current record as hexadecimal data and the converted value will be
assigned to the relevant item in the input list.
Within an external field all spaces before the first hexadecimal digit
will be ignored, but must be included in the character count w. All
other spaces are treated as for I editing. Some exa.mples follow of
the effect of the Z code on input.
Edit descriptor

External number

Internal numhcr

Z3
Z3
Z3

100
uu F
AOA
AOA

256
15
2570
2570

Z3.2
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Output

When used with an output statement, this edit descriptor will output
the next item in the output list as a hexadecimal number occupying w
character positions in the current record. The Zw.m edit descriptor
has a similar effect except that the hexadecimal number consists of
at least m digits and, if necessary, has leading zeros.
The value of m must not exceed the value of w. If m is zero and the
value of the output item is zero, then the output field will consist only
of space characters. The hexadecimal number will be right justified
within the field by inserting spaces on the left if necessary. If the
value to be output exceeds w characters, the output field is filled
with asterisks.
Some examples follow of the effect of the Z code on output.
Edit descriptor

Internal number

External number

Z4
Z4.3
Z4.0
Z4

10
10
0

uuu A
u OOA
uuuu

65536

••••

The 0 Conversion Code

15.3.1.9

The 0 conversion code is used to transfer octal data.
descriptor has one of the following forms:

The edit

Ow
Ow.

r"

where:
w

is an ullsigned positive integer describing the width of
the field in characters.

71l

is an ullsigned integer which defines the rnillinlum nunlber of digits to be output.
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The ANSI Standard does not allow the 0 format c.ode; in Parallel
Fortran the format code may be used with any data type.

Input
The Ow. m edit descriptor has the same effect as the Ow edit descriptor. When this conversion code is used for input, the edit descriptor
will read the next w characters as octal data and will assign the
converted value to the next variable or array element in the input
list. Spaces before the first octal digit in a field will be ignored
but must be included in the character count w. All other spaces
are treated as for I editing. Examples follow of the effects of the 0
format code on input; the symbol 'u' represents a space.
Edit descriptor

External number

Internal number

04
04
04.2
04

100
uu 77

63

4444
4444

2340
2340

512

Output
When the 0 format code is used for output, the next item in the
output list will be transferred to the external field as an octal number
occupying w character positions in the current rer.ord; the number
will be right justified by inserting spaces on the left if necessa.ry.
The Ow. m edit descriptor has a simliar effect except that the octal
number will consist of at least m digits and, if necessa.ry, will have
leading zeros. The value of m must not exceed the va.lue of w. If m
is zero and the value of the output item is zero then the output field
will consist only of space characters.
If the value to be output exceeds w characters, the output field will
be filled with asterisks.
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The following examples demonstrate the effect of the 0 conversion
code on output; the symbol 'u' represents a space.
Edit descriptor

Internal number

External number

05
05.4
05.0
05

8
8
0
32768

uuu 10
u 0010
uuuuu

15.3.1.10

•••••

The H Format Code and Character Data

Edit descriptors using the H format code are used to transfer character strings between the format specification and the current record.
They do not involve program variables. They have the form:
nHstring
'string'

where:
n

is the width of the character string.

string

is the character string to be transferred.

If character data within apostrophes contains an apostrophe, that
apostrophe must be represented by two apostrophes, for example,
JDON J JTJ and 5HDON JT are equivalent.
Doth forlns can be used in format specifications. For example, the
following two formats are equivalent:
100
100

FORMAT(' ANNUAL TOTAL')
FORMAT(13" ANNUAL TOTAL)

Input

t:dit des("riptors using apostrophes or the H forlnat code may not be
used on illput.
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Output

When used for output, this edit descriptor will cause the n characters
of string to be output as part of the current record. For exa.mple,
either of the examples quoted above would cause
ANNUAL TOTAL

to be written to the output stream.
The ANSI Standard describes the first character of a formatted output record as a print control character which controls the vertical
spacing of the record if it is sent to a display device such as a printer
or screen. The table below describes the effect of various values for
the print control character.
Print control character

Effect

u

Feed one line before printing
Feed two lines before printing
Feed to head of a new page
No line feed
As for space cha.racter

o
1
+
any other

Parallel Fortran however follows the common convention that no
significance is attached to the first character of a formatted record.
Instead, the program fpr is provided (see chapter 25), and this may
be used to convert output which includes carriage control characters
for printing.
A convenient form of specifying the print control character is to use
an edit descriptor of the following form at the beginning of a format
specification
1Ux

'x'

where x may be one of the characters in the table given above.
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The X Format Code

The X format code is used to skip characters in the input or output
record. The edit descriptor has the form:
nI

where n is an integer giving the number of characters to be skipped.
The X code is not concerned with transfer of data to or from a variable
or array element in store.

Input
When this format code is used for input, the edit descriptor will
cause n characters on the external record to be skipped.

Output
When this format code is used for output the edit descriptor will
cause the next character that is to be transmitted to the record,
to be written at a position n characters forward from the current
position. Any unfilled positions will be filled with spaces.

15.3.1.12

The T Format Codes

rfhe T forInat codes are used to specify the position in the record
where the transfer of data is to begin. Their use may result in the
overwriting of data already in the record. The edit descriptor takes
one of the [ornls:
Te
TLc
TRc

where
begin.

C

sp(lcifies the character position at which the transfer should
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The Te edit descriptor indicates that the next charactcr is to bc
transferred to or from the cth character position with.in the record,
counting the first character position in the record as position onc.
The TLc edit descriptor indicates that the next character to or from
the current record is to be c character positions backward from the
current position. If the current position is less than or equal to
position c, then the transmission of the next character to or from
the record would occur at position one.
The TRc edit descriptor indicates that the next character to or from
the current record is to be c character positions forward from the
current position. Note that on output, T format codcs do not in
themselves cause any characters to be transferred and therefore do
not affect the length of the record. However if characters are subsequently written beyond any unfilled positions, then those positions
will be filled with spaces.
Examples
The following format specification:
100

FORMlT(T16.'OF'.Tl'uTHE'.T19.'FILEI'.T6.9HBEGINNING)

causes the following line to be written to the output stream:
THE BEGINNING OF FILEI

The format specification:
200

FORMlT(T19.'IIG'.TL8.'uEDIT'.T6.'SM'.TL8.'uTRAN'.TR2.'ISSION')

causes the following line to be written to the output stream
TRANSMISSION EDITING

15.3.1.13

The S Format Codes

The S format codes control the outputting of plus charactcrs in
numeric output fields. The edit descriptors take one of the forms
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SP

ss
s
If an SP edit descriptor occurs in a format specification then a plus
sign will be produced in any subsequent position which normally
contains an optional plus.
If an ss edit descriptor occurs in a format specification then a plus
sign will not be produced in any subsequent position which normally
contains an optional plus.
If an S edit descriptor occurs then the option is restored to the
compiler default, which in Parallel Fortran is the same as for the
ss edit descriptor.

15.3.1.14

The B Format Codes

The B format codes control the interpretation of spaces other than
leading spaces in numeric input fields. The edit descriptors take one
of the following forms:
HN

HI

If a BN edit descriptor occurs in a format specification all spaces in
succeeding numeric input fields are ignored. The effect of ignoring
spaces withjn nUlneric spaces is to treat the input field as if all spaces
were left justified. A field of all spaces has the value zero.
The following exarnple
10

READ(5,10) I,J,K
FORMAT(BN,216)

with data

would cause the following values to be assigned:
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• I to be assigned the value 234
• J to be assigned the value 123

• K to be assigned the value 0

If a BZ edit descriptor occurs in a format specification all such space
characters in succeeding numeric input fields are treated as zero. In
the example above with BZ specified:
• I would be assigned 2034
• J would be assigned 10203

• K would be assigned 0

The BN and BZ edit descriptors have no effect on output. On input
they affect only D, E, F, G, I, and in Parallel Fortran, 0 and Z editing.

15.3.1.15

The Dollar

<$>

Format Code

This edit descriptor is used to suppress the output of a ca.rria.ge
return at the end of a line of output. The edit descriptor takes the
form

s
The ANSI Standard does not allow the dollar edit dcscriptor, but it
may be used in Parallel Fortran as means of generating a prompt for
input.

Input

The dollar format code has no effect on input.
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Output
When output is directed to a display device such as a video screen
each record normally appears on a line by itself. The dollar format
code may be used to suppress the carriage return such that any typed
input at the screen will directly follow the output on the same line.
This gives the effect of a prompt for input.

Example

36
40

CHARACTER*10 OPTIOI
VRITE(6.36)
FORMlT('ENTER OPTIOI: '.$)
READ(6.40) OPTIOI
FOIUUT(l)

will output the message on the screen in the form
ENTER OPTION:

The reply (say LIST) will then appear on the same line, thus:
ENTER OPTION: LIST

15.3.1.16

The Q Format Code

In Parallel Fortran, the Qedit descriptor is used to obtain the number
of characters in the input record remaining to be transferred during
a read operation. The edit descriptor takes the following form.
Q

The ANSI standard does not allow the Q edit dcscriptor.

Input
'rhe input list iteln corresponding to the Q edit dt'scriptor Inust be
of integer or logical data type. The Q edit descriptor could be used
to read a variable length formatted record.
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For example, consider the following.
100

READ (1,100) 1,I,ICHRS,(ICHR(I),I-l,NCHRS)
FORMlT(F10.4,I4,Q,8011)

Two fields are first read into the variables X and K. The number of
characters remaining in the record is stored in NeHRS and this value
is then used to control the number of characters read into the array
leMR.

Output

In an output statement the only effect of the Q edit descriptor is to
skip the corresponding output list item.

15.3.2

Colon Editing

When a colon is encountered in a format specification and there
are no more items in the input/output list then format control is
terminated. If there are more items in the input/output list then
the colon has no effect.
The example below demonstrates the effect the colon edit descriptor
has on output:

10
20

I- 12
J- 24
VRlTE(6.10) 1
VRITE(6.10) I,l
VRlTE(6.20) I
FORMAT(' FIRST VALUE 18'.13.:.', SECOND VALUE IS',13)
FORHlT(' FIRST VALUE IS'.13.'. SECOND VALUE IS',14)

would print the following output
FIRST VALUE IS 12
FIRST VALUE IS 12. SECOND VALUE IS 24
FIRST VALUE IS 12, SECOID VALUE IS
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15.3.3

Default Field Widths

You can specify some edit descriptors without giving their field
widths. In this case, the field widths are decided by the compiler
on the basis of the data type of the corresponding element in the
I/O list. The way in which field widths are specified is discussed in
section 15.3. The default values for the w, d and e parts of the field
descriptors are shown below.
Descriptor

Data type of
list element

BYTE
INTEGER, LOGICAL
REAL
REAL*a
LOGICAL
L
F, E, G, D REAL, COMPLEX
F, E, G, D REAL*a, COMPLEX*16
LOGICAL, INTEGER
A
REAL, COMPLEX
A
A
REAL*a, COMPLEX*16
CHARACTER.n
A
I,
I,
0,
0,

15.4

0, Z
0, Z
Z
Z

w

d

e

7
16

2

7
12

12
23
2
15
25
4
4

3

8

n

ExalDples of Format Specification

1. A READ statement (see chapter 16) could refer to the format
statelnent
16

FORHAT(2E5.3)

and specify an input list which consists of two real variables X
and Y. In this case, if the first tcn characters ill the record read
by the READ statement wcre
1234699.90
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the variable X will be assigncd the value 12.345 and Y the value
99.9.
If the record also contains further fields, then the data in these
fields will not be used. If the READ statement is executed a.gain,
another record will be read and X will be assigned the value
corresponding to the first five characters and Y the value of the
next five characters.
2. The CHARACTER*a array AX(4) holds the following characters:
AI(l)
11(2)
AI(3)
AI(4)

(
•
3
)

3
0
(
I

P
P
I
3

G1 1
E 7 •
E 7 •
/ ) )

. 4
3 ,
3 )
• t

The first three elements and the first charactcr of the fourth
element form a format specification; the final seven characters
of the fourth element are irrelevant. A reference in a READ
statement to the array name AI is equivalent to a reference to
statement label 101 where statement 101 reads as follows:
101

FORM1T(3PGll.4.0PE7.3.3(/E7.3»

If the READ statement contains a list giving the following
names:
A. B, C. D, E

in that order, where all the names are those of rea.l variables,
the first eleven characters of the next record (say the nth record
of a data) will be read according to the G conversion code with
a scale factor of 3, and the value assigned to variable A. The
next seven characters of the record will be read a.ccording to
the E conversion code with a scale factor of zero and the value
assigned to variable B. The first seven cha.racters or each of
the (n + 1)th, (n + 2)th and (n + 3)th records will be read
according to the E conversion code with a scalc factor of zero
and the values assigned to variables C, D and E rcspectively.
3. The FORMAT statement
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11

FORHAT(G11.4,2(E7.3,E8.5»

is used in conjunction with a WaITE statement which lists the
following real variables:
A. B. C. D. E, F, G, H

in that order. The output records contain the values of the
following variables:
Record

Characters

Variable

Format

1

1 to 11

A
B

Gll.4

2

12 to 18
19 to 26
21 to 33
34 to 41
1 to 1
8 to 15
16 to 22

C

D

E
F
G

H

E7.3
E8.5
E7.3
E8.5
E7.3
E8.5
E7.3

As the output list is not exhausted when the format specification has been completely scanned, rescanning takes place as
described in section 15.2.3.
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Chapter 16

Input and Output
This chapter describes the input and output facilities available.

Important Notes
• None of the facilities described in this chapter are available
to progranls which are linked with the standalone run-time
libraries, safrtlt4. bin and safrtlt8 . bin (see section 5.3).
If you attempt to link programs which use these facilities with
the standalone libraries, the li.nker will report errors.
• If more than one thread concurrently makes use of the facilities dcscribed in this chapter, they 1l1ust protect the run-tinlC
library from corruption by using thc F77 _THREAD_USE_RTL and
F77 _THREAD_FREE_RTL su brou tines. See scction 18.2.3.

16.1

Introduction

lleading data iut.o and writing data out {roln nlain store is controlled
by il1pU i/Oil tpu t statements.
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The general form of these statements is discussed in section 16.2
where references to details of each statement can be found.
Each external file is identified in an input/output statement by a
unique number, a unit number, which takes the form of a.n unsigned
integer.
The identification of internal files is described in sections 16.3.1.1
and 16.7 below.
Items of data for input or output are grouped into records which can
be either formatted or unformatted.
The records within an external file are either all unformatted or they
are all formatted. These two types are described in more detail in
sections 16.1.1.1 and 16.1.1.2 below and the formats of input/output
statements for each are referenced in those sections.
Each input/output operation begins at the start of a record. The
method of access to a file may be either sequential or llircct depending on the type of input/output device used. These methods of a.ccess
are described in sections 16.1.2.1 and 16.1.2.2 respectively and the
input/output statements available for each method are described in
sections 16.3 and 16.4 respectively.

16.1.1
16.1.1.1

Format of Records
Unformatted Records

Unformatted records are input and output under the control of a
READ or WRITE statement with no associated format specification.

The records are representations of the internal machine form. Unformatted records will normally be output by the conlputer and
used subsequently for re-input rather than for examina.tion by the
programmer.
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Details of input/output statements for unformatted records are
found, for sequential access, in section 16.3.1.2, and, for direct access,
in section 16.4.3.

16.1.1.2

Formatted Records

Formatted records are input and output under the control of a READ,
WRITE, PRINT, TYPE or ACCEPT statement in association with listdirected input/output, namelist-directed input/output or a format
specification. The records are charat:ter representations of the internal values.
Details of input/output statements for formatted records are found
in section 16.3.1.1 for sequential access, and in section 16.4.2 for
direct access. Section 16.5 describes list-directed input and output,
and section 16.6 describes narnelist-directed input and output.

16.1.2

Accessing Records

16.1.2.1

Sequential Access

In sequential access, each record is read or written in sequence starting with the first record on the file.
R.ccords on any type of input/output device Inay be accesscd sequentially. ltecords on SOIne types of device Hlust be accessed sequentially,
for exalnplc, records on a display screen. llowcver, on certain types
of input/output device such as disk it is possible to space backward
past Due or nlore records or to position at the first record on the
devjce. Input and output using sequential access is described in
section 16.3.
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16.1.2.2

Direct Access

In direct access, any record can be accessed directly In an order
chosen by the user.
It is only possible to use direct access on certain types of input/output devices known as direct access devices. A typical direct
access device is a magnetic disk. Input and output using direct access
is described in section 16.4.

16.2

Input/Output StateIllents

The most important input/output statements arc the READ and
WRITE statements.
The READ statement has the effect of making values from external
data records available to the program by assigning them to specified
variables and array elements. The WRITE statement has the effect of
forming external records from the values of specified va.riables and
array elements.
The READ and WRITE statements can take various forms depending
on the kind of record to be handled, the kind of file on whic.h it is
held, and the facilities used to control the handling of the record.
The most general forms of the READ and WRITE statclnents arc:
RE1D(parameter.. ) Ii.. t
VRlTE(parameter.. ) list

where:
parameters

is a list of parameters which varies a.ccording to the
kind of record being handled and the file being lIsed.

list

is an input/output list, which specifics the names of
the items to have their values input or output (see
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section 16.2.1). The list may be used in either formatted or unformatted READ or WRITE statements (see
section 16.2.2 for details of the correspondence between
list items and the format specification).
The effects of the various READ and WRITE statements are described
in sections 16.3 to 16.5.
The PRINT statement and, in Parallel Fortran, the TYPE and ACCEPT
statements can be used in place of the READ and WRITE statements
in certain contexts.
There are three input/output statements known as auxiliary input/output statements, which may be used to describe, terminate,
and inspect a connection between a unit nUInber and an external
file. The statements are:
OPEN
CLOSE

INQUIRE

The auxiliary input/output statements are described in section 16.8.
Other input/output statements, known as file positioning input/output
statements, are available for limited forms of input/output device.
rfhe following statements are available for certain sequential access
input/output devices:
ENDFILE
REWIND
BACKSPACE

1'hey are described in detail ill section 16.3.1.2.
Other slatelnenls, called lisl-rdif'ecled slaternenls (sec section 16.5)
arc available. In these staternents the fornlat of the input or output
data need not be specified.
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16.2.1

Input/Output Lists

An input/output list is normally required in a READ or WRITE statement. The list has the form:
item) • item2 •. ..• item n

where each itemi can be the name of a variable, arra.y, array element
or character substring, or an implied DO-loop (see section 16.2.3). In
addition, in a WRITE statement, an item may be any other expression
except for character expressions which include elements of assumed
size which are not symbolic constants. Any item or series of items
may be enclosed in parentheses. An array name in an input/output
list represents the whole array and thus corresponds to n separate
items in the input/output list, where n is the total number of elements in the array taken in their order of storage (see section 10.1.2).
Note that the name of an assumed-size dummy array must not appear in an input/output list, nor may an input/output list contain
a reference to a function if the function executes an input/output
statement.
An input/output list is normally required with all READ, WRITE,
PRINT, TYPE and ACCEPT statements, whether the data is to be tra.nsferred formatted or unformatted and whether the access method
is sequential or direct. If no input/output list is specified then in
general one record will be skipped on input and an empty record
will be written on output. However, if there is no input/output list
but there is a format specification, the actions required by any oonrepeatable edit descriptors will be performed until either a repeata.ble
edit descriptor or the end of the format specification is encountered.

16.2.2

Correspondence Between Input/Output Lists
and Format Codes

When a statement with a format specification and an input/output
list is executed, successive items in the list are transmitted according
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to the successive forInat codes. Where the format code is of a specific
type, for example, the I format code for integer values and the L
format code for logical values, then the corresponding item in the
input/output list must be of the same type.
If, in an input/output statement, there are more items than format
codes, then a new record is started and control is transferred to one
of the following:
• If there is a group format specification: to the group format
specification repeat count that is terminated by the penultimate right hand parenthesis of the FORMAT statement;
• If there are no group format specifications: to the beginning of
the FORMAT statement.
The same series of format codes is then used for the next items in
the input/output list.

16.2.3

Implied DO-Loops

An implied DO-loop is a series of list elements, usually array elements,
that is to be repeated for different values of a DO-variable. An implied DO-loop is used to simplify the specification of array elements
required in input/output operations.
It takes the form:

where:
is a lis t elernen t as de fi ned in sec t ion 16.2.1. All
be another inlplicd DO-loop.
is the DO- variable.
is the ini tial parameter.

e i nl ay
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is the terminal parameter.
is the incrementation parameter, which may be omitted, in which case it is assumed to have the value 1.
The DO-variable and parameters are analogous to those of a DO statement (see section 13.3.1). As with DO statements, implied DO-loops
may be nested.
i may be the name of an integer, real or double precision variable;
mt, m2 and m3 may be any integer, real or double precision expression except that any functions referenced must not themselves carry
out input or output operations.

The effect of the implied DO-loop is the same as if the list et ,e2 ,... ,en
had been written down once for each iteration of the implied DO-loop
with appropriate substitution of values for any occurrence of the 00variable i.
For input lists, i, mt, m2 and m3 must not appear within the implied
DO-loops except in subscripts to array names.
If one ei in an implied DO-loop is a variable rather than an array
then, on output, the same value will be output several times, and
on input, several values will be assigned successively to the same
variable, each value overwriting the previous value.
Example 1

A simple implied DO-loop of the form
(A(I),I • -1,10,1)

would have the same effect as the input/output list
A(-l) ,1(0) ,A(l) •...• A(10)

Example 2

An implied DO-loop of the form
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1,(A(I),B(I),1

= l,I),ALPHA(2)

transfers the data in the following order:
I,A(l) ,B(l) .1(2) .B(2) •...• A(I) .B(I) ,ALPHA(2)

Note that, in this example, N appears in the same input/output list
as an implied DO-loop using it for indexing information. It also shows
a specific array element, ALPHA(2), appearing in the input/output
list.

Example 3
The input/output list
1.M,MOD.«CAB(J,L).B(L). L • 1•• ),J • 1,36.2)

causes the variables to be accessed in the following order:
A,M,MOD,CAB(l,l),B(1),CAB(l,2).B(2), ...• CAB(l.I).
B(N),CAB(3.1).B(1) •...• CAB(36.I-l).B(I-l). CAB(36.1).B(I)

Note that because of the position of array B in the nested implied
DO-loops, every element of B is accessed a total of 18 times.

Example 4
(1.1 • 1.10)

If used in a WRITE statement this implied DO-loop would output
integer nUlnbers 1,2,... ,10. lIowever, this list would be invalid in
a READ statelnent.

16.3

Sequential Access Input and Output

)leadillg frolH and writing to sequential a<:c(\ss input/output devices

arc carried out hy READ, WRITE, PRINT, TYPE and ACCEPT statenleuts.
'l'he [orln of these statelnellts is described below a.nd the use of
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these statements for formatted and unformatted data is described
in sections 16.3.1.1 and 16.3.1.2 respectively. Other seqnential input/output statements are described in section 16.3.2.

16.3.1

READ and WRITE Statements

The basic forms of these statements for sequential access are as
follows:
RElD(k ,j> li,t
VRITE(k ,j> li,l

where:
k

is a unit specification.

/

is a format specification.

list

is an input/output list as described in section 16.2.1.

The unit specification k is normaJly an unsigned integer or integer
expression which defines the unit to be used in the input/output
operation. The unit would be associated with a file or device either
by an OPEN statement (see section 16.8) or by the prcconnections
which exist before the program is executed. Details of preconnected
units may be found in section 16.8.1.2.
The unit may also be specified as an asterisk. Such a unit identifier
is associated with the primary input and output channels which are
preconnected to the keyboard and the display respectively. This
form of unit identifier may only be used to read or write forTnatted
records in a sequential manner.
Section 16.3.1.1 describes other permissible forms.
The format specification / is normally a FORMAT statement label
(see section 15.2.1) or a character variable or array name (sec
section 15.2.2). Other permissible forms are described in section 16.3.1.1.
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If the records to be input or output are formatted the READ or WRITE
statement must contain an f parameter, and jf they are unforrnatted
the staternent must not contain an f parameter.

16.3.1.1

Formatted Sequential Access Input and Output

Input
The appropriate form of the READ statement for formatted sequential
input is
RE1D(UlIT-k , Ftrr-j ,END-ends ,ERR-err. ,IOSTlT-m) Ii.t

where:
UNIT=k

specifies the unit number of the input/output file involved. k is an unsigned integer constant, variable or
expression. Its value must either be zero or positive;
or it may be an asterisk signifying the primary input
channel (see section 16.3.1). A unit identifier may also
be the name of a character variable, character array,
character array element or character substring to be
used in an internal file operation (see section 16.7).
The characters UNIT= may be omitted, in which case
the unit identifier must be specified first.

FMT=!

identifies a format specification. A format identifier
may be one of the following:
• The statenlent label of a FORMAT statement.

• All integer variable that has been ASSIGNed the
statc.ncnt label of a FORMAT statc.ncnt that a.ppears in the sarne subprogram as the READ statcIncnt.

• A character array nanlc, or in Parallel :Forlrau,
any array name.
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• Any character expression unless it includes elements of assumed size which are not symbolic
constants.
• Any character expression that does not involve
the concatenation of a character clement which
has a length specification of assumed sjze unless
the character element is a symbolic constant;
• An asterisk, signifying list-directed formatting.
The characters FMT= may be omitted, but only if the
format identifier is the second item in the list and if
the first item is the unit identifier without the optional
characters UNIT-.
END=ends

is optional, and ends is the statement label to which
control is transferred if an attempt is made to read
data beyond the end of the file on unit number k.

ERR=errs

is optional, and errs is the statement label to which
control may be transferred when an error condition is
detected.

IOSTAT=m

is optional, and m is an integer variable or array
element which is known as the input/output status
specifier. Once the input/output statement has been
completed it is assigned a value which indicates the
existence of any abnormal condition encountered as
follows:
• If an end of file condition is encountered, m is
assigned a value of -1.
• If an error condition is encountered, m is assigned
a positive value which identifies the corresponding
error message.
• If no end of file condition or error condition exists,
m is assigned a value of zero.
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If the input/output status specifier is ornitted, program
execution will terminate if either an end of file condition is encountered and the END= specifier is omitted,
or if an error condition is encountered and the ERR=
specifier is omitted.
list

is optional and is an input/output list.

The characters UNIT=, FMT=, END=, ERR= and IOSTAT= are known as
specijiers, and if specified are not constrained to appear in the order
given above. Thus for example, the input/output status specifier
(IOSTAT=) may precede the end of file specifier (END=).
This READ statement reads in the items listed in list under the control
of the format specification identified by!, from the file with unit
number k.
An example of a formatted sequential READ statement is
READ(5,12) A,B,(C(I),I=1.10),J

In this example, data are read from a file with unit number 5 under
control of the format specification in the format statement labelled
12. The variables A,B,C(l),C(2),... ,C(10),J are given values in that
order.

An alterna.tive form of the READ statement is:
READ i,list

where:

f

iu(\ntifics a fornlat specification as in the READ stateIllent aoove; it rnay not be preceded by the optional
characters FMT=.

list

is optional, and is an input/output list. If the input/output list is olnitted then the preceding COHlIlla
Inust also be ornitted.
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The unit implicitly defined by this form of the READ statement is
the prinlary input channel which is the same unit as identified by
UNIT=* in the READ statement above.
Parallel Fortran aJlows ACCEPT as an alternative to READ in this form
of the statement.

Output

The appropriate form of the WRITE statement for formatted sequential output is
VRITE(UlIT-k ,FIff-/,ERR-errl,IOST1T-m) list

where k,

!,

errs, m and list are as for the READ statement above.

The WRITE statement outputs to the unit identified by k all the items
within list under the control of the format specification defined by
/. An example of a formatted sequential WRITE statement is
VRlTE(6,101) X,«Y(I,J),I-t,10),J-l,5)

Data are written to the file with unit number 6, under the control
of the FORMAT specification labelled 101, in the order
I,Y(l,l) ,Y(2,l) '0 00 .Y(10,l) ,Y(l,2) '0 00' Y(10,5)

An alternative form of the WRITE statement is:
PRINT

J,list

where:

/

identifies a format specification as in the WRITE sta.tement above.

list

is optional, and is an input/output list. The pr{lc(\ding
comma must be omitted if the input/output list is not
specified.
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'fhe unit identified by the PRINT statement is the primary output
stream, and is the same as the unit identified by an asterisk in the
WRITE statement above.
Parallel Fortran allows the use of TYPE in place of PRINT, with the
same meaning.

16.3.1.2

Unformatted Sequential Access Input and Output

Input
The appropriate form of the READ statement for unformatted sequential input is
READ(UNITak .END=ends ,ERRaerrs ,IOSTAT=-m) list

where:
UNIT=k

specifies the unit number of the external file involved.
k is either an integer constant, integer variable or integer expression whose value is either zero or positive;
it rnay not be an asterisk. The characters UNIT= are
optional, and if they are omitted the unit specifier k
must be the first item.

END=ends

is optional, and ends is the statement label to which
control is transferred if any attempt is IIlade to read
data beyond the end of the file on unit nUlnber k.

ERR=Cl'7'~

is optional, and errs is the statenlcnt label to which
cOlltroJ lllay be transferred when an error coudition is
detected.

IOSTAT="z

is optional, and specifies an input/out,put status spe<:iwhere 111 is an integer variable or array ('l~nlellt.
After the input/output statement has bc~n executed it
fi~r rn
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may be examined to determine whether any abnormal
condition was encountered as follows:
• a value of -1 indicates that an end of file condition was encountered;
• a positive value indicates that an error condition
was encountered and the value corresponds to an
appropriate error message identifier;
• a value of zero indicates that no end of file condition or error condition was encountered.
If an end of file condition is detected while perfornling
the READ statement and no end of file specifier (END=)
or input/output status specifier (IOSTAT=) is defined,
then program execution will terminate. Similarly if an
error condition exists and no error specifier (ERR=) or
input/output status specifier is defined, then program
execution will also terminate. See section 17.6.4.1.
list

is optional, and is an input/output list. When this
READ statement is executed, the next record will be

read and the values will be assigned in order to the
variables listed in the input/output list. The number
of items in the input/output list may be equal to or
less than the number of values in the external record
but it must not be greater than this number. If there
is no input/output list, one external record is skipped.
An example of an unformatted sequential READ statement is as follows:
RE1D(8) 1.(Y(2.K).K-l.5)

This statement causes data to be transferred from an input .file to X,
Y( 2 , 1), Y(2 , 2) ,... ,Y (2 , 5) in turn.
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Output
The appropriate form of the WRITE statement for unformatted sequential output is
VRlTE(UlITzk ,ERR-errs, IOSTlT-m) list

where k, errs, m and list are as for the READ statement above.
When an unformatted sequential WRITE statement is executed, the
values of the items listed in list will be output to the file associated
with the unit k in the order in which they occur, in internal machine
form. Each unformatted WRITE statement will cause one, and only
one, new record to be created.
The WRITE statement
WRlTE(9) A,B,C

causes variables A, B, C to be written, in that order, to the file with
unit number 9.

16.3.2

File Positiollillg Input/Output Statemellts

These statements are for use with magnetic input/output devices
only.

16.3.2.1
1'his

The ENDFILE Statement

stat~rnent

has the following forms:

ENDFILE k
ENDFILE (UNIT=k,ERR=e,.,-s,IOSTAT:s)

where:

UNIT=k

specifics the unit nUlllbcr. k is a.n integer constant
or expression, or an integer variable whose value Inust
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be zero or positive; it may not be an asterisk. The
characters UNIT= are optional, and if they are omitted
then the unit specifier must be the first item in the list.
ERR=errs

is optional, and errs is the statement lahel to which
control is transferred if an error condition is detected.
errs is known as the error specifier.

IOSTAT=s

is optional, and s is an integer variable or array element
which becomes defined with a zero value if no error
condition exists. If an error condition does exist it
becomes defined with a positive value which identifies
the corresponding error message. s is known as the
input/output status specifier. If an error condition is
detected, and if both the error specifier and the input/output status specifier are omitted, then program
execution terminates.

The ENDFILE statement defines the end of the file associated with
unit number le to be the current position within the file, and any
data beyond the current position will be truncated. The file must be
repositioned using either a REWIND or a BACKSPACE statement prior
to executing a subsequent READ or WRITE on that file.

16.3.2.2

The REWIND Statement

This statement has the following forms:
REWIND·"
REVIND(UNIT-".ERR-err,.IOST1T-,)

where k, errs and s are as for the ENDFILE statement above.
The REWIND statement positions the file associated with unit nunlber
k at the beginning of the file. The effect is that the next READ
or WRITE statement referencing unit number k will access the first
record. If the file is already positioned at the first record then this
statement has no effect.
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The BACKSPACE Statement

This statement has the following forms:
BACKSPACE k
BACKSP1CE(UlIT-k,ERR-err,.IOSTAT-,)

where k, errs and s are as for the ENDFILE statement above.
When a BACKSPACE statement is executed, the effect is that the next
READ or WRITE statement referencing unit number le will operate
on the previous record of the file. If the file was positioned at its
first record before the BACKSPACE statement is executed, then the
statement will have no effect.
If the BACKSPACE statement occurs immediately after an ENDFILE
statement, it has the effect of back-spacing over the end-of-file
marker.
Backspacing over records which have been written using list-directed
formatting (see section 16.5) is prohibited.

16.4

Direct Access Input and Output

R.eading from and writing to a direct access input/output device is
carried out by READ and WRITE statements of the form described
below. At any time, any record may be read or written; there is
no requirement to start at the first record. Writing to an output file
alters only each record written, without destroying any record before
or after it. Data items are not written across record boundaries, nor
are they read from across record boundaries.
Data can be accessed directly only on direct access devices, usually
magnetic disks.
Each record in a direct access file is assigned a number, called its
record number, by which it can be referenced. The first record of
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a file is numbered one and the rest are numbered consecutively in
steps of one. Record numbers appear in direct access input/output
statements. Note that all the records of a direct access file have the
same length.
The READ and WRITE statements that are used for reading from and
writing to direct access files are described in section 16.4.1 below.

16.4.1

READ and WRITE statements

The basic forms of READ and WRITE statements for direct access are
as follows:
READ(k .REC-r) li,t
VRITE(k.REC-r) lut

where:
k

is an integer variable, or integer constant or integer
expression and gives the unit number to be used in
the input/output operation. The unit number nlust
be zero or positive.

r

is an integer expression whose value is positive. It
specifies the number of the first record that is to be
read or written.

list

is optional and is an input/output list as described in
section 16.2.1.

16.4.2

Forlllatted Direct Access Illput alld Output

Input
The appropriate form of the READ statement for forrr)attctl direct
access input is
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READ(UNIT-k ,Ftff-J ,REC-r ,ERR-errs ,IOST1T-s) list

where:
UNIT=k

identifies a unit number. k is an integer expression
whose value is zero or positive. The characters UNIT=
may be omitted provided that the unit identifier is the
first item.

FMT=!

identifies a format specification. A format identifier
may be one of the following:
• the statement label of a FORMAT statement.
• an integer variable that has been assigned the
statement label of a FORMAT statement that appears in the same subprogram as the READ statement.
• a character array name or, in Parallel Fortran,
any array name.
• any character expression unless it includes an element which has an assumed size and is not a
symbolic constant.
The characters FMT= may be omitted, but only jf the
format identifier is the second item in the list and if
the unit identifier is the first item without the optional
characters UNIT=.

REC=r

is an integer expression whose value must be positive.
It represents the record number of the first record
which is to be read.

ERR=errs

is optional and errs is the label of the statement to
which control may be transferred when an error condition is encountered while executing the input/output
statement.
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IOSTAT=s

is optional, and specifies an input/output status specifier. s is an integer variable or array element which
becomes defined with a zero or positive value when
the input/output statement has been executed. If no
error condition exists then a value of zero is assigned,
otherwise the value assigned is the number of the error
message which corresponds to the error detected.
If the input/output status specifier and the error specifier are both omitted, program execution wil1 terminate when an error condition is encountered; see section 17.6.4.1.

list

is optional and is an input/output list as defined in
section 16.2.1.

This READ statement transfers data from a file on a direct access
device under control of the format specification identified by!, and
assigns the values to the items within the input/output list. The file
from which data are read must be a direct access file. It is an error
to attempt to read a record from beyond the current end of the file.

Output

The appropriate form of the WRITE statement for formatted direct
access output is
VRITE(UNI1-k. FlIT- f.REC-,. .ERR-e,.,." 108111-s) list

where k, !, r, errs, s and list are as for the READ statenlcnt above.
This WRITE statement transfers data under control of the fornlat
specification f from itenlS in the input/output list to a direct acces~
file. The data are written starting at record r. If record r already exists in the file it will be overwritten. If the values in the input/output
list are not sufficient to fill the record the renlaindcr of the record is
filled with spaces.
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If record r lies beyond the current end of the file, then the file will
be extended, but the contents of any records between the previous
end of the file and record r will be undefined.
If an input/output list is not specified the only data that will be written will be any· character data which may appear at the beginning
of the format specification.

16.4.3

U nformatted Direct Access Input and Output

Input
The appropriate form of the READ statement for unformatted direct
access input is:
RE1D(UNIT-k , REC-r ,ERR-err" .IOST1T-,,) li"t

where k, r, errs, s and list are as defined in section 16.4.2.
This statement transfers data from record r in the direct access file
associated with unit number k to the items in the input/output list;
only one record is read and so the input/output list must not specify
more values than can be contained in one record. The file from which
the data are being transferred must be a direct access file.

Output
The appropriate form of the WRITE statement for unformatted direct
access output is:
VRlTE(UNIT=k ,RECcr ,ERRzerro9, IOST1T-09) list

where k, r, errs, s and list are as defined in section 16.'1.2.
l'his sta.t~ment transfers data from the items within the input/output
list to record r in the direct file on unit k. If record r already exists
in the file then it will be overwritten. l'he input/outpu.t list must
not specify more values than can fit into a single record. If the values
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specified do not fill the record, the remainder of the record becomes
undefined. If the input/output list is omitted then the entire output
record becomes undefined.
If record r lies beyond the current end of the file, then the file will
be extended, but the contents of any records between the previous
end of the file and record r will be undefined.
An example of an unformatted direct access WRITE statement is
VRITE(ERR-999,UlIT-30,REC-I+J) IlRRAY,(A(I,I),I-4,8)

This statement will write a record to the file with unit number 30.
The value of the expression I+J identifies the particular record within
the file to which the variables IAMAY, A(I,4), A(I,5), A(I,6),
A(I, 7), A(I ,8) are to be written. Control will be transferred to the
statement labelled 999 should an error condition occur (for example
if the record specifier (REC=) has a negative value).

16.5

List-Directed Input and Output

The use of list-directed input/output statements allows data to be
read or written without the restrictions imposed by format specifications.

16.5.1

The READ Statemellt

l'he list-directed READ statement may take the following form:
READ(UlIT-k tFMTa. ,END-ends tERR-err.. tIOSTAT-s) list

where k, ends, errs, s and list are as defined in section 16.3.1.1.
Execution of the READ statement inputs values rrOIn external records
and assigns them, in order, to the iteITls in the input list. In the
case of an array name the elements are given values in order of
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stora.ge (that is, with the leftmost subscript expression varying most
rapidly). Each value input from an external record should he terminated by a value separator which may be one of the following:

• a comma optionally preceded by one or more spaces and optionally followed by one or more spaces;
• a slash optionally preceded by one or more spaces and optionally followed by one or more spaces;
• one or more spaces between two values or following the last
value.
The input operation is terminated by the satisfaction of the input
list or by the reading of a slash.
Items of the input list will not be assigned values if they either
correspond to null data items (see below) or if a slash is specified in
the data before their values are read. Such items in the input list
will retain any value they held prior to the READ statement.
The type of each item from the input list must correspond with the
form of data from the external medium. Ilowever Parallel Fortran
allows character constants to be assigned to non-character items in
the input list.
Each READ statement starts with a new record, and reads as many
records as are necessary to provide data to satisfy the input/output
list.
An alternative form of the list-directed READ statement is:
READ. ,list

where list is as described in section 16.3.1.1. In this case, input will
be ta.ken from standard input.
Ilaralle] Fortran allows ACCEPT as an alternative to READ in this fOrlTI
of the statement.
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16.5.2

Illput Data

When a list-directed READ statement is executed, reading begins at
the start of the next unaccessed record in the input file and continues
until either each item in the input list has been given a value or a
slash (I) is encountered in the input. Any data in the last record
accessed by a READ statement which follows a slash or is not required
for input cannot be accessed. Any input list items not given a
value before a slash is reached retain their current value (or remain
undefined).
The input stream consists of a series of data items which are associated in their order of occurrence with the items of the input
list. Data items are separated by one or more spaces or by a single
comma optionally preceded and optionally followed by spaces. Note
that the end of a record has the effect of a space, except when it
appears within a character constant (see below). An item may be:
A numeric constant: this may take any of the forms listed in section 9.2.1 apart from Hollerith, hexadecimal, octal or binary
constants. Numeric constants may not contain any embedded
spaces except between the parts of a complex constant, in
which case any number of spaces is permissible. The end of
a record may not appear within a constant unless the constant
is a complex value, in which case the end of record ma.y occur
between the real part and the comma or between the comma
and the imaginary part.

The type of the constant must be the same as that of the
corresponding list item, but there need be no correspondence
of length.
A logical constant: if the corresponding item is of type logical, the
data item may be any value acceptable to L editing (see section 15.3.1.6). llowever COffilllas or slashes are not perluiltcd
as optional characters.
A character constant: a data item may be a non-empty string of
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characters enclosed within apostrophes. Note that the form
nH . .. is not permitted. Each apostrophe that is part of the
character value must be represented by two consecutive apostrophes. The constant may be continued on as many records
as needed and an end of record does not cause a space or any
other character to become a part of the value. Double quote
characters as described in section 9.2.1.11 have no significance
in list-directed input.
The corresponding input list item need not be of type character, and there need be no correspondence of length. Note
that the constant is assigned in the same manner as if the
constant appeared in a character ass.ignment statement (sce
section 12.3).
A null item: a null item may take one of the following forms:
• No characters appearing between two successive value
separators.
• No characters preceding the first value separator in the
first record input by a READ statement.
The value (or undefined status) of the corresponding list item
is left unchanged.
A repeated item: any of the above items may be preceded by a
positive unsigned integer constant and an asterisk (n*). n*
must not contain any embedded spaces and may not extend
over a record. A repeated null item occurs if the next character
after * is a value separator.
The effect of a repeated itenl is that the next n items from the
input Jist have the same value read into them; they must all
have the same type as the value. If a null item is repeated, the
next n items from the input list are left unchanged.
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A constant is terminated by the first space, cnd of record, or comma
after its syntactic completion (that is, after a closing bracket for a
complex constant or the closing apostrophe for a character constant).
Note that spaces are never used as zeros, and all spaces are considered to be part of some value separator except in the following
circumstances:
• spaces embedded within a character constant.
• spaces which precede or follow the real or imaginary part of a
complex constant.
• leading spaces in the first record input by a READ statement
unless they are immediately followed by a comma or a slash.

Example

If the next two records read from a file are
1056u198766.uuuuu.uuuu.uuuu60*uuuuuuuuuu
50*(4El.5El)uuuT.'OIE"S'u'TVO'/uu456uu

and the file is accessed by the statement
READ(15.*) I.J,I,L,(A(M),M-l,60),(O(M),M=l,50),P,I,Y,1

I is given the value 1056, J the value 198765, K, L and A arc unchanged, the first 50 elements of B are each given the cOluplex value
40 + 50i, P the value . TRUE., X the value ONE'S and y the value
TWO. N remains unchanged and the value 456 is not accessed siuce
the slash intervenes.

16.5.3

Output Statemellts

The list-directed Corols oC the WRITE, PRINT and TYPE statenlcllts
output the values associated with the itenlS in an output list. 'rhc
values are written to a device or Hie in a forln which is cOIHpatiblc
with the type of the item.
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The WRITE statement

This statement has the form:
WRITE (UNIT-k , FMT=-. ,ERRzerr... IOSTAT-s) list

where k, errs, s and list are as for the READ statement above.
The WRITE statement outputs the values of each item in the output
list to a file identified by unit number k.

16.5.3.2

The PRINT and TYPE Statements

The PRINT statement has the form:
PRINT ., li.. t

where list is an input/output list as defined in section 16.2.1.
The PRINT statement writes data to be written to the primary output
channel which is usually connected to the screen. The unit will be
the same as if an asterisk had been specified in a list-directed WRITE
statement. The following is an example of a list-directed PRINT
statement:
PRINT .,I.J,I,(A(I),I - 1.100)

Parallel Fortran allows the use of TYPE in place of PRINT, with the
sa.me meaning.

16.5.4

Output Data

When a list-directed WRITE, PRINT or TYPE statement is executed,
the values of all elements of each list iterll are output in sequence.
Bach record starts with a single space and contains at least one
space between each value output and no embedded spaces within
items (other than spaces within character values). A record ma.y
end with no spaces or with one or more spaces.
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The forms of output are as follows:

For integer values: all digits are output except for leading zeros.
If negative, the value is preceded by a minus sign.
For real values: all significant digits are output. If the value to be
output contains d significant digits, and the value is greater
than or equal to 0.1 and less than 10d , the number is output
in a form which is similar to the effect of using an F edit
descriptor (see section 15.3.1.2) with a zero scale factor, that
is, without an exponent; otherwise, the number is output with
an exponent in a form that is similar to the effect of using an
E edit descriptor (see section 15.3.1.3) with a scale factor of 1.
The value is preceded by a minus sign if it is negative.
For complex values: an opening parenthesis is output followed by
the value of the real part, followed by a comma, followed by
the imaginary part, followed by a closing parenthesis. The real
and imaginary parts are output as for real values.
For logical values: the single character T or F is output.
For character values: all the characters are output without spaces
preceding or following the characters other than any spaces
that may be part of the character value. Character values that
are output are not delinlited by apostrophes.
As many records as are necessary will be written but the end of
a record will not occur within a value, apart from a complex or
character value. The end of a record may appear within a complex
value between the comma and the imaginary part only if the entire
constant is as long as, or longer than an entire record. Character
values will be extended across as many records as required and each
such new record will have a space character inserted at the beginning
for carriage control (see section 15.3.1.10).
Note that slashes, as value separators, and null ileITIS are not produced by list directed formatting.
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The ANSI Standard permits repeated items of the form n* (see section 16.5.2) to be output; however, this form is not used by Parallel
Fortran.

16.6

NaDlelist-Directed Input and Output

Namelist-directed I/O enables the programmer to input or output a
group of variables with a single statement. This group of variables
is called a namelist. A namelist has a symbolic name, which is
defined by a NAMELIST statement. Whenever an input or output
statement refers to the namelist's name, the whole group of variables
is transferred, in a special format which includes their names.
Namelist-directed I/O is an extension to the ANSI standard.

16.6.1

The HAMELIST statement

The NAMELIST statement has the following format.

where:

namel,name2,·· .
are the names of namelists.
a 1 ,a2 ,. • •

,b l ,b2 , •• •
are the lists of variables or array names which are to
form the namelists in question.

The NAHELIST statement groups together under one name the variables and arrays whose names are specified in the statement, so
that they can he input or output by a single namelist-directed I/O
statement. A namelist must be declared by a NAMELIST statement
before it is used, and it must be declared only once.
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The variables and arrays in the namelist may be of any type. A variable or array may appear in more than one namelist. The following
things, however, may not appear in namelists:
• Array elements;
• Character substrings;
• Dummy arguments.
Ilowever, values may be given to array elements and character substrings by a namelist-directed input statement, provided that the
array or character variable of which they are a part is included in
the appropriate namelist.
For example, the following NAMELIST statement:
IlMELIST /IAMl/Q,B,I,L,J,1 /11M2/C,J,I.L,K

This defines two nameHsts, IAM1 and IAM2. The variables Q and B
belong to namelist IAM1, and C belongs to namelist NAH2. I, J, K
and L belong to both namelists, although in different orders.

16.6.2

Input Statements

The namelist-directed input statement takes one of the following
forms:
READ (UNIT-k ,IKL-nml,ElD-ends ,ERR-errs ,IOSTATzm)

READ nrlll
ACCEPT nrnl

where:
k, ends, errs and m
are as defined in section 16.3.1.1, except that k cannot
be an internal file.

nml

is the name of a nalnelist, alrea.dy defined by a
statement.

NAMELIST
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Input Data

Data Blocks
The data block required by a namelist-directed input statement consists of a number of items, separated by item separators. An item
separator is a comma or a sequence of one or more spaces; extra
spaces may be inserted on either side of a comma. Except where
noted below, items may not include embedded spaces. The items
are as follows.
• The first item consists of an ampersand 'tt' or dollar '$' followed
by the name of the namelist.
• After this there follows a sequence of data items. These are
discussed below.
• Finally, the data block is terminated by an item consisting of
an ampersand 'I:' or dollar '$' followed by END.

Data Items
The format of a data item is as follows.
enlity=value

where:
entity

is the name of an array, an array element, substring,
array element substring or a variable.

value

is the value to be assigned to entity.

There may be a sequence of one or more spaces on either side of
the '='. Array eleInents and substrings are specified in the usual
fortran way; extra spaces may be inserted within the parentheses.
Subscripts must be constants.
The value may be one of the following.
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A constant: constants follow the usual Fortran formats, and may

be of type integer, real, character, complex or logical. Symbolic
(PARAMETER) constants cannot be used.
Numeric constants may not be Hollerith, hexadecimal, octal
or binary. Integer values may be supplied for real variables,
but not vice versa. Extra spaces may be inserted within the
parentheses of a complex constant.
The allowed values for logical constants are those which are
acceptable to L editing (see section 15.3.1.6).
Character constants are enclosed in apostrophes ('); apostrophes within the constant are represented by two apostrophes.
Character constants enclosed in double quote characters (") are
not allowed. Character constants may be assigned to numeric
variables.
A list of constants: this may be used when the entity is an array.
The constants in the list are separated by item separators (see
above). A sequence of identical constants may be represented
in the form n*c, where n is a constant unsigned integer repetition count, and c is the constant value. Values are assigned to
the array starting at its lowest-numbered element; the number
of elements listed must not be greater than the size of the array.

A null value: A null value is represented by two successive commas
in a list, an initial comma or a trailing comma. A sequence of
null values can be represented by the form n*, where n is a
constant unsigned integer repetition count. The effect of a null
value is that the value of the object to which it is assigned is
unchanged.
Data Blocks and Records
As many records as are needed may be used to hold a data block.
The first column of each record is unused, and Inust be blauk. A new
record may be started anywhere in the data block where a space is
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allowed: a record boundary is the equivalent of a space, and so by
itself can constitute an item separator. A record boundary within a
character constant, however, is not treated as a space, but is entirely
ignored.
The entity of a data item must be contained in a single record,
including any subscripts or substring specifiers. There may not be
any space before the first item: that is, the ampersand 't' or dollar
'$' must be in column 2 of the record.

Evaluation of the Data
When a namelist-directed input statement is executed, Fortran reads
records from the specified unit until a record is encountered which
starts a data block for the appropriate namelist. If such a record is
not found, an end-of-file is signalled.
Fortran then reads the data items in the data block, and assigns
the values to the specified entities. The order of the data items is
not significant. Only entities named in the corresponding NAMELIST
statement may be assigned values in the data block; any others will
cause an error.
Entities which are not assigned values,
values, will have unchanged values. The
an array which are not assigned values,
a character variable when a substring is

16.6.4

or which are assigned null
same applies to elements of
and the remaining parts of
assigned a value.

Output Statements

The namelist-directed output statement takes one of the following
forms:
WRITE (UNIT-I: ,NML=nml ,ERR-err.. , IOSTAT-m)
PRINT nn.l
TYPE nm'

where:
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k, errs and m
are as defined in section 16.3.1.1, except that k cannot
be an internal file.

is the name of a namelist, already defined by a
N!"ELIST statement.

nml

16.6.5

Output Data

When a namelist-directed output statement is executed, the data
. are output in the form of a data block which can be read using
namelist-directed input.
All variable and array names specified in the namelist and their
values are written out according to their type. The fields for the
data are made sufficiently large to contain all the significant digits.
The values of a complete array are written out in columns.

16.6.6

Example of Namelist-Directed I/O

Consider the following program.
REAL A(3)
llTEGER 1(3.3). L(3.3)
DATA A/3*0.0/. 1/9*0/. L/9*1/
IlMELIST/IAM1/A.B.I.J.L/IlM2/C.I.J.L
READ(6.IAJll)
C-428000
WRITE(7,IAM2)

Suppose that this is executed with the following input data (note
that the data start in the second column of each record).
ullAM1 I(2.3)-6.J-4.B-3.2
uA(3)-4.0,L-2,3.7*4.lElD

The NAMELIST statement defines two nalnelists, NAM! and NAM2. The
READ statement causes input data to be read from I/O unit 5 into
the variables and arrays specified by HAM1, as follows.
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The first data record is read and examined to verify that it is the
start of a namelist data block, and that its name is consistent with
the namelist specified in the READ statement. If it were not, Fortra.n
would continue reading data records until the right one was found.
When data are read, the integer constants 5 and 4 are placed in
1(2,3) and J respectively. Real constants 3.2 and 4.0 area placed
in Band A(3) respectively. Then, since L is an array name not

followed by a subscript the entire array L is filled with the succeeding
constants. Therefore, the integer constants 2 and 3 are placed in
L(1,1) and L(2, 1) respectively, and the integer constant 4 is placed
in L(3,1), L(1,2), ... ,L(3,3).
The WRITE statement causes data to be written from the variables
and arrays specified by IAM2 to I/O unit number 7 as follows:
u tlAM2

uC-428000.0.
uI- o. O. O.
u O. 5. O.
uJ- 3 •

ut- 2.
u

4.

3.
4.

4.

O.

O.

0

4.

4.

4

4.

u tEND

16.7

Internal Files

If the first parameter to a formatted sequential READ or WRITE statement (see section 16.3.1) is the name of a character variable, character array element, or character array, or if it is a character substring,
then the input/output operation is to be carried out on an internal
file consisting of that variable, array element, array, or substring.
An internal file has the following properties:

• A record of an internal file is a character variable or character
array element or character substring.
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• If the file is a character variable, character array elenlent, or
character substring it consists of a single record whose length is
that of the variable, array element, or substring, respectively.
If the file is a character array it is treated as a sequence of
character array elements, each of which is a record of the file.
Each record of the file has the same length, namely the defined
array element length.
• If the number of characters being written to the file is less than
the length of the record, the remaining portion of the record is
filled with spaces.
• An internal file is always positioned on the first record at the
start of a READ or WRITE statement accessing that file.
• Reading and writing records may only be performed using sequential access formatted input/output statements tbat do not
specify list-directed formatting.
The character variable, character array element, or character array
being used as an internal file must not appear in the input/output
list nor contain the format being used when accessing that file.

Example
In the following code
CHARACTER*16 TEIT

10

VRITE(TEIT .10)1
FORMAT('VALUE OF I -'.14)

if I contains the value of 136 when the WRITE statement is exceuted
the effect will be equivalent to assigning the character string 'VALUE
OF I == 136' to the character variable TEXT.

The ENCODE and DECODE statements, which provide an alternative
method for performing internal I/O, are described in appendix D.l.
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Auxiliary Input/Output Statements

The input/output statements above describe the manner in which
data may be transferred between internal storage and external media, and between internal storage and internal files. They also describe file positioning statements. The following sections describe
auxilary input/output statements which may be used to define a
connection between a unit number and a file, terminate such a connection, or interrogate the attributes of either a connection or a file.

16.8.1

Unit and File Connection

The physical association of a unit to an external file is known as
a connection. Prior to program execution a connection may be
predefined by the system. This is known as preconnection. For
example, the list-directed input statement
READ .,1;81

makes use of the preconnection to standard input.
Internal to a program a connection may be established by means of
the OPEN statement (see section 16.8.2)
A connection is between a unit and a file. No unit may be connected
to more than one file at the same time and similarly no file may
be connected to more than one unit at the same time. IIowever,
means are available to terminate a connection (see section 16.8.3),
and to connect a unit to a different file. No READ, WRITE, PRINT,
TYPE or ACCEPT statement can be executed without a connection to
the specified unit.
The properties of a connection include the following:
1. The type of access, either direct access or sequential access.
2. The kind of records, either formatted or unformatted.
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3. The length of the records if the file is to be accessed with direct
access input/output statements.
File existence is totally independent of a connection; that is, a file
may be connected but not exist (see section 16.8.1.2).

16.8.1.1

File Properties

A file property is a characteristic of an external file which exists for
the life-span of the file. Taken together a file's properties describe
the permissible methods that may be used to access the file.
Within the context of the ANSI Standard a file is attributed the
following properties:
• The file may exist, or may not exist. If it does not exist, then it
has no other property. A file is said to exist for a program if the
program may transfer data either to or from the file, provided
that it does not have to be created first. A new file may be
created by executing an OPEN statement (see section 16.8.2) or
by writing a record to the file if the file is preconnected.
• Its records may either be all formatted, or all unformattcd. A
file may not contain both types of record.
• It may be accessed with direct access input/output statements,
or it may be accessed with sequential access input/output
statements. Some files may be accessed with either type of
statement, but note that a given connection is only for a single
type of access.
• A file may have a name. Ifit has no name then it is a temporary
file wbich will cease to exist after program termination.
When a connection is de.fined (see section 16.8.2) between a unit
and a file, the properties of the connection must be compatible with
the properties of the file. For example, it is not valid to define a
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connection for direct access when the file to be connected is a line
printer.
16.8.1.2

Preconnection

No unit may be referenced by a READ, WRITE, PRINT, ACCEPT or TYPE
statement unless it is first associated with a file or device. This
association is known as a connection and without a connection no
data may be transferred between a file and a unit. A connection
may be established:
• by the OPEN statement (see section 16.8.2).
• implicitly by the system before a program is executed. This is
known as a preconnection.
A unit which is preconnected may be referenced in an input/output
statement without first establishing a connection between the unit
and a file. I/O units in Parallel Fortran are preconnected as follows:
Unit

Connection

•

Standard input if reading; standard output if writing
Standard input
Standard output
a file with a default filename (see below)

5

6

all others

The default filename is of the form FORTnnn. DAT where nnn is the
unit number. The file is assumed to be in the current directory.
If a preconnected file does not exist then it will be created when the
file is fi rst written or read. Thus, in the following example, if the
first reference to unit 73 were:
1000

VRlTE(73,1000) (1,1-1,3)
FORMAT (I 1)

the file FORT073. DAT will be created if it does not exist. Three
records will be written to the file; the first record would contain the
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character '1', the second record the character '2', and the last record
the character '3'.
Standard input and standard output may be redirected at run time
using the usual MS-DOS conventions. See section 3.4.2.

Direct Access
In Parallel Fortran the effect of using direct access I/O statements
to reference a preconnected file differs from that described in section 16.4. Since the connection has not been defined by an OPEN
statement, Fortran cannot tell what the record length of tbe file
is; MS-DOS does not record this information. Accordingly, the file
is treated as if it had a record length of 1, that is, as if it had
been opened with the specifier RECL-1. This means that the record
selector (REC=t) in a READ or WRITE in fact specifies a byte/character
displacement from the start of the file at which the transfer of data
is to begin. As much data as required to satisfy the input/output
list is transferred.
For example, unit 31 might be referenced for the first time by this
statement.
READ(31.REC-l00) liRa

In this case, the unit would be connected to the file FORT031. DAT
and data would be read from byte position 100 within the file into
the array IARR until all the elements of IARR had been assigned.

16.8.2

The OPEN Statement

The OPEN statement provides a means of accessing files that are
not preconnected. If a file does not exist then it may be created.
The OPEN staternent may also be used to create a new file Oil a
preconnected unit, and to alter certain properties of a connection
between a file and a unit.
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Once the OPEN statement has established a correspondcnce between
a given unit number and a specIfied file then both the unit and the
file are said to be connected, and hence a READ or a WRITE statement
can be executed on the unit and hence the file. Without a connection
(or preconnection) a READ or WRITE statement cannot be executed.
When a file is opened, it is positioned at the first record.
The general form of the OPEN statement is:

where each speCi is one of the following:
UNIT=k

identifies a unit number where k is an integer expression whose value is either zero or positive. The characters UNIT= are optional and if they are omitted the unit
specifier must be the first item in the list; otherwise its
position in the list is not fixed.
All other specifiers may be omitted, but if they are
specified they may appear anywhere within the list.
The specifiers are described below together with any
assumed value that may be used if a specifier is not
defined.

I OSTAT= ios

defines an input/output status specifier which may be
the name of either an integer variable or integer array
element. It will become defined with either a positive
value or a value of zero. If an error condition exists the
input/output status specifier is assigned the identificr
of an error message which corresponds to the error; if
no error condition is detected it is assigned the valuc
zcro.
Ilrogram execution will terminate if an error condition
is detected and neither an input/output status specificr
nor an error specifier (see below) is defined.
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ERR=errs

, is an error specifier and defines a statement label to
which control is transferred if an error condition exists. If the error specifier is omitted, and also the input/output status specifier (see above), then program
execution will terminate when an error condition is
detected.

FILE=fn

specifies the name of a file to be connected to the
defined unit. fn is a character expression whose value
must represent a valid filename once any trailing spaces
have been removed. If the file specifier is omitted then
the value assumed by In depends on whether the specified unit is connected. Should the unit be connected,
then the name of the file to which it is connected
is assumed; otherwise the default value used for the
file specifier is dependent upon the value of the status
specifier (see below).
Note that because fn is a character expression, the
character '\' is interpreted as an escape character, as
described in section 9.2.1.11. This means that if you
wish to use an MS-DOS pathname when specifying the
file to open, you must double the '\' character. For
example:
OPEI· (0IIT-l0. FILE-JC:\\PROJECTA\\DATA\\SET12.DATJ)

NAME=fn

is allowed in Parallel Fortran as an alternative to
FILE=.

STATUS=sta

is a status specifier. sta is a character expression whose
value may be one of the following:
OLD
MEW
SCRATCH

UlKNOVl
APPEIID (in Parallel Fortran)
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Any trailing spaces in the value are ignored. The
stat us specifier defines the existence of the file to be
connected. If OLD is specified the named file must
exist. Conversely if NEW is specified the named file must
not exist hut it will he created hy the OPEN statement
provided no error occurs. The values OLD or NEW may
only he used if a file specifier is defined; while the value
SCRATCH may only be used if no file specifier is defined.
SCRATCH causes the specified unit to be connected to a
temporary file which exists only until either that unit is
closed (see section 16.8.3) or the program terminates.
If the status specifier is omitted, the default value is
UNKNOWN. UNKNOWN assumes the status of the named file
if a file specifier has been defined (that is either NEW
or OLD) or the status of the file to which the unit is

connected if no file specifier has been defined. If there
exists no connection and the file specifier is omitted
then the file specifier will assume the name of the
preconnected file if the status specifier has the value
UNKNOWN.

In Parallel Fortran the status specifier may also have
the value APPEND. APPEND assumes the status of a
named file (that is, either OLD if the file exists or NEW
if it does not). If the file exists, it will be positioned
just after the last record in the file and any data which
is written will he appended onto the end. The value
APPEND may only be used if the file is to he connected
for sequential access.
Once the OPEN statement has successfully established
a connection, the status of the connected file becomes
OLD unless the file is a temporary file.
READONLY

specifies that an existing file is to he opened for reading
only; attempts to write to it will cause a run-time error.
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ACCESS=acc defines the manner in which the connection is to access
the file. ace is a character expression whose value may
be either SEQUENTIAL or DIRECT; any .trailing spaces
in the value will be ignored. The value SEQUENTIAL
specifies sequential input/output and the value DIRECT
specifies direct access input/output. When a new file
is created the specified access method becomes a property of the file, that is the file is created as a sequential or direct access file; while for an existing file, the
file must be capable of supporting the specified access
method. A value of SEQUENTIAL will be assumed if the
access specifier is omitted.
FORM=fm

specifies whether the file is to be accessed with either
formatted or unformatted input/output statements.
fm is a character expression whose value when trailing spaces have been removed is either FORMATTED
or UNFORMATTED. If FORMATTED is specified the connected file may contain no unformatted records, and if
UNFORMATTED is specified the connected file lllay contain no formatted records.
Note that the type of the records is a file property. If
the form specifier is omitted, a value ofUNFORMATTED is
assumed if the connection specified is for direct access,
while a value of FORMATTED is assumed if the connection
is for sequential access.

RECL=rl

is a record length specifier. rl is an integer expression whose value must be positive. It specifics in
units of bytes the length of each record ill a file being
connected for direct access. For an existing file the
specified length must not be greater than the actual
record length of the file. For a new file, the OPEN
statement creates the file with a record length of rl.
If the connection defined is for sequential access, the
record length specifier must be omitted; otherwise it
must be specified.
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RECORDS IZE=!n
IS

allowed in Parallel Fortran as an alternative to

RECL=.
may only be specified for a connection which is to be
used for formatted input/output, and defines the interpretation to be applied to space characters within numeric input fields. blk is a character expression whose
value when any trailing spaces have been rem"oved is
either ZERO or NULL. If ZERO is specified then all spaces
in numeric input fields read from the specified unit are
treated as zeros apart from leading spaces. If NULL is
specified all spaces are ignored. A field which consists
entirely of spaces always has the value zero. NULL is
the assumed value if the blank specifier is omitted.

BLANK=blk

Each specifier in an OPEN statement may appear at most once. If a
speciiier is defined· then it is not constrained to appear in the order
given above. Thus for example, the blank specifier (BLANK=) may
precede the form specifier (FORM=). The ANSI Standard requires that
where the value of a specifier is character data then that data must
be in upper case; Parallel Fortran allows such data to be specified in
lower case.
A unit may be connected by an OPEN statement within any program
unit of an executable program. Once connected the unit may be
referenced in any program unit of the executable program.

16.8.2.1

Examples

Example 1
OPEN(UNIT-273,FlLE-'FILOOl')

d('fines a connection between unit 273 and the file FIL001. In the
absence of other specifiers the connection is specified for sequential
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formatted input/output and any spaces which are read in numeric
fields are to be ignored. As the status specifier has not been defined
a value of UNKNOWN is assumed and the file will be created if it does
not exist.

Example 2
OPEI(ACCESS-'DlRECT'.RECL-160.UlIT-10,
FlLE-'DFI',ST&TU5-'OLD')

connects the file DFl to unit 10 for direct access. The file contains
unformatted records each of which is 160 bytes long. The file is also
assumed to exist.

Example 3
OPEI(1,STATUS-'UlIIOVI'.BL&lI-'ZERO')

either refers to an existing connection to unit 1 and changes the interpretation of spaces within formatted numeric input fields to ZERO;
or, if no connection exists, it connects unit 1 to the file FORT001. OAT,
which will be created if it does not exist. The connection established
will only be valid for formatted input/output.

Example 4
OPEI(22.ACCESS-'DIRECT'.BLAlK-'IULL')

is not a valid statement as the record length specifier is not defined.
In addition because the form specifier is omitted, the assurned access
form is unformatted input/output which is incompatible with the
specification of the blank specifier.

16.8.2.2

Changing the Properties of a Connection

When a unit becomes connected to a file, the same unit (nay appear
in an OPEN statement to either define a new connection or to change
certain properties of the current connection.
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A new connection is defined when the filename specified in an OPEN
statement is not the same file as the file to which the specified unit
is already connected. The effect is as if an implicit CLOSE statement
(see section 16.8.3) without a status specifier is executed immediately
prior to the OPEN statement.
When the file specifier is the same as the name of the connected file
then the current connection is specified. If the file is a file that is
preconnected and does not exist, the values specified by the OPEN
statement become a part of the connection and the file is also created. Otherwise, should the connected file exist then only the BLANK=
specifier may have a value that is different from the one currently
in force. Note that if the file specifier is omitted then the assum'ed
filename is the name of the connected file unless STATIJS=SCRATCH
was specified.
A file which is already connected to a unit may not be connected
to another unit unless its current connection is first terminated by a
CLOSE statement (see section 16.8.3).

Example 1
The sequence
OPEI(73,FILE·'DATA3', ... )
OPEI(73,FILE·'DATA4' •... )

will first connect unit 73 to the file DATA3. At the second OPEN
statement, unit 73 becomes connected to the file DATA4 after first
terminating the original connection.

Example 2
The sequence
OPEN(2000,FILE='RESULTSJ)
OPEN(2000.BLANK-'ZEROJ)
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will perform the connection of file RESULTS to unit 2000. The connection will be defined for sequential formatted input/output with any
spaces in numeric fields being ignored apart from such fields whjch
consist entirely of spaces. The effect of the second OPEN statement
is to change the interpretation of the spaces. No other property of
the connection is affected.

Example 3
The sequence
OPEI(10,FILE-'OUTPUT' •... )
OPEI(44.FILE-'OUTPUT', ... )

is not permitted as it attempts the simultaneous connection of the
file OUTPUT to two units.

16.8.3

The CLOSE Statement

The CLOSE statement terminates the connection of a unit, and hence
terminates the connection of the file to which it is connected. The
statement has an option to destroy the associated file, that is, to
cause it not to exist after the statement has been executed. Note
that once a file has been disconnected it will be free to be connected
again (provided that it still exists), either to the same unit or to
another unit.
The general form of the CLOSE statement is:

where:
UNIT=k

is an integer expression that identifies the unit to be
disconnected. Its value must be zero or positive. l"'he
characters UNIT: may be omitted but in this case the
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unit specifier must be the first item in the list, otherwise the position of the s·pecifier is not fixed.
The remaining specifiers are optional, and if they are
defined they may appear anywhere in the list. The
specifiers are described below together with any assumed value or action that may be taken if a specifier
is not defined:
IOSTAT=ios

is an input/output status specifier that defines an integer variable or integer array element which becomes
assigned with a positive or zero value. When an error condition exists the input/output status specifier
is assigned a positive value which corresponds to an
error message which describes the error. When no
error exists it is set to zero.

ERR=errs

defines a statement label to which control is transferred
if an error condition is detected. If both the error specifier and the input/output status specifier are omitted
then program execution will term.inate when an error
occurs.

STATUS=sta

is a status specifier. sta is a character expression whose
value may be either KEEP or DELETE; any trailing spaces
are ignored. If DELETE is specified the connected file
will cease to exist; DELETE is the only value that may be
specified for a file which is a temporary file, that is one
whose status was SCRATCH before the CLOSE statement.
If KEEP is specified for a preconnected file which does
not exist, the file will still not exist after the CLOSE;
otherwise if it is specified for an existing file then the
file will continue to exist.
If the status specifier is omitted the assumed value is
KEEP, unless the file status prior to the CLOSE statement was SCRATCH in which case the assumed value is
DELETE.
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It is quite permissible in a CLOSE statement to specify a unit which
is not connected. It has no effect on the unit and it affects no file.
When program execution terminates, each unit that is still connected is closed with STATUS=KEEP, unless the file to which it is
connected is a temporary file, that is one which was created with
STATUS=SCRATCH, in which case it is closed witb STATUS=DELETE.
Note that the effect is the same as jf the unit was specified in a
CLOSE statement with no status specifier defined.

16.8.4

The IHQUIRE Statement

The INQUIRE statement is used to interrogate the properties of a
particular file or the properties of the connection to a particular
unit. The given file or unit need not be connected. There are two
forms of the INQUIRE statement:
• INQUIRE by unit
• INQUIRE by file

An INQUIRE by unit statement interrogates a specified unit and
the file to which it is connected if any; while the INQUIRE by file
statement interrogates the properties of a specified file which mayor
may not exist.

16.8.4.1

INQUIRE by Unit

The general form of an INQUIRE by unit statement is:
. IIQUIRE(UlIT-k, s/ist)

where:
UNIT=k

is the unit specifier wlaich defines an integer expression.
rrhe value of the iuteger expression must be either
zero or positive and specifies the unit nUlnber being
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inspected. The characters UNIT= may be omitted in
which case the unit specifier must occur in the position
indicated above; otherwise it may appear anywhere
within slist.

slist

is a set of INQUIRE specifiers (see section 16.8.4.3)
which may be an empty list. Each specifier which is
not omitted inquires about a particular property of the
specified unit or file to which it is connected.

16.8.4.2

INQUIRE by File

The general form of an INQUIRE by file statement is:
INQUIRE (FILE-jn • s/isl)

where:
FILE=fn

specifies the name of the file being interrogated and
may appear anywhere in slist. In is a character expression whose value represents the file name; any trailing
spaces in the value are ignored. The file mayor may
not either exist or be connected.

slist

is a list of INQUIRE specifiers (see section 16.8.4.3)
which may be empty. Those specifiers which are defined inquire about a particular property of the file.

Note that because fn is a character expression, the character '\' is
interpreted as an escape character, as described in section 9.2.1.11.
This means that if you wish to use an MS-DOS pathname when
specifying the file to open, you must double the '\' character. For
exanlple:
INQUIRE (FILE='C:\\DATA\\SET12.DAT'. EXIST-Ell)
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The INQUIRE specifiers

Any of the specifiers defined below may be used with either form of
the INQUIRE statement. Each specifier is optional, and may appear
anywhere within the list of INQUIRE specifiers. A description of the
specifiers follows.
IOSTAT=ioB

where iOB is an integer variable or array element which
becomes defined with a value of zero if no error condition exists or with a positive value if an error condition
was detected. i08 is known as an input/output status
specifier. If it becomes defined with a positive value
then the value identifies an error message which describes the error encountered.

ERR=errs

where errs is an error spccifier that defines a statement label to which control is transferred if an error
condition exists. If no error specificr or input/output
status specifier is defined then program execution will
terminate when an error occurs.

EXIST=ex

where ex is a logical variable or logical array element.
For an INQUIRE by file statement it is assigned the
value . TRUE. if the specified file exists, otherwise it is
assigned the value .FALSE. If the inquiry relates to a
unit, ex is always assigned the value . TRUE., that is,
any unit number that is zero or positive may be used
for. input/output. Note that some implementations
may provide a more restricted set of unit Ilunlbers.

OPENED=op

where op is a logical variable or logical array elelllent
that is always assigned a value when this specifier is
defined. In an INQUIRE by file statement it is assigned
the value . TRUE. if the specified file is connected to a
unit and the value .FALSE. if it is not connected to
any unit. Similarly, in an INQUIRE by unit stateIllcnt
it is assigned the value . TRUE. if the specified unit is
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connected to a file, and the value .FALSE. if it is not
currently connected.
NUMBER=num

where num is an integer variable or integer array element which only becomes defined with a value if the
specified unit or file is currently connected, in which
case it is assigned with the number of the connected
unit. If there is no connection nurn becomes undefined.
NAMED=nmd

where nmd is a logical variable or logical array element.
For an INQUIRE by unit statement nmd becomes undefined only if the unit is not connected to a file, while
for an INQUIRE by file statement it becomes undefined
only if the specified file does not exist. When nmd does
become defined, it is assigned the value. TRUE. if the
file exists and has a name; otherwise it is assigned the
value .FALSE.

NAME=nm

where nm is a character variable or character array
element which is assigned the name of the file only if
the NAMED:. specifier may be assigned the value . TRUE. ;
otherwise nm becomes undefined. Note that the value
assigned to nm may not necessarily be the same as that
defined by the FILE= specifier in an INQUIRE by file
statement; however, it will always represent an acceptable value for the file identifier in an OPEN statement.

ACCESS=acc

where ace is a character variable or character array
element which only becomes defined if a connection
exists. ace is assigned the value SEQUENTIAL if the
connection is for sequential input/output, or it is assigned the value DIRECT if the connection is for direct
access input/output.

SEQUENTIAL=seq

where seq is a character variable or character array
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element. It is assigned the value YES if sequential access is one of the permitted forms of access method for
the file. A value NO is assigned if the file may not be
accessed sequentially. If the access property of a file
cannot be determined, a value of UNKNOWN is assigned.
In Parallel Fortran the sequential specifier is generally assigned the value YES, that is any file may be
opened for sequen~ial access. However in certain circumstances the value UNKNOWN is returned if it is not
known whether the file is suitable for sequential access.

DIRECT=dir

where dir is a character variable or character array
element which is assigned the value YES if direct access
is one of the permitted forms of access method for the
file. A value of NO is returned if direct access is not
one of the properties of the file. If for some reason the
access property of the file cannot be determined the
value UNKNOWN is assigned.
In Parallel Fortran, dire is assigned the value YES if the
file is currently connected for direct access; otherwise,
in general it is assigned the value UNKNOWN as it is not
known whether the file is suitable for direct access.

FORM=fm

where fm is a character variable or character array
element which describes the form of the current connection. It is assigned the value FORMATTED if the
connection is for formatted input/output statements,
and the value UNFORMATTED if the connection is for
unformatted input/output staternents. fm heCOInes
undefined if there is no connection.

FORMATIED=jrnt

where fmt is a character variable or character array
element. It describes whether formatted input/output
statements may be used to access the file. If the file
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consists of formatted records, fmt is assigned the value
YES, while if the file consists of unformatted records it
is assigned the value NO. In some circumstances it may
not be possible to determine the permitted form and
fmt will be assigned the value UNKNOWN.
If the file is currently connected for formatted input/output Parallel Fortran returns the value YES.
Otherwise the value UNKNOWN is returned as it is not
known whether the file is suitable for formatted input/output.
UNFORMATTED=un!

where un! is a character variable or character array
element that is assigned the value YES if unformatted
input/output statements may be used to access the
file. Otherwise it is assigned the value NO when only
formatted input/output statements can be used. In
circumstances when the permitted form cannot be determined un! decomes defined with the value UNKNOWN.
In Parallel Fortran the value YES is returned if the file
is currently connected for unformatted input/output.
In all other circumstances it returns the value UNKNOWN
as it is not known whether the file is suitable for unformatted input/output.
RECL=rl

where rl is an integer variable or integer array element
which becomes defined only if there is a connection and
the connection is for direct access, otherwise it becomes
undefined. rl is assigned the value of the record length
of the file in units of characters (bytes).

NEXTREC=nr where nr is an integer variable or integer array ele-

ment. If the file is connected and the connection is for
direct access, nr is assigned the record identifier of the
record which follows the last record that was written or
read. Otherwise nr becomes undefined. Note that ifno
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record has been accessed since the file was connected
a value of 1 is assigned.

BLANK=blk

where blk is a character variable or character array element and applies only to a connection which is for formatted input/output. If any spaces within a numeric
input field are to be ignored than blk is assigned the
value lULL. If spaces other than leading spaces are to
be interpreted as zeroes than blk is assigned the value
ZERO. blk becomes undefined if there is no connection
or if the connection is for unformatted input/output.

When using an INQUIRE by unit statement or an INQUIRE by file
statement, the following points should be noted:
• Unless an error condition exists, the opened specifier (OPENED=)
and the exist specifier (EXIST-) always become defined. If an
error condition does exist then all the INQUIRE specifier values
become undefined.
• No variable or array element may be defined more than once
in the list of INQUIRE specifiers.
• If the exist specifier and the opened specifier become defined
with the value . TRUE. within an INQUIRE by unit statement,
then all the other specifiers become defined.
• Within an INQUIRE by file statement, if the opened specifier is
assigned the value. FALSE. (that is, if the file is not connected),
then the number, access, form, record length, next record and
blank specifiers become undefined. Note that if the file is connected the record length, next record and blank specifiers need
not become defined.
• Within an INQUIRE by file statelnent, if the exists speciHer is
assigned the value. TRUE., then the named nanle, sequential,
direct, formatted and unformatted specifiers becoIllc defined;
otherwise they become undefined.
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Example

Assume that the statement
OPEN(FILE-'DATIFILE',ICCESS-'DIRECT',RECL-80,UlIT-730)

has been successfully executed and has connected an existing file
DATAFILE to unit 730. The properties of the connection are defined

as direct access input/output with unformatted records whose length
is 80 bytes. Also assume that no other connection or preconnection
exists.
Then
INQUIRE(UlIT-9,EIIST-Ll.0PElED-L2.DIRECT-Cl)

will assign the value . FALSE. to L2 as unit 9 is not connected and
consequently Cl becomes undefined. Lt will be assigned the value
. TRUE. as the specified unit may be used for input/output.
IIQUIRE(FILE-'INPUTS'.OPElED-Ll.IUMBER-Il)

will assign the value .FALSE. to Ll as the file INPUTS is not connected
to a unit and 11 will therefore become undefined. Note that the file's
existence has no effect on the values set.
INQUIRE(BLANKS-Cl,IEITREC-I1.1CCESS-C2,FORMATTED-C3.
1
FILE-'DATAFILE'.OPElED-L1,ElIST-L2)

interrogates the connection defined above and consequently Ll and
L2 are assigned the value . TRUE., and C2 the value DIRECT. C3 is
assigned the value NO which causes Cl, the blank specifier, to become
undefined as the connection is for unformatted input/output. The
value assigned to 11 defines the current position of the file. If no
records have been accessed since the connection was defined 11 is
assigned the value 1; otherwise, it is assigned the record identifier of
the record which follows sequentiaJly after the last record accessed.
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Chapter 17

Fortran Compiler
Reference
This chapter contains technical information about the way the Fortran compiler works. Full details of the language itself may be found
in part Ill. Note that the information in this chapter applies only to
the current version of the compiler; it is not guaranteed that future
versions of the compiler will behave in the same way.

17.1

Running the Compiler

The compiler is run by either of the commands t4f or taf.
t4f generates object code for the T414 32-bit transputer.
t8f generates object code for the T800 floating-point transput('r.

The co.mmand line used to invoke the compiler must specify a single
source file name. Wild cards are not allowed.
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Option switches may optionally he given on the command Hne.
Option switches are introduced by the 'I' character; the available
switches are discussed in section 17.2 below.
If the source file is successfully compiled, a zero exit status code is
returned to DOS. If errors are detected, the compiler returns an
exit status code of 1. This feature can be used in DOS batch files to
check whether a compilation was successful.
The compiler creates a number of temporary files as it works. Normally, these are placed in the current directory; however, the environmental variable TMP may be used to make the compiler put them
in another directory. For example, to make the compiler place the
temporary files in the root directory on disk D:, the following DOS
command could be used.
C>aet TMP-D:\

The temporary files are called ftemp. 1, ftemp. 2 and ftemp. 3. Usually, the compiler will delete them at the end of the run, but occasionally this may not be done; in this case, it is safe to delete them
yourself.

17.2

CORlpiler Switches

When the compiler is invoked, the user may include in the MS-DOS
command one or more switches to control its behaviour. This section
describes these switches.
Following the MS-DOS convention, switches are introduced by a'I'
character and may be typed in any order, befofe or after the source
file specification. Switches and their argument strings are not casesensitive; that is, lower-case letters have the same significance as the
corresponding upper-case letters. This means, for example, that the
following two switches would be treated the SalTIe:
/FBhello.bin
/fbHELLO.BII
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The format of the various switches is described using the following
nota.tions:

In

An MS-DOS filename. It may be omitted in whole or in
part; the compiler's behaviour in this case is described
in section 17.2.3 below.

dir

An MS-DOS filename, which will be assumed to refer
to a directory.

n

An integer. By default this is decimal, but hexadecimal
numbers may be input, using the notation 16_n.

An example of a command to invoke the compiler with switches:
C>t4f hello Iq IfllEEP Ilx

This will invoke the T4 compiler to compile hello.f77, and pla.ce
a listing of the source file with any error messages and a crossreferenced symbol table in keep .lis. Warning messages on the
console are suppressed.

17.2.1

Default switches

Switches are normally entered on the command line when the compiler is invoked. In practice, you may find you use some switches on
every compilation. To avoid entering the same switches aga.in and
again, the compiler also allows switches to be entered through a DOS
environmental variable. The contents of the environmental varia.hle
TF, if any, are prefixed to the arguments supplied on the command
line. For example, to make the compiler print its version number
(/1) and generate debug tables (/Zi) every time it is run, give DOS
the command: set TF=/i/Zi
-Default options set in this way can be turned off again using the
DOS comma.nd: set TF=
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Controlling Source Processing
Switch IR

If this switch is used, the compiler allows source lines which are up
to 132 characters wide, rather than 12. See section 8.3.1.

17.2.2.2

Switch ID

If this switch is used, debug comment lines are compiled as norIna!
source lines. A debug comment line has a 'D' in column 1. For
further information, see section 8.3.1.3.

17.2.2.3

Switch IU

The effect of this switch is to stop the predefined specification of the
types of symbolic constants, variables, arrays and functions. (For a
discussion of predefined specification, see section 9.3.1).

If IU is not specified, things whose names start with I, J, K, L, M
and N are predefined as bejng of type integer; all other things are
predefined as being of type real. If IU is specified, this predefined
specification is not done, and all names must be defined with the
IMPLICIT statement or one of the explicit type statements; any name
which is not defined in this way is flagged by the compiler with error
333, name must be explicitly typed.

17.2.3

COlltrolling Output Files

The IF (File) switch is used for specifying which output files are to
be generated, and their names. Each of the varieties of IF Dlay be
followed by a In, but the complete ~fS-DOS path name may not be
necessary. The compiler supplies defaults, as follows:
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• If no extension is given, the compiler supplies a default extension depending on the type of output file: .lis for listing files,
etc.
• If no filename is given, the filename of the source file is used.
• If no drive specification and no directory specification are
given, the drive and directory specification of the source file
are used; if the source file specification did not include a drive
and/or a directory specification, then the current drive and/or
directory are used.
• If a drive specification is given alone, then the output file is created in the current directory of the specified drive, regardless
of the source file's directory.
The following examples may clarify this. The 'Supplied' string below
is assumed to be the argument of a IFL switch. The current drive
and directory are c: \michael, and the current directory on a: is

\output.
Specified source file

dogs
dogs
dogs
dogs
dogs
dogs
dogs
dogs

Supplied

Output file

nothing
cats
cats.out
\stuff\
\stuff
a:\first\
a:
a:cats

c:\michael\dogs.lis
c: \michael\cats. lis
c:\michael\cats.out
c:\stuff\dogs.lis
c:\stuff.lis
a:\first\dogs.lis
a:\output\dogs.lis
a:\output\cats.lis

Notice that in examples like the fourth above, it is the fact that the
supplied string ends with a '\' which indicates that this is a directory
specification. If it is omitted, as in the fifth example, output would
be sent (in this case) to c: \stuff .lis, even if a directory c: \stuff
exists.
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17.2.3.1

Switches IFS and IFO

These switches have the same effect. They instruct the compiler to
create an object file in binary format. The default extension is . bin.
Notice that if no IFS or IFO switches are specified, the behaviour
of the compiler is the same aB if a IFS switch were used, with no
argument. In order to stop the compiler generating an object file of
any kind, the le switch must be used (see section 17.2.4).

17.2.3.2

Switch IFH

This switch makes the compiler produce an object file in the legible
hexadecimal format described in section 3 of the Inmos Standalone
Compiler Implementation Manual. It may not be specified with the
IFS or IFO switch. The default extension is .hex.
Hexadecimal object files can be linked with normal binary object
files as described in section 3.3.
Normally, the IFH switch is only used if it is necessary to transmit an
object file across a communication channel which does not support
transparent binary file transfer. A hexadecimal object file is much
larger than the corresponding binary object file.

17.2.3.3

Switch IFL

This switch makes the compiler produce a line-numbered source
listing file. The listing file contains any error Iuessages produced
by the compiler, as well as the numbered source lines. 1"'hc default
extension is .lis.
For example, if the hello. f77 program were compiled using this
command:
C>t4f hello/fl
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the listing file produced would look like this:
Source file:
Object file:
Switches:
Co.piled by:
1
2

3
4

hello.f77
hello.bin

IT4 IFL
transputer Fortran 77 co.piler. F77_transputer V2.1

C 'Hello, world' prograa
C
PRINT 100
100 FORMAT ('Hello, world!')

6

EID

6

17.2.4
17.2.4.1

Controlling Object Code
Switches IT4, ITS and IT8A

These switches can be used to specify which type of transputer the
program is to be compiled for. IT4 and ITS are only permitted
with the tf command, as the t4f and t8f commands supply the
appropriate switches automatically, and these will, in fact, appear
in the Switches: line of the listing (see section 17.2.3.3 above).
The ITBA switch is valid with the tBf and tf commands. It makes
the compiler generate code to work round a floating-point firmware
bug in R.ev A of the T800 processor which affects integer-to-real
converSJons.

17.2.4.2

Switch IS

rrlae Is (Save) switch nlakes the conlpiler allocate all scalar variables
(that is, variables which are not arrays) to static stora.ge, so that
they keep their values between calls to a subprogram. Varia.hl(\s in
the following categories are always allocated to static storage in any
case:
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• arrays;
• variables initialised by DATA stat(\ments, or by the extended
forms of the explicit type specification statements (see section 10.3.1.8);
• variables in COMMON blocks;
• variables which have been the subject of SAVE statements.
If the program is compiled without the IS switch, all other variables
are allocated to stack storage, and so are undefined on entry to a
subprogram, until they have been assigned a value, for example by
an assignment statement. Many Fortran compilers in fact preserve
the values of all variables across calls, although the standard does not
guarantee this. The IS switch provides compatibility with compilers
of this sort.
A similar problem arises from the fact that some compilers set all
uninitialised variables to zero, although the standard does not require
this. With Parallel Fortran, uninitialised static variables are preset
to zero. If a ported program is failing because variables are not being
preset to zero, you can compile the program with the IS switch. This
will allocate all variables to static, so that they are all preset to zero.
Unfortunately, accessing static storage is slower than accessing the
stack, and for this reason it may be preferable to use a SAVE statement (see section 14.6) to preserve those variables which need preserving, rather than to compile with the IS switch. On the other
hand, it is sometimes important to minimise the amount of stack
space used (see section 3.4), in which case this switch may be what
is needed.

17.2.4.3

Switch IP

Certain constant values in a program cannot be worked out by the
compiler, but must be filled in (or patched) by the linker. The compiler leaves gaps for these values, and fills the gaps with a special
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code. In some circumstances, however, the linker may decide on
a patch value which is too large to fit in the gap provided by the
compiler. When this happens, the tinker gives the following error
message:
FATAL ERROR(22): patch over yalid code iD aodule module

The IP switch controls the sizes of the gaps left by the compiler, so
that this situation can be avoided. There are two varieties.

17.2.4.4

Switch /PCn

This switch changes the size of the gap the compiler leaves for a call
to a subprogram. The size of the gap limits the distance from the call
to the called subprogram. Four bits of the displacement are stored
in every byte of gap, so the maximum displacement is 24n - 1 bytes.
n should be in the range 2 to 8. If the /PC switch is not used, the
compiler assumes a value of 6 for n, giving a maximum displacement
of 16MB. Similar negative displacements are also allowed. Smaller
values of n reduce the code size for external calls (resulting in faster
execution) but restrict the total size of the final program image. For
example, n = 5 allows displacements up to 1MB; n = 4 allows up to
64KB. Normally the default value of n should be adequate.
The compiler does not accept a /PC1 switch, as in this case not only
would the displacement be restricted to 15 bytes, but in addition
backward calls would not be possible.

17.2.4.5

Switch /PMn

A linked prograln contains a ,nodule table, which has an entry for
every 1l1odule in the progranl, including both the (nodules written
by the user and those extracted (roln libraries. "~ach Illodule's entry
contains the address of the rnodule's static <.lata area. The first thing
which a subprogranl does is to access this address, and to do this, it
must load the rnOllule nun'lber. These module nurnbers are assigned
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by the linker, so the compiler cannot predict how large a Inodule's
number will be. Once again, it leaves a gap, and the \PM switch
allows the user to specify how large this gap is. Four bits of the
module number are stored in every byte of gap, so the maximum
module number is 24n - 1 bytes. n should be in the. range 2 to 8.
If the IPM switch is not used, the compiler assumes a value of 2 for
", giving a maximum module number of 255. Larger IPM numbers
increase the maximum number of modules which can be linked into
one program, but make the program slightly larger and slower.
If the linker reports patch over valid code, as described above,
the likely cause is that the linked program contains more than 255
modules, including library modules. The programmer can cope \\rjth
this situation as follows:
• Use IPM to increase the maximum allowable module number.
For example, IPM3 will allow 4096 modules.
• Modules are assigned numbers in order, depending on their
position in the linker's command line. It is essential that
modules from the Fortran library should have module numbers
which are less than 255; they have already been compiled with
IPM2, and this cannot be changed. So the tinker command
line should have the Fortran library and harness first; then
any user-written modules and libraries, compiled with a larger
IPM. For example:
C>linkt \tf2vl\frtlt8 \tf2vl\t8harn .ain l.ysubs t .ain.b4

17.2.4.6

Switch le

If the le (Check) switch is used, the compiler checks the source file
for errors, but does not generate an object file.
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Controllillg Debugging
Switch /Zi

If this switch is used, the object file generated by the compiler will
contain tables listing the names, locations and types of the identifiers
used in the source file. This switch should be used if Tbug, 3L's
interactive symbolic debugger is to be used to debug the compiled
code. By default, no tables are generated and the debugger is unable
to display source program variables symbolically.

17.2.5.2

Switch /Zd

This switch causes line number tables relating compiled code addresses back to source line numbers to be included in the generated
object file for use by decode and Tbug.
In this release, line number tables are always included in the generated object file. However, as future releases may not generate line
number tables by default, you may find it helpful to get into the
habit of using /Zd now.

17.2.6

Controlling INCLUDE Processing

This section should be read in conjunction with section 17.3, where
include file processing is discussed more fully. The INCLUDE statement is discussed in section 14.7.

17.2.6.1

Switch /Illir

rrhis switch adds llir to the include list, that is, the list of ~~stal1
dard places" where the compiler looks for files specified in INCLUDE
lines. The llir string is assumed to be a directory, whether or not it
terminates with a '\'.
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Switch IX

This switch excludes the "standard places" from the include list.
Directories added to the include list by means of the IIdir switch
are not affected, and will still be searched by the compiler.

17.2.7

Controlling the Format of the Listillg

The IL switch can be used to specify changes in the information to
be included in the listing file output by the compiler. If IL is used
without IFL being used as well, the compiler behaves as if IFL were
specified without a filename; that is, the listing is sent to a file whose
name is derived from the source file name (see section 17.2.3).
Note that combinations of these two switches (/LIX or ILXI) are
permitted.

17.2.7.1

Switch ILl

Normally, the contents of files wbich have been added to the source
program by INCLUDE statements (see section 14.7) are not included
in the listing file. When ILl (List Include) switch is used, however,
they are included.

17.2.7.2

Switch ILX

The ILX (List Cross-References) switch causes the compiler to generate an alphabetical list of all identifiers, specifying their types (see
section 9.1) and the lines on which they are referenced.
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Illformation from the Compiler
Switch 1I

This switch makes the compiler display a line containing its identity
and version. Please quote this information in any correspondence
about the compiler.

17.2.8.2

Switches IV and IQ

These switches control the information sent to the standard output
stream by the compiler during compilation. If neither IV nor IQ
is used, error messages only, including warning-class and comrnentclass errors (see 11.6) are output.
The IV (Verbose) switch makes the compiler produce additional
messages on the standard output stream indicating how far compilation has progressed. The compiler also outputs the name of each
subprogram as it is compiled. Here, is a typical example of output
generated by the IV switch:
prograa
"IINPROG
subroutine SECOND
function
THIRD
17 stateaents analysed; no faults detected
starting object file generation

The IQ (Quiet) switch stops the compiler froIn sending warning-class
and cOInment-class error messages (see 17.6) to the standard output
stream. Error-class messages are still output, and all messages are
still output to the listing file, if any.

17.2.9

COlltrollillg tile Compiler's Buffer Sizes

The IB (Duffers) switch enables the user to change the size of SOIne
of the compiler's internal buffers. The default sizes for these bufrers
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will be appropriate for the majority of programs, but if a program
which includes particularly large or complex subprograms is compiled without the use of the 18 switch, the compiler ma.y be unable
to compile the program. These conditions may be recognised by the
occurrence of one of the following error messages:
1. Dictionary table overflow
2. Triad table overflow

3. Fatal error -- too many code

fr~ents

The format of the 18 switch is as follows:
IB(a: b: c)

where:
a

is the requested size of the dictionary table;

b

is the requested size of the triad table;

c

is the requested size of the code fragment buffer.

All these sizes are expressed in kilobytes. If any value is omitted,
the default value is left unchanged. Trailing':' characters after the
last value may be omitted. For example, the following switch would
specify the size of the triad table as 100 kilobytes, and leave the
other two buffers unchanged:
IB(: 100)

The characteristics of the three buffers are defined by the following
table.

Dictionary table
Triad table
Code fragment buffer

Minimum
Size

Maximum
Size

Default
Size

32
60

128

64

240

16

no limit

120
16
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Note that it is possible to specify combinations of the three buffers
which will overflow the transputer's memory. If this happens, the
following error message will be given:
Fatal Error -- not enough aeaory

The IB switch may also be used alone, without parameters and
parentheses; in this case, a summary of its format and the table
above is printed.

17.2.10

Obsolescent Switches

Two switches are provided for compatibility with earlier versions of
the compiler.

IH This is the equivalent of IFR. Like IFH, it cannot be used with
IFB.

IL Similarly, this is the equivalent of IFL.
Neither of these two switches can have any arguments, and consequently they cannot be used to redirect output to a hexadecinlal or
listing file.

17.3

Handling of INCLUDE Files

This section discusses how the compiler's handling of INCLUDE statements (see 14.7) may be controlled.
When the compiler encounters an INCLUDE statement, it searches for
the specified file in a sequence of directories known as the in('lude
li~l. 'l'his consists of the following, which are searched in this order:
1. The current directory.

2. The "standard places". l'hese are defined in one of three ways.
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• The user may define the string 3LF _INC in the MS-DOS
environment to specify a series of directories, by an MSDOS command like this:
C>SET 3LF_INC-c:\root\branch;\cats

• If 3LF _INC is not defined, there is only one standard place:
directory \tf2vl. If 3LF _INC has been defined, \tf2vl is
only searched if it is included in the series of directories
it specifies.
• If the IX compiler switch is used, the standard places arc
excluded from the include list.
3. Directories which have been specifically added to the include
list at compilation time by means of the 11 switch (see section 17.2.6).
All the filenarnes which are added to the include list, either by the
SET 3LF _INe= command or by the 11 compiler switch are assumed
to be directories, even if they do not end with a '\ '; in this case,
the '\' is supplied by the compiler. If the filename specified in the
INCLUDE statement includes a directory specification, an attempt is
made to concatenate it to each of the directories in the include list
in order to find the file. Such a filename should not itself start with
a '\'.

After installing the compiler as described in chapter 1, only the directory \tf2vl will be searched. Note that this directory specification,
which is built into the compiler, does not include a disk name: this
implies that the compiler will only search directory \tf2vl on the
current disk. If the compiler is to be executed from a different disk
to that on which it has been installed, the string 3LF _INCmust be
defined to allow the compiler to locate the standard packa.ge files
(see section 18.2.1).
Because the filename in an INCLUDE statement is a Fortran character
constant, the character '\' is interpreted as an escape character, as
described in section 9.2.1.11. This means that if you wish to use
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an MS-DOS pathname when specifying the included file, you must
double the '\' character. For example:
IleLUDE 'c:\\lib\\incfiles\\.atba.inc'

17.4

Data-Type Representations

This section briefly expands on the discussion of Fortran data types
to be found in section 10.1. The Fortran data types are represented
on the transputer as follows:

BYTE
INTEGER
REAL
LOGICAL
DOUBLE PRECISION
COMPLEX
DOUBLE COMPLEX
CHARACTER*n

1 byte
1 word
1 word
1 word
2 words
2 words
4 words
n bytes

(IEEE single-precision)
(IEEE double-precision)
(2 IEEE single-precisions)
(2 IEEE double-precisions)

On T4 and T8 transputers, a byte is 8 bits and a word is 32 bits.
Variables of all types are automatically word-aligned, except as noted
below.
The IEEE floating-point formats used to hold REAL, DOUBLE PRECISION,
COMPLEX and DOUBLE COMPLEX quantities on the transputer are described in detail in the IEEE floating-point standard[9]. The way in
which these standard formats are represented in transputer memory
is shown in figure 17.1.
In the case of COMPLEX quantities, two IEEE single-precision quantities are used; the real part is stored in the word with relative address
displacement 0, and the imaginary part is stored in the word with
relative displacement 4. Sinlilarly, DOUBLE COMPLEX quantities are
held as two If~t~E double-precision quantities, with the real part at
relative address displacelnent 0 and the imaginary part at relative
address displacement 8.
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bits--------..
fraction

.-8-+~23 bits~

Figure 17.1: Representation of DOUBLE PRECISION and REAL Values
LOGICAL variables each occupy a word. The value . TRUE. is represented by a value 1 in the least-significant bit, and the value .FALSE.
is represented by a o. All other bits have the value o.
CHARACTER variables are represented by a string of bytes whose length

is the length of the variable, rounded up to the nearest 8 bytes.
Arrays are stored as described in section 10.1.2, that is, in ascending
address order, with the lefthand subscript varying most rapidly and
successive subscripts varying less rapidly. Each element of the array
is stored as described above, according to its type, except that:
• CHARACTER elements do not have their lengths rounded up to

the nearest 8 bytes;
• BYTE elements are not aligned on word boundaries, but follow

one another without any gaps.

17.5

Data File Formats

This section describes how the various file types are realised in the
MS-DOS file system.
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FORMATTED SEQUENTIAL

Each record consists of a sequence of ASCII characters, terminated
by a carriage return-line feed sequence. Files generated by this version of Parallel Fortran terminate the file with a Ctrl/Z character.

17.5.2

FORMATTED DIRECT

The record consists of a sequence oC A-SCII characters, with no
terminating carriage return-line feed. If the record is not filled by
the character sequence, the remaining bytes are filled with space
characters. There is no end-oC-file marker. If a record is written
beyond the current highest-numbered record, the contents of any
intervening records are undefined.

17.5.3

UNFORHATTED SEQUENTIAL

The variables written to a record are stored in the format they have in
memory. Ilowever, they are not word-aligned, and CHARACTER values
are not rounded out to a multiple of 8 bytes. Each record is preceded
and followed by a 4-byte integer record length; this record length
does not include the lengths of the record-length words themselves.
Files generated by this version of Fortran have an end-of-file marker:
this is four bytes containing the value -1.

17.5.4

UNFORMATTED DIRECT

Variables are stored in the records in the same way as for UNFORMATTED
SEQU·ENTIAL files, but there are no record length indicators. If the
record is not filled with data, the renlaining bytes are fill~d with
zeroes. There is no end-oC-file marker. If a record is written beyond
the current highest-numbered record, the contents of any intervening
records are undefined.
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Fortran Error Messages

This section is concerned with the format of error messages output by
the Parallel Fortran compiler at compilation time, and by compiled
programs at run time. These messages fall into four main groups,
which will be discussed in turn:

Syntax Errors These messages report errors or problems in the
syntax of the program, and occur during the first part of the
compilation process, when the program is being analysed syntactically.
Code Generation Errors These occur when the compiler encounters a problem while generating the object file.
Fatal Errors These errors result in the immediate termination of
the compilation, and mostly originate in the interaction between the compiler and the operating system.
Run-Time Errors These occur when a Fortran program is run,
and result either from programming errors, or from interactions
between the program and the operating system at run time.

17.6.1

Syntax Errors

There are three classes of syntax error messages output by the compiler. By default, they are all output to the console, a.nd to the
listing file, if any. However, Warning- and Comment-class messages
are not output if the IQ switch is used.

Errors The comp'Her output a message of this class when it attempts to compile a statement which does not obey all the rules
of Fortran. The message identifies the error a.nd attempts to
indicate where it took place. After it has output the messa.ge,
the compiler continues to analyse the program, but no object
file will be produced.
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Warnings A message of this class is used by the compiler to identify
a statement which does not conform to strict ANSI standard,
although it is acceptable to the Parallel Fortran compiler. After the message, the compiler continues to analyse the program,
and will produce an object file.

Comments A comment message is used by the compiler to draw
the attention to an effect which the programmer may not have
intended, and which may be the result of a programming error.
Syntax error messages have the following format:
In

... ~ource-tezt. ..

class

errno

... me.sage-tezt...

where:

In

is the number of the source line where the error happened.

source-text

is the text of the erroneous line.

class

is one of the words Error, Warning or Comment.

errno

is a number identifying the error.

message-text

is the message, describing the nature of the error.
The ,.. . , points to the part of the source text which is in error. For
example:
2
Error 131

1(1.5) • 10
Expression aust be of type integer

In this case, the progralTlIner has attelnpted to subscript an array
with an expression which is not of type integpr. This is not allowed
by the rules of Fortran (see section 9.2.4). The error occurred on
line 2 of the source file, and was noticed by the compiler when it had
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finished evaluating the expression, that is, when it encountered the
closing ')' of the subscript. This particular error is number 131, and
the message will be found under this nUITlber in appendix G.
Appendix G contains a complete list of syntax error messages, arranged in errno order.

17.6.2

Code Generator Errors

Once the syntactic and semantic phases of compilation have been
completed the compiler attempts to generate transputer instructions
for the program.
During this phase of compilation the compiler does not have access
to the source program and so error messages cannot include the
offending statement but simply give its line number.
The general form of these messages is:
Error: ... rea..on •.. at line number

The current version of the compiler can output only one code generation message. It is treated as a fatal error; that is, compilation
stops at this point .

• Zero divide
This message is issued when the compiler tries to evaluate a
constant expression and discovers that the divisor is zero.
PROGRAM VROIG
IITEGER A
A • 5 I 0
END

17.6.3

Fatal Errors

Certain error conditions are so serious that the compiler cannot carry
on. Instead, it gives one of the error messages listed in this section,
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and stops. The errors are associated with the compilation process
itself and are independent of the Fortran language.
Most of the messages are introduced by the phrase:
Fatal Error --

In the list below, those which do not include this introduction are
marked with at.
• cannot produce both hex AND binary files

The user included on the compiler's command line switches
which requested both hex and binary format object files. For
example:
C> t4f .angle Ifo Ifb

• t Dictionary

table overflow

The dictionary table is used by the part of the compiler which
performs syntactic analysis to store details of the various Fortran entities it is dealing with. If this message occurs, the size
of the dictionary table can be increased using the IB switch
(see section 17.2.9).
• error in format of IB svitch:switch

Section 17.2.9 describes the format of the IB switch.
• file system error:n

l'his error occurs when the afserver reports to the run-tilllC library that a failure in the MS-DOS file SystClll has happened. 1t
is the error code returned by the afserver; a list of error codes
and their Illcallings Illay be found in the Slllntllllone Compile7"
lUlplc7uentation Manual[13]. The most comnlon cause of this
error Inessage is an attempt to write to a full disk.
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• more than one source file specified

Only one source file can be specified for each compilation. Notice that any item on the compiler's command line which does
not start with a 'I' is treated as a source file, so a common cause
of this error is inserting spaces where they are not expected,
like this:
C> t4f .angle /FO Ilall8le. out

In this case, the user presumably meant to type this:
C> t4f _angle /roaangle.out

• t Name

table overflow

The name table is the area used by the syntactic analyser to
store the text of the names of the Fortran entities it is handling. The table is very large, and consequently this message
is expected to occur only in extreme examples. The only cure
is to recast the program so that the subprogram which is ca·using the problem uses fewer (or shorter) names. The offending
subprogram can be identified by using the IV switch .
• not enough memory This message indicates that the compiler
and all its data areas are too large for the B004's memory. The
most likely cause is that one or more of the buffers adjustable
by the IB switch has been set too large. See the description of
the IB switch in section 17.2.9.
• range for patch size is 2 to 8 bytes

The message indicates that the IPCn compilation switch has
been specified with an invalid value for the displa.cement value
n. Refer to section 17.2.4.4 for a discussion of this switch.
• svitch should contain a number: switch
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The IPC and IB switches have numeric parameters. This message indicates that this number is badly formatted.
• target must be IT4 or ITS only: switch

This message is output when a switch starting with a 'T' is not
recognised as a valid target identifier. For example:
C> tf .angle /TOAD

• target processor already specif ied: switch

This message is output if there is more than one IT switch in
the command line of a tf command.

• too many code

fr~ents

The code fragment buffer is used by the code generator. This
message is likely to happen only when the program contains
extremely complex expressions. The cure is to expand the
size of the code fragment buffer by using the IB switch (see
section 17.2.9).

• t Triad

table overflow

The triad table is used by the syntactic analyser. If this error
is reported, the cure is to expand the size of the triad table
using the IB switch (see section 17.2.9).

• /T4 or /T8 required
rrhis 111cssage will be output if a tf command is given without
a target processor specifying switch.
• unable to access temporary file
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The compiler uses various temporary files during its execution.
If the file system reports an error when it attempts to open one
of these files, this message will be output.

• unable to create temporary file
This message is output when the compiler is unable to create
one of the temporary files it needs, because of a file system
error. The most likely cause of this is a full disk.

• unable to open filename as listing file
This message is output when the user requests a compilation
listing, but the compiler is unable to open the listing file, either
because of a file system error (e .g., a full disk) or because the
filename was specified erroneously.

• unable to open fikname as object file
This message is output when the compiler is unable to open
the object file (whether binary or hexadecimal), either because
of a file system error (e.g., a full disk) or because the filename
was specified erroneously.

• unable to open filename as source file
The given filename has been specified in the command which
invoked the compiler but such a file cannot be accessed. Check
that the filename has been spelled correctly and that it exists
in the relevant directory.
• unknown switch: switch

The switch included in the error message was present in the
command line, but it is not a switch the compiler recognises.
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• value is outvith the range for parameter

This message indicates an error in a IB switch. The message
will be accompanied by a table of the allowed values for the
three parameters of the switch. Re-type the command with all
the parameters in range.
• ... reason ... ; please submit a CSR

This message indicates a fault in the compiler itself. In some
cases the reason may give a clue to a possible avoidance procedure but in all cases such messages should by reported to 3L
by means of a Customer Software Report (CSR).
If any other error messages have been generated before this
fatal error message it is possible that a previous error has
confused the compiler. Correcting the other errors may remove
the cause of this message.

17.6.4
17.6.4.1

Run-Time Errors
General Input/Output Errors

Errors sometimes occur in the input/output routines of the run-tirne
library. These result either from programming errors or (roIn interactions with the operating system, and happen during the processing
of one of the I/O statements (see chapter 16).
When such an error happens, the program will junlp to the label
given in the ERR= specifier of the I/O statcrnent, if any (see section
16.3.1.1, for example). In addition (or alternatively), if the IOSTAT=
specifier has been given, the error number will be placed in the
specified variable. In neither of these cases will an error nl('ssage
be output. If neither of these two specifiers is given, however, a.
nlessage will be output, all the currently open units will be closed,
a.nd the program will then be ternlinated.
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Notice that if an I/O error happens in a subsidiary thread (that
is, within a thread that has been invoked by F77 _THREAD_START
or F77 _THREAD_CREATE) the program will not be terminated in the
usual way. Instead, after the usual error message has been output,
there will be a condition-handling error (see section 17.6.4.4).
The format of an I/O error report is as follows:
Input/Output Error nnn: message text
In Procedure: procedure name
At Lin.: .ource line number
State.eot: I/O statement tripe
Unit: unit identifier
Connected To: file name
FOnl: FOnlattecl or Unforaatted
Access: Sequential or Direct
leItrec: record number
Records Read
number oJ records input
Records Written: number oJ records output
Current ID Buffer: snapshot

FORTRAI ERROR

nnn is the I/O error number and message text the message: a list
of these can be found in appendix I. The unit identifier will be a
number, or the words Internal File, in the case of an internal file
(see section 16.7). The snapshot will show the contents of the current
record wjth a pointer to the current position within it. Not all the
above information will be supplied for every error.

I/O error report example
Input/Output Error 153: Input file ended
In Procedure: MAIl PROGRAM

At Line: 1
Stateaent:
Unit:
Connected To:
Fora:

Foraatted READ
5
Standard Input Streaa 0
Foraatted
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Access: Sequential
Records Read
3
Records Written: 0
FORTRAI ERROR

17.6.4.2

Errors in Run-Time Formats

Normally, formats are specified in I/O statements by reference to the
label of a FORMAT statement. Sometimes, however, the format may
be held in a character variable, or an array, or may be specified as
a character expression. In these cases, coding errors in the format
specification will not be noticed until run time.
Errors of this kind are controlled by the ERR= and 10STAT= specifiers
of the I/O statements, in the same way as general I/O errors are. If
this is not done, however, a message will be output, all the currently
open units will be closed, and the program will then be terminated.
The format of this kind of error message is as follows:
For.at Error nnn : text
Current For.at:
format
!

FORTRAI ERROR

nnn is an error number, and text is message describing the error. A
list of error numbers and their corresponding messages may be found
in appendix I. format is the text of the format specification, and the
'!' points at the character which caused the error.

17.6.4.3

Errors Returned by afserver

If the afserver is unable to perform a function when the run-tinlC
li brary requests it, it reports an error condition. Norlnally, the ru 11tilne library anticipates such error conditions, and they are reported
in the usual way, using the format described above in section 17.6.4.1.
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In certain circumstances, however, the afserver may return an unexpected error code, and these are reported to the user in the same
way as described in section 17.6.4.1, except for the first line, which
has this format:
Alien Filer Error nnn: message text

where nnn is the afserver's error code, and message text is an
explanatory message. A list of the error codes reported and their
corresponding messages may be found in appendix I. The 3L publication Technical Note 3[18] contains a complete list of afserver
error codes.

17.6.4.4

Exceptional Errors

In certain exceptional circumstances, the run-time library may be
unable to recover sensibly from an error condition. Three types of
error message may result from this.

Tracebacks
The traceback message enables to user to discover the subprogram
where the error has taken place, and the sequence of subroutine
or function calls which has lead to it. It starts with a line of this
format:
Xevent p q r

The three numbers p, q and r identify the kind of error which has
occurred. They refer to events within the run-time library,- and so in
most cases will not be very helpful, though the following explanations
of the meaning of p may be of some use:

o

Program is terminating

1

Overflow or truncation

2

Not enough of a resource: usually memory
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3

Data transmission error

4

Invalid data, e.g., badly formatted number

5

Invalid argument to fun-time library control structures, or corrupt internal data structures.

6

Value out of range

1

Error in run-time library's string manipulation primitives

8

Undefined value

9

Input/output error

10 - 15

Undefined

After this, the run-time library outputs a number of lines of the following format, each of which specifies a level of subprogram calling,
the lowest being output first.
hexnum module

~ubprogram

where:
module

is a module name. Normally this is the name of the
source file containing the subprogram.

subprogram

is the name of the subprogram involved.

hexnum

is a location relative to the start of the code for that
subprogram. In the case of the first line, it denotes a
place near to where the error happened. In the other
lines, it denotes the return address from the call to the
subprogram in the line above.

l"'he top few lines Inay contain 1l10dule and subprograrn nanles which
are unfamiliar to you; these denote parts of the rUIl- time library.
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Condition-Handling Errors
This message is output when the condition-handling software itself
(which is responsible for the traceback output described above) cannot continue. One important circumstance which can bring this
about is if input-output errors happen as a result of input-output
statements used in a subsidiary thread, that is, in a subroutine which
has been invoked via F77_THREAD_START or F77_THREAD_CREATE (see
section 18.2.3). It can also happen if a STOP statement is used within
a subsidiary thread (where a call to F77_THREAD_STOP should be used
instead).
The format of the message is:
8ignal: error n

Static Data Overftow
If the amount of static data required by a program exceeds the
amount of memory available, the run-time library will output the
following message:
static apace too a.all

The uses of static storage are explained in section 3.5. Note that
tasks in configured applications will not normally be able to present
this message to the user, and will simply "seize up" if this condition
.arises.
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The Parallel Fortran
Run-Time Library
18.1

Purpose of the Run-Tillle Library

The Parallel Fortran fun-time library is a collection of compiled
subprograms which perform ~unctions needed by most Fortran programs. Those subprograms needed by any particular program are
incorporated in that program by the linker (see section 3.3).
The subprograms included in the run-time library are of three kinds.
1. Those used to perform some of the commonly-used operations
of the language itself, such as input and output, scanning formats, opening and closing files, and so on. These will not be
discussed explicitly here, since they are not directly called by
the programrner.
2. Intrinsic functions. These are discussed in section 14.1.2.1, and
a cornplete list may be found in appendix E.
3. Non-intrinsic functions and subroutines. l'hese are discussed
in the following section.
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18.2

Non-Intrinsic Subprograrns

18.2.1

Conventions

18.2.1.1

Package Files

In order to make use of the various functions and subroutines described in the rest of this chapter, the programmer will have to
write various declarative statements. These include type declarations for functions, and in certain cases PARAMETER statements to
define constants. To make this easier, the available functions and
subprograms have been divided into groups called packages, and for
each package a file called a package file has been supplied. By using
the INCLUDE statement (see section 14.7) to include the appropriate
package file, the programmer is enabled to use the subprograms in a
package without further red tape.
The package files should be installed in directory \tf2vl along with
the rest of Parallel Fortran (see chaper 1). This means that in most
cases a package file can be included by a statement of this format,
which should be coded immediately after any IMPLICIT statements:
INCLUDE 'package-name. IIC'

where package-name is the name of one of the packages described
below. The appropriate INCLUDE statement is needed in every subprogram which uses the package. Full details of how the INCLUDE
statement is evaluated may be found in section 17.3.

18.2.1.2

Format of Synopses

The sections below describe each of the subprogram packages in turn.
The description of each subprogram starts with a synopsis, which
takes the form of a sequence of Fortran statements.
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1. In the case of functions, an explicit type statement is used to
show what is the type of the function. For example:
llTEGER F77_ALLOC_HOST_MEM

This statement need not be coded: it is in the package file.
2. Next, there follow explicit type statements for each of the
parameters of the subprogram, and in the case of functions,
for a variable to receive the function's value. For example:
IITEGER .BYTES

These statements do not necessarily have to be coded. They
are included in the synopsis for your information only.
3. Finally, an example of how the 8ubprogram is to be called,
either as a function or a subroutine. For example:
I • F77_ALLOC_HOST_HEM(IBYTES)
CALL F11_FREE_HOST_MEM(I)

18.2.2

The DOS Package

These functions and subroutines allow a program running on a transputer system which is hosted by an MS-DOS computer to access
the software interrupts, DOS function calls and the memory of the
host system. Further discussion and examples of the use of these
subprograms may be found in section 3.6.
All subprograms using these routines should include the appropria.te
package file, thus:
INCLUDE 'DOS.IIC'

Several of these subprograms make use of a parameter known as a
1)05 block. This takes the forrn of an integ(~r array, the length of
which is the value of the constant F77 _DOS_BLOCK_SIZE, definf'd in
DOS. INC. The elements of the DOS block correspond to 16-bit registers of the MS-DOS machine. The following constants are defined in
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the package file to enable the programmer to access these elements
using the familiar Inte) names:
F77_DOS_1I F77_DOS_BI F77_DOS_Cl F77_DOS_Dl
F77_DOS_SI F77_DOS_DI
F77_DOS_CS F77_DOS_DS F77_DOS_SS F77_DOS_ES
F77_DOS_CFLAG

Each of these elements is a 32-bit integer, the low-order 16 bits of
which are used to hold the register contents. When a DOS block is
sent to MS-DOS, the high-order 16 bits are ignored. In DOS blocks
sent back from MS-DOS, the high-order 16 bits are always o. The
F77 _DOS_CFLAG field returns the value of the C flag after an interrupt.
F77_ALLOC_HOST_MEM Allocate host memory
IITEGER F77_1LLOC_HOST_MEM
IITEGER IBYTES. I1DDR
IADDR • F77_ALLOC_HOST_MEM (IBYTES)

This function allocates a block of at least NBYTES bytes in the
base memory of the MS-DOS host computer and returns its
32-bit address. If the memory cannot be allocated, the value 0
is returned. The allocated memory cannot be accessed directly
by the transputer program; rather, data can be moved between
the transputer system and the bost by means of the subroutines
F77_BLOCK_TO_HOST and F77_BLOCK_FROM_HOST.
Note that the Intel 80x86 architecture limits the amount of
memory which can be contained in a single segment to 65536
(10000 16) bytes; F77_ALLOC_HOST_MEM cannot allocate more
than this architectural limit.
F77 _FREE_HOST_MEM Free host memory
INTEGER IADDR
CALL F77_FREE_HOST_MEM (IADDR)

This subroutine frees the host memory allocated by a previous
call on F77 _ALLOC_HOST_MEM. The parameter IADDR should
contain the 32-bit address of the memory block.
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F77_BLOCK_TO_HOST Transfer memory block to host

IITEGER IADDR, NBYTES
CALL F77_BLOCI_TO_HOST (OURS, IADDR, .BYTES)

This subroutine transfers NBYTES of data from the transputer's
memory, starting at OURS, to the host's memory, starting at
the location whose 32-bit address is held in I1DDR. The parameter OURS is the name of any Fortran variable, array or
array element. The host memory block will normally have
been allocated by F77_ALLOC_HOST_HEH.
F77_BLOCK_FROM_HOST Transfer memory block from host

INTEGER IADDR, WYTES
CALL F77_BLOCI_FROM_HOST (IADDR, OURS, .BYTES)

This subroutine transfers NBYTES of data from the host's memory, starting at the location whose 32-bit address is held in
IADDR, to the transputer's memory, starting at OURS. The parameter OURS is the name of any Fortran variable, array or
array element. The host memory block will normally have
been allocated by F77 _ALLOC_HOST_MEM.
F77_READ_SEGMENTS Read host segment registers

INTEGER DOSBLOCK (F77_DOS_BLOCI_SIZE)
CALL F77_RElD_SEGMENTS (DOSBLOCK)

This subroutine reads the current values of the host 80x86 processor's segment registers into DOSBLOCK, which is a DOS block
as described above. Only the segment register elements of the
DOS block array are changed.
F77 _HOST_INTERRUPT Perform host interrupt
INTEGER INTNO, DOSBLOCK(F77_DOS_BLOCK_SIZE)
LOGICAL SEGS
CALL F71_HOST_INTERRUPT (IITNO, SEGS DOSBLOCK)
J

This subroutine loads the contents of DOSBLOCK into the host's
registers, and then calls host interrupt INTNO. DOSBLOCK should
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be a DOS block, as defined above. If SEGS has the value
. FALSE., the host's segment registers are not changed, that
is, the segment register elements of DOSBLOCK are not used.
If SECS has the value . TRUE., however, the host's segment
registers are loaded from DOSBLOCK as well.
The contents of the host's registers after the interrupt has completed are returned to DOSBLOCK. This includes the contents of
the host's segment registers, whatever the value of SEGS. The
original contents of DOSBLOCK are lost.
F77 _INP Read host I/O port

INTEGER F77_IIP
IITEGER IPORT. IVIL
IVlL • F77_IIP (IPORT)

The F77 _INP function reads a value from one of the host PC's
input ports. The argument IPORT specifies the port which is
to be read. The value read is returned as the value of the
function.
F77 _OtrfP Write to host I/O port

INTEGER IPORT. IVIL
F77 _otrrP (IPORT. IVAL)

CILL

F77 _OUTP writes the low-order byte of the integer value given
as its second argument to one of the host PC's output ports.
The first argument specifies the address of the output port.

18.2.3

The THREAD Package

The subprograms in this package allow a Parallel Fortran program
to create new threads of execution within a single task. Every subprogram which uses the package sllould include the package file:
INCLUDE 'THREAD.IIC'
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Each thread executing on a transputer has a priority, which is either
"urgent" or "not urgent". The package file defines the following
constants to represent these:

An important point about threads in Parallel Fortran arises from the
fact that a Fortran subprogram is not reentrant. Just as subprograms
cannot call themselves (see section 14.1.3), so a subprogram cannot
be called by more than one thread at a time. This applies both to
the subroutines called directly by the THREAD subroutines, and to
all subprograms called indirectly through them. If more than one
thread needs to make use of a function or subroutine, it should be
protected by a semaphore (see section 18.2.4) to ensure that it is
only being executed once at anyone time.
STOP and PAUSE Statements and EXIT Subroutine
The STOP and PAUSE statements and the EXIT subroutine should only
be used in a program's main thread. Using them in a subsidiary
thread will cause a condition-handling error (see section 17.6.4.4).
See sections 13.5 and 13.6.
F77 _THREAD_START Start a general thread
EXTERNAL SUB
INTEGER VSSIZE. FLAGS. IARGS
CALL F77_THREAD_START (SUB. VSARRAY. VSSIZE. FLAGS.
I
NARGS. ARGI •...• ARGN)

This subroutine starts a new thread based on the subroutine
SUB. The new thread uses the area starting at WSARRAYto hold
its workspace; normally this would be an integer array. WSSIZE
is the size ofWSARRAY, in bytes. The new thread will stop either
when it executes the subroutine F77 _THREAD_STOP, or when
SUB returns.
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The FLAGS argument is a set of attributes for the new
thread.
At present, the only attribute availa.ble is the
thread's priori ty, which should be ei ther F77 _THREAD _URGENT
or F77_THREAD_NOTURG. Normally, new threads should be
started at the same priority as the current thread. This is
achieved by passing the result of the function F77 _THREAD_PRIORITY
described below as the value of this argument. Other than
the priority specification, all bits in the FLAGS argument are
reserved, and should be o.
The arguments ARG1, ••. ,ARGN will be passed on to the
thread's subroutine SUB as its arguments. The number of
arguments must be supplied in NARGS, and, so long as this
is correct, there is no limit to the number of arguments which
may be passed. The arguments may be of any type, and it is
the responsibility of SUB to handle them correctly. Variables of
type CHARACTER are passed as two arguments, and NARGS must
take account of this. For example:
CHARACTER.S HELLO
INTEGER CATS
CALL

F77_THREAD_STlRT (DOlT, VS, 10000, IPRIO. 3, HELLO.

CATS)

In this case, the two arguments HELLO and CATS are passed to
the subroutine DOlT. Ilowever, as HELLO is a character variable,
the value of NARGS has to be given as 3, not 2.
See also the description of F77_THREAD_CREATE, which simplifies thread creation by starting a thread at the current priority
and allocating the thread's workspace from the heap.
F77 _THREAD_CREATE Create a simple thread

LOGICAL F77_THREAD_CREATE
EXTERlAL SUB
INTEGER VSSIZE, IARGS
LOGICAL STATUS
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STATUS • F77_THREAD_CREATE (SUB. VSSIZE.
1
IARGS. AKG! •...• ARGN)

The subroutine SUB is started as a new thread, running at
the same priority as the current thread, with a workspace of
WSSIZE bytes. An attempt is made to take this workspace
from the heap. If there is not enough space available, the
F77_THREAD_CREATE returns the value . FALSE. ; otherwise, it
starts the thread and returns . TRUE.. This workspace is never
returned to the heap a.nd remains unavailable for future re-use;
if this is likely to be a problem, it would be better to use the
F77 _THREAD_START subroutine.
The NARGS ,"ARG1, ••. ,ARGN sequence is used to pass arguments
to SUB, in the same way as for F17_THREAD_CREATE.
This function is a shorthand way of calling the more general subroutine F77 _THREAD_START in the most usual circumstances. Note that it can only be used be one thread at a time,
so jf necessary, F77 _THREAD_USE_RTL should be called first (see
below).
F77_THREAD_STOP Stop the current thread

This subroutine stops the current thread. The current thread
is also stopped if its main subroutine returns.
F77_THREAD_PRIORITY Return the current thread's priority

INTEGER F77_THREAD_PRIORITY
INTEGER I
I • F77_THREAD_PRIORITY()

l"bis function returns the priority of the current thread, which
will be either F77 _THREAD_URGENT or F77 _THREAD_NOTURG.
F77_THREAD_RESTART Restart a thread

INTEGER HANDLE
CALL F77_THREAD_RESTART (HANDLE)
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HANDLE should be a pointer to the workspace of the thread
it is desired to restart.
Currently, the only value that
should be passed to F77_THREAD_RESTART is one produced by
F77_CHAN_RESET (see section 18.2.6 below).

This subroutine can be used to restart threads which have been
stopped because the channel on which they were attempting to
communicate has been reset using a call to F77 _CHAN_RESET.
F77_THREAD_DESCHEDULE Make the current thread momentarily un-

able to execute

This subroutine causes a thread to become momentarily unable
to execute (usually for one timer tick); this will cause it to
be descheduled from the processor, thus allowing some other
thread to resume execution in its place. Eventually, the thread
which called F77_THREAD_DESCHEDULE will resume.
This subroutine can be used by a thread performing some
background computation to prevent it from "hogging" the
processor to the detriment of other threads executing at the
same priority level. In effect, a priority level even less urgent
than F77 _THREAD_NOruRG can be achieved for use by threads
performing long-term CPU-intensive tasks whose results are
not expected to be immediately required.
F77_THREAD_USE_RTL Reserve the RTL to the current thread

In a program in which many execution threads are act~ve,
access to the Parallel Fortran run-time library must be synchronised, so that only one thread may be performing a library operation at one time. If this is not done, the internal data structures of the fun-time library are likely to be
corrupted, with unpredictable results. The required synchronisation is achieved by the subroutines F77_THREAD_USE_RTL
and F77 _THREAD_FREE_RTL. If there is more than one thread
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running, any thread which wishes to use one of the following
statements must call F77_THREAD_USE_Rn first:
READ
OPEX
EIDFILE
PAUSE

WRITE
CLOSE
REVIID

PRIIIT
11QUIRE
BACISPACE

STOP

The following library subprograms, described in this chapter,
must also be protected in the same way:

• Any member of the DOS package
• F77_THREAD_CREATE
• ICLOCK
• F77_DO_COMMAND
• EXIT

Apart from these, intrinsic functions and the non-intrinsic
subprograms described in this chapter may, however, be used
without this precaution.
F77 _THREAD_USE_RTL either reserves the run-time library for

the current thread, or if it is already reserved by another
thread, suspends the current thread until the run-tinle library
is free.

F77 _THREAD_FREE_RTL is used in conjunction with F77 _THREAD_USE,

to synchronise the use of the Parallel Fortran run-tinle li brafY.
When a thread has finished using the run-tirne library, it should
call this subroutine to permit other threads to use it.
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18.2.4

The SEMA Package

This group of subprograms allows a Parallel Fortran program to
create and manipulate semaphores, which can be used to synchronise
the activity of several concurrently executing threads. All subprograms using these subroutines should include the appropriate package file:
INCLUDE JSEMI.IICJ

A semaphore in Parallel Fortran is represented by an integer array of
length F77 _SEMA_SIZE, this being a constant defined in the package
file. Normally, a semaphore is in a COMMON block, so that more than
one thread can access it.
Note that any particular semaphore must be accessed only by threads
executing at one particular priority. For example, it would be
acceptable for a set of "urgent" threads to synchronise through a
semaphore, or for a set of "not urgent" threads to do this, but not
for a mixture of threads executing at different priorities. Threads
executing at different priorities can synchronise by passing messages
along channels (see section 18.2.6).
F77 _SEMA_INIT Initialise a semaphore

INTEGER MYSEMl(F77_SEMl_SIZE). VALUE
CALL F77_SEMA_IIIT(MYSEMA. VALUE)

This subroutine initialises the semaphore variable MYSEMA to
an initial state in which:
• the queue of threads waiting for the semaphore is empty
• the value of the semaphore is VALUE.
Semaphores should always be initialised using F77_SEMA_INIT,
since if this is not done the first F77 _SEMA_SIGNAL or F77 _SEMA_WAIT
operation on the semaphore may cause the transputer systelll
to behave unpredictably.
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F77_SEMA_SIGNAL Perform a signal operation on a semaphore

INTEGER MYSEMA(F77_SEMA_SIZE)
CALL F77_SEMA_SIGNAL(MYSEMA)

If there are threads waiting for the semaphore MYSEMA, one of
them will be chosen and made able to execute again. The value
of the semaphore under these conditions will always be 0, and
will remain unchanged.
If there are no threads waiting for HYSEMA, its value will be
increased by 1.
F77_SEMA_SIGNAL_N Perform n signal operations on a semaphore

INTEGER MYSEMA(F77_SEMA_SIZE). I
CALL F77_SEMA_SIGIAL_I(MYSEMA. I)

This subroutine calls the subroutine F77 _SEMA_SIGNAL n
times, in sequence.
F77 _SEMA_TEST_WAIT Test a semaphore

LOGICAL F77_SEMA_TEST_VAIT
INTEGER MYSEMl(F77_SEKA_SIZE)
LOGICAL L
L • F77_SEMA_TEST_VAIT(MYSEMA)

If the value of the semaphore MYSEMA is not zero, its value is
decreascd by one, and the value . TRUE. is returned.
Otherwise, if the value of the semaphore is zero, F77 _SEMA_TEST_WAIl
immediatcly returns the value. FALSE. The value of thc senla.phorc is unchanged. l"his is in contrast to the F77_SEMA_WAIT
subroutine, which in this case does not rcturn at oncc, but
pauses the thread until the scrnaphorc is non-zero.
F77_SEMA_WAIT Perform a u1ait operation on a scrnaphore

INTEGER MYSEMA(F77_SEMA_SIZE)
CALL F77_SEMA_VAIT(MYSEMA)
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If the value of the semaphore MYSEMA is not zero, its value is
decreased by 1.
Otherwise, if the value of the semaphore is zero, the value
is left unchanged and the current thread is added to the list
of threads waiting for the semaphore, and paused. It will be
resumed by some future call on F77 _SEMA_SIGNAL.
Programs should not rely on any relationship between the order
in which threads start to wait on a semaphore and the order
in which they will be resumed. At present, threads are simply
"pushed down" onto the list of waiting processes, so that the
last thread to start waiting on a semaphore will be the first to
be resumed.
F77_SEMA_WAIT_N Perform n

wait operations on a semaphore

INTEGER KYSEMA(F77_SEMA_SIZE), •
CALL F77_SEMA_VAIT_I(MYSEMA, I)

This subroutine calls the subroutine F77 _SEMA_WAIT n times,
in sequence. The calling thread may be forced to wait at any
point in the sequence.

18.2.5

The TIMER Package

Each transputer associates a hardware timer with the group of
threads executing at a particular priority. The following subprograms allow threads to manipulate the timer associated with the
priority at which they are executing. Subprograms which use the
TIMER package should include its package file:
INCLUDE 'TIMER.IIC'
F77 _TIMER_AFTER Compare two transputer timer values

LOGICAL F77_TlMER_AFTER
INTEGER T1, T2
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LOGICAL L
L • F71_TIMER_AFTER(Tl. T2)

This function returns . TRUE. if timer value T1 is after tinIer
value T2, and .FALSE. otherwise.
F77 _TIMER_DELAY Delay for some number of timer ticks

IITEGER TICKS
CALL F11_TIMER_DELlY(TICIS)

This subroutine causes the current thread to wait for at least
TICKS ticks of the timer associated with the current thread's
priority.
F77_TIMER_NOW Return the current timer vaJue

INTEGER F11_TIMER_IOV
IITEGER I
I • F77_TIMER_IOV()

This function returns the value of the timer associated with
the current thread's priority.
F77 _TIMER_WAIT Wait until the current timer reaches some value

INTEGER ABSTIKE
CALL F11_TIMER_VAIT (ABSTIKE)

This subroutine causes the current thread to wait until the
value of the timer associated with the the priority of the current
thread is at least TIMER.

18.2.6

The CHAR Package

1'hc subprograms described here allow programs to access the trans-

puter's basic cOIlInlunication facility, which is to transfer a Inessage
across a Ch{llln(~I. Every subprograln which IHakes use of the CHAN
package should include its package file:
INCLUDE JCHAI.INCJ
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Most of the following subprograms have a parameter named ICHANADDR
in the synopses. This is an integer whose value is the address of a
channel word. The programmer can find out the address of a channel
word in one of the following ways:

• For channels which are bound to ports (see sections 5.1.2 and
26.2.9), the address of the channel word can be found by using
the functions F77_CHAN_IN_PORT and F77 _CHAN_OUT _PORT (see
below). For example, the configuration file might include this
statement:
connect ? cat8[3] dOg8[2]

Task cats could send data to task dogs like this:
ICHAIADDR • F77_CHII_OUT_PORT (3)
CALL F77_CHAI_OUT_MESS1GE (length, bul1er, ICH1NADDR)

Task dogs could receive data from cats like this:
ICHAIADDR • F77_CH11_II_PORT (2)
CALL F77_CHAI_II_MESSAGE (length, buffer, ICHANADDR)

• Any INTEGER variable may be used as an "internal" channel
for communication between threads of the same task. The
address of such a channel word may be found by using the
F77_CHAN_ADDRESS function (see below). Note that an internal
channel word must be initialised, using F77_CHAN_INlT, before
it can be used.

• The following constants, defined in the package file, give the
addresses of the channels associated with the Inmos links of
the transputer on which the task is running.
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F77_CHAN_LINKOINPUT
F77_CHAN_LINKOOUTPUT
F77_CHAN_LINK1INPUT
F77_CHAN_LINK10UTPUT
F77_CHAN_LINK2INPUT
F77_CHAN_LINK20UTPUT
F77_CHAN_LINK3INPUT
F77_CHAN_LINK30UTPUT
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input channel associated with link 0
output channel associated with link 0
input channel associated wi th li Il k 1
output channel associated with link 1
input channel associated with link 2
output channel associated with link 2
input channel associated with link 3
output channel associated with link 3

• The package file supplies the constant F77_CHAN_EVENTREQ,
which is the address of the channel associated with the transputer's external event mechanism.
The programmer should note that none of these routines are able
to check the size of user-supplied buffers. The length of the
data transfer depends on the length requested, either explicitly
(as with F77_CHAN_IN_MESSAGE) or implicitly (in the sense that
F77_CHAN_IN_WORD will transfer 4 bytes). In particular, if enough
buffer space is not supplied to an input subroutine, adjacent memory
will simply be overwritten, with unpredictable results.

F77_CHAN_ADDRESS Return the address of an internal channel word
INTEGER F77_CHAN_ADDRESS
llTEGER CHAIIVORD. ICHAN1DDR
ICHANADDR • F77_CH11_ADDRESS (CH1IVORD)

This function returns the address of its arguInent, for use when
calling other subprograrns in this package. CHANWORD should be
an INTEGER variable or array element.

F77 _CHAN_IN_BYTE Input a byte from a channel
INTEGER IBUFF. ICHANADDR
CALL F77_CHAM_IN_BYTE (IBUFF. ICHAN1DDR)

r!'his subroutine reads a single-byte ,message fronl the <:ha.lln~]
whose address is ICHANADDR into the integer IBUFF. l"\h(~ byt.e
of data is placed in the low-order byte,of IBUFF; the other bytes
are set to O. (Compare this to F77_CHAN_IN_MESSAGE below).
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F77 _CHAN_IN_BYTE_T Input a byte from a channel, or timeout
LOGICAL F77_CHAI_II_BYTE_T
INTEGER IBUFF. ICHlIlDDR. TIMEOtTr
LOGICAL L
L • F77_CHAI_II_BYTE_T (IBUFF. ICHANADDR. TIMEOUT)

This function attempts to read a single-byte message from the
channel whose address is ICHANADDR into the integer IBUFF. If
the communication does not take place within TIMEOUT ticks
of the timer associated with the priority of the current thread,
fhe function will terminate and return . FALSE •. If the communication succeeds within the timeout interval, the function
will return . TRUE •
The byte of data is placed in the low-order byte of IBUFF; the
other bytes are set to o. (Compare this to F77_CHAN_IN_MESSAGE_T
below).
F77_CHAN_INIT Initialise a channel word
IITEGER ICHAIADDR
CALL F77_CHAI_IIIT (ICHANADDR)

This subroutine initialises the channel word whose address is
ICHANADDR. This operation consists of writing a special value
into the channel word; the package file defines the constant
F77_CHAN_NOTPROCESS_P with this value, which indicates that
no threads are currently attempting to communicate through
the channel.
All "internal" channel words must be initialised before the first
attempt to communicate through them. If this is not done, the
first attempt to communicate through the channel will cause
the transputer processor to crash.
Note that the channel words bound to a program's input and
output ports are already initialised by the calling environment,
and should not be initialised again by the program.
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F77_CHAN_IN_MESSAGE Input a message from a channel

INTEGER LENGTH. ICHANADDR
CALL F77_CHAI_II_MESSAGE (LEIGTH. BUFF. ICHAIIADOR)

This subroutine reads a message of length LENGTH bytes from
the channel whose address is ICHANADDR into BUFF. BUFF may
be any variable, array or array element. Notice that exactly
the number of bytes specified in LENGTH will be changed. For
example, if you specify a LENGTH of 1, and a BUFF of type
INTEGER, the low-order byte only will be changed; the other
bytes will remain unchanged.
F77_CHAN_IN_MESSAGE_T Input a message from a channel, or time-

out
LOGICAL F77_CHAI_II_MESSAGE
IITEGER LEIGTH, ICHAIADDR, TIMEOUT
LOGICAL L
L • F77_CHAI_II_HESS1GE_T (LElGTH, BUFF, ICHI.AOOR,
TlMEOUT)

This function attempts to read a message of length LENGTH
from the channel whose address is ICHANADDR into BUFF. BUFF
may be any variable, array or array element. If the communication does not take place within TIMEOUT ticks of the timer
associated with the priority of the current thread, the function will terminate and return . FALSE •• If the communication
succeeds within the timeout interval, the function will return
. TRUE.

F77 _CHAN_IN_PORT Value of input port binding

INTEGER F77_CHAN_IN_PORT
INTEGER PORTNO. ICHANADDR
ICHANADDR • F77_CHAI_II_PORT (PORTNO)

rI'his function returns the binding of the specified input port.
In nlost cases, this will be the address of the channel word
to which the port is bound. Sometinles, however, a port is
explicitly set to some literal value by means of the configurer
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BIND statement (see section 26.2.11), in which case this value
will be returned.
F77_CHAN_IN_PORTS Number of input ports
INTEGER F77_CHII_II_PORTS
IITEGER I
I • F77_CHlI_II_PORTS()

This function returns the number of ports in the input port
vector. This value is decided by the INS attribute of the configurer TASK statement; however, tasks which use the standard
harness will always have 2 input ports.
F77_CHAN_IN_WORD Input a word from a channel
IITEGER ICHIIIDDR
CILL F77_CHlI_II_VORD (WORD. ICHANIDDR)

This subroutine reads a four-byte message from the channel
whose address is ICHANADDR into the variable WORD. WORD may
be any variable which is four bytes in length, typically an
INTEGER, REAL or CHARACTER*4, or an element in an array of
one of these types.
F77_CHAN_IN_WORD_T Input a word from a channel, or timeout
LOGICAL F77_CHAI_II_VORD_T
IITEGER ICHIIADDR. TIMEOUT
LOGICAL L
L • F77_CHAI_II_VORD_T (WORD. ICHiNIDDR. TlMEOUT)

This function reads a four-byte message from the channel
whose address is ICHANADDR into the variable WORD. WORD
may be any variable which is four bytes in length, typically
an INTEGER, REAL or CHARACTER*4, or an element in an array
of one of these types.
If the communication does not take place within TIMEOUT ticks
of the timer associated with the priority of the current thread,
the function will terminate and return . FALSE.. If the COffi-
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rnunication succeeds within the timeout interval, the function
will return . TRUE.
F77_CHAN_OUT_BYTE Output a byte to a channel

INTEGER IVlL, ICHlNlDDR
CALL F77_CHAI_OUT_BYTE (IVIL, ICHAllDDR)

This subroutine sends a single-byte message consisting of the
value IVAL to the channel whose address is ICHANADDR. Note
that even if the high-order 3 bytes of IVlL are non-zero, only
the low-order byte is sent.

LOGICAL F77_CHAI_OUT_BYTE_T
IITEGER IVAL, ICHAIIADDR, TIlIEOtrr
LOGICll L
L • F77_CHAII_OUT_BYTE_T (IVIL, ICIUIADDR, TIMEOUT)

This function attempts to write a single-byte message whose
value is IVAL to the channel whose address is ICHANADDR. If
the communication does not take place within TlHEOUT ticks
of the timer associated with the priority of the current threa.d,
the function will terminate and return . FALSE.. If the communication succeeds within the timeout interval, the function
will return . TRUE.
F77_CHAN_OUT_MESSAGE Output a message to a channel

INTEGER LENGTH. ICHlNADDR
CALL F77_CHAN_OUT_KESSAGE (LENGTH, BUFF. ICHANADDR)

This subroutine sends a message of length LENGTH bytes frool
BUFF to the channel whose address is ICHANADDR. BUFF nla.y
be any variable, array or array element.
F77 _CHAN_OUT_MESSAGE_T Output a message fronl a channel, or

tinlPout
LOGICAL F77_CHAN_OUT_KESSAGE
INTEGER LENGTH, ICHANADDR, TlKEOUT
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LOGICAL L
L • F77_CHAI_OUT_MESSAGE_T (LENGTH. BUFF. ICHANADDR,
TlMEOUT)

This function attempts to send a message of length LENGTH
from BUFF to the channel whose address is ICHANADDR. BUFF
may be any variable, array or array element. If the communication does not take place within TIMEOUT ticks of the timer
associated with the priority of the current thread, the function will terminate and return . FALSE •. If the communication
succeeds within the timeout interval, the function will return
.TRUE.
F77 _CHAN_OUT_PORT Return the value of an output port binding

IITEGER F77_CHlI_OUT_PORT
IITEGER PORTIO, ICHlIADDR
ICHAIADDR • F77_CH1I_OUT_PORT (PORTIO)

This function returns the binding of the specified output port.
In most cases, this will be the address of the channel word
to which the port is bound. Sometimes, however, a port is
explicitly set to some literal value by means of the configurer
BIND statement (see section 26.2.11), in which case this value
will be returned.

llTEGER F77_CHAI_OUT_PORTS
INTEGER I
I • F77_CHAI_0UT_PORTS()

This function returns the number of ports in the output port
vector. This value is decided by the OUTS attribute of the
configurer TASK statement; however, tasks which use the standard harness will always have 2 output ports.
F77 _CHAN_DUT_WORD Output a word to a channel

IITEGER ICHAIADDR
CALL F77_CH11_OUT_VORD (WORD, ICHANADDR)
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This subroutine sends a four-byte message from the variable
WORD to the channel whose address is ICHANADDR. WORD may be
any variable which is four bytes in length, typically an INTEGER,
REAL or CHARACTER*4, or an element in an array of one of these
types.
F77_CHAN_OUT_WORD_T Output a word to a channel, or timeout
LOGICAL F77_CHAI_DUT_VORD_T
IITEGER ICHAIADDR. TDlEOUT
LOGICAL L
L • F77_CHAII_OUT_VORD_T (VORD. ICnIADDR. TIMEOUT)

This function attempts to send a four-byte message from the
variable WORD to the channel whose address is ICHANADDR. WORD
may be any variable which is four bytes in length, typically an
INTEGER, REAL or CHARACTER*4, or an element in an array of
one of these types.
If the communication does not take place within TIMEOUT ticks
of the timer associated with the priority of the current thread,
the function will terminate and return . FALSE.. If the communication succeeds within the timeout interval, the function
will return . TRUE •.

INTEGER F77_CHAN_RESET
INTEGER ICHANADDR. HANDLE
HANDLE • F77_CHAN_RESET (ICHANADDR)

This function resets the channel whose address is ICHANADDR. If
the channel is associated with an Inmos link, then the hardware
of that link is reset as well.
If a thread was attempting to communicate on the channel at
the time of the reset, then a handle to that thread (which is now
suspended) will be returned as the result of F77_CHAN_RESET.
rrhis handle can be used to restart the suspended thread at a
later date by passing it to the subroutine F77 _THREAD_RESTART
(see section 18.2.3).
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If the channel was idle at the time of the reset (Le., if no
thread was attempting to communicate on it) then the value
F77_CHAN_NOTPROCESS_P will be returned.

18.2.7

The HET Package

The NET package consists of two subroutines for communication between the tasks of a processor farm (see chapters 7 and 27). Subprograms using these subroutines should include the package file:
IICLUDE 'lET. IIC ,

The NET subroutines differ from the CHAN routines in several respects.
• They do not specify a channel to use; in fact, the channels
bound to input port 0 and output port 0 are always used.
• The actual destination of data sent via the NET subroutines is
decided by the routing software: data sent by the master task
are routed to a currently-idle worker task, and data sent by
the worker tasks are routed back to the master task.
• NET messages do not have to be of fixed, predetermined lengths.

The receiving task is informed how long a message is by the
F77_NET_RECEIVE subroutine.

A message sent via the NET package consists of one or more packets. Each call on one of the NET subroutines sends or receives
one packet. The package file defines the value of the constant
F77 _NET_MAX_PACKET_LENGTH, which is the limit on the size of packets. Messages which are longer than this must be broken into more
than one packet, as explained below. In this case, the routing software guarantees that the component pa.ckets of a message will be
received in the right order.
F77 _NET_RECEIVE Receive a processor-farm messa.ge

IITEGER LENGTH
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LOGICAL COMPLETE
CALL F77_lET_RECEIVE (LElGTH. BUFF. COMPLETE)

This subroutine receives a data packet from the processor-farm
routing software. The master task will receive messages sent
by worker tasks, and worker tasks will receive only messages
sent by the master task.
The received packet is placed in BUFF, which may be any variable, array or array element. It need never be longer than
F77 _NET_MAI_PACKET_LENGTH, and may be shorter than this,
if it is certain that no packet which is too long to fit will be
received. The actual length of the received packet is placed in
LENGTH.

If the received packet is the final or only packet in the message,
COMPLETE is set to . TRUE •. Otherwise, it is set to . FALSE. ,and
the receiving task must call F77_NET_RECEIVE again, to receive

the next packet.
F77_NET_SEND Send a processor-farm message

INTEGER LENGTH
LOGICAL COMPLETE
CALL F77_I£1_8EID (LENGTH. BUFF. COMPLETE)

This subroutine will send a data packet to the processor-farnl
routing software. Messages sent by worker tasks are routed
to the master task, and messages sent by the master task are
routed to any idle worker task.
Data are sent frorn BUFF, which may be any variable, array or
array elelnent. LENGTH specifies the nurnber of bytes to send,
and may not be less than 0 or greater than F77 _NET _MAl_PACKET _LENG
Messages longer than that must be broken into slnaller packets.
If F77_NET_SEND is called with COMPLETE set to .TRUE., the
packet is assumed to be the last or only packet in the message.
Allot her packets should be sent wi th COMPLETE set to . FALSE.

I
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F77 _NET_BROADCAST Send a processor-farm broadcast

INTEGER LENGTH
CALL F77_IET_BROiDCiST(LEIGTH. BUFF)

This subroutine can be used by the master task to send a
message to every worker task in the processor farm. It should
not be used by any worker task.
The message to be sent is found starting at BUFF, which may
be any variable, array or array element. The LENGTH argument
specifies the length in bytes of the message. This subroutine is unlike F77_NET_RECEIVE and F77_NET_SEND in that the
LENGTH argument is not restricted to F77 _NET_MAX_PACKET_LENGTH.
This means that the programmer does not have to split the
message up into packets; this is done by F77_NET _BROADCAST.
The worker tasks receive the message by calling F77 _NET_RECEIVE
in the usual way, possibly several times; F77 _NET_BROADCAST
ensures that the when the last packet is read, the COMPLETE
argument is set to . TRUE. as usual.
F77_NET_BROADCAST can only be used when an the worker

tasks are known to be idle. Typically, this would be at the
beginning of the program run, before any work packets have
been sent out. Later, the master task can broadcast new data,
provided a result packet has been received corresponding to
every work packet sent out.

18.2.8

The ALT Package

The ALT package is provided to enable the programmer to perform
"guarded input", that is, to receive input from whichever of a group
of channels is ready to transmit, if any. Subprograms which use the
ALT package should include the package file:
INCLUDE 'iLT.IIC'
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F77_ALT_WAIT Wait till input is ready
INTEGER F77_lLT_VAIT
llTEGER ICHAI. ICHANADDR1 •...• ICHAIADDRI. I
I • F77_1LT_VAIT (ICHAI, ICHAllDDR1 •... , ICHAIADDRI)

This function's arguments are a count of the possible channels
for input (RCHAN) and a list of channel word addresses. The
function waits till one of these channels is ready for input,
and then returns an index into this list, such that the leftmost
(ICHARADDR1) has the index 1.
F77_ALT_NOWAIT Identify a ready input channel
llTEGER F77_lLT_IOVAIT
llTEGER ICHAI. ICHAIADDR1, ... , ICHAllDDRI, I
I • F77_ALT_IOV1IT (.CHAI, ICHlIADDR1, ... , ICHAliDDRI)

This function's arguments are similar to those ofF77 _ALT_WAIT.
If any channel is ready for input, the function returns its index
in the list. However, if no channel is ready, the function does
not wait, but immediately returns the value o.
F77_ALT_WAIT_VEC Wait till input is ready (vector)
llTEGER F77_ALT_VAIT_VEC
llTEGER ICHAI. ICHAIADDRARRAY(NCHAI). I
I • F77_ALT_VAIT_VEC (ICHAI, ICHAIADDRARRAY)

ICHANADDRARRAY is an array of channel word addresses, and
NCHAN is its length. The function waits till one of the channels
whose addresses appear in the array is ready to input, a.nd
then returns the subscript of the elernent in the array which
contains that channel's address.
F77_ALT_NO~AIT_VEC Identify

a ready input channel (vector)

INTEGER F77_ALT_NOWAIT_VEC
INTEGER NCHAI, ICHANADDRARRAY(NCHAN), I
I • F77_ALT_VEC (ICHAI, ICHAIADDRARRAY)
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This function is similar to F77 _ALT_WAIT_VEC except that if
when the function is called there are no channels ready for
input, the function does not wait, but returns the value o.

18.2.9

Compatibility Subroutines

The subroutines discussed in this section are supplied only for compatibility with previous versions of the run-time library. New programs should use the CHAN package (see section 18.2.6) to perform
channel operations. The compatibility subroutines do not have a
package file.
These subroutines can only be used to perform input/output on the
channels which are bound to ports. Consequently, the channel to
use is specified not by a channel-word address, as is the case for the
CHAN package, but by a port number. This must be in the range
defined in the configuration file by the INS and OUTS attributes of
the task (see sections 5.1.2 and 26.2.8). For example:
task .angle ina-3 outs-1

This line in the configuration defines input ports 0 to 2, and output
port 0 only.
CHANINMESSAGE Receive a message from a channel

IITEGER IPORTIO, IBYTES
CALL CHAIIIMESSAGE (IPORTIO, BUFF, IBYTES)

This subroutine will input a message from the channel bound to
port IPORTNO, and store it in BUFF. BUFF may be any variable,
array or array element. NBYTES specifies the number of bytes
to receive.
CHANOlITBYTE Send a byte to a channel

IITEGER IPORTIO
CALL CHAIOUTBYTE (BUFF, IPORTNO)
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This subroutine sends a single byte of data from BUFF to the
channel which is bound to port IPORTNO. BUFF may be any
variable, array or array element. In the case of an object of
type integer, the low-order byte of the integer will be sent,
and in the case of an object of type character, the left-most
character will be sent.
CHANOUTMESSAGE Send a message to a channel
INTEGER IPORTIO. IBYTES
CALL CHAIIOUfIlESSAGE (IPORTlO. BUFF. IBYTES)

This subroutine will send a message from BUFF to the channel
bound to port IPORTNO. BUFF may be any variable, array or
array element. NBYTES specifies the number of bytes to send.
CHANOUTWORD Send a word to a channel
INTEGER IPORTNO
CALL CHAlOUTVORD (BUFF. IPORTNO)

This subroutine sends a word of data (that is, four bytes) from
BUFF to the channel bound to port IPORTNO. BUFF may be any
variable, array or array element.

18.2.10

Miscellaneous

This section describes subprograms for performing a nUIIlber of rniscellaneous tasks. There is a package file,MISC. INC, but not all the
subprograms need it; for the ones that do, the appropriate INCLUDE
statement is incl uded in the synopses below.

18.2.10.1

Time

ICLOCK Get host clock time
INTEGER SECS
CALL ICLOCK (SECS)
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This subroutine will place in SECS the elapsed tilne in seconds
since 00:00:00 GMT on January 1st, 1970. ICLOCK depends on
the afserver for this information, which has three effects:
• A call to ICLOCK must be protected be protected by calling
F77_THREAD_USE_RTL first (see section 18.2.3).
• ICLOCK is not available in tasks which ahve been linked
with the stand-alone library.

• The PC software upon which ICLOCK depends attempts
to give you the time in GAIT. Unless you tell the system otherwise, it assumes you are in the Pacific Standard
Time zone of the USA and adjusts the value it returns
accordingly. To make it aware of what time zone you are
in, you can define the MS-DOS environmental variable
TZ. For example, if you live in Great Britain, you could
define TZ like this:
C>set tz-GMT
C>set tz-GMT1BST

18.2.10.2

during Summer TilDe

Not-a-Number and Infinity

The following functions test whether a REAL or DOUBLE PRECISION
value is a NaN, +00 or -00, that is, Not-a-Number or Positive
or Negative Infinity. These special values, as defined by the IEEE
standard, are discussed in more detail in section 11.1.10. The term
"finite" is used to describe a value which is not a NaN, +00 or -00.

INCLUDE 'MISC.INC'
LOGICAL F77_R_IS_IAI
REAL R
LOGICAL L
L • F77_R_IS_NAN (R)

The function returns the value . TRUE. if the val uc R is a Nota-Number; otherwise, it returns .FALSE.
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INCLUDE 'MISC.IIC'
LOGICAL F77_R_IS_FIIITE
REAL R
LOGICAL L
L • F77_R_IS_FIlITE (R)

The function returns the value. TRUE. if the value R is finite;
otherwise, it returns . FALSE.

IICLUDE 'MISC.IIC'
LOGICAL F77_D_IS_111
DOUBLE PRECISIOI D
LOGICAL L
L • F77_D_IS_IAI (D)

The function returns the value. TRUE. if the value D is a Nota-Nulnber; otherwise, it returns. FALSE ..
F77_D_IS_FINITE Test double for finite
I.CLUDE 'MISC.IIC'
LOGICAL F77_D_IS_FlllTE
DOUBLE PRECISIOI D
LOGICAL L
L • F77_D_IS_FlllTE (D)

The function returns the value . TRUE. if the value D is finite;
otherwise, it returns .FALSE.

18.2.10.3

Memory Access

rfhe following subprograms provide facilities for "low-level" access to
mernory locations. Users should be aware that if these are misused,
the results are unpredictable, but could be serious.

INCLUDE 'MISC.INC'
INTEGER F77_PEEK_BYTE
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INTEGER IIDDR, IVIL
IVIL • F77_PEEI_BYTE (I1DDR)

This function returns the value held in the byte at the absolute
memory address IADDR. The value is returned as an unsigned
(zero-extended) value.
F77 _PEEK_WORD Peek a word
INCLUDE 'MISC.IIC'
INTEGER F77_PEEI_BYTE
llTEGER IIDDR. IVIL
I'lL • F77_PEEI_VORD (IADDR)

This function returns the value held in the word at the absolute
memory address IADDR.
F77_POKE_BYTE Poke a byte
IITEGER I1DDR, IVlL
C1LL F77_POKE_BYTE (1IDDR, I'lL)

The value of the argument IVAL is placed in the byte at absolute memory address IADDR. The value is silently truncated to
the least-significant eight bits.
F77_POKE_WORD Poke a word
IITEGER I1DDR, IVIL
CILL F77_POKE_VDRD (I1DDR, IV1L)

The value of the argument IVAL is placed in the word at absolute memory address IADDR.
XLOC Address of Variable
IITEGER XLOC. 11DDR
IIDDR • XLOC (VIR)

VAR may be any variable, array or array element; the function
returns its absolute memory address.
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F77_MOVE Block move
INTEGER MBYTES
CALL F77_IIOVE (IBYTES. SOURCE. DEST)

The SOURCE and DEST arguments may be any variables, arrays
or array elements. The subroutine moves the number of bytes
specified by NBYTES from SOURCE to DEST.
F77 _MOVE_A Block move absolute
IITEGER IBYTES. SRCADR, DSTADR
CAll F77_MOVE (IBYTES, SRC1DR. DSTADR)

In this case, the two arguments SRCADR and DSTADR specify
absolute memory addresses. The subroutine moves the number
of bytes specified by NBYTES from SRCADR to DSTADR.

18.2.10.4

System Operations

F77 _GET_COMMAND Get command parameters
CHARACTER." BUFF
CALL F77_GET_COMMAID (BUFF)

The command parameter string is placed in BUFF. If the string
is shorter than the argument, it is padded with spaces; if it is
longer, it is truncated.
F77 _DO_COMMAND Execute a host command
CHARACTER.n BUFF
CALL F77_DO_COMMAND (BUFF)

'l'he argument string is subrnitted to DOS to be executed as a
cOlnnland. For exalnple:

)'ou should not try to execute a command which involves funning another program on the transputer board; this would
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have unpredictable results. Only one threa.d should use
this subroutine at a time; this means that jf necessary,
F77_THREAD_USE_RTL should be called first (see section 18.2.3
above).
EXIT Terminate the program
INTEGER SrAnJS
CALL ElIT (STATUS)

If the task is linked with the full run-time library, all its files
are closed, and the task is terminated. The value of STAlUS
is returned to DOS as a result code. EXIT should never be
called from a subroutine which has been invoked in a subsidiary
thread; if this is done, there will be a condition handling error
(see section 17.6.4.4).
EXIT may also be called from a task linked with the stal1daJone

run-time library. In this case, it just stops the current thread,
as F77 _THREAD_STOP does; STA11JS is ignored.
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The Linker
The Iinker utility, linkt, is compatible with all versions of the 3L
compilers for C, Fortran and Pascal. It can be used in place of the
linker distributed with earlier versions of these compilers. The linker
is also compatible with Tbug, 3L's interactive source-level debugger.
The linker's function is to create an executable file from a number of
object files. It can also be used to create libraries of object modules,
which may themselves be searched by the lioker when it is creating
executable files.

19.1

COlllllland Line

link(~r is invoked by the command linkt. This command is
followed by an ordered list of items giving the names of the ohj(~ct

1'he

files and libraries to be linked, the nanle to be used for the executable
file, and swi tches to control the Ijllking operation.
1'he uanle of the executable file loust be separated from the obj('ct
file nanles by a COlllnla ' •'; each object file may be separated frorn
the next by either a space or a plus sign, '+'. Switches all start with
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a slash, 'I', and so do not need to he separated one from another,
but spaces may be inserted between them for clarity.
The following are all valid examples of link commands.
C>linkt
C>linkt
C>linkt
C>linkt
C>linkt
C>linkt

prog.bin library.bin,prog.b4
prog.bin+library.bin, prog.b4
progl.bin prog2.bin lib. bin, .yprog.b4
progl.bin+prog2.bin+lib.bin, .yprog.b4
prog.bin lib. bin, .yprog.b4 !Q!Smyprog.map!Okernel
prog.bin lib. bin, .yprog.b4 !Q ISmyprog.map !Okernel

The order of the object file names in the link command is used to
order the placement of the information they contain in the resulting
executable file. Often this ordering is of no interest but it can be used
to improve the performance of programs. This subject is discussed
further in section 19.6.

19.2

File N alIle Conventions

In order to simplify commands, the linkcr will insert file name £'xtensions where none has been given. If an explicit extension has been
given it will be used without change.
The actual extension that will be appended to a file name depends
on the sort of file being identified. The following table gives each
sort of file known to the Iinker along with the appropriate extension.
executable file
indirect file
input library file
map file

.b4

.dat
.bin

object file
optimization file
output library file

.bin
. opt
.lib

.map

As a result the examples given previously would have the identical
effect if written in the following ways:
C>linkt prog library,prog
c>linkt prog+ library, prog
C>linkt progl prog2 lib, ayprog
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C>linkt progl+prog2+lib ••yprog
C>linkt prog lib, .yprog IQ/S.yprog/Okernel
C>linkt pros lib, .yproS IQ ISayproS IOkernel

19.3

The Output File

The output from a linking operation is usually a file containing a
complete program in a form ready for execution. This file is called
an executable file. The output may also be a library suitable for input
to a subsequent link operation. Section 19.5 describes libraries.
The name for the output file is either specified explicitly on the
command line (as in all the examples so far) or is inferred by the
linker from the name of the first object file (or library file) seen, by
removing any extension and then appending the extension . b4.
For example, each of the following commands generates an -executable file named test. b4:
C>linkt
C>linkt
C>linkt
C>linkt

19.4

test. bin
test fns
test fns
fns test

fns.bin lib. bin, test.b4
lib, test
lib
lib, test

Indirect Files

It is quite common for programs to be built from a large nlllllber
of object files, perhaps more than can cOlnfortably be fitted into a
single linkt conlmand line.
l'he Jillker addresses this problem with i1ulil"ecl files, each of wllich
contains one or more file names on separate lines. Indirect files nlay
be given wherever object files are expected and the file names they
contain arc interpreted as the names of object files to be included in
the linking operation.
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In linker command lines, indirect files are always marked \vith the
symbol 'G' to distinguish them from other sorts of file. It is also
possible to mark names within indirect files in this way. Such names
are then taken to be the file names of nested indirect files. Indirect
files may only be nested to a depth of 5.
For example, assume the file list. dat contains the following:
filet. bin
file2
file3.ux

In the following example, the first four commands will all ha.ve the
same effect, while the fifth command will generate an identical executable file but will write it to a file named prog. b4:
C>li..nkt
C>linkt
C>linkt
C>linkt
C>linkt

'list
Ilist. filet.b4
filet file2 file3.n:x
filet file2 file3.uI. filel.b4
Ilist. prog

Note that in the examples above, the first object file name in the
indirect file will be the first object file seen by the }jnker and so it
will be that file name which will be used, if necessary, to deduce the
name for the output file.
Indirect files are also used to supply a list of optimization symbols
to the Iinker. This is described in section 19.6.

19.5

Libraries

It is often convenient to be able to treat a group of object files as a
single unit known as a libmry file. Accordingly, the tinker provides
the option of combining object files (and library files) into a new
library file rather than the more usual executable file.
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Once a library file has been generated it may be used wherever an
object file is expected; unlike indirect files there is no need to mark
the library file name in any way.
Library files have two advantages over indirect files. Firstly, moving
a single library file to another place is simpler than moving many
component object files and making sure that the corresponding indirect file is kept up to date. Secondly, accessing a single library file
is faster than accessing an indirect file and several object files.
During the development of components which will eventually make
up a library, indirect files may be more convenient as there will be
no need to re-link the library whenever a component object file is
changed.
The linker command to create a library is similar to that used to create an executable file, but includes the switch IL. When this switch
is used the output file will be a library file and not an executable
file. The name of the library file will be deduced, if necessary, in the
same way as for executable files; that is, from the name of the first
object file or library file found. The default extension .lib will be
added if no extension is given.
The example below shows a graphics library being built from a core
graphics module and two device driver modules. The library is then
linked in the ordinary way with a user program. Indirect files are
used to simplify the required linker commands.
C>type graflib.dat
core.bin
tek.bin
hp. bin
C>linkt Igraflib.graflib/L
C>type ayprog.dat
ayprog.bin
graflib.lib
library.bin
harn.bin
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C>linkt layprog,.yprog.b4

The switch IP can be used in place of IL and has exactly the sa.me
meaning.
The following switches are ignored when the IL or IP switches are
used: IB, le, 10, IS and IX. Section 19.9 contains a full description
of the switches.
If the IG option is used when creating a library, any debug information present in the object files is passed through into the library.
Otherwise this information is left out of the library.

19.6

The Executable Image

Unless otherwise instructed, the tinker will place object files it has
selected into the executable file in the order in v.rhich those object
files were specified on the command line. This order is important if
a program wishes to make use of the on-chip RAM.
When the on-chip RAM is used to hold programs, the code which
has been placed at the beginning of an executable image is more
likely to reside in RAM than code towards the end. Ilence, in order
to improve the performance of a program, the object file containing
the code which is executed most frequently should be specified as
the first object file in the link command.
In many cases, it may not be easy or possible to know which order
to place the object files in. For example, the user may know which
functions are executed most frequently, but not know which object
files contain them, because they are part of a library. In this case,
the user can specify a symbol to search for, and the linker will look
for an object file which contains a definition of that symbol. Symbols
used liked this are known as optimization symbols, and are specified
by using the 10 command line switch. Note that the switch uses the
letter '0' and not the digit '0'.
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As an example, the following will place the object files which contain
definitions of fread and malIoe at the beginning of the resulting
executable file t . b4:
C>linkt t library harn/Ofread/Oaalloc

In this case, the object file containing the external symbol fread is
placed at the start of the executable image. The object file containing
the external symbol malloc is placed second in the executable image.
If an optimization symbol does not exist then the linker issues a
warning. Sometimes the object file containing the symbol is not
needed in the executable image; in other words, there are no references to it. In this case, if the object file is part of a library, the
module is excluded from the executable image, and no warning is
issued. If, on the other hand, the symbol is found in an object file
named in the command line or in an indirect file, the object file is
included in the executable image regardless.
Two or more optimization symbols may refer to the same object file,
in which case the position of the object file will be determined by
the position of the first symbol to refer to it.
After all optimization symbols have been processed and the object
files which define optirnized symbols have been placed at the start
of the executable image, the tinker will add the remaining object
files to the executable image in the order they were found on the
command line. In the previous example this would mean that object
.file t would be the third object file in the executable irnage and the
object file harn would be the last.
It is often easier to place the list of optiluization sYlnbols in a file
rather than keeping them on the command line. This Inay be done
using indirect files in the saTHe way as for object files except that the
default extension is now . opt.
An exalnple optilnization file optsyms . opt nlight contain the following text:
fread
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aalloc

This file could then be used to optimize the position of the object
files defining fread and malIoe as in the following command:
C>linkt t library harn/Olopt8J118

A warning is issued if the symbol is not defined in any of the object
files.

19.7

Map Files

The linker can be requested to produce a map file which will contain
a list of all the symbols (both code and data) that have been defined
in the executable image. The map file will also contain information
about the sizes of the code and static areas for each object file.
Map files are requested with the /S switch. By default, the name
of the map file is derived automatically from the first object file
name. In the following example a map file called test .map would
be generated.
C>linkt teat library harn/S

Alternatively, the map file name can be specified explicitly on the
command line by placing a file name immediately after the /S as in
the following example:
C>lintt test library harn/S.file

The default extension .map will be added if no extension is given.
The above example would create a map file called mfiIe .map.

19.8

Debug Tables

Object files created using the 3L compilers may contain information
intended for use by Tbug, the 3L debugger[19]. Dy default, the linker
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will discard this information in order to produce small executable
files.
The switch IG will make the linker incorporate any debugging information present in the object files into the output file, which may be
either an executable file or a library file.

19.9

S ullllDary of Switches

The operation of the linker can be controlled by means of su,itches.
Each switch starts with a slash character 'I' and an identifying letter;
it does not matter if this letter is given in upper case or lower case.
The switches can be placed anywhere in the command line but they
may not occur in indirect files. No spaces are allowed between a
switch's identifying letter and the rest of the switch.
IBfile-name

This switch specifies that the file file-name is to be
used in preference to the default bootstrap file. There
is no default extension for file-name.

le

This switch stops the linker adding the bootstrap file
to the executable file.

IG

This switch results in the linker creating a debugger
information area in the executable or library file.

1I

Tbis switch causes the linker to display ·its identity and
along with various statistics about the executable file
such as the code and static sizes and the maximum
patch size used.

IL

This switch makes the linker generate a library file
rather than an executable file.

IOoptimization-syrnbol
This switch gives priority to the position

In

the
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executable image of the object file which defines
opt im ization-symbol.
IOGoptimization-file
This switch gives priority to the position in the
executable image of the object files which define
the symbols whose names are contained in the file
optimization-file. The default extension for optimizationfile is . opt.

IP

This switch has the same effect has the

IL switch.

IQ

This switch suppresses all warning messages (see section 19.12).

IQn

This switch suppresses the output of message n. The
number is one of those listed in appendix 11. The purpose of this switch is explained in section 19.11 below.

IS

This switch generates a map file taking its name from
the first name in the list of object files.

ISmap-jile

This switch generates a map file called map-file. The
default extension for map-file is .map.

IX entry-point

This switch causes the Iinker to use the symbol entrypoint in preference to INMOS.ENTRY.POINT, which is
the default.

19.10

Using Batch Files

A batch file is a convenient way of calling the Hnker with the appropriate run-time library and harness. The linker accepts spaces
between object file names, so the batch file can pass more than one
parameter to the linker; unused parameters will be ignored. Switches
can appear in any position on the command line, so they can be
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passed as parameters to the batch file. For example, the batch file
tlink.bat might look like this:
C>linkt 11 12 %3 %4 %5 %6 %7 18 19 library.bin harn.bin

The following example shows how the batch file could then be used
to link two files file1. bin and file2. bin into a library file1.lib:
C>tlint file! file2/L

The batch file will then invoke the linker with the following command:
linkt file1 file2/L library harn

It is not possible include a comma in a batch file parameter. For this
reason, you cannot explicitly pass an output file name to a batch file
in its command line.

19.11

Duplicate Definitions

A duplicate definition occurs if two or more object files define the
same symbol. The linker will issue a warning message about each
occurrence of a duplicate definition and will use the first definition
encountered. Object files are processed in the order in which they
appear on the comnland line.
This facility can be useful when it is necessary to rewrite or alter an
object file contained in a library. It can also be used to substitute
one object file for another when creating a new library.
Occasionally, for example when several libraries are being uspd, it
nla.y be desira.ble to suppress a very large nUlnbcr of duplicate definition warning messages. This can be done by using the switch IQ!.
rrhis facility may be useful for GEM users of the linker.
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19.12

Messages

The )jnker may issue one or more messages during a linking operation. These messages are used to draw the user's attention to unusual
or incorrect situations.
There are two types of message: warnings, which indicate acceptable but possibly erroneous conditions, and fatal errors which result
from conditions which are serious enough to terminate the linking
operation.
A complete list of the messages output by the linker may be found
in appendix H.
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The mempatch Utility
The linker program, linltt, normally produces an executable image
file prefixed by a short bootstrap program which allows th~ afserver
to load the image into an empty transputer: the bootstrap initialises
the transputer and reads in the rest of the image file.
The bootstrap produced by the linker is designed to work with the
Inmos B004 transputer board, or with an exact copy. These boards
have either 1 or 2MB of RAM: the bootstrap may not work properly
with partially B004-compatible boards which have different amounts
of memory.
This problem does not affect task image files produced by the linker
for use with the 3L configurers, since the configurers ignore any
bootstrap code prefixed to the input task images and add their
own bootstrap to the output application image file. The configurergenerated bootstrap can handle any amount of ITlemoey which is a
ulultiple of 64KD.
rrhe linkcr-generated bootstrap is only used if a single image file is
run on its own on one transputer as described in chapter 3. In that
case, the following problcIDS may occur on a transputee board with
other than 1 or 2MB of ItAM:
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• On systems with more than 2f\fD of memory, . b4 files produced
by the linker will assume that only 2MB of memory is available;
the program will not be able to take advantage of the rest of
the physical memory in the configuration.
• On systems with less than 1MB of memory, . b4 files produced
by the Iinker will assume too much memory is available, and are
likely to fail when memory above the amount actually ava.ilable
is used"
• On systems with more than 1MB but less than 2MB of memory,
one or other of the above effects will be observed, depending
on the details of the board's address decoding hardware.
The mempatch utility allows you to modify . b4 files so that they will
execute correctly with a particular memory configuration other than
1 or 2MB.
The compiler, linker and other utilities provided in this release all
use the standard bootstrap, and may therefore require to be modified
using mempatch if they are to be run on a transputer boa.rd with other
than 1 or 2MB of RAM. Note that 31.1 does not guarantee that the
compiler, linker and other programs will necessarily operate correctly
if insufficient memory is available.

20.1

Identifying mempatch

If the mempatch utility is invoked without arguments, it will print
identifying information similar to the following:
C>aeapatch
usage: ae.patch filenaae.b4 kilobytes
e "g .
• eapat ch .yprog. b4 128
.eapatch V1.2, Copyright (C) 1988, 3L Ltd.

A given version of mempatch can only be guara.ntecd to operate
correctly with particular versions of the 3L high-level langua.ges.
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You should only use the version of mempatch supplied with this
release in conjunction with the corresponding compiler and linker.
mempatch will detect and reject any program image with which it is
not compatible.

20.2

Invoking mempatch

The mempatch utility is invoked with a command line of the following
form:
aeapatch

image-file-name

number-oJ-kilobyte,

For example, to patch the file myprog. b4 for a system with only
64 kilobytes of memory, the following command line would be used:
C>aeapatcb ayprog.b4 64
standard secondary bootatrap recognised
iaage now patched to 64 kilobyte.

Note that the full filename of the program image file-including any
. b4 extension-must be supplied.

20.3

Re-invoking mempatch

A program image file may be patched more than once if, for example,
available memory in the target system changes. The program file
myprog. b4 modified in the previous example might be modified again
for a 128 kilobyte system as follows:
C>.empatch ayprog.b4 128
previous patch value was 64 kilobytes
t-age now patched to 128 kilobytes
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The decode Utility
A separate decoder utility is supplied with Parallel Fortran which
takes as its input the binary output file of the compiler, and produces a listing including both the source code and the disassembled
machine code for each source line.
An example of decode's output may be found in figure 21.1.

21.1

Usage

The decoder is started by a command of this format:
decode filename

IIere, filenllrne is the name of a binary output file from the compiler.
If no extension is typed, . bin is assumed.
rrhe decodcr then attempts to find the source filc, using the source
file nalne given at cOInpilation time, which is stored in the binary file.
It applies this nanle ill the context of the current directory when the
decoder is rUIl. Thus, if at compilation time the source file was specified as dovn\cats, and the current directory when the decoder is run
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is \mine, the decoder will attempt to open \mine\dovn\cats. f77
as the source file. The decoder should therefore be invoked with the
current directory set to be the directory which was current when the
file being decoded was compiled.
If decode cannot find the source file, it outputs a warning message
and produces a disassembly listing without source lines.
The decoder's output is normally sent to the display. It may, however, be redirected or piped in the usual way, for example:
C>decode cats) cats. lis
C>decode cats I .ore

21.2

Features of the decode Program

The line TOTALCODE 176 0 in the example reports the size of the
program code for the module: in this case, 176 (decimal) bytes. The
second number can be disregarded.
The line STATIC 11 in the example reports the size of the static space
required by the module, expressed this time in words (decimal).
Machine-code instructions are decoded into mnemonics. The decoder automatically merges pfix's and nfix's with the following
opcode. There is full support for all T4 and TB instructions, including the TB's 'fpu' operations. Unrecognised indirect instructions arc
decoded as 'opr n', and unrecognised fpentry instructions a.s 'ldc
n; fpentry'.
The destinations of j and cj instructions are shown as addresses in
hexadecimal, rather than relative displacements. Calls to external
symbols are shown symbolically if possible. The operand fields of all
other direct instructions are shown in decimal.
The initialisation values of static data are shown in hexadecima.l and
ASCII.
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The source code contents of files added to the program by means of
INCLUDE statement files are not shown, but binary code generated
from them is decoded and appears at the right point in the main
source file.

21.3

Other Languages

The decoder can handle binary object files which are of the format
described in the Inmos Standalone Compiler Implementation Manual[13]. As well as Parallel Fortran, the 3L Parallel C and Pascal
compilers generate binary files of this kind, and these can therefore
be decoded. If source files are available, the C or Pascal source
program will be correctly included in the listing.
The Inmos stand-alone occam 2 compiler also generates binary files
in this format, and should therefore be decoded correctly, although
this cannot be guaranteed. The source programs are not shown,
as the occam compiler does not generate the necessary line-number
information.
The decoder cannot handle executable (. b4) files.
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Transputer DECODE (Vl.2) of decodex.bin
ID T4 "OCCaJl 2 V2.1" "F77_transputer V2.0"
SC 0
TOTALCODE 176 0
STATIC 11
REF '0, "f_stop"
20 0001F
00000000 0004C
5845444F 4346440B 00000001 00098
3737462E 00014
D1T1 1/3/
1
00000003 00070
6E6961 605P6606 00018
CODESYMB "f_a.in" 00000030
71 00030 ldl
30 00031 ldnl
20 20 00032 ldnl
BE 60 00034 aj.
DO 00036 atl
2
J • 1 + 6
70 00037 Id!
39 00038 ldnl
86 00039 ade
01 00031 atl
£ID
3
40 0003B Ide
4P 60 0003C Ide
70 0003E ldl
20 20 20 20 20 20 0003P call
B2 00046 aj.
PO 22 00046 ret
00 61 00048 j
FFFFFFFF 00078
00000000 00000000 01CBOICB 00000
OOOOOOOB 00000000 00000000 OOOOC
0000005C 00000064 00000034 00018
FFFFFFD4 00000011 00000074 00024
PATCH LONG 00000004 "ODIUM
PATCH LONG 00000008 STATICFII
PATCH LONG OOOOOOOC lilT
PATCH LONG 00000010 LIMIT
FFFFFFFF 0007C
0000004A 00000008 00000030 00080
FFFFFFFF 0008e

I I

1____ 1
I. ___ .DECODEXI
I.F771
1. ___ 1
I.f_aainl
1
0
"ODIUM
-2
0
0
9
6
1
0
-1
0
f_stop
2
00037

I•••• 1
1•••• ________ 1
1________ . ___ 1
14___d___\ ___ 1
It___ •___ •••• 1

I .... 1
10___ . ___ J ___ 1

I•••• 1

Figure 21.1: Example of output from decode
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The worm Utility
The worm utility is for exploring transputer networks. In its simplest
form, it just counts the number of nodes in the network.
C>vora
one processor found

The IF option switch provides fuller information about each node,
including:
• processor type (T414 or T800);
• processor clock speed;
• amount of external memory, in kilobytes (K);
• the nunloer of extra processor cycles (penalties) required to access external 1l1emory as opposed to on-chip RAM (a mininlUln
of two for a T414 or T800);
• the IlIJIllber of nodes through which work packets ill a floodconfigured application will be routed to get fro III the root
transputer to this n.ode. l'his nuruber of "hops" may be greater
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than the theoretical minimum imposed by the network configuration; it reflects the network spanning tree constructed by
the flood-loading software.
On a single-processor system the output might look like this:
C>vor./f
one processor found
processor ROOT tJPe-T414 20.0MHz, 3.0 penalties, 0 hops 2048K
lints to H08T[0],-------,-------,-------

The link connections from each node are listed from left to right
in the order link 0, link 1, link 2, link 3. Here link 0 of the root
transputer is connected to the host computer's link adapter and
the other three links are unconnected. A dashed line, "-------,,
indicates an unconnected link.
The le option .makes the vorm generate the node interconnection
information in the form of a configuration file suitable for use with
the static configurer.
! one processor found
proces8or HOST
processor ROOT
vire ? ROOT[O] 808T[0]

22.1

Notes

The vorm will not discover "bare" nodes with little or no external
memory. This is because the network loader on which it relies requires about 5-10KB of external RAM to function properly.
There may be a short delay before network information is displayed.
This is because the vorm waits for a certa.in amount of time before
deciding that a link over which nothing is being received is unconnected and not just connected to a "slow" processor.
The vorm writes its output on the standa.rd output strea.m, normally
the screen. Its output may be redirected to a file, or to a device
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like a printer, using the DOS ')' facility. For example, to put a full
description of a network into a file called net .lis:
C>vora!f >net.lia

406
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The tnm Utility
tnm shows the external symbols defined or referenced by an object
file or library. For libraries, the names of the constituent object
modules are also shown.
tnm is invoked like this:
tna file name

The filename must be the name of an object (. bin) file produced
by the compiler, or a library file produced by the linker. No default
extension is supplied by tnm.
Object files and libraries are made up of sequences of object file
records of various types. tnm scans the input file and writes (to
standard output) the following types of record in a printable forma.t.
Other record types are skipped.

COMPILER ID records show the target processor (T4 or T8) for whirh
a Il10dule was CODlpiled, and the version of the cOlupilcr used to
cOlIlpile it.
LIBRARY records deliulit object modules within a library. They also
contain the name of the following object module, except for occam
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modules which do not have names and are therefore given numbers
instead.
REF records name external symbols referred to by the current module.

Note that simply referring to a symbol does not cause the module
which defines it to be loaded. Only symbols which are actually used
in "patch" records cause modules to be loaded. Patch records are
not shown by tnm, because each symbol may be used in many places
in an object file, requiring many patch records which would obscure
the output produced.
CODE SYMBOL records define the locations of external symbols in the

code area of the current module.
DATA SYMBOL records define the locations of external symbols in the

static data area of the current module.
Figure 23.1 shows the start of the output produced by running tnm
on the standard Fortran T4 run-time library.
The output from tnm normally appears on the screen, but it may be
redirected to a file or device using the DOS '>' facility, like this:
C>tna \tf2vl\frtlt4.bin >rtl.liB
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LIBRARY MODULE 1: t4\pfaux.t4
COMPILER ID occaa 2 V2. 1 IMP_tranBputer VI. 3
BEF IMP_EVElT
CODE SYMBOL f_cpYBtr
CODE SYMBOL f_cpBtr
CODE SYMBOL f_concat
CODE SYMBOL f_ibita
CODE SYMBOL f_ibset
CODE SYMBOL f_bteat
CODE SYMBOL f_ibclr
CODE SYMBOL f_ishft
CODE SYMBOL f_ishftc3
CODE SYMBOL f_lle
CODE SYMBOL 1_lge
CODE SYMBOL 1_1gt
CODE SYMBOL f_llt
CODE SYMBOL f_l8O
CODE SYMBOL f_index
CODE SYMBOL f_ichar
CODE SYMBOL f _char
LIBRARY MODULE 2: t4\pfcrts.t4
COMPILER ID occaa 2 V2. 1 IMP_transputer V1.3
BEF REAL32TOREAL64
BEF REAL64TOREAL32
BEF REAL32EQ
BEF REAL32GT
BEF REAL640P
REF REAL320P
REF CSQRTP
REF CElPP
BEF CLOGP
REF CSINP
REF CCOSP
REF SQRTP
REF IMP_EVENT
CODE SYMBOL f_csqrt
CODE SYMBOL f_cexp
CODE SYMBOL f_clog
CODE SYMBOL f_csin
CODE SYMBOL f_CCOB
CODE SYMBOL f_cabs
~-'igure

23.1: tnm Output
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The tunlib Utility
Individual object files can be extracted from a library using the
tunlib command.
tunlib

input-libraru output-library output-objfile symbol

All four command line arguments are required. No default extensions
are supplied _by tunlib.
tunlib extracts an object module from the input-libmry and writes
it to the output-objfile. The input-libmry, minus the extracted module, is copied to the output-library.

The module to be extracted is specified by giving the name of any
external synlool it defines. Symbol matching is case sensitive. Note
that Fortran symbols are converted to lower case before being output
by the cOInpiler, so the names for Fortran subprograms should be
supplied to tunlib in lower-case form.
Do not use the safoe file nalne as both an input file a.nd an output
file. l"'he effects of doing so are undefined.

In the example below, the [nodule which defines the Fortra.n subroutine PLOTPOINT is extracted fronl a library called graphlib. bin and
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written to an ohject file of its own called point. bin. The remainder
of the library is written to a new file, rest. bin.
C>tunlib graphlib.bin rest.bin point.bin plotpoint

If we had wanted simply to delete the module containing PLOTPOINT
from the library, we could have discarded the extracted object file
by writing it to the null file, like this:
C>tunlib graphlib.bin ne.lib.bin nul plotpoint

newlib. bin is just graphlib. bin with the module which defined
PLOTPOINT removed.
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The fpr Utility
The fpr program converts files formatted according to Fortran's
carriage control conventions into files which may be printed under
MS-DOS.
The program reads from standard input and writes to standard output, replacing the carriage control characters with characters tha.t
will produce the intended effect when the file is printed. According
to the ANSI Fortran 71 standard, vertical spacing is determined by
the first character of each line, and the standard uses the following
table to define the effect of this character:
Character
u

0

1
+

Vertical Spacing Before Printing
One Line
Two Lines
To First Line of Next Page
No Advance

If there are no characters in the record it is treated as a record
consisting of a single space character. If the first character is not
onc of those mentioned above, it is treated as if it were a space
character.
The following switches are recognised:
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18

Output a form-feed at the beginning of the file; suppress the form-feed at the end.

lE

Output a form-feed at the end, and not at the beginning. Of course, if the first character of the file is a '1'
then a form-feed will be output in any case.

IN

Do not output a form-feed either at the beginning or
the end.

1I

Print the program's identification.

The default behaviour is to output a form-feed at the end of the file.
Note that if the output from fpr is sent to the screen of an IBM PC
(or compatible) a form-feed will be displayed as a '~' symbol.

fpr may be used to convert a file, like this:
C>fpr <output.dat >prntfile.dat

Alternatively, if a Fortran program writes to unit 6 (as preconnected), the output can be piped through fpr:
C>afserver -:b fortprog.b4 I fpr >prntfile.dat

Not
For
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Configuration Language
Reference
The 3L configuration language is the language accepted by the various 3L configuration utilities. It is designed to allow easy description
both of physical processor networks and of user applications built up
out of tasks, without the user being concerned with the details of how
the tasks are actually loaded into the processor network.
Each of the configuration utilities will, in general, accept a su bset
of the language described here, according to its needs. For example,
the flood-fill configurer accepts the barest descriptions of the user
tasks; it needs no description of the physical network because that
information will be discovered at load time.

26.1

Standard Syntactic Metalanguage

In a farIna) description of a computer language, it is often conv(,llient to use a more precise language than ~~Ilglish. This langua.gedescription language is referred to as a metlllanguage. The metala.nguage which will be used to describe the configuration language is
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that specified by British Standard 615-1[7]. A tutorial introduction to
the standard syntactic metalanguage is a.vailable from the National
Physical Laboratory[8].
The BS6154 standard syntactic metalanguage is similar in concept
to many other metalanguages, particularly those of the well-known
Backus-Naur family. It therefore suffices to give a very brief informal
description here of the main points of DS6154; for more detail, the
standard itself should be consulted.
1. Terminal strings of the language-those not built up by rules
of the language-are enclosed in quotation marks.
2. Non-terminal phrases are identified by names, which may consist of several words.
3. A sequence of items may be built up by connecting the components with commas.
4. Alternatives are separated by vertical bars ('I').
5. Optional sequences are enclosed in square brackets ('[' and ']').
6. Sequences which may be repeated zero or more times are enclosed in braces ('{' and '} ').
7. Each phrase definition is built up using an equals sign to separate the two sides, and a semi-colon to terminate the right
hand side.

26.2

Configuration Language Syntax

To simplify the explanation of the configuration language, the formal
definition which follows in subsections 26.2.2 onwards deals only with
the higher level syntax of the langua.ge. At this level, we can deal
with how the significant characters of the la.nguage a.re built up into
tokens and statements. The lower level syntax deals with the way in
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which multiple input files are handled, with comments and with line
continuation. This topic is treated informally in subsection 26.2.1.
The high level syntax given here has an additional simplification
intended to make it more readable. To show this, consider the
following syntax rule written in the B86154 metalanguage:
example rule =
"f irst ", "second";
Interpreted strictly, this rule would be satisfied only by an input text
which read "firstsecond". In the syntax presented here, it should
be taken to match "first" followed by "second", but in such a way
that the two items are distinguishable. For example, the two words
here might be separated by a space character in the input file. When
the two items are distinguishable in the input file without a space
between them, then they may be abutted. This would be the case
for the two items in the following example:
second example rule
"f irst ", "=";

=

Valid input text for this rule could be, for example, "first=" or
"first =".

26.2.1

Low Level Syntax

The general form of a configuration language "program" is designed
to be as siInple as possible to use.
The following example show the ways in which the formatting, COITImenting and continuation facilities available in the configuration
language can be used:
this is an example of a coaaent
a blank line follows ...
next, a 8tateaent continuation ...
PROCESSOR -
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host
no., both features in coabination ...
PROCESSOR - ! co..ent AID continuation
root

The above sequence is, to the configurer, exactly equivalent to the
following:
PROCESSOR HOST
PROCESSOR ROOT

The various faciHties used above can be summarised as follows:
• Case of letters is not significa.nt to the configurer; in other
words, upper and lower case letters may be used intercha.ngeably.
• White space within a line (space characters, tab characters and
so forth) is compressed; for example, three consecutive spaces
would be seen as one.
• Everything from an exclamation mark character '!' to the end
of the line is taken to be a comment, and is discarded.
• If the last non-whitespace character on a line is a hyphen '-',
the line is taken to be continued onto the next line.
• Continuation and commenting can be used together; the hyphen must then be the last non-whitespace character before
the comment.
In addition to these line formatting considerations, note that the
configurer can accept any number of input files rather than simply
one. This facility is designed to allow different parts of the description of an application to be held in s~parate files. For example, the
description of the physical network might be held in onc file and
the description of the user's application in another. The configurer
simply treats each input file in order as part of one long input stream.
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Numeric Constants

Several different kinds of numeric constant are available to meet the
different uses of constants within the configuration language. For
example, a constant may be expressed in decimal notation or in
hexadecimal.
A special notation is provided to extend the decimal constant with a
scaling letter; this is most commonly used in specifications of memory
allocation, which are conveniently specified in units of kilobytes or
megabytes. The scaling letters 'K' and 'M' scale the decimal constant they follow by 1024 and 1024 X 1024 (1048576) respectively.
Note that it is not possible to add a scaling letter to a hexadecimal
constant; the configurer would interpret such a combination as the
hexadecimal constant followed by a single-character word containing
the scaling letter.
Although all numeric constants in the configuration language represent integer values, a representation including a decimal point can
be used for input: the number is simply truncated towards zero
before use. For example, 1.6 would simply represent 1. Because this
truncation occurs after the scaling letter, if any, has been applied, the
decimal point can be used to express fractions of the scaling value.
For example, 1. 6M would represent 1677721, which is the truncated
integer part of 1.6 x 1024 x 1024.
constant =
decinlal constant
JJex constant

I hex constant;

==

"t", hex digits;
l,ex dig-its ==
JJex dig'it, { JJex digit};
l,ex digi t ==
dig; t I "A"

I ... I "F";
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decimal constant =
decimal digits, [ " . ", { decimal digit} ], [ scaling letter ];
scaling letter =
"K" I "M";
decimal digits =
decimal digit, { decimal digit };
decimal digit =
"0" I ... I "9";

Some examples of numeric constants are given here, along with their
values, expressed in decimal.

10
1:10
10K
10M
1.6
1.6k

26.2.3

10
16
10240
10485760
1

1638

String Constants

The only circumstance in which a string constant is required in
the configuration language is when an operating system file must
be identified. Such string constants in the configuration language
are simply enclosed in double quotes. No notation is available for
including double quotes within the string; this is unnecessary as MSDOS file names may not contain this character.
The trailing string quote may be omitted if the string is terminated
by the end of the line.
string constant

=

"" ", { ? any ASCII character other than newline or
double quote? }, [ """ };
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Some examples of valid string constants are as follows:
"string"
"c:\Jaytaska\x.b4"
"fred.b4

Note that the case of the characters in file names is significant, even
though MS-DOS does not use this distinction. This is to help when
the software is ported to other environments.

26.2.4

Identifiers

Each object in the physical transputer system (processors and wires)
and in the user's application (tasks and connections) has a unique
identifier. This is used by the configurer in error reports, and is also
used to specify relationships between the objects. For example, a
wire runs between links on two named processors.
Identifiers for objects in the configuration language are simply sequences of letters, digits and the special symbols underline' _' and
dollar sign '$'. The sequence must start with a letter.
identifier ==
letter, { identifier character};
identifier character ==
letter I digi t I "$"
letter ==
"A"

I "-".,

I ... I "Z";

Some exanlples of valid identifiers follow. Note that the last three
examples would all be treated identically by the configurer, beca.use
the case of letters is not significant.
proc_5
do$vork
root
a_very_long_naae
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A_Very_Lons_la.e
A_VERY_LONG_NAME

Part of the syntax of each of the configuration langua.ge statement
types which declare an object is the identifier which is to be used to
refer to that object in later statements. For example, the identifier
given to a processor is used again in placing tasks on that processor
or in wiring the processor's links to those of other processors.
It is sometimes convenient, when an object will not be referred to
later, to allow the configurer itself to choose an identifier for an
object rather than for the user to invent meaningless identifiers for
every object. The declaration statement types all allow a question
mark to be used in place of an identifier.

=

new identifier
identifier

I "7. " ,•

Normally, this special form of identifier is used when declaring wires
and connections, as there is at present no statement type which
refers back to these objects. Declarations of processors and tasks
will almost always require an explicit identifier to be used, as these
identifiers are used later when placing the tasks onto the network of
processors.
An example of using the question mark form of identifier would be
as follows:
wire 1 host[O] root[O]

This statement declares a wire running from link number 0 on processor host to link number 0 on processor root. The configuTcr will
be able to report errors concerning this wire by reference to the line
number and file name of the declaration, but the user will not be
able to refer to the wire again.
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Statements

Given tbe definitions of such primitives as numeric constants and
identifiers, the high-level syntax of the configuration language can
now be presented. The combined input file consists of a number of
newline-separated statements, as follows:
input file ==
{ [ statement }, newline };

Note that the statement part of the above is optional, allowing for
blank lines appearing between statements. This may come about
either deliberately, perhaps to improve the readability of the input
file, or because the line contained only a comment, which is of course
not visible at this level.
Each statement in the input file is one of the following statement
types. The different statement types are covered in the subsections
wllich follow.
statement ==
processor statement
wire statement I
task statement I
connect statement I
place statement I
bind statement;

I

There is no restriction on the order in which statements appear in
the input file, except that no object may be referred to before it has
been declared.

26.2.6

PROCESSOR Statement

processor statement ==
"PROCESSOR", new identifier, { processor attribute };
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processor attribute =
"TYPE", "=", processor type I
"BOOT", "=", boot file specifier
"RAM", "=", constant;

I

processor type =
"PC";
boot file specilier =
string constant;
The PROCESSOR statement declares a physical processor. Every
processor in the physical network must be declared, including the
host processor from which the network is to be bootstrapped (normally an IBM PC-type machine). The configurer assumes that the
processor named host is the host processor; thus, each configuration
must contain a statement as follows:
processor host

Most processors declared in a configuration file will be declared so
that user tasks can be placed on them by later statements. However,
it is sometimes necessary to simply describe the tasks placed on
a particular processor without causing them to be loaded into the
processor. For example, the physical network may contain some
processors which will already be executing tasks at the time the rest
of the network is bootstrapped.
A trivial example of this case is tile host processor itself. In the case
of an IBM PC host processor, the host will usually be executing the
afserver program when the network is loaded, simply because that
is the program which loads the rest of the network. It is necessa.ry
to be able to specify the afserver task to the con figurer so that its
ports can be connected to ports in user tasks, but without forcing
the configurer to attempt to bootstrap the IBM PC. Similarly, some
processors in the network might be set to bootstrap from ROM ra.ther
than from link; here, too, there is a need to describe the tasks running
in those processors without attempting to bootstrap them.
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A processor is declared to the configurer as having already been
bootstrapped by means of the TYPE attribute. For example, a
physical network containing one transputer and two IDM pes might
be described as follows:
processor host
processor root_processor
processor other_IBM_PC type-pc

Note that the default for the host is that it is TYPE=PC already. The
default for. all other processors is to be normal, bootable, transputer
processors.
Every processor is assumed to be able to support any user task placed
on it by the configuration file; specifically, there is no way to ask
the configurer to check the memory requirements of tasks placed
on the processor against the amount of physical memory available.
Similarly, although certain tasks may not be able to execute on
particular types of processor (for example, a task making use of the
floating point instructions found only on the T800 cannot execute on
a T414), the configurer cannot check for this and the responsibility
for ensuring a valid configuration is the user's.
Every processor in the network is assumed to have four Inmos links,
numbered 0 t.o 3. These may be referred to (in the WIRE statement)
by means of a link specifier construct, which consists of the processor
identifier followed by the link number encl~sed in square brackets:
link specifier =
processor identifier, "[", constant, "]";

For example, link number 3 of the processor called extra would be
specified as extra [3] .

26.2.6.1

BOOT Attribute

1'he Il001' attribute is used to indicate that a processor should not
be loaded in the conventional manner but should be booted with the
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contents of a named file.

PROCESSOR Edge BOOT· "s8nsor . b4"
PROCESSOR Gateway BOOT·"anneal.app"

At load time a copy of the raw data in the boot file is simply sent to
the processor: this can be any code suitable for booting a transputer,
including an application image file generated by either the static or
flood-fill configurers. In other words, a processor declared with the
BOOT attribute can be thought of as the root processor of a subnetwork to be booted using the named boot file.
In this way, a main statically-configured network can include static
sub-networks or processor farm sub-networks "on the side". However, these sub-networks must be connected at the edge of the main
network. There must be only one connection between a sub-network
and the main network. If this restriction is not followed, the network
may fail to load.
Only the root processor of the sub-network should be described in
the main configuration file. If the hoot file for the sub-network is
a configured application, then a sub-network configuration file will
have been used to create it. If the static configurer was used for
the sub-network, the sub-network configuration file defines the subnetwork topology; this description must be accurate, as no checking
can be done during the main network configuration. The processor
in the main network which has a nOOT attribute appears in the
sub-network configuration file as the host processor.
The task in the main network which is to communicate with the
root processor in the sub-network must have its ports bound to the
appropriate link addresses. The programmer must use the actual
hardware addresses for the links to do this. These addresses arc as
follows:
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Link
Link
Link

0
1
2
3

Output address
&80000000
&80000004
&80000008
&8000000C

Input address
&80000010
&80000014
&80000018
&8000001C

The main task of the sub-network application should be linked with
the stand-alone run-time library unless the task it will communicate
with in the main network can respond to server protocol (e.g., if the
main network task is a file multiplexer).
As an example of a sub-network, if the upc application described
in chapter 5 were to be split into a main and sub-network using the
BOOT attribute, the main network configuration file would look like
this:
MAINNET.CFG
Configuration file for upper casing eIaaple
using Uboot-" to boot sub-network with upc
processor host
processor root
processor POOl BOOr-"subnet.app"
wire? host[O] root[O]
wire? root[l] P001[2]

! connect PC to transputer

! Task declarations
task afserver ins a l outs-l
task filter ins-2 outs-2 data-tOK
task driver ins-3 outs-3

! Assign software tasks to physical processors
place afserver host
place driver root
place filter root
! Set up the connections between the tasks.
connect ? afserver[O] filter[O]
connect ? filter[O] afserver[O]

connect ? filter[l] driver[l]
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connect ? driver[1] filter[1]
! bind ports to link to sub-network root processor
bind input driver[2] value -&80000014
! I/O over
bind output driver[2] value -&80000004
! lint 1

The sub-network configuration file would look like this:
SUBIET.CFG

Configuration file for uppercasing eXaJlple. When
configured this application can be used to boot a
processor 8ub-network with the upe prograa.
processor host
processor POOl

! really root in aain network

wire? host[l] P001[2]
! tasts
task driver ins-3 outs-3
task upe ins-l outs-l data-lt

place driver host
place upc POOl
connect? upe[O] driver[2]
connect? driver[2] upe[O]

26.2.6.2

RAM Attribute

The RAM attribute overrides the default mechanism which dynamically determines the amount of memory available to a processor at
boot time. The default mechanism probes memory to do this and
with certain board designs this is not desirable.
When the RAM attribute is used the configurer will assume that the
processor has the amount of memory specified as the parameter to
the RAM attribute and the dynamic method of memory determination will not be used. For this reason, care should be taken to ensure
that the processor really does have the amount of memory specified
with the RAM attribute.
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The following RAM attributes declare that processor pet has 4MB
of memory and processor pe2 has only 500KB of memory.
processor pet raa-40961
processor pe2 raa-6001

Use of the RAM attribute may affect the size of the application file
as it may cause extra loading software to be included.

26.2.7

WIRE Statement

wire statement =
"WIRE", new identifier, link specifier, link specifier;

The WIRE statement declares a physical wire connecting links on
two physical processors. Each wire supports two connections, one in
either direction. The two link specifiers in the WIRE statement may
therefore be interchanged without affecting the statement's meaning.
For example, the following statements both declare a wire named
yellow_wire running between link 2 of processor proc_one and
link 3 of processor proc_two:
wire yellow_wire proc_one[2] proc_two[3]
wire yellow_wire proc_two[3] proc_one[2]

Although it is only necessary to declare the wires which are actually
used by the application, in practice it is advisable to declare all the
wires. This is because the configurer may be able to use the extra
wires for booting the application, and as a result may be able to
reduce the size of the boot file by eliminating sonle of the loading
software.

26.2.8

TASK Statelllent

task statement =
"TASK", new identifier, { task attribute };
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task attribute =
"INS", "=" , constant I
"OUTS" , "=", constant I
"FILE", ":", task file spec; fier
"OPT", "=", opt area I
"URGENT"

I

I

memory area, "-", memory amount;
opt area =
memory area

I "CODE";

memory area =
"STACK" I "HEAP"

I "STATIC" I "DATA";

memory amount =
constant I "1";
task file specifier =
identifier I string constant;

The TASK statement declares a task, which may be either a usersupplied task or one of the standard tasks provided with the configurer. Each task statement may contain a number of task attribute
clauses, each of which describes some aspect of the task. The task's
attributes may appear in any order within the statement.

26.2.8.1

INS Attribute

Each task declaration must include an INS attribute, which specifies
the number of elements in the task's vector of input ports. If the
task needs no input ports (because it only requires to send messa.ges
to other tasks, never to receive) then the number of input ports may
be specified as o.
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OUTS Attribute

Each task declaration must include an OUTS attribute, which specifies the number of elements in the task's vector of output ports. If
the task needs no output ports (because it only requires to receive
messages from other tasks, never to send) then the number of output
ports may be specified as o.

26.2.8.3

FILE Attribute

This attribute specifies the file in which the memory image of the
task is to be found. Task image files are produced by the linker
program linkt.
The FILE attribute is ignored for any processor which is declared as
already having been bootstrapped, and may be omitted. This state
is assumed for the host processor and for any processor for which
the processor attribute type=pc has been specified.
If the FILE attribute is omitted for a normal (bootable) processor,
the configurer will scan the current directory and the directories
specified in the MS-DOS environmental variable PATH for a file whose
name is the same as the task's name, with the suffix". b4". The
search stops at the first directory in which a file with the appropriate
name is found. For example, take the TASK statement TASK THIS
with no FILE attribute, with the MS-DOS PATH variable set up as
follows:
PATH=c:\.ytasks;c:\dos;c:\tputer

In this case, the configurer would search for the task irnage in the
following files, in order:
.\this.b4
c:\.ytasks\this.b4
c:\dos\this.b4
c:\tputer\this.b4
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If the FILE attribute is present, its argument is either a string
constant, or a word with the same syntax as an identifier. In the
former case, the string is the name of the file which will be opened,
as in the following example:
task x file- tl c:\.ytaska\.ytaak.b4 t1

If the identifier-like option is taken, the identifier given is used in a
search through the MS-DOS PATH in the same way as the task's own
identifier would have been if the FILE attribute had been omitted:
task x file..yta8k ...

26.2.8.4

Memory Size Attributes

The various memory size attributes specify the size of the various
areas used as workspace for the task, as well as specifying which
memory allocation strategy should be used.
The argument to one of the memory size attributes is an integer
expressing the number of bytes of memory to be allocated to the area
in question. Sizes smaller than 128 bytes will not be accepted, to prevent accidental entry of unreasonably small amounts (for example,
by typing 1.6 instead of 1. 6K). It is also possible to specify "the rest
of memory available on the processor" by entering a question mark
instead of an integer. Only one task ma.y request this treatment on
any particular processor.
The single-vector allocation strategy is used if the DATA attribute
appears. In this strategy, the task uses a single area of memory for
all workspace requirements, whether stack, heap or static data. The
stack and heap are allocated at opposite ends of this area, and grow
towards each other. For example:
task x ... data-SOk ...

The double-vector allocation strat{'gy is used if the STACI( and
llEAP attributes appear (STATIC is available as a synonym for
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HEAP). In this strategy, the stack occupies a separate area of memory to all the other workspace used by a task. This can be useful
when a task has a small stack requirement, as it can allow for the
stack area to be placed into the transputer's on-chip memory using
the task OPT attribute; this technique can produce large performance benefits. An example of double-vector allocation is as follows:
tast x ... stack-lt heap-lOt ...

The two allocation strategies are mutually exclusive. Thus, if the
DATA size for the task is given, neither STACK nor HEAP should
appear. If the two-vector allocation strategy is chosen, both STACK
and IIEAP must be specified. If no memory size attributes at all
appear for a task, the default is the same as DATA=?; in other words,
single-vector allocation of the rest of memory available on the processor.

26.2.8.5

OPT Attribute

This attribute specifies that the memory area given as its argument
should be placed, if possible, into the transputer's on-chip nlemory
area. The CODE specifier indicates the area of memory which will
contain the executing code of the task; the other memory area specifiers have the same interpretation as for the memory size attributes.

If not all of the memory areas specified will fit into the on-chip
memory, then some will be placed instead into the slower external
memory, which is the default allocation for all memory areas. The
order of precedence between Inemory areas in the same task is: stark,
code, heap. In other words, if OPT=STACK and OPT=CODE are both
specified, then the stack area is more likely to be placed in on-chip
InerHory. No order of precedence is guaranteed between 1l1enlory
areas in difr()rent tasks.

It is possi ble for only part of a menlory area to be placed in the
on-chip ItAM; this is useful in respect of the code area, where the
modules which appeared first in the linker command line will have
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been placed at the start of the code area. If the most critical procedures are placed in the first module, then the likelihood of their
being executed from on-chip memory will be increased.
The on-chip memory is quite small (2KB on the T414, 4KB on the
T800), so the OPT attribute should be used sparingly to ensure
that critical memory areas are not displaced into the slower external
memory by less critical memory areas.
An example of a critical task with small stack and large data requirements might be as follows:
task t 8taet-tk heap-tOOk opt-stack opt-eode

URGENT Attribute

26.2.8.6

This attribute specifies that the task's initial thread is to be sta.rted
at the urgent priority level. The default is that the task's initial
thread is started at the not-urgent priority level. For example:
task

26.2.8.7

I

...

urgent ...

Port Specifiers

After the declaration of a task, its ports may be referred to in much
the same way as the links of a processor, by a port specifier construct
consisting of the task identifier followed by a number enclosed in
square brackets:
port specifier =
task identifier, "[", constant, "]";

For example, either input or output port number 5 on task user
would be specified as ~ser [5] .
Note that a port specifier as given here does not indicate whether the
port concerned is an input port or an output port, that is, whether
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the index given is into the task's vector of input ports or into its
vector of output ports. This information is provided by the context
in which the port specifier appears. In the CONNECT statement,
the port specifier's direction is determined by its position within the
line. In the BIND statement, the port specifier is preceded by a
direction word (INPUT or OUTPUT).

26.2.9

CONNECT Statement

=

connect statement
"CONNECT", new identifier, output port specifier,
input port specifier;
output port specifier =
port specifier;
input port specilier =
port specifier;

The CONNECT statement connects an output port on one task
with an input port on another task. For example:
connect ? afserver[O] filter[O]
connect ? filter[O] afaerver[O]

Note that the order of the ports given in the CONNECT statement
is significant, unlike the order of the links in the WIRE statement
which CONNECT otherwise resembles.

26.2.10

PLACE Statenlellt

place stat£'ment ==
"PLACE", task identifier, processor identifier;
processor identifier ==
iden ti fier;
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task identifier ==
identifier;

The PLACE statement determines which processor a particular task
is to execute on; every task must be placed on some processor. A
simple example of the use of this statement might be as follows:
place user_task root
place afserYer hoat

Where multiple tasks which have the same ima.ge file arc placed on
the same processor, they all share a single instance of the image
code. This helps to save space and can be particularly useful for
the simulation of large regular systems on fewer processors than will
eventually be used.
Note that it is incorrect to PLACE a task on a processor which was
declared with a BOOT attribute or on any processor which can only
be reached from the host via processors declared with the BOOT
attribute.

26.2.11

BIND Statement

bind statement =
"BIND", binding type, port specifier, binding value;
binding type =
" INPUT" I "OUTPUT";
binding value ==
"VALUE", "=", constant;

The BIND statement allows the contents of a port to be explicitly
set to some literal value. Normally, ports are only bound by means
of the CONNECT statement; ports left unbound are pointed at
unique transputer channel words so that attempts to send or receive
messages through them cause the minimum of harm; the thread
causing the attempt to communicate over the unbound port simply
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pauses indefinitely rather than causing failure of possibly all threa.ds
running on the processor.
One application of the BIND statement is to give a task access to the
transputer's external event mechanism. This appears as a channel
word at address 8000002016. Input port 5 of task event_handler
could be initialised to point to this channel word as follows:
bind input event_handler[6] value-aa0000020

Another application of the BIND statement is to pass an integer
parameter to a user task. Here, the same input port as before is
bound to the value 5:
bind input event_handler[5] value-6

This technique can be used to allow several otherwise identical tasks
to behave differently. For example, tasks executing on a fast processor can have this fact indicated to them by means of a parameter
value, and use a more processing-intensive algorithm for the solution
of some problem. Another use of this parameter facility is to "label"
each task with a unique identifier.
Note that if an arbitrary value is supplied for a port binding and an
attempt is then made to send or receive a message using that port,
the processor on which the task resides will most probably crash.
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Flood-Fill Configurer
Reference
There are two types of user task in a flood-fill configured application.
One task, referred to as the master, divides up the computation to be
performed into small work packets. The other task, which is known
as the worker, is replicated all over the network; it accepts work
packets originating from the master, performs some computation
and sends a reply packet or packets back.

27.1

User Task Protocol

This section describes the protocol used by the user tasks in a floodfilled application. Note that a different protocol rnay well be used
by the router tasks, for example to avoid problenls with T414A
restrictions on minimum length of messages sent across links.
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27.1.1

Master Task's Ports

The master task has two input ports and two output ports. The
input and output ports master [1] are connected in the usual way
to a file server task such as afserver (probably via a protocol filter
task such as filter).
The input and output ports master [0] are connected to the router
task. The router task is provided by the flood-fill configurer, and has
the function of transporting work packets from the master through
the network to idle workers to be processed.

27.1.2

Worker Task's Ports

Each worker task has one input port and one output port. These
ports vorker[O] are connected to the part of the routing system
which exists on each processing node of the network.

27.2

Packet Format

Work and response packets have identical format, consisting of a
fixed-length portion and an optional variable-length portion. The
two portions of the packet are send as separate messages. Each
packet starts with a message containing a 4-byte integer hea.der, as
shown in Figure 27.1.
The various fields of this 32-bit messa.ge arc used as follows:
• The least-significant sixteen bits of the messa.ge a.re used to
indicate the length of the data block following the header. If
the length is zero, no data block follows; otherwise this many
bytes of additional data foHow as a separate message of that
length .
• Bit number 16 (value 00010000 16 ) is always 1.

Flood-Fjll Configurer Reference

Must be Zero

31 (msb)
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Data Length

(Isb) 0

1918171615
Figure 27.1: Format of Packet Ifeader

• Bit number 17 (value 0002000016) is set to 1 to signify that
the sending task is ready. A worker task can set RDY = 0 to
indicate that further response packets will be issued before the
next work packet will be accepted.
• Bit number 18 (value 00040000 16) is set to 1 to signify that
this packet is a broadcast.
• Bits number 19-31 are always

o.
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Chapter 28

Task Data Sheets
This chapter contains descriptions of the standard "building bloc,k"
tasks which are provided with Parallel Fortran.
The description of each task starts with a diagram indicating the way
in which the ports of the task should be connected to those of other
tasks. Small digits inside the box representing the task are used
to indicate port numbers corresponding to the connections visible
outside the box.
This diagrammatic description is then backed up by a detailed description of the function of the task, along with examples of how a
reference to the task Inight appear in a configuration file.
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Data Sheet: af server

afserver

0

to
filter

The afserver task is used in configured applications to represent an
afserver program executing on the host computer. It is therefore
not provided in true task-image form.
The afserver task should be described to the configurer as follows:
task afserver ins-l outs-l
place afserver host

The afserver program (and therefore the afserver task) provides
access to the host computer for tasks running in the transputer
system, with which it communicates over its port pair O.
The protocol used by the afserver is a special variant of the Inmos
tagged file-server protocol, adjusted to be tolerant of a problem in
the T414A which prevents one-byte messa.ges being sent over links.
The afserver would therefore normally be attached to a filter
task so that this variant protocol could be converted back into the
protocol which is used by user tasks.
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Data Sheet: filter

to
afserver

0

filter

1

to
user task

The filter task is used to convert between the two extant variants
of the Inmos tagged file-server protocol. The two variants arise
because of a problem with T414A transputers, which cannot send
one-byte messages across links. A filter task would be described
in a configuration file as follows:
task filter ina-2 outs-2 data-IOk

A filter task's port pair 0 communicates using the T414A-tolcrant
variant of the Inmos protocol. This is normally attached to an
af server task running on the host computer. Port pair 1 of a f ilter
task communicates using the standard version of the Inmos protocol.
Thus, if a filter task is interposed between an afserver and a
user task, they will be able to communicate normally although each
is using a different protocol.
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Data Sheet: frouter
"up" link
3

to
master

• frouter
o

5

to
worker

2

"down" links
The frouter task is used by the flood-filling configurer as the standard task which resides on each node of a flood-filled network and
manages the flow of work packets and responses through the network.
The attributes used by the flood-filling configurer for the frouter
task are as follows:
task router file-frouter ina-& outs-6 data-llk urgent

The following list summarises the way in which the frouter task is
used by the flood-filling configurer:
0-2 Each of these pairs of "down" ports are either set to zero by the
loader, or are connected to the "up" ports of nodes deeper in
the network which were bootstrapped from this node. For each
non-zero port pair in this range, the frouter task will sta.rt a
pair of threads to carry packets to and from the su bnctwork
attached through that link.
3 If this node is not the root of the network, these "up" ports
are connected to a pair of "down" ports of the router on the
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node which bootstrapped this node. In this case, the frouter
task will read work packets and send responses to the booting
node (and thus ultimately to the master task executing on the
root node) through this pair of ports. If this node is the root
of the network, these ports are set to zero by the loader and
are ignored by the frouter task: port pair 4 (attached to the
master task) will be used instead.
4 If this node is the root of the network, these ports are connected
to the master task. In this case, the frouter task will read
work packets and send responses to the master task through
this port pair. Otherwise, these ports are set to zero by the
loader and the frouter task will use port pair 3 to reach the
master task.
5 These ports are connected to the worker task executing on this
node.
The standard frouter task uses two protocols in communicating
with the tasks to which it is connected:
4-5 Port pairs connected directly to user tasks use the standard
"net" protocol described in section 27.1.
0-3 Port pairs connected to other routers through Inmos links use
a variant of the "net" protocol which is tolerant to the T414A
problem with one-byte messages. In this variant, a two-byte
Inessage is actually transferred whenever the message header
indicates that a one-byte message should follow.
Note that a cOlnmunications task like frouter should normally be
specified as having the URGENT attribute. This prevents worker
tasks in the network beconling idle because there is too little CI~U
tirrle available elsewhere in the network for the router to operate.
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Data Sheet: f ilemux

to
2
afserver .....-_--1 0 filellux .

to
clients

n

The filemux task allows several client tasks to share a single file
server task by merging (multiplexing) the clients' request streams
into a single stream of requests. This allows more than one task in
a Parallel Fortran application to use standard file I/O.
In a simple system, the "to afserver" ports are connected to the
afserver via a filter task. However, they may be connected to
any task which accepts the afserver protocol. In particular, they
may be connected up as the client of another filemux task to build
multiplexer chains.
In general, filemux simply passes on service requests from its clients
and forwards the responses. The exception is the "server terminate"
request. The multiplexer will only pass on "server terminate" once
all its clients have requested server termination.
Figure 28.1 shows the basic problem with which the multiplexer task
is intended to assist. Here, the task server runs on the host and
provides file services via a protocol filter task filter to a client
task client_l. The filter, client_l and client_2 tasks all run
in the transputer system. The difficulty is in arranging that the
second' client task client_2 can gain access to files stored on the
host processor.
One possibility is to connect the two client tasks together and arrange for client_2 to re,quest file services from client_i. An-
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other possibility, illustrated in figure 28.2, is to introduce a new
task multiplexer designed to solve this particular problem. The
multiplexer task is connected to both client tasks and passes their
file service requests through to the filter and thus the server on the
host system.
Although it is possible to build any required multiplexing system
by combinations of the 2 --+ 1 multiplexer shown in figure 28.2, the
filemux task is more general in that it can handle any number of
client tasks: it performs an n --+ 1 multiplexer function. Port pair 0
(Le., input port 0 and output port 0) of the multiplexer is always
connected to the task from which file services may be obtained; in
this example, the filter task. All other port pairs supplied to the
multiplexer in configuration language statements like ins=n, outs=n
are connected to a total of n - 1 client tasks.
In this way, the multiplexer can handle any number of client tasks,
as long as the user provides it with sufficient memory to support
them. The multiplexer needs no more than (6 + O.25n)K bytes of
data storage, where n is the number of tasks supported. The user
should use a DATA attribute to the multiplexer's TASK statement
to ensure this memory is available.
An example of a configuration file which represents the configuration
of tasks shown in figure 28.2 is given in figure 28.3 (the PROCESSO R
and PLACE statements required have been omitted for clarity.)

server 0

o filter

1

1 client_l

Figure 28.1: Limitation on Server Connections
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Host

Root Processor
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server 0

o filter

1.

•

client_1

1

1

2

lclient_2

multi-

1

o plexer

•

•

,

•

Figure 28.2: Using the Multiplexer
The multiplexer task may also be used to support client tasks which
are not running in the root processor. When they are running in
an adjacent processor and there is a spare vire connecting the two
processors, as in figure 28.4, then no additional work needs to be
done; the configurer will simply run the connection between the client
and the multiplexer across any available wire. Note that each wire
between processors, defined in the configuration file, supports bidirectional communication between two tasks, one on each processor.
However, if the client task is some distance away, the multiplexer
can be used in a 1 --+ 1 configuration (Le., serving only one client)
to pass file service requests through processors in the middle of the
network until finally reaching the multiplexer in tile root processor,
which is connected to the filter task and thus the server as shown in
figure 28.5. Thus, a network of transputers might contain a tree of
multiplexer tasks, each passing file service requests up towa.rds the
root. This kind of arrangement can be continued ind(lfi nitely as long
as the server task has sufficient resources to ha.ndle a.ll the clients
together.
As mentioned earlier, the multiplexer ca.n be used in an n ~ 1 manner. An example of its use with eight client tasks (Le an 8 ~ 1
multiplexer) is shown in figure 28.6. It should be noted that the
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task server ins z l outs-l
task filter ins z 2 outs-2 data-l0k
connect ? filter[O] server[O]
connect ? aerver[O] filter[O]
task aultiplexer file-file.ox iDa-3 outs-3 data-l0k
connect ? filter[l] .ultiplexer[O]
connect ? aultiplexer[O] filter[1]
task client_l ins-2 outs-2 data-60k
connect ? .ultiplexer[t] client_t[t]
connect? client_t[t] aultiplexer[t]
task client_2 ins-2 outs-2 data-60k
connect ? aultiplexer[2] client_2[t]
connect ? client_2[1] aultiplexer[2]

Figure 28.3: Example Configuration File
multiplexer port pair 0 may be connected to one of the client port
pairs of another multiplexer task. This allows multiplexers to be
chained together to provide file services across a network, if there
are sufficient links available to do this. Similarly, the client_8 task
might itself be a multiplexer providing file services to tasks on an
adjacent processor.
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Figure 28.4: Using the Multiplexer on an Adjacent Processor
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Figure 28.5: Using the Multiplexer from Within a Network
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stub

stub

0

to
client

Tasks which are not connected to the afserver or a file multiplexer
task are normally linked with the standalone C run-time library.
There are some Fortran facilities, such as internal file I/O, ENCODE
and DECODE which do not strictly require file server support but
which cannot be supported by the standalone run-time library. The
stub filer task allows you to write standalone tasks which make use
of such facilities.
All Fortran I/O facilities which do not actually require afserver
support can be made available to a standalone task by linking it with
the full standard run-time library. If facilities such as non-internal
file I/O which require server support are not used, the standard
library will only attempt to communicate with the server when it
tries to read command line arguments at program startup and set
-the exit status at shutdown. The stub filer task acts as a sink for
these communications: it accepts this limited subset of the afserver
protocol from its client task and sends back stylised dummy replies.
Note that if the stub filer's client task does try to use some facility
which requires server support, the stub filer will ('ither send back
a meaningless response, or terminate and leave the client task
deadlocked waiting for a response to its request.
The stub filer task is connected to its client as shown in the example
below. The run-time library always uses output port 1 and input
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port 1 to communicate with the server, so the client's port pair 1
must be connected to the stub filer's port pair o.
task stub ins-l outs-l data-20k
task client ina-3 outs-3
connect? client[l] stub[O]
connect? stub[O] client[l]

The stub filer and its client task act together like an ordinary
standalone task. In the example above the client task has been
given three input and three output ports. Port pairs 0 and 1 are
reserved for use by the run-time library, so port pair 2 is left free for
communication with other tasks.
Use the standalone run-time library in preference to the stub filer
if possible. It is simpler, and the memory used for the stub task
and some of the startup and shutdown overhead in the full run-tirne
library is saved.
The stub filer can only be used with the static configurer, conf ig; it
cannot be used with the worker task of a flood-filled application. The
flood configurer, fconfig, will not allow you to specify that a task
other than the worker is to be replicated throughout the network.
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Appendix A

Distribution Kit
This appendix lists the files which make up the distribution kit for
this version of Parallel Fortran. Each file name is accompanied by a
short description of the file's function.

A.I

Directory \tf2v1

afserver.exe
necserve.exe

file server for IBM-PC and compatible hosts
file server for NEC PC-9801 hosts

t4f.exe
taf.exe
tf.exe
tf.b4

Fortran compiler driver program for T4
Fortran compiler driver program for T8
generic Fortran compiler driver program
Fortran compiler code for T4 and T8

alt.inc
chan.inc
dos.inc
misc.inc
net.inc
sema.inc
thread.inc
timer.inc

run-time library package files
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linkt.b4
linkt.exe
t4flink.bat
t8flinlt.bat
t4ftask.bat
t4fstask.bat
t8ftask.bat
t8fstask.bat
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linker code
linker driver program
batch file to invoke tinker for T4
batch file to invoke Iinker for TB
batch file to link a task for T4
batch file to link a stand-alone task for T4
batch file to link a task for TB
batch file to link a stand-alone task for T8

frtlt4.bin
Fortran run-time library for T4 only
frtlt8.bin
Fortran run-time library for TB only
safrtlt4.bin standalone Fortran run-time library for T4
safrtlt8.bin standalone Fortran run-time library for TB
t4harn.bin
T4 harness code
t8harn.bin
TB harness code
taskharn. t4
harness for tasks on T4
taskharn.t8
harness for tasks on TB
config.b4
config.exe
fconfig.b4
fconfig.exe
floader.b4
gloader.b4

configurer code
configurer driver program
flood configurer
flood configurer driver program
loader code used by fconfig
loader code used by conf ig

decode.b4
decode.exe
fpr.b4
fpr.exe
mempatch.b4
mempatch.exe
tnm.b4
tnm.exe
tunlib.b4
tunlib.exe
vorm.b4
vorm.axe

decode utility code
decode utility driver program
fpr utility code
fpr driver program
mempatch utility code
mempatch utility driver program
tnm utility code
tnm utility driver program
tunlib utility code
tunlib utility driver program
worm utility code
worm utility driver program

Distribution Kit

filter.b4
filemux.b4
frouter.b4
stub.b4
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afserver protocol fil ter task
file service multiplexer task
standard flood router task
stub filer task

Directory \tf2vl \examples

hello.f77

"Hello, world!" program

cga.f77

source package of functions to access PC's CGA
display hardware from the transputer. Provides an
example of use of DOS-access functions.
header file for the above

cga. inc
mandelm.f77
mandelv.f77
mandelm.lnk
mandelv.lnk
command. inc
results.inc
mandel.cfg
fmandel.cfg
mandel.bat

driver.f77
upc.f77
upc.cfg

source of "master" part of Mandelbrot example
source of "worker" part of Mandelbrot example
module list for linking Mandelbrot master
module list for linking Mandelbrot worker
command packet format for Mandelbrot example
results packet format for Mnadelbrot example
configuration file for Mandelbrot example
configuration file for flood-filled version of Mandelbrot example
batch file to compile, link and configure Mandelbrot
example
source of upper-case I/O task
source of upper-case conversion task
configuration file for upper-case example
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Appendix B

Compatibility with
T414A and T800A
This appendix describes the problems which you may encounter if
you run Parallel Fortran programs on early transputer chips.
We recommend that if you have one of the development systems
sold with these early pre-production processors, you should have
it upgraded with a production processor. Failing this, the various
problem areas are listed here so that you can program round them.

B.I

Problems with T414A

Note that the pre-production T414 (mask revision A) cannot silllply
be replaced by a later revision T414 without Inakiug changes to the
support circuitry. rrhis is because various details of the external
clock and phase-locked-loop circuitry differ between the T414A a.nd
all later transputer processors. l~r their own 11004 board, Inrnos (~a.n
provide an upgrade kit (IMS 13901) which includes a l'414U chip, all
extraction/insertion tool and full instructions on the JI10dificatiollS
required.
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B.1.1
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Restriction on Message Lellgtlls

The T414A cannot reliably transmit a single-byte message across
link. Message transfer across internal channels is not affected.

Cl

This problem should not affect users of single-transputer systems, as
the filter task used to communicate with the afserver task takes
care of this problem. Similarly, the private protocol used between
routers in a flood-filled network avoids this problem by padding out
I-byte messages to two bytes for transmission. User tasks in both of
these cases are unaware of the protocol conversions.
This problem can be easily avoided in new systems by ensuring that
protocols never include single-byte messages.

B.l.2
B.l.2.1

Problems with Timers
Timer Rate Problem

In production transputers, the timer associated witll high-priority
("urgent") threads ticks once every IJlS, while the low-priority timer
(that associated with "not urgent" threads) ticks once every 641lS.
In the T414A, both timers tick every 1.6JlS.
This problem will affect the subprograms of the TIMER packa.ge, and
those functions in the CHiN package whose names end with _T.

B.l.2.2

Short Delay Problem

The T414A cannot reliably delay for small amounts of time (below
about 5 ticks). When such an operation is attemptpd, the thread
requesting the operation may hang forever.
This problem affects the F77 _TIMER_WAIT and F77 _TIMER_DELAY
subroutines when small delays are specified, and t.he F77 _THREAD_DESCHEDULE
subroutine, which is equivalent to a I-tick delay.

Compatibility with T414A and TBOOA

B.l.2.3
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Only One Delaying Thread Problem

Only one thread on a T414A processor can be delaying at any
one time. This problem will affect the F77_TIMER_DELAY and
F77_TIMER_WAIT subroutines, and those functions in the CHAN package whose names end with _T.

B.2

ProbleRls lVith T800A

B.2.1

Floating-Point Conversion Problems

The T800A has a problem in its floating-point microcode; the wrong
result may be obtained for expressions containing integer to floatingpoint conversions.
The Parallel Fortran compiler has an option switch to avoid such
instruction sequences; refer to section 17.2.4 for details of the ITBA
option.
Note that the run-time library supplied with Parallel Fortran has
been compiled with this option and can therefore be used safely on
a T800A.

B.2.2

Instruction Decode Problems

The T800A decodes the move2dzero and move2dnonzero instructions wrongly, with the effect that when one is requested, the other is
executed. Later T800 processors decode these instructions correctly,
however.
Note that the ITBA cornpiler option does not change the behaviour
of the asselllbler with respect to these instructions. The cOlnpilcr
always gen('rates the code for the instruction as written.
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Appendix C

Building a Network
In order to make use of the multi-processor facilities provided by
Parallel Fortran, it is of course necessary to build a multi-transputer
network on which to run the programs. This appendix describes the
principles involved, and shows how to build sQch a network out of
plug-in transputer development cards for the IBM PC.

e.l

Network Principles

There are two sets of connections to make when building a network of transputerprocessors. The loost obvious of these arc the
link connecting one transputer to another; it is through these wires
that the tasks running on each processor communicate with their
neighbours, and through which the network is bootstrappcd. An
application running on a transputer network is usually aware of the
topology of link connections.
Less obviously, another set of connections must be rnade in order to
arrange that various system services are available to the network.
Specifically, each transputer processor has reset and analyse inputs
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host

host

root

root
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Figure e.l: "One Root" Condition
and an error output. The topology of the system service connections
need not be related to that of the link connections.

C.2
C.2.1

Network Requirements
Requirements for Lillks

When building a network, there are two conditions which the arrangement of link connections must satisfy:
• Exactly one processor must be connected to the host processor.
The former is referred to as the root processor, because it fornls
the root of the tree of processors in the net\vork. Figure C.l
shows two networks, one of which is not a.cceptable because it
attempts to have two root processors.
• each processor in the network must be rea.chable by a series of
"hops" through links, starting at the host processor. In other
words, the network must be connected; i.e., have no isolated
nodes. Figure C.2 shows two networks, one of which is not
acceptable because it has isola.ted processors.
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Figure C.2: "Connected" Condition
up
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Figure C.3: Inmos System Services Scheme

C.2.2

Requirements for System Services

The only requirement which Parallel Fortran places on the arrangement of system service connections is that, imrnediately prior to a
network being bootstrapped, all of the processors in that network
must have been reset. Parallel Fortran makes no use of the transputer analyse and error signals at present.
The reset signal may be carried to each of the processors in the network in many different ways. l(owever, one popular scheme is shown
in figure C.3. In this scheme, each processor has three connectors:
• UP leads to a processor closer to the host.

• DOWN leads to a processor further from the host.
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Figure C.4: System Service Daisy Chain

• SUBSYSTEM leads to a sub-tree of processors under the
control of this one.
The system service signals are carried through from "up" to "down"
so that several processors can be "daisy-chained" together. The
unconnected "up" port of such a cbain can be used to control the
entire chain, as shown in figure C.4.
The purpose of the "subsystem" connector is to allow one processor to control others; system service signals are sometimes, but not
always, also carried through to the "subsystem" connector.

C.3

Connecting a Netw-ork

This section describes how to connect up a network using boards
compatable with the Inmos IMS D004 development board for the
IBM PC. The B004 board is shown in figure C.5.
At the far right-hand side of this board, visible from the back of the
PC in which the board has been installed, are an a.rray of connectors
by which the board may be connected to other boards. There are
two columns of five connectors in this arra.y, defined as follows:
PC link
Link 0
Link 2
PC Reset
Up

unused
IJink 1
Link 3
Subsystem
Down
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View from Component Side

transputer

2MB of
Dynamic RAM

PC Bus Edge Connector
Figure C.5: B004-type Single-transputer Development Board
Boards are supplied with two "jumper" plugs and three cables. Each
of these objects are arranged so that they can only fit into the
connectors for which they are intended.
When only one development board is in use, the two jumpers are
installed. These connect "PC Link" to "Link 0" and "PC Resct" to
"Up"; in other words, the board will be reset by the PC in which it
is installed, which will load it through its link o.
To extend this basic configuration with another processor, the sccond
board could be placed in an adjacent PC bus slot (normally to the
right) and connections made to carry system services and application
messages. For example, link 1 on the root transputer (the original
one) could be connected to link 0 on the second board, and "Down"
on the root could be connected to "Up" on the add-on. If thc two
boards are in adjacent slots in the PC card cage, these connectors
will be adjacent as well.
This schenlc can be extcnded to any number of developnlent boards;
the root (placed on the left) is controlled by the PC, while each board
other than the right-most passes the system service signals on to the
one on its right.
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Appendix D

Additional Language
Features
Parallel Fortran includes various features which are provided to help
programmers when porting programs from certain older compilers.
These facilities are:
• The ENCODE and DECODE statements;
• The DEFINE FILE statement;
• Another method for selecting records when using a direct access file;
• rfhe FIND statement.
None of these facilities is specified by the ANSI standard, and the
cornpiler supports all the corresponding standard rnethods for doi ng
these things. If possible the standard methods should be used \vh(\1l
writing new Parallel Fortran programs, as this will help to avoid
problems when porting to other Fortran 77 compilers.
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D.I

The ENCODE and DECODE stateInents

These statements are an alternative method for doing internal I/O.
Similar results can be obtained by using READ and WRITE on interna.l
files, as described in section 16.7.
ENCODE converts a list of variables into external forma.t in memory,
while DECODE converts a string in external format into internal val-

ues and stores them in a list of variables. They have the following
formats:
EICODE (count .format •buffer. 10ST1T-io.9 ,ERR-err) list
DECODE (count .format. buffer. IOST1Y-io.. ,ERR-err) list

where:
buffer

is a variable or array which contains, or will contain,
the character string.

count

is an integer expression which specifies the length of the
buffer. In the ENCODE statement count is the number of
characters which will be generated; if necessary, extra
space characters will be generated to fill the buffer. In
the DECODE statement count is the number of characters to be converted to internal form.

format

is a format identifier. '.' is not accepted. If more than
one record is specified in the format, an error occurs.
The interaction between the format a.nd the I/O list is
the same as for formatted READ and WRITE statements,
and is described in section 16.2.2.

IOS

is an integer variable where an I/O status code is
placed. See section 16.3.1.1.

err

is a label, to which control is transferr<'d if a.n error
happens. See section 16.3.1.1.

list

is an I/O list. In the ENCODE statement, list contains
the data to be converted to character form. In the
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DECODE statement, list receives the data after conversion to internal form.

The 10STAT and ERR clauses, with their preceding commas, may be
omitted.
ENCODE works like a WRITE statement, converting the list items under
the control of the format specifier and storing the generated characters in buffer.
DECODE works like a READ statement, converting the characters in
buffer under the control of the format specifier and storing the internal values in the list items.

D.2

The DEFINE FILE statement

This statement specifies the characteristics of an unformatted direct
access file an.d associates it with a I/O unit number. The OPEN
statement performs a similar function (see section 16.8.2), and its
use is preferred.
The DEFINE FILE statement has the following form.
DEFIlE FILE u(rn.rl.U.asv)

where:
u

is an integer constant or variable which specifics I/O
unit to which the file is to be connected.

rn

is an integer constant or variable which specifies the
total nunlber of records in the file.

rl

an integer constant or variable which specifies the
record length, in units of two bytes.

u

is a compulsory item, specifying an unformatted file,
the only type allowed.
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asv

is the associated variable, an integer variable which,
after every direct access I/O operation, is set to the
record number of the next record. The associated
variable may not be a dummy argument.

More than one file may be specified with one DEFINE FILE statement:
DEFINE FILE u (rn, rl,U ,a.... ), u (rn, rl,U, asv) ...

The DEFINE FILE statement specifies that the file connected to I/O
unit u contains rn fixed-length records, each 2x rl bytes long. The
records in the file are numbered sequentially from 1 to rn.
The DEFINE FILE statement does not itself open the file. This is
done when the first I/O statement on the specified unit is executed.
If this statement is a WRITE, a new direct access file is created. If it
is a READ or FIND, the file is assumed to exist alrea.dy, and an error
occurs if it does not. The DEFINE FILE statement must be executed
before the first I/O statement on the unit.
The DEFINE FILE statement does not allow the programmer to specify a filename. Instead, a default filename is used, as discussed in
section 16.8.1.2. This default (or preconnected) filename is of the
form FORTn. DAT, where n is the I/O unit.
The DEFINE FILE statement also establishes the integer variable
asv as the associated variable of a file. At the end of each direct
access input/output operation, asv is updated to contain the record
number of the record immediately following the one just read or
written. This means that by using the associated variable as the
record number specifier, the programmer can access the records in
the file sequentially. For example:
DEFINE FILE 3 (1000, 48,
FIND (3, REC-1)

u, IREC)

The DEFINE FILE statement specifies that I/O unit 3 is to be connected to a file of 1000 fixed-length records; each record is 96 bytes
long. The records are numbered sequentially from 1 to 1000 and are
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unformatted. The name of the file which will be accessed through
unit 3 is FORT003. OAT. The associated variable is HREC. The FIND
statement (see below) positions the file at record 1, and initialises
NREC. After this, any statement of the following form will read the
next record in the file:
READ (3,REC-IREC) VAR

D.3

Record selection

The usual method for selecting the record of a direct access file which
one wishes to access is to use the REC- specifier. For example:
READ (U1IY-l0, REC-IRECIO) IABRA'

In this case, the number of the record to be accessed is in the variable
lRECNO. This method is described in more detail in section 16.4.1.
Parallel Fortran also supports another method for selecting records.
For example:
READ (10'IRECNO) IARRAY

In this example, which has the same effect as the previous one, the
record selector is placed after the unit specifier, separated by a single
quote character (J). The same technique may be used with WRITE
and FIND.

D.4

The FIND StateIllent

The FIND statement can be used to position a direct access file at

a particular record, and to set the file's associated variable to that
record's nunlber. l'he staternent has the folJowing forlnats:
FIND (u'rn.ERR~err,IOSTAT-io8)
FIID (OIIT-u, REC-rn. ERR-err. IOSTAT-ios)
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where:
u

is an I/O unit number, which must specify a direct
access file.

rn

is a record selector, which must specify a record within
the file.

err

is a label, to which control is transferred if an error
happens. See section 16.3.1.1.

10S

is an integer variable where an I/O status code
placed. See section 16.3.1.1.

IS

The IOSTAT and ERR clauses, with their preceding commas, may be
omitted. No I/O list may be specified and no transfer takes place.
For an example of the use of the FIND statement, see the discussion
of DEFINE FILE in section D.2 above.
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Intrinsic Functions
E.l
E.I.I

ANSI Standard Intrinsic Functions
Rounding

Definition

Generic
Name

Specific
Name

Truncation
(see note 1)
Nearest
Integer
(see note 2)

AINT

AINT
DINT
ANINT
DNINT
NINT
IDNINT

E.l.2

ANINT
NINT

No. of
Arguments
1
1
1
1
1
1

Type of
Argument
Real
Double
Real
Double
Real
Double

Type of
Function
Double
Double
Real
Double
Integer
Integer

Character Type Conversioll

Definition

Name

Integer to Character

CHAR

Character to Integer

ICHAR

No. of
Arguments
1
1
1

rl'ypc of
Argument
luteger
Ilyte
Character

1'ype of
l~unction

Character
Character
Integer
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E.l.3

Numeric Type Conversion

Definition

Generic
Name

Specific
Name

Integer

INT

INT
IFIX
IDINT

Real

REAL

REAL
FLOAT
SNGL

Double
Precision

DBLE
DBLE
DREAL

Complex

CMPLX

Double
Complex

DCMPLX

No. of
Arguments
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1 or 2
1 or 2
1 or 2
1 or 2
1 or 2
1 or 2
1 or 2
1 or 2
1 or 2
1 or 2

Type of
Argument
Real
Real
Double
Complex
DComplex
Integer
Integer
Integer
Real
Double
Complex
DComplex
Integer
Real
Double
Complex
DComplex
Integer
Real
Double
Complex
DComplex
Integer
Real
Double
Complex
DComplex

l"'ype of
Function
Integer
Integer
Integer
Integer
Integer
Integer
Real
Real
Real
Real
R.eal
Real
Double
Double
Double
Double
Double
Complex
Complex
Complex
Complex
Complex
DComplex
DComplcx
DComplex
DComplex
DComplex
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E.l.4

Arithmetic

Definition

Generic
Name

Specific
Name

Absolute
Value

ABS

Remainder
(see note 3)

MOD

lABS
ABS
DABS
CABS
CDABS
MOD
AMOD
DMOD
ISIGN
SIGN
DSIGN
IDIM
DIM
DDIM
DPROD

SQRT
DSQRT
CSQRT
CDSQRT

Transfer
of Sign
(see note 4)
Positive
Difference
(see note 5)
Double
Length
Product
Square
Root

SIGN

DIM

SQRT

2

Type of
Argument
Integer
Real
Double
Complex
Complex
Integer
Real
Double
Integer
Real
Double
Integer
Real
Double
Real

Type of
Function
Integer
Real
Double
Real
Double
Integer
Real
Double
Integer
Real
Double
Integer
Real
Double
Double

1
1
1
1

Real
Double
Complex
DComplex

R.cal
Double
Complex
DComplcx

No. of
Arguments
1
1
1
1
1
2
2

2
2
2
2
2
2

2
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E.l.5

Maximum and Millimum

Definition

Generic
Name

Specific
Name

Largest
Value

MAX

MAlO
AMAXl
DMAll
AMAIO
MAIl
MINO
AMINt
DMINI
AMINO
MINl

Smallest
Value

E.l.6

MIN

No. of
Arguments
~2
~2

~2
~2

~2
~2

~2
~2
~2

~2

Type of
Argument
Integer
Real
Double
Integer
Real
Integer
Real
Double
Integer
Real

Type of
Function
Integer
Real
Double
Real
Integer
Integer
Real
Double
Real
Integer

Complex Operations

Definition
Imaginary
Part
Complex
Conjugate

Generic
Name

CONJG

Specific
Name

AIMAG
DIMAG
CONJG
DCONJG

No. of
Arguments
1
1
1
1

Type of
Argument
Complex
DComplex
Complex
DComplex

Type of
Function
Real
Double
Complex
DComplex
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Exponelltial and Logarithms

Definition

Generic
Name

Specific
Name

Exponential

EIP

EIP
DEIP
CEIP
CDElP
!LOG
DLOG
CLOG
CDLOG
ALOG10
DLOG10

(eX)
Natural
Logarithm
(loge x)

LOG

Common
Logarithm
(loglO x)

LOG10

No. of
Arguments
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

Type of
Argument
Real
Double
Complex
DComplex
Real
Double
Complex
DComplex
Real
Double

Type of
Function
Real
Double
Complex
DComplex
Real
Double
Complex
DComplcx
Real
Double
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E.l.8

Trigonometrical Functions
Generic
Name

Specific
Name

Cosine

COS

Sine

SIN

Tangent

TAN

Arccosine

ACOS

Arcsine

ASIN

Arctangent
(arctan x)
Arctangent
(arctan( ~~ ))

ATAN

COS
DCOS
CCOS
CDCOS
SIN
DSIN
CSIN
CDSIN
TAN
DTAI
CTAN
ACOS
DACOS
ASIN
DASIN
ATAN
DATAN
ATAN2
DATAN2

Definition

ATAN2

No. of
Arguments
I
I
I
1
I
1
1
I
I
I
1
1
1
I
I
I
I
2
2

Type of
Argument
Real
Double
Complex
DComplex
Real
Double
Complex
DComplex
Real
Double
Complex
Real
Double
Real
Double
Real
Double
R.eal
Double

Type of
!
Function
Real
Double
Complex
DComplex
Real
Double
Complex
DComplex
Real
Double
Complex
Real
Double
Real
Double
Real
Double
Real
Double
\

I

I
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Trigononletrical Functions (Degree)

Definition

Generic
Name

Specific
Name

No. of
Arguments

Cosine

COSD

Sine

SIND

COSD
DCOSD
SIND
DSIND
TAND
DTAND
ACOSD
DACOSD
ASIND
DASIND
ATAND
DATAND
A1AN2D
DA1AN2D

1
1
1

Tangent

TAND

Arccosine

ACOSD

Arcsine

ASIND

Arctangent
(arctan x)
Arctangent
(arctan( ~~ ))

ATAND
ATAN2D

1

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
2
2

Type of
Argument
Real
Double
Real
Double
Real
Double
Real
Double
Real
Double
Real
Double
Real
Double

l'ypc of
Function
Real
Double
Real
Double
Real
Double

Real
Double
Real
Double
Real
Double
R.eal
Double

These functions assume that angles are expressed in degrees, rather
than radians. They are extensions to the ANSI standard.

E.I.IO

Hyperbolic Functions

l)efini tion

Generic
Name

Specific
Name

IlyperboUc
Cosine
Jlyperbolic
Sine

COSH

COSH
DCOSH
SINH
DSINH
TANH
DTANH

]Iyperbolic

'1'a.llgcn t

SINH
TANH

No. of
Arguments
1
1
1
1
1
1

rrype of
Argurnent
Ileal
Double
Ileal

Type of
Function
Ileal
Douhle
Ileal

Double

Double

Iteal
l)ouble

Ileal
Double
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E.I.II

Character Operations

LEN

No. of
Arguments
1

Type of
Argument
Character

Type of
Function
Integer

INDEX

2

Character

Integer

Definition

Name

Length of Character
Entity
Location of Substring
a2 in string al

E.l.12

Lexical Character Comparisons

Definition

Name

Greater than or equal
Greater than
Less than or equal
Less than

LGE
LGT
LLE

LLT

No. of
Arguments
2
2
2
2

Type of
Argument
Character
Character
Character
Character

Type of
Function
Logical
Logical
Logical
Logical

The above functions return the value . TRUE. if the condition is
satisfied according to the ASCII collating sequence; otherwise they
return . FALSE.. If the operands are of unequal length, the shorter
operand is considered as if it were extended on the right with blanks
to the length of that operand.

E.2

Bit-Manipulation Functions

The intrinsic functions in this section are recognised by Parallel
Fortran, but are not part of the ANSI standard.
The bits of an INTEGER are numbered from 0 to 31, with the loworder bit of the word bei.ng numbered o.
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E.2.1

Bitwise Logical Operations

Definition

Name

No. of
Arguments

AND
OR
Exclusive OR
Complement

lAND or AND
10R or OR
IEOR or 10R

2
2
2

NOT

1

E.2.2

Type of
Argument
Integer
Integer
Integer
Integer

Type of
Function
Integer
Integer
Integer
Integer

Single-Bit Functions

Definition

Name

Dit Set: return value
of al with bit a2 = 1
Bit Clear: return value
of al with bit a2 = 0
Dit Test: . TRUE. if
bit a2 of al = 1

IBSET

No. of
Arguments
2

Type of
Argument
Integer

Type of
Function
Integer

IBCLR

2

Integer

Integer

BTEST

2

Integer

Integer

Not
For
Sale
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E.2.3

Shift and Extract

.2

Type of
Function
Integer

ISHFTC

3

Integer

Integer

IBITS

3

Integer

Integer

Name

Shift: al logically
shifted a2 places. If
a2 < 0 shift right;
else shift left
Circular Shift: shift
low-order a3 bits in al
circularly a2 places.
If a2 < 0 shift right;
else shift left
Extract: extract a field
from aI, a3 bits wide
with a2 as low-order bit

158FT

Notes

1. int x
2. If x ~ 0 then int(x + 0.5)
If x < 0 then int(x - 0.5)

3. xl - int(xl -;- x2)

X

x2

4. Ifx2 ~ 0 then Ixll

If x2
5. If xl
If xl

< 0 then -lxll
> x2 then xl - x2
~

x2 then 0

No. of
Arguments

Type of
ArguInent
Integer

Definition

Appendix F

Summary of Option
Switches
F .1

Compiler Switches

Further information about compiler switches can be found in section 17.2, in the subsections specified below for each switch. In the
table below, the following notations are used to describe the formats
of the switches.

in

An MS-DOS filename. It may be omitted in whole
or in part; the compiler's behaviour in this case is
described in section 17.2.

dir

An MS-DOS filename, which will be assumed to refer
to a directory.
An integer. By default, this is decinlal; hexadeeilllal
integers may also be input, using the notation 16_n.

Switches and their argurnents are not case sensitive.
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IB
IB(n:n:n)

IC

ID
IFBln
IFHln
IFLfn
I FOfn
IH

11
IIdir

IQ

IL
ILl

ILX
IPCn
IPMn

IR
IS
IT4
ITS
ITSA

IU
IV
IX
IZd
IZi

Appendix F

17.2.9 Print details of IB switch.
17.2.9 Change size of internal buffers.
17.2.4 Check: do not generate object file.
17.2.2 Compile debug comment lines starting with '0'.
17.2.3 Put binary object output in fn.
17.2.3 Put hexadecimal object output in In.
17.2.3 Put listing in In.
17.2.3 Identical to IFB.
17.2.10 Equivalent to IFH (obsolescent). A In may not
be specified.
17.2.8 Print the compiler's identification.
17.2.6 Add dir to the INCLUDE list.
17.2.8 Suppress comments and warning on standard
output.
17.2.10 Equivalent to IFL (obsolescent). A In may not
be specified.
17.2.7 List INCLUDE files.
17.2.7 Generate cross-reference listing
17.2.4 Set the number of bytes required for a function
or subroutine call.
17.2.4 Set the number of bytes required for specifying
the module number.
17.2.2 Relax: permit source lines up to 132 characters
in length.
17.2.4 Allocate all scalar variables to static storage.
17.2.4 Generate object code for the T4 processor.
17.2.4 Generate object code for the T8 processor.
17.2.4 Generate special object code for the Rev A
T800 processor.
17.2.2 Report as errors names which are not defined
explicitly or with IMPLICIT.
17.2.8 Verbose: display progress messa.ges.
17.2.6 Discard the standard INCLUDE list.
17.2.5 Output source line debugging information (this
is the default behaviour).
17.2.5 Output debugging information for variables.
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Linker Switches

The format of the linker's command line and full details of all the
switches are discussed in chapter 19. The following is a brief summary of the switches recognised by the linker.
Each switch starts with a slash character 'I' and an identifying letter;
it does not matter if this letter is given in upper case or lower case.
The switches can be placed anywhere in the command line but they
may not occur in indirect files. No spaces are allowed between a
switch's identifying letter and the rest of the switch.

IBfile-name

This switch specifies that the file file-name is to be
used in preference to the default bootstrap file. There
is no default extension for file-name.

le

This switch stops the linker adding the bootstrap file
to the execu table file.

IG

This switch results in the linker creating a debugger
information area in the executable or library file.

11

This switch causes the linker to display its identity a.nd
along with various statistics about the executable file
such as the code and static sizes and the maxilDunl
patch size used.

IL

This switch makes the linker generate a library file
rather than an executable file.

1001)I i 111 iza t i 0 u- S YTll bot

1'his switch gives priority to the position in the
executable ilnage of the object file which defines
opliruizaliou-sY7ubol.

IOCOopliluizalioll-jile
rJ'his switch gives priority to the position in the
executable image of the object files which define
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the symbols whose names are contained in the file
optimization-file. The defa.ult extension for optinlizationfile is . opt.
IP

This switch has the same effect has the IL switch.

IQ

This switch suppresses all warning messages (see section 19.12).

IQn

This switch suppresses output of message n (see appendix H).

IS

This switch generates a map file taking its name from
the first name in the list of object files.

ISmap-jile

This switch generates a map file called map-file. The
default extension for map-file is .map.

Ilentry-point

This switch causes the linker to use the symbol entrypoint in preference to INMOS. ENTRY. POINT, which is
the default.

F.3

afserver Switches

The file server program, afserver, is used to load programs from
the MS-DOS host into the B004, and to enable programs on the
B004 to communicate with the MS-DOS file system and devices.
The program should be called like this:
afserver command-line redirections

where:
command-line

is a sequence of switches and program parameters.
Anything which is not recognised as a switch is treated
as a program parameter. Switches are interpreted by
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the afserver, and not passed to the program. Program parameters are passed to the program, and are
ignored by the afserver.
are used to redirect standard input and output in the
usual MS-DOS way. In the case of a Fortran program,
standard input and output are preconnected to units
5 and 6 respectively.

redirections

For example:
C>afserver -:b \tf2vl\tf.b4 It4 test >errors.lis

llere, '-:b \tf2v1\tf.b4' is an afserver switch, and directs it to
boot a program, in this case the Fortran compiler. '/t4' and 'test'
are parameters for the Fortran compiler, and '>errors .lis' redirects
the compiler's console output to the file errors .lis.
Only afserver switches which are relevant to the Parallel Fortran
environment are discussed here. Further information may found in
the Standalone Compiler Implementation Manual[13]. Note that
switches may start with '-:', as cited here, or 'I:'. Switches must
be specified in lower case.
-:b file-name

Boot transputer. The afserver will boot the program
in file-name into the transputer board and start it.
Normally, file-name will be a .b4 file output by the
linker or one of the configurers. Note that the complete
file name must be specified, including the extension.

Jf a -:b switch is not used, the afserver assulnes that
the transputer board has already been booted, and will
try to communicate with the program there.
- : 1 linJ.."-(uld,.ess

Specify link address. Dy default, the afserver uses a
block of J/O addresses starting at either 150 16 or 300J(i
to cOffiIIlunicate with the transputcr board. It decides
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which by looking at the host's DIOS Machine ID. For
all hosts except the original IDM PC, 150 16 is used.
Ilowever, the IDM PC uses these I/O addresses for
other purposes, and consequently when the ma.chine
ID indicates that the host is an IBM PC, the afserver
uses 30016 instead. (There are special varieties of the
transputer boards to cope with this.) Unfortunately,
the machine ID's of certain IBM-compatible machines
(such as the Amstrad PC1512) indicate that they are
IBM PCs, even though they more closely resemble the
PCI AT. In this case, a -: 1 1150 switch may be used
to force the afS8rver to use the correct link address.
A hexadecimal link-address is indicated by preceding
it with 'I'.
-:i

Information. The afserver prints out its version number, etc.

-:0 flags

Set program flags. The flags are used to set modes for
program execution. At present, only two values are
recognised.

-:0 0

The default. Locate the program's stack
on the transputer's on-chip RAM.

-:0 1

Locate the whole of the program's stack
in external (off-chip) storage, and use the
on-chip RAM for the start of the program code.

More information about these flags may be found in
section 3.5.

Appendix G

Syntax Error Messages
This appendix lists all the syntax error messages generated at compile time.
Section 17.6.1 discusses the format of syntax error messages. As
mentioned in that section, there are three classes of syntax error. In
the list below, which is in error code order, the letter preceding the
number indicates which class the error belongs to: Error, Warning
or Comment, indicated by E, W or C respectively.
EIOO Syntax error (at or before position column)
EIOl First statement cannot be a continuation statement
EI02 Columns 1 - 5 of a continuation statement must be
blank
EI03 Only 19 continuation statements allowed

EI04 Statement incomplete
EI05 Incomplete Hollerith constant
EI06 Invalid character (at or before position column)
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EI07 Invalid (non-graphic) character
EI08 Non-numeric label
EI09 Brackets not matched
EIIO Invalid statement label label
EIII Label label not set

El12 Evaluation of constant expression causes overflov
El13 Constant exponentiation must be to an integer
pover
El14 Invalid character length (must be 1 - 32767)
El15 Invalid Hollerith constant length (must be 1 256)
El16 Invalid constant
El17 Invalid real constant
EllS Invalid complex constant
El20 Constant is not in the permitted range
El21 Illegal common block identifier name
El22 name is already in common
E123 name is a parameter
E124 Invalid length specification
E125 Integer constant required
E126 name is not a simple integer variable
El27 Illegal use of identifier name
E128 Invalid sUbprogram identifier name

Syntax Error Messages

E129 Invalid argument
E130 Invalid expression
E131 Expression must be of type integer
E132 Invalid combination of operands
E133 Invalid expression in a logical IF statement
E134 Invalid exponent
E135 Nested statement function reference
E136 Invalid subscript in implied-DO
.E137 Invalid implied-DO index
E139 Wrong number of parameters
E140 Recursive statement function definition
E141 Invalid ENTRY identifier
E142 name is a subprogram identifier
E143 Parameter length or type is incorrect
E144 Variable name expected
E145 Invalid array dimension dimension
E146 name is not valid as an array dimension
E147 Nested use of a DO or implied-DO index
E148 Wrongly nested DO statements
E149 FORMAT statement label is missing
E151 Missing left bracket
E152 Missing right bracket
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El53 - is only valid vith a P scale factor
El54 item is an invalid format construction
El55 Decimal field is greater than width in item item
El56 Width of zero is invalid in item item
El57 Repetition factor is invalid in item item

E158 Null literal is not alloved
El59 Integer value is too large in item item
E160 No width field alloved in item item

El61 Input to a literal is not alloved
El62 Minimum digits field is greater than vidth in item

item

El63 No format item preceding comma
El64 Non-repeatable edit desciptor item

El65 Comma required before item item
El66 Decimal point not alloved in item item

Cl74 Constant has too great a precision and has been
truncated

Cl75 Variable name declared but not used
Cl77 Inaccessible statement
el78 name is not a standard FORTRAN77 intrinsic
function
EI7D name has already appeared in an INTRINSIC
statement
EI80 name is a constant identifier
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El81 name has already appeared in an EXTERNAL statement
VVl83 name contains char and non-char items - not
standard FORTRAN77
El84 name cannot be SAVEd (at line line) - it is an
argument identifier
El85 name cannot be SAVEd (at line line) - it is a

procedure identifier
El86 name cannot be SAVEd (at line line) - it is an

item in common
El87 name specified in SAVE is a common block
El88 name specified in SAVE is not a common block

E189 name has assumed size but is not an argument
VV191 Format specifier is a non-char array - not
standard FORTRAN77
E192 Expression is not logical
VV193 Use of Hollerith is not standard FORTRAN77
VVl94 Char data in non-char item is not standard
FORTRAN77
El95 Function has not been assigned a value
El96 Adjustable dimension dimension to array name is

not of type integer
E197 Entry name cannot be of type character (as

function is not)
E198 Entry name must be of type character (as function

is)
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E199 Intrinsic function name may not be used as an
argument
VV200 Nonstandard facility
VV201 Identifier name contains >6 characters - not
standard FORTRAN77
E202 RETURN not alloved in main program
E203 Illegal transfer into IF, ELSEIF or ELSE block (at
line line)
E204 Illegal transfer into IF, ELSEIF or ELSE block
(from line line)
E205 Illegal transfer into the range of a DO loop (at
line line)
E206 Illegal transfer into the range of a DO loop (from
line line)
E207 ELSE or ELSEIF statement may not follow an ELSE
statement
E208 ENDIF statement missing
E209 Label on ELSE or ELSEIF statement illegally
referenced at line fine
E210 Illegal reference to label on ELSE or ELSEIF
statement at line line
E211 keyword specification already given
E212 keyu70rd specification not applicable
E213 Invalid unit or internal file identifier
E214 Invalid format identifier
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E215 Assumed size CHARACTER operand not valid in format
identifier
E216 BEe= value must be an integer expression
E217 keyword specifier is invalid
E218 Label already referenced as an executable
statement (at line line)
E219 END= specifier is not valid in a WRITE statement
E220 Invalid format specifier for an internal file
E221 A format specifier is required when accessing an
internal file
E222 BEe= specifier not valid for an internal file
E223 • is not valid as unit in i/o statement
E224 keyword value must be a statement label
E225 Label label refers to a non-executable statement
E226 I05TAT= specifier invalid
E227 Label has already been set (at line line)
E228 Label has been set or referenced as a FORMAT label
(at line line)
E229 ELSE or ELSEIF does not follow a block IF or

ELSEIF statement
E230 ENDIF does not follow a block IF,ELSEIF or ELSE

statement
E231 Upper dimension bound is less than the lower bound
E232 Subscript to array name is outside the declared

bounds
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E233 Non-numeric or zero label
E234 Invalid nesting of a DO-loop and an IF-block
E235 ENTRY statement is not alloyed vithin a DO-loop or
an IF-block
E236 Misplaced specification statement
E237 Misplaced statement function statement
E238 IMPLICIT must precede all other specification
except PARAMETER
E239 name cannot be typed after it has appeared in a
PARAMETER statement
E240 name is already defined as a constant identifier
E241 name has been defined and cannot be a constant
identifier .
VV242 Specification of item length in bytes is not
standard FORTRAN77
E243 Label parameter is not allowed in a function
E244 A sUbprogram is not allowed to call itself
recursively
E245 arrayname is not an array identifier
E246 name is invalid in a dimension expression
E247 An array is not allowed more than 7 dimensions
E248 Array name vith adjustable dimensions is not a
parameter array
E249 Array dimensions must be of type integer
E250 arrayname has adjustable dimension dimension not in
COMMON or same argument list
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E251 Array name cannot be in COMMON and have adjustable
dimensions
E252 Array name has an assumed size but is not a
parameter
E253 Subscript must be of type integer
E254 name cannot be an array identifier
E255 Invalid reference to assumed size array name
E256 Substring position value must be of type integer
E257 Invalid substring position value
E258 Combination of DOUBLE PRECISION and COMPLEX
operands not allowed
E259 Invalid concatenation (includes a scalar with (.)
length)
E260 Invalid comparison between arithmetic and
non-arithmetic values
E261 Complex operands not permitted for .LT.,.LE.,.GT.
or .GE.
E262 name has already been declared as an array
E264 Wrong number of subscripts specified for na7ne
E265 An EQUIVALENCE list must contain at least two
items
E266

An EQUIVALENCE list can contain only one COMMON
item

E267 Contradiction in EQUIVALENCE list at line line
E268 EQUIVALENCE attempts to extend COMMON backwards
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E269 name has already been typed
E270 name must not appear in a type statement
E271 Char length specification must be an integer
constant expression
E272 name is not permitted to have a length of (*)
E273 Invalid alphabetic sequence
E274 Implicit type for name already specified
E275 name has not been defined as a symbolic constant
identifier
E276 name cannot be defined as a symbolic constant
identifier
E277 Hollerith constant exceeds item size
E278 Constant expression is of the wrong type
E279 name is not valid in an INTRINSIC statement
E280 name is not a common block identifier
E282 COMMON may only be initialized in a BLOCKDATA
subprogram
E283 Items in blank common may not be initialized
E284 name is not specified in a COMMON statement
E285 Constant not compatible with variable name
E286 Too many constants specified
E287 Not enough constants specified
E288 name is not an integer const identifier or an
implied-OO-variable
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E289 Implied-DO-list may specify only array element
names
E290 Iteration count for an implied-DO-list must be
positive
E291 Label label may not be ASSIGNed
E292 Statement invalid after a logical IF
E293 Type of DO-variable is invalid
E294 Statement not allowed to end a DO-loop
E295 Increment of DO-loop is zero
E296 Invalid type of expression for a DO parameter
E297 keyword invalid in input/output list
E298 Invalid input list item
E299 Implied-DO-variable must not occur in the
controlled input list
E300 Intrinsic function name must not be used as an
actual argument
E301 na1ne cannot appear in a DATA or EQUIVALENCE list
E302 Label label has already been used as a statement
label
E303 END statement is missing
E305 BLOCKDATA must not contain any executable

statements
E307 Statement too complex to compile
E308 Too many names in sUbprogram
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E309 Too many faults in program
E310 Program too large
E313 A UNIT or FILE specifier must be provided
E314 UNIT and FILE specifiers may not both be provided
E315 A UNIT specifier is required
E316 A main program unit has already been compiled

E317 Common area name too large
E321 Statement too complex

E323 Wrong number of arguments in call of name at line
line
E324 Non-corresponding subprogram type in call of name
at line line
E325 Non-correspondence of arguments in call of name at
line line

VV328 name is not a standard FORTRAN77 intrinsic
function
VV330 Transfer into the range of a DO loop (at line
une) is not standard FORTRAN77
VV331 Transfer into the range of a DO loop (from line
line) is not standard FORTRAN77
VV332 name is assumed to be an intrinsic function
E333 name must be explicitly typed
E334 END DO has no corresponding DO statement
E335 INCLUDE file name is not available
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E336 More than 10 nested INCLUDE statements

VV337 Non-standard form of array reference in
EQUIVALENCE
VV340 Transfer into the range of a DO loop (at line
line) is not standard FORTRAN77
VV341 Transfer into the range of a DO loop (from line
line) is not standard FORTRAN77
E342 Invalid concatenation including an item vith (.)
length at line line

VV348 Use of DO WHILE is not standard FORTRAN77
VV349 Use of END DO is not standard FORTRAN77
VV350 Use of ampersand to identify a label parameter is
not standard FORTRAN77
VV351 Use of .IOR. instead of .NEQV. i,s not standard
FORTRAN77
VV353 Non-standard form of constant
E356 Repeated use of name in a dummy argument list

VV357 Equivalence of char and non-char items is not
standard FORTRAN77
E360 INCLUDE file name must be enclosed in quotes
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Appendix H

Linker Error Messages
The error messages output by the linker are discussed in section 19.12.
In order to give as much useful information as possible, the linker will
often expand messages by including such things as symbol names all
numerical values. In the description of the messages, terms in itllli4'-"
will be replaced appropriately according to the following scheme:
filename

The name of a file, such as an object file name

module

The name of an object file or a module within a library

number

An integer value

switch

A letter used to identify a comnland line switch

syrnbol

A sylIlbol defined or referenced by an object file or
Inodllle

Il':J.:1

Various pieces of descriptive or illustrative text

A code for a specific type of transplltcr, such a.s 'rill·1
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WARNING (0): data symbol symbol referenced as a code

symbol in module

Description

The given symbol has been defined as a. (lata symbol
but the given module references it as a code symbol.

User Action Check that the code symbol references are specifying
the correct symbol and that the symbol has been defined appropriately.

WARNING (1): using definition of symbol in modulel

J

ignoring duplicate in module2
Description

The given symbol has already been defined by modulel. Another definition has subsequently been found
in module2. This latter definition will be ignored.

. User Action Check that the correct definition is being used. If the
second definition was the one that was really wanted,
change the order of the object files in the lin k command
so that the file (or library) containing the wa.nted definition comes before the unwanted definition.

FATAL ERROR (3): multiple INIT tags

Description

Th.is error indicates that an object file is interna.lly
inconsistent.

User Action Check that the files being linked together are proper
object files or libraries.

FATAL ERROR (4): multiple MAININIT tags

Description

This error indicates that an object file is internally
inconsistent.
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User Action Check that the files being linked together are proper
object files or li braries.

FATAL ERROR (5): object file fikname is corrupt; illegal
patch/ number
Description

This error indicates that an object file is internally
inconsistent.

User Action Check that the files being linked together are proper
object files or libraries.

FATAL ERROR (6): object file fikname is corrupt; unknown
tag/number
Description

This error indicates that an object file is internally
inconsistent.

User Action Check that the files being linked together are proper
object files or libraries.

FATAL ERROR (7): incompatible processor types; typel in
modulel and type2 in module2
Description

Code cornpiled for one type of transputer may not be
able to execute correctly 011 a different type of transputer. l"'his error indicates that object files cOInpilc<!
for a processor of typel are being linked with object
files cornpiled for a processor of lype2.

User Action Decide the type of the target processor and 1'('("OIHpile those object files which ha.d ~een conlpilcd for a
different processor type. Also check that the correct
run-time library has been specified.
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FATAL ERROR (8): reserved symbol symbol defined in
module

Description

The linker reserves certain symbols for its own use.
This error indicates that the given module has attempted to define such a symbol. The reserved symbols
all start with two consecutive underline characters.
Users should avoid using any symbols which start with
these characters.

User Action Avoid using the reserved symbol.

FATAL ERROR (9): internal error/number

Description

This message is issued when the linker discovers that
its internal tables are in a.n inconsistent sta.te.

User Action Submit a fault report to your distributor including the
exact text of the error message.

WARNING (10): module module refers to undefined symbol
symbol

Description

The given module contains a reference to the given
symbol. By the time all of the object files and libraries
given in the command line have been examined, no
module has been found which contains a definition of
the symbol. Although this is really a fa.tal error, it is
treated as a warning so that further undefined symbols may be discovered and reported. A fatal error
(47 or 48) will be issued on the completion of the link
operation.

User Action Check that the module which defines the symbol has
been included in the link command and that the name
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of the symbol has been given correctly in both the module which defines it and the module which references
it.

FATAL ERROR (11): multiple main static initialization

modules
Description

This error indicates that an object file is internally
inconsistent.

User Action Check that the files being linked together are proper
object files or libraries.

FATAL ERROR (12): entry point symbol symbol has not been

defined
Description

The given symbol has been specified as the entry-point
for the program being linked, either by default (in
which case the syolbol will be 'INMOS. ENTRY. POINT)
or explicitly using the IX linker switch. This error
indicates that no module has defined that symbol.

User Action Check that the entry-point symbol has been specified
correctly in the IX switch or that the list of object files
to link includes one which defines the main entry poiut
(a C main function, a Fortran PROGRAM, or a l"lascaJ
PROGRAM).

WARNING (13): no definition found for optimization
symbol synlool
f)cscriptjon

1'he given synlbol has been nOIllina.ted for optilnizatioll
by (ncans of the 10 linker switch. 1'he warlling is issued
jf no definition for that sylnllol has been found by the
end of the linking operation.
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User Action Check that the symbol has the correct spelling and that
the module containing its definition has been included
in the list of files to be linked.

WARNING (14): cannot optimize position of debug area
Description

It is not possible for the ]jnker to optimizc the position
of the debug area. This area is identified by means of
a reserved symbol, __ debug_area, which is defined by
the lioker itself. The warning is issued if the na.me of
the debug area is nominated in a /0 Iinker switch.

User Action Remove the debug area symbol from the list of optimization symbols.

FATAL ERROR (15): no "AININIT found: language run-time
library missing?
Description

This error indicates that the lioker has been unable to
find the definition of an initialization module which is
assumed by the 3L compilers. The problem is usually
caused by omitting the run-time library from the list
of files to be linked.

User Action Include the appropriate run-time library in the list of
files to be linked.

FATAL ERROR (18): code position exceeds declared size in
module

Description

This error is usually caused by an error during the
compilation of the given module.

User Action R.ecompile the given module and attempt the link operation again. If the fault persists, please contact your
distributor.
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FATAL ERROR (21): not enough memory
Description

This error indicates that the linker has run out of available memory.

User Action If the memory available on the transputer board is
more than 2MB use the mQlllpatch program on the
linker to set the correct memory size for the }joker.
The mempatch program is described in the 3L Parallel
language manuals.

FATAL ERROR (22): patch over valid code in module module
Description

When compiling the instructions used to access external objects, the compiler leaves a certain amount of
room for the linker to patch in the actual address of the
object. This error indicates that the size of the image
file is such that the space left in the given module is
not big enough to hold the actual address.

User Action Recompile the offending module and increase the
amount of space left by the compiler for patches using the appropriate compile-time switch. Refer to the
compiler's documentation for details.

FATAL ERROR (23): internal limitation -- too many
references (number)
Dcscription

The linker cannot complete thc linking operation becausc the files being linked havc more references to
external syrnbols than can be held in the linker's internal tablcs. l'he linkcr's tables have space for approxiInately 128,000 external rcferences.

Uscr Action 'rhc only appropriatc action is to reduce the Ilunlber
of extcrnal refcrcnces by cOllfatenating SOlne of the
original source files into a single file.
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FATAL ERROR (24): internal limitation -- too many common
blocks (number)
Description

The linker's internal tables used for describing definitions of and references to Fortran comlnon blocks
have been filled and so the linker cannot complete the
linking operation. The tinker allows a total of approximately 64,000 such references and definitions.

User Action The only appropriate action is to attempt to concatenate some of the source programs that reference the
same common blocks. For example, if five source programs refer to common block X then concatenating
those files into a single source file and recompiling
will reduce the number of references to common blocks
from five (one per original source file) to one (in the
resulting combined file).

FATAL ERROR (25): internal limitation -- unexpected end
of file/number
Description

This error is the result of attempting to link a corrupt
object file or a file which is not an object file.

User Action Check that all of the files being linked a.re object files.

FATAL ERROR (26): internal limitation -- vector size
(number) exceeds limit (number)
Description

This error indicates that a record in the object file
exceeds the maximum size allowed.

User Action Check that all files being linked togeth('r a.re proper
object files or libraries.
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FATAL ERROR (27): internal limitation -- too many
optimization symbols (number)
Description

The linker can only process a linlited number of optimization symbols. The )jnker allows for approximately
1024 symbols. This error indicates that too many optimization symbols have been specified.

User Action Remove some optimization symbols.

FATAL ERROR (30): all object files are libraries;
nothing to link
Description

This error indicates that all of the files given on the
command line are library files.

User Action Add an object file to the list of library files, OT, if you
mean to generate a new library file, use the IL switch.

FATAL ERROR (31): unknown processor type type in module
Description

The given module has indicated that the code it contains is for a transputer of the given type. This type
does not correspond to a transputer known to the
}joker.

User Action Recompile the offending nlodule, specifying a known
transputer type.

FATAL ERROR (32): unable to write to file
Ilcscription

jilc1llL7Ile

1'his error indicates that the nalllcd file cannot be created successfully.

User Action Check that the file name has been specified correctly
and that the device on which the file is to reside has
enough free space.
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FATAL ERROR (33): internal limitation

cannot process

more than number object files

Description

The linker can only process the limited number of object files and libraries. The Iinker allows for approximately 16,000 files. This error indicates that too ma.ny
object files and libraries have been specified.

User Action Combine some of the object files into a single library
file and use that library instead of the individual files.

FATAL ERROR (34): unable to open filename
Description

This error is issued when the linker is unable to access
a file.

User Action Check that the given file exists and that its name has
been specified correctly.

FATAL ERROR (35): internal limitation -- too many
modules (number)

Description

The linker can only process a limited number of modules. The linker allows for approximately 16,000 modules. The error indicates that too many modules have
been specified.

User Action Combine individual modules together at the source
code level.

FATAL ERROR (36): internal limitation -- too many
symbols (number)
Description

The linker can only process a Iinlited nunlher of SYlnbols. The lioker allows for approxima.tely 128,000 SyIllbols. The error indicates that too many symbols have
been specified.
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User Action Remove any unnecessary external synlbols from the
source programs.

FATAL ERROR (37): command line: text expected
Description

This error indicates that the command line has been
incorrectly formed.

User Action Correct the command line.

FATAL ERROR (38): cannot specify output file twice
Description

This error indicates that two or more commas have
been found on the linker command line. A comma is
used to separate the name of the linker's output file
from the files to be linked, and there may only be one
such output file.

User Action Check the format of the linker command line. In particular, make sure that the list of object files does not
include commas.

FATAL ERROR (39): option /switch not recognised
Description

The given switch is not a linker option.

User Action Correct the specification of the option.

FATAL ERROR (40): internal limitation -- too many nested
data files
Description

'fhe linker irnposes a linlit on the depth to which data
files (indirect files) can be nested. Currently, this lilllit
is 5.
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User Action Replace the most deeply nested references to indirect
files with their contents.

FATAL ERROR (47): 1 symbol undefined

Description

This error is issued at the end of a linking opera.tion in
which a single "undefined symbol" warning was produced

User Action Refer to WARNING (10)

FATAL ERROR (48): number symbols undefined

Description

This error is issued at the end of a linking operation
in which several "undefined symbol" warnings were
produced.

User Action Refer to WARNING (10)

Appendix I

Run-Time Error
Messages

1.1

General Input / Output Errors

The format of I/O error messages is discussed in section 17.6.4.1.

The statements OPEN, CLOSE and INQUIRE arc classified as Auxilial'Y
1/0 statcrnents; REWIND, ENDFILE and BACKSPACE are classified as
J)osilioTllll I/O statcrncnts.

118

File
already
connected

All attcnlpt was rna.de to
OPEN
OPEN a file on onc uHit
while it was still cOllnected
to another.
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119

ACCESS

conflict

120

RECL

conflict

121

FORM

conflict

When a file is to he
OPEN,
Positional,
connected to a unit to
which it is alrea.dy
READ, WRITE
connected, then only the
BLANK specifier may be
re-defined. An attempt
has been made to redefine
the ACCESS specifier. This
message is also used if an
attempt is made to use a
direct-access I/O
statement on a unit which
is connected for sequential
I/O or a sequential
statement on a unit
connected for direct access
I/O.

When a file is to be
connected to a unit to
which it is already
connected, then only the
BLANK specifier may be
re-defined. An attempt
has been made to redefine
the RECL specifier.

OPEN

When a file is to be
connected to a unit to
which it is already
connected, then only the
BLANK specifier may be
re-defined. An attempt
has been made to redefine
the FORM specifier.

OPEN
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122

STATUS
conflict

When a file is to be
connected to a unit to
which it is already
connected, then only the
BLANK specifier may be
re-defined. An attempt
has been made to redefine
the STATUS specifier.

123

Invalid
STATUS

STATUS=KEEP has been
CLOSE
specified in a CLOSE
statement for a unit which
is connected to a scratch
file.

125

Specifier
not
recognised

A specifier value defined
by the user has not been
recognised.

126

Specifiers Within an OPEN statement OPEN
inconsistent one of the following invalid

OPEN

OPEN

combinations of specifiers
was defined by the user:

• FILENAME= was
specified when

STATUS=SCRATCH;
• RECL= was specified
when

ACCESS=SEQUENTIAL;
• BLANK= was specified
when

FORM=UNFORMATTED.
127

Invalid
RECL value

The value of the REeL
OPEN
specifier was not a positive
integer
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128

Invalid
filename

129

No filename In an OPEN statement, the
specified
STATUS specifier was not
SCRATCH or UNKNOWN and

The name of the file in an
INQUIRE by file statement
is not a valid filename.

INQUIRE

OPEN

no filename was defined.
130

Record
length not
specified

The RECL specifier was not OPEN
defined although

ACCESS=DIRECTwas
sp'ecified.

132

Value
separator
missing

A complex or Hteral
List-directed
constant in the input
READ
stream was not terminated
by a delimiter (that is, by
a space, a comma or a
record boundary).

134

Invalid
scaling

If d represents the decimal WRITE with
field of a format descriptor format
and le represents the
current scale factor, then
the ANSI Standard
requires that the
relationship
-d < k < d + 2 is true
when an E or D format
code is used with a WRITE
statement. This
requirement has been
violated.

135

Invalid
logical
value

A logical value in the
input stream was
syntactically incorrect

List-directed
READ
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Invalid
character
value

A literal constant with the List-directed
value J ) (that is, an empty READ
string) was found in the
input stream; this is
prohibited by the ANSI
standard. This message is
also used if a character
constant did not begin
wi th a quote.

137

Value not
recognised

An item in the input
stream was not recognised

Invalid
repetition
value

The value of a repetition
factor found in the input
stream is not a positive
constant.

Illegal
repetiton
factor

A repetition factor in the
input stream was
immeditaely followed by
another repetition factor.

Invalid
integer

The current input field
contained a real number
when an integer was
expected.

138

139

140

141

1,13

Invalid
real

Invalid
complex
constant

The current input field
contained a real number
which was syntactically
incorrect.
'fhe current input field
contained a cOlnplcx
nUlnber which was
syntactically incorrect.

List-directed
READ

List-directed

READ

List-directed

READ

READ with
format;
List-directed

READ
READ with
forInat;
List-direct~d

READ
List-directt'U

READ
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148

Invalid
character

150

Literal not A literal constant in the
terminated input file was not

READ with
A character has been
found in the current input format
stream which cannot
syntactically he part of the
entity being assembled.
I.list-directed

READ

terminated by a closing
quote before the end of the
file.

151

Unit not
defined

The statement specified a
unit which had been
neither preconnected nor
connected by an OPEN
statement.

Any

152

File does
not exist

An attempt has been
made to open a file which
does not exist with

OPEN

STATUS=OLD.

153

Input file
ended

All the data in the
READ
associated internal or
external file has been read.

154

Wrong
length
record

The record length defined READ; WRITE
by a FORMAT statement, or
implied by an unformatted
READ or WRITE, exceeds the
defined maximum for the
current input or output
file.

155

Incompatible A format description was
format
found' to be incompatible
descriptor with the corresponding
item in the I/O list.

READ with
format;

WRITE with
format
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156

Read after
Write

151

Write after An attempt has been
made to write a record to
Endfile

An attempt has been
made to read a record
from a sequential file after
a WRITE statement.

READ

WRITE

a sequential file after an
ENDFILE statement.

158

159

Record
number out
of range

The record number in a
direct-access I/O
statement is not a positive
value, or when reading, is
beyond the end of the file.

Direct-access

READ;
Di rect-access

WRITE

READ with

No format
descriptor
for data
item

No corresponding format
code exists in a FORMAT
statement for an item in
the I/O list of a READ or
WRITE statement.

160

Read after
Endfile

An attempt has been made READ
to read a record from a
sequential file which is
positioned at ENDFILE.

162

No write
permission

An attempt has been
rrlade to write a file which
is defined for input only.

WRITE

1(j1

Invalid
channel
number

The unit specified in an
I/O statcnlcnt is a
nega.ti ve value.

Any

16~

File
already
exists

An attelll pt has been
Inade to OPEN an existing
file with STATUS=NEW.

OPEN

format;

WRITE with
format
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169

Output file An attempt has been
made to write an interna.l
capacity
exceeded
or external file beyond its

READ; WRITE

maximum capacity.

171

Invalid
operation
on file

184

Format text An array or character
too large
variable which is longer

Positional;
An I/O request was not
consistent with the file
READ; WRITE
definition; for example,
attempting a BACKSPACE
on a unit that is connected
to the screen.

than 2048 characters has
been specified as a
run-time format.

188

190

Value out
of range

File not
suitable

During a numeric
conversion from character
to binary form a value in
the input record was
outside the range
associated with the
corresponding I/O item.
A file which can only
support sequential file
operations has been
opened for direct access

READ with

run-time
format;
WRITE with
run-time
forma.t

READ with
format;
List-directed
READ

OPEN

I/O.

191

Workspace
exhausted

Workspace for internal
OPEN
tables has been exhausted.
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194

Not
connected
for
unformatted
I/O

An attempt has been Inadc
to access a format ted file
with an unformatted I/O
statement.

Not
connected
for
formatted
I/O

An attempt has been
made to access an
unformatted file with a
formatted I/O statement.

195

Backspace
An attempt was made to
not allowed BACKSPACE a file which
contains records written
by a list-directed output
statement; this is
prohibited by the ANSI
Standard.

199

Field too
large

1.2
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Unformattcd
READ;

Unformattcd
WRITE

Formatted
READ;

Formatted
WRITE

BACKSPACE

An item in the input
List-di rected
stream was found to be
READ
more than 1024 characters
long (this does not apply
to literal constants.)

Run-Time Format Errors

Errors of this type are discussed in section 17.6.4.2.
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Error Number

Message

101
102
103
104
105
106
107
108
109
110
111
112
114
115
116

Missing left bracket
Missing right bracket
Negative sign incorrect
Invalid format
Decimal field too vide
Format vidth zero invalid
Repetition factor invalid
Null literal invalid
Integer field too large
No vidth field allowed
Literal in input format
Minimum digits too large
Non-repeatable edit descriptor
Comma required
Decimal point not allowed

1.3

Errors Returned by afserver

Errors of this type are discussed in section 17.6.4.3.
Error Number
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
99

Message
Filename too long
Invalid access method
Invalid open mode
,Invalid exist mode
Invalid record length
Invalid stdstream
Invalid stream id
Invalid close option
No seek possible
Invalid record number
Operation failed
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Mandelbrot Program
Listings
l.1

Master Task

C JlAIDEUI.YT7
C

C Example progr. . : Jlandelbrot .et e.aluation and displaJ
C COPJright (c) 1990 3L Ltd
C

C Jlaster task
C

C The application
C --------------C
C

The application consists of two tasks:

C
C (1) RllDELII (this file).
C

C
C

This is the aaster task. and runs in the
root transputer.
(2) RlIDELV.
This is the worker task, and runs in all the other
transputers of the net.

C

C The flood configurer, FCO.FIG. can be used to produce an e.ecutable
C

file which will

aut~aticallJ

distribute the worker taaks across an

C arbitrarJ network and route 80rk packeta froa the . .ster to the
C 8orkers.
C

C It is also possible to run the application in a single transputer.
C This will work autoaaticallJ if the application is configured using
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C FCOIFIG. Alternatiwely, a static single-transputer configuration
C could b. built by hand, using COIFIG. A suitable configuration file
C .ay be 10und in RAIDEL.CFG.
C

C
C
C
C

Aa well .. warioUB routines fra. the Parallel Fortran run-time library,
RAIDELR .ust be linked with the CGA priaitiwes .odule, CG1.BII.
1 file R1IDKLR.LII is supplied, which .ay be used to link MlIDELH,
like this:

C

C

LIIIT IR1IOELK.LII,RlIOELK.B4

C

C lote that this file assuae. JOu are working on a netvork of T4's, and
C will need to be chaDIed for a network of T8'a.
C

C Functiona of the taaks

C ----------------------

e

e

KAIOELI i. told bJ the u.er which part of the Kandelbrot .et to
e.aluate.
It then breat. this up into 100 packeta, and sends the.
to the network of IODELVJ..
1. the re.ults fro. each return, they
e displayed on the PCJa acreen.

e
e
e

C The foraat of the data packet which is aent bJ KlIOELM to MlIDELV is
defined in COIK1IO.IIC, and the foraat of the data packet sent back to
C K1IOELK by KlIOELV i. defined in RESULTS.IIC.

e

C

e

Internals of RlIOELK
C --------------------

e

e

The task contains three threads.

e

e

(1) The KIll thread.
C This runs in the .ain progr... First, it intieli.e. the other tvo
e threada and the integer ICBAI as an internal channel. Then it goes
e into a loop, once round for each Kandelbrot diaplay. For each, it
e set. inatruction. fro. the user, and then .end. to the SEIO thread
e details of the part of the Kandelbrot .et to be e.aluated, using the
e ICIAI channel. It keeps track of co-pleted work by exa.ining
e TALLY_OOIE, which is incr. .ented by RECEIVE e.ery t~e a RESULTS
C packet is di.played; whene.er it notice. that TALLY_OOIE has changed,
e it update. the PC'. diaplay; and vhen TALLY_OOIE reaches 100, MAIl
C knows that the display is caaplete.

e
C
C
C
C

(2) The SEIO thread.
This vaits until input arri.e. through the ICD1I channel, telling
it what part of the Kandelbrot .et to display.
Vhen it arrives,
this input goes .traight into the first parts of the COMM1ID data
e packet, vhose fo~at is defined in COMMAID.IIC. SEID then breaks
C the job into 100 s.all job..
For each, it adda the details to the
e CORR1ID pactet, and use. the F71_IET_SEIO function to aend it off
C to the network of K1IOELV' •. lotice that the SEIO thread does not
C specify VlICR worker task i. to do any particular job; this is
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C decided bJ the network of router tasks.
C

C
C
C
C
C
C
C

(3) The RECEIVE thread.
This st.plJ vait. till a packet arriy•• ~ro. the network of 11IOELV'.
and th.n di.plaJ. it.
Each pack.t contaiD• •11 the n.c••••ry
infor.ation to di.play it,
RECEIVE do•• not n.ed to ke.p tr.ck of
which pack.t i. vhich.
Eyery t~ it do••• di.play, IECEIVE
incre. .nt. TILLY_DOIE, .0 th.t 1111 CaD 'ell when the whole di.pl.y
i. co.plete.

.0

C
C

C The SEIO thr.ad run. in this .ubrout iDe.
C

SUBaOUTIIE SElD (1_IICaEKEIT, Y_IIClEIEIT)
IIIPLICIT 10lE
IITEGER I_IICIEKEIT, Y_IICREKElT
C

IICLUDE
IICLUDE
IICLUDE
IICLUDE

JCOJllljID . IIC J
JCG1.IICJ
JCI1I.IICJ
JIET.IICJ

C

C

Channel to ca.auaicate vith IIII
COKKOI /IITERllL_CIIIIEL/ ICIII
IITEGER ICB1I

C

IITEGER ICB1IIDDR, I, Y
C

C

100

COITllUE

C

C
C
C
C
C
C
C

C

Vait for instructions fro. Kill thread
CALL F77_CB1I_II_MESS1GE (12, COKllID, ICI111DOI)
Send of~ the pack.t. to b. don..
Each includ•• the top-left
and botto.-right corners o~ the area to do.
This both tells
the vorker taak what yalu. to s.nerat. and id.ntifi•• the
RESULTS pack.t when it arriy•• iD the RECEIVE thr.ad (since
ther.'. not guarante. that the r ••ults viII arriy. in the
s . .e order that th. co..anda ver•••nt out.)
DO I z 0, CGl_LORES_lKll-l, 1_IICaEKEIT
C_TLI a I
C_BRI = I + I_IICREMEIT-l
DO Y : 0, CGl_YRll-l, Y_IICREMEIT
C_TLY = Y
C_BRY = Y + Y_IICRE"EIT-l
Send off the neIt packet
CALL F77_IET_SEIO (28, COKKAIO, .TRUE.)
[ID DO
EID DO

C

GOTO 100
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C

Kin
C
C

C Th. RECEIVE thread runs in this subrout iDe
C

SUBROUTIIE RECEIVE (TALLY_DOlE)
IIIPLICIT IDlE
IITEGIR TILLY_DOIE
C

IICLUDE 'Q;I.IIC'
IICLUDE 'IET.IIC'
IICLUDE ' RESULTS. IIC '
C

IITEGER LEI, I, Y, I, I, COLOUR
LOGICIL COMPLETE
C

IITIGER TIUSI1, TBUSI2, TBRESI3
COIOIOI /TIUSIOLDS/ TDESll, TB1ES12, TBRESB3
C
100
C

C
C
C
C

COITIIUE
Thread viII .ait here till a packet arri.e.

ClLL FTf_IET_RECEIVE (LO, RESULTS, COIIPLETE)
The RESULTS pack.t include. the coordinates of the top-left
and botto.-right cornere of the data, so .e know .here to
displaJ the•.

1·1

DO Y • I_TLY, I_BRY
DO I • R_TLI, I_BRI
I • ICIII (I_COUlrS(I:I»
I • I + 1

C

lec.i.ed 0 ..... 1; r.c.i.ed 266 ••ans 256; etc

C

Decide on colour fro. thresholds and display

I • I + 1

IF (I .OT. TIIESB3) TIEl
COLOUR • 3
ELSE IF (I .GT. TBRESB2) TBEI
COLOUR • 2
ELSE IF (I .OT. THRESB1) TBEI
COLOUR • 1
ELSE
COLOUR • 0
ElDIF
CILL COI_LORES_PLOT (I, Y, COLOUR)
EID DO
EID DO
C

Incr...nt tally of packets displayed

TiLLY_DOIE • TILLY_DOIE + 1
C

GOTO 100
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C

EID
C
C

C The BAIl thread runs here
C

PROGUB BAIl
IIIPLICIT 10lE
C

IICLUDE 'TBREAD.IIC'
IICLUDE 'CB1I. IIC'
IICLUDE '(»l.IIC'
C

IITEGEa VS_SIZE
PlalKETEa (VS_SIZE-2600)
C

EITEUAL SiID. lECEIVE
C

C

Channel for cO.-uDication with SElD thread
IITEGEa ICB1I
COKNOI IIITERllL_CB11IEL/ ICH'I

C

C

Ca..on block for co-.unication with RECEIVE thread
IITEGER THRESB1. TBRESH2. TBRESH3
COJOlO. ITBlESBOLDSI TBRESH1. TBaESB2. TBlESB3

C

C

Definition of ahape and nu.ber of packeta
I.TEGER P1CIETS, I_IICaEKEIT. Y_llcaElElr
P1R'BETEa (P1CIETS
• 100.
1
I_IICREKEIT • (OG1_LORES_IKlI+1)/10.
2
Y_IICIEKElr • «(»1_Y"11+1)/I0

C

I.TEGER ICI1IADDR. SEID_VS(VS_SIZE). IECEIVE_VS(VS_SIZE).
TALLY_DOlE, PREVIOUS_TALLY
REAL USER_IIPUT(3), UIGE. ICOORD, YCOOID, G1P
EQUIVALEICE (USER_I.PUT(1), ICOORD),
1
(USER_IIPUT(2). YCOOlD),
2
(USER_IIPUT(3). G1P)
1

C

C

Text .ode, clear 8creeD and sign OD.
CiLL VIDEO_RODE (ROIO_8OCOL_TEIT_NODE)
PRIIT .,'Parallel Fortran Y. 2.0'
PIIIT .,'Example progra.: Randelbrot Bet eyaluation and display'
PRIIT .,'CopJright (c) 1988 3L Ltd'
PRIIT .,'Thia progr.. require• • Colour Graphics Adaptor (CGA)'
PRIIT •

C

C

Initialise the channel for communication with SEID
ICHAIADDR = F77_CHAI_ADDRESS (ICBAI)
CALL F77_CB1I_IIIT (ICH1IADDa)

C

C

Start the other thread.
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TALLY_DOlE • 0
CALL F77_THRElD_ST1RT (SEIO, SEIO_VS, VS_SlZE*4,
F77_TBlEID_URGEIT,
1
2, I_IICREKEIT, Y_IICREMEIT)
2
CALL F77_TBRElO_STlIT (RECEIVE, RECEIVE_VS, VS_5IZE*4,
F77_THRE1D_URGEIT,
1
1, T1LLY_OOIE)
2
C

100

COITIlUE

C

C
C
C

This vill .nsur. that no other threads are using the RunTille LibrarJ (in fact, in this cu. th.J vonJt b., but I
ha.e don. it h.r. . . an
pl•... )
CiLL F77_TllElD_USE_1TL
PIIIT '("Inpat I coordinat.:",.)'
IlElD • ,ICOORD
paIlt '("Inpat Y coordinat.:",.)'
IlElD ., YCOOlD
PlIlt '("Input Y r .... :
",.)'
READ .,Ulal
alP • Ulal I (COI_YIIlI+1)
YCOOID • YCOUID + UlaE

.I..

C

PRIlt '("Threshold 1: ",t)'
READ .,THRESB1
PIIIT '("Thr.shold 2: ",t)'
ROD .,TBlESB2
PIIIT '("Thr.shold 3: " , ' ) '
READ ., TllESB3
C

C

Finished with Run-TL.e LibrarJ - r.l.... it
CALL F77_TBIElD_FREE_1TL

C

C

Into graphic. (OGI lov-r••olution) .od.
CALL VIDEO_RODE (CGI_LORES_GR1PBICS_MOOE)

C

C
C

l.set count of finish.d packets to z.ro: RECEIVE
viII count it back up a. pack.ts ca.. back
TALLY_DOlE • 0

C

C

S.nd instructions to SEID
CiLL F77_CBII_OUT_KESSIGE (12, U5EI_IIPUT, ICB1IAOOR)

C

C
C

Until all the pack.ts ha•• been done, just keep
updating the displaJ vhen n.c.ssarJ.
PREVIOUS_TILLY • 0
DO VIILE (TILLY_DOIE .LT. PICIETS)
DO VBILE (T1LLY_DUIE .EQ. PREVIOUS_TILLY)
CILL F77_TBIEID_DESCBEDULE
EID DO
CiLL CGI_UPDITE
PREVIOUS_TILLY • TILLY_DOIE
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EID DO
Extra display update, in case ...
CiLL CGA_UPDATE

C
C

C
C

Onc. again, vait for the Run-Tt.. Library; then beep and
vait till the user hits return
CiLL F77_TBRElD_USE_ITL
PIlIIT J (il) J , 7

anD (.,.)
CALL F77_TBRElD_FIEE_ITL
C

C

Clear the acreen and text aode asain
CiLL VIDEO_lODE (1OIO_8OCOL_TElT_IODE)

C

GOTO tOO
C

EID
C JF

J.2

n.c

90

Worker Task

C lIiIDELV.IIC
C

C Example progr. . : Kandelbrot set .valuation and display
C Copyright (c) 1990 3L Ltd
C

C Vorker task
C

C The application
C --------------C

C For details of the application in general, ••• the top of KAIDELII.F77.
C

C Internals of KAIDELV
C -------------------C

C The task waits till a packet arrives.
This has the fo~at defined
C in COMMAID.IIC, and contains details of the portion of the Kandelbrot
C to do.
The task then does the work, and stores the results in the
C fo~at defined in RESULTS.IIC, which ia then sent back to KAIDELII.
C

PiOG"" "AIDELV
IJlPLICIT 10lE
C

IICLUDE JIET.IICJ
IICLUDE JCOMMAID.IICJ
IICLUDE 'RESULTS.IIC'
C
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IITEGER I. Y. COUIT. I
RE1L lC, BC. SIZE, 12. 82. A. B
LOGICAL COMPLETE
C

100

COITIIUE

C

C

Task .ill .ait here until packet arriYes
ClLL F77_IET_IECEIVE (I. COIIIIAID. COIIPLETE)
1·1

C

Scan the Y r .......
DO Y • C_TLY, C_BIY
BC • C_YCOOID - Y.C_GIP
... aDd .CaD the I raDI., thus covering every point
DO I • C_TLI, C_BU
IC • C_ICOOlD + I.C_G1P
j • IC

C

B • BC

SIZE • 0.0
COUIY • 0

12 • 1.1

B2 • •••
C

C

C
C
C

Do calculation till >2.0 •••J, or COUIT reaches 256

DO VIlLi «SIZE .LT. 4.0) .110. (COUIT .LT. 256»
B • 2.0.1.8 + BC
1 • 12 - 82 + lC
12 • 1.1
B2 • B.B
SIZE • 12 + 82
COUIY • COUIT+l
DD DO
Stor.d 0 ..... 1; stored 255 .eans 256
I_COUITS(I:I) • CBII(COUlT-1)
I • 1+1
EIO DO
EIO DO
Send the top-left and botta.-right coordinates back in the
RESULTS packet too, so that the RECEIVE thread of 1I1IDELII
can id.ntify the packet.
R_RI • C_TLI
I_RY • C_TLY
I_BRI • C_BIlI
I_BRY • C_BRY
CILL F77_IET_SEIO (1024, RESULTS •. TRUE.)

C

GOTO 100
C

EID
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J .3

Command Packet Include File

C COIUIAID.IIC
C

C Ex..pl. progr..: Kand.lbrot .et e.aluatioD
C Copyright (c) 1990 3L Ltd

&Dd

display

C

C Definition of for-at of a COKKAID packet
C

IITEGiR COKR1ID(7)
IITiGEI C_TLI, C_TLY, C_BII, C_BIY
RElL C_ICOOID, C_YCOOIO, C_GAP
iQUIYALEla
1
(COMMAIO(l), C_ICOOID), (COKKAID(2), C_YCOOID),
2
(COIUIAID(3), C_GAP),
3
(COMMAID(4), C_TLI), (COKKAID(6), C_TLY),
4
(COKKAIO(6), C_BRI), (COKKAIO(7), C_BIY)

J .4

Results Packet Include File

C RESULTS.IIC
C

C Ex..pl. progr.. : Kand.lbrot .et e.aluation and di.play
C Copyright (c) 1990 3L Ltd
C

C Definition of fODaat of a RESULTS packet
C

IITEGER RESULTS (256)
IITEGERR_TLI, R_TLY, R_BII, R_BRY
CB1R1CTER*1008 I_COUITS
EQUIV1LEICE
t
(RESULTS(t), R_TLI), (RESULTS(2), R_TLY),
2
(RESULTS(3), R_8RI), (RESULTS(4), a_BRY),
3
(RESULTS(6), R_COUlTS)
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J.5

Flood Configuration File

Task Waster File-WandelW
Task Vorker File-WandelV Data-tOI

J.6

Static Configuration File

Processor Bost
Proce.sor Root
Vire ! Bost[O] Root[O]
Task
task
Task
Task

If.er.er
Filter
Wandel.ll
WandelV

Connect
Connect
Connect
Connect
Connect
Connect
Place
Place
Place
Plac.

!
!
!
!
?
!

I ..-t Outs-t
1. . -2 Outs-2 Data-tOI

1..-2 Outs-2 Data-6001
I ..-t Outs-t Stack-tl Beap-tOI Opt-Stack Opt=Code

lfaer.er[O]
Filter[O]
Filter[t]
lIandel.ll[l]
lIandelll[O]
lIandeIV[O]

If.eryer
Filter
lIandelll
lIandelV

Boat
Root
Root
Root

Filter[O]
lfs.rYer[O]
Wandel.ll[l]
Filter[l]
WandeIV[O]
lIandelJl[O]
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ASCII Code Chart
OxxO

Oxx1
Oxx2
Oxx3
Oxx4
OxxS
Oxx6

Oxx7
Oxx8

OxOx

Ox1x

NUL
SOH
STX
ETX
EOT
ENQ
ACK
BEL
BS

DLE
DCi
DC2
DC3
DC4
NAK
SYN
ETB
CAN
EM
SUB
ESC
FS
GS

Oxx9

HT

OxxA

OxxB

LF
VT

OxxC

FF

OxxD

CR

OxxE

SO
SI

OxxF

Ox2x

Ox4x

u

0

G

!

1
2

A
B

11

•

Ox5x Ox6x
P
Q
R

(

a
b

Ox7x
P
q
r

3

C

S

c

s

4

D

T

d

t

X

5

E

u

6
7
8
9

f

v

W

g

v

X

h

x

y

•

:

F
G
H
I
J

U
V

e

I:

+

;

,

-

$

)

(

)

RS

US

Ox3x

I

i
j

Y
z

K

Z
[

k

{

<

L

\

1

I

=

M

]

}

N

-

m

>
?

0

-

n

-

0

DEL
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Index
'u', see conventions: space character

IH, 331

'<', see I/O redirection
'>', see I/O redirection
, I', see I/O redirection

11, 327, 329, 332

IL, 328, 331
ILl, 328

'I', see tinker: and indirect files

ILl, 328

'-', see afserver: switches
'S', see character set, names,
con figuration language:
identifiers, edit descriptors
'_', see character set, names,
configuration language:
identifiers
't', see errors: fatal
· b4, see executable files,
task image files,
application image files
· bin, see object files: binary, library
files
· efg, see configuration files
· dat, see linker: indirect files
· f77, see source files
.lib, see tinker: library files
· .ap, see tinker: map files
· opt, see linker: optimization files

lP, 324-326
IPC, 325
IPM, 325-326
IQ,329

IR, 96, 320
IS, 24, 323
IT4, 323

ITS, 323
IT8A, 323
IU, 112, 115, 128,320
IV, 329
11, 328, 332
IZd, 327
IZi, 327

\
XLOC, 380

A

/
IB, 329

le,

322, 326

ID, 98, 320
IF, 320
IFB,3:22
IFH, 322
IFL, 322, 328
IFO, 322

ACCEPT stat.ernent, 259, 268
list-dirested, 279
actual arglunents, 184, 186, 196
array c(clneuts, 198
arrays, 198
cOlIstants, 198

correspondence with duuuny
argulncnts, 196-201, 204,

206

544
expressions, 198
intrinsic function names, 202
of form '.', ]94-]95
of form 't', 194
of function, 19]
of subroutine, 194
subprogram names, 201
adjustable arrays, lee tAnder arrays
afBerver, 21, 41-42, 47, 64, 444
and run-time library, 55
errors at run-time, 345, 528
invoking, 21, 50, 490
invoking without booting
transputer, 65
limit on open files, 73
switches, 21, 23, 26, 51, 490
version, 8
ALT (occam statement), 37
ALT package, 58, 374
application files, lee application
image files
application image files, 38-39
creating, 48, 50, 85
running with afserver, 50
applications, 34
arguments, lee actual arguments,
dummy arguments
arithmetic
INTEGER, 150
REAL, 151
intrinsic functions for, 478-480
arithmet.ic constant expressions, lee
tAnder expressions
arrays, 112-113
adjustable, 130, 200
allocation of, 129
arrangement in memory, 127,
199, 334
as procedure arguments, 198
assumed size, 130, 201
assumed size (CHARACTER), 201
declarators, 113, 130
dimension bounds, ] 30
dimensioned by COMMON, see
COMMON statement

Index
dilnensioned by DIMENSION, see
DIMENSION st.atement
dirncnsioned by explicit type
spccification, see explicit
type specification
statement
elements of, 113, 126
keep values aft.er exit fronl
su bprogram, 208
memory requirements, 126
names or, see names
static, 24
su bscript.s of, ] 13
type of, 112,126
up to 7 dimensions, 112
ASCII, 539
ASSIGN statement, 167
assignment statements, 161
CHARACTER, 163
LOGICAL, 162
and type transformation, 162,
164
arithmetic, 161
assumed size arlays, see tAnder arrays
autoexec.bat, 4-5

B
BACKSPACE statement, 273
batch files
for linker, 15, 18, 49, 56,
392-393
for running, 21
binary const.ant.s, see constants:
binary
binary files, see object. files: binary
BIND statement, 436
bit, 123
bit manipulation, ",ee under intrinsic
functions
blank, see space character
BLOCK DATA, 143
nalne or sHbpro~ram, 144
statelnents allowed in, 143
bootstrap, 391
configurer, 395
r
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Index
standard, 395-396
broadcasts, see under processor
farms
byte, 123, 333

BYTE
in expressions, 145
memory requirements, 124
range of values, 124
statement, 118

c
CALL statement, 193-195
carriage control character, see print
control character
CHAN package, 51, 53, 56, 363, 53
CHAlllMESSAGE, 376
channels, 31-33, 36, 363
address of, 33, 35, 53, 364
and links, 33, 35
binding, 35
initia.lisation of, 366
input from more than one, 36,
58,374
internal, 33, 35, 364
internal, add ress of, 364-365
polling, 36, 375
reseting, 371
subprograms for using, 51, 363
sy nchronised, 32
CHANOUTBYTE, 376
CHANOUTMESSAGE, 377
CHANOUTWORD, 377

CHARACTER
CHARACTER. (• ), 120
concatenation of, 153
constant expression in length
specification, 151
constant string input/output,
24:1-244

default length, 120
input/output of, 238-239
length specifications, 120
Illaxilllu nl It~ngt.h of, 104
nlclllory requirements, 126
padding of, 141, 163

representation in memory, 334
statement, 120
substrings, 114
truncation of, 141, 163
variables are static, 24
character data type
constants, see constants
elements, see elements:
CHARACTER
expressions, see under
ex pressions
variables, see variables
character set, 94
CLOSE statement, 304-306
command line, 381
comments, .ee under lines
COMMOI blocks, 131, 204
blank COIUlOI, 131-132
initialisation of, 143-144
keep val ues after exi t from
subprogram, 207
names of, 131
shared by th reads, 60
size of, 133
static, 24
use of, 133
COMMON statement, 131
compilation units, see program unit.s
compiler, 14
buffer size defaults and liluits,
330
code generation errors, 338
controlling buffer sizes, 329
controlling listing forlnat, 328
controlling object code, 323
controlling object files, 322
controlling output files, 320
controlling size of external call,
325

controlling source processing,
320
controlling verbosity, 329
cross-reference listing, 328
dehug tables, 327
default switches, 319
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disassembling output from, 399
extensions to Fortran, see
extensions
fatal errors, 338
identifying, 329
invoking, 14, 317
language supported, see Fortran
listing file, 322, 328
module numbers, 326
rules for output file names, 320
suppressing object output, 326
switches, 318, 487
syntax errors, 336
temporary files, 318
version, 8, 329
warning messages, 337
COMPLEX
input/output of, 223
intr~nsic functions for, 480
memory requirements, 125
representation in memory, 333
statement, 118
complex data type
constants, see constants
elements, see elements:
arithmetic
format, see floating point
range, see floating point
variables, see variables
configuration files, 38, 42, 50, 79, 84
for processor farms, 85
heterogeneous networks, 88
more than one transputer, 57
configuration language
anonymous identifiers, 47, 422
file layout, 417
for flood-fill configurer, 85
identifiers, 45, 47, 421
link specifiers, 425
numeric constants, 419
port specifiers, 434
statement syntax, 423
string constants, 420
syntax of, 415
configurer, 38, 41-42

Index
invoking, 48-49
multi-task applicat.ions, 51
multi-transputer applications,
57
one user t.ask, 42
see also flood-fill con figu rer,
CONNECT statement, 47, 53, 435
connections, see connections between
ports, file connections
con nections between ports
declaring to configurer, 435
constants, 105
CHARACTER, 109, 126
COMPLEX, 106
DOUBLE COMPLEX, 107, 126
DOUBLE PRECISION, 106, 125
INTEGER, 105, 124
LOGICAL, 107, 126
REAL, ]05, 124-125
as procedure arguments, 198
binary, 109, 139
hexadecimal, 108, 139
Ilollerith, 107, 139
octal, 108, 139
symbolic, see PARAMETER
statement
cont i nuation lines, see under lines
CONTINUE statemen t, 180
conventions
filename extensions, 15-16, 18,
20, 50, 85
format of rnn-tilne library
synopses, 350
of this manual, xix
package files, 350
space character, xx, 95

D
DATA statement, 24, ]:l8

CHARACTER valu('s,

1~ 1
binary values, 139
constant expressions in, 15]
hexadecimal values, 139
Ilollerith values, ] 39
implied DO-loop, 140
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octal values, 139
data types, 103, 333
representation in memory, 333
storage requirements, 123
see also IITEGER, REAL, DOUBLE
PRECISIO., COMPLEI,
LOGICAL, CHARACTER,
DOUBLE COMPLEI, BYTE,

debug tables, 390
debugging
and Tbug, 64
parallel systems, 64
using second host processor,
65-66
see also errors,
declarators, array, see under arrays
decode, 66, 399
invoking, 399
DECODE statement, 472-473
DEFIlE FILE statement, 473-475
dimension bou nds, see under arrays
DIMENSION statement, 129
disassembly, 399
distribution kit
contents, 457
disks, 3
installing, 3
testing, 7
DO, 174
DO WHILE statement, 176
DO statement, 174
DO-loop, 174
DO-variable, 175
END 00 statement, 178
ENTRY in DO-loop prohibited, 207
extended range DO-loops, 176
nested DO-loops, 178
terr"illal statements, 177 -178
transfer to terlninal statenlcnt,
179
DO WHILE statenlcnt, 176
DOS, see MS-IlOS
DOS block, 27-28, 30, 351
DOS package, 27-28, 351

DOUBLE COMPLEX
input/output of, 223
representation in melnory, 333
statement, 118
double complex data type
constants, see constan ts
elements, see elements:
arithmetic
format, see floating point
range, see floating point
variables, .ee variables

DOUBLE

PRECISIOI

input/output of, 233
memory requirements, 125
representation in memory, 333
statement, 118
double precision data. type
constants, ,ee constants
elements, ,ee elements:
arithmetic
format, see floating poi nt
range, see floating point
variables, ,ee variables
driver, 22-23
dummy arguments, 184, 196
CHARACTER.(.), 120
a.rrays, 198, 200-201
correspondence with actual
arguments, 120, 196-201,
204, 206

of form '.', 194-195
of function, 187
of statelnent function, 188
of subroutine, 190
prohibited uses of, 198
use as subprogram nam(~s,
201-202

E
edit descriptors, 212, 220-221,
2~3-250

A, 107,238-239
B, 224, 247-248
D,229-232
E,229-232
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F, 226-228
G, 233-235

'Alien Filer Error'

H, 243-244
I, 223, 225-226

'static space too small'

message, 345

L, 237-238
0, 241-243
P, 235-237
Q, 249-250
S, 246-247
T,245-246
1,245
Z,240-241
default field widths, 251
dollar sign, 248-249
non-repeatable, 215, 221
repeatable, 215, 220
summary table, 222
elements
CHARACTER, 152

LOGICAL,

154

arithmetic, 146
of arrays, 6ee under arrays
ELSE IF statement, 173
ELSE statement, 172
embedded systems, 56
ENCODE statement, 472-473
END 00 statement, 178
END IF statement, 173
END statement, 98, 187, 190
ENDFILE statement, 271
ENTRY statement, 205
rererenci ng, 206
environmental variables
TZ,378

3L_INC,

332

PATH, 431
TF,319
TMP,318
EQUIVALENCE statement, 134
and COMMON blocks, 136
and arrays, 135
constant expressions in, 151
errors, 336, 519
'%event' message, 346
'signal' message, 348

message, 348
bizarre, 8, 22, 26, 49, 53, 67,
204, 360, 365-366, 379, 426
cannot find included file, 209,
333
cannot open data file, 298
code generation, 338
compile time, 15, 329, 336, 338,
493
compiler out of memory, 331,
340
condition-handling, 348, 355
fatal, 338
I/O, 266, 343, 345, 519, 527-528
Iinker, 507-518
not enough memory for static
data, 348
patch over valid code, 325
program hangs, 26, 53, 348
redirecting messages, 15
run-time, 343, 345-346, 348,
519,527-528
run-time format interpretation,
345, 527
syntax, 336, 493
tracebacks, 346
unwanted variables, 112
warnings, 337
example programs
"llello, world!", 8-9, 13
Mandelbrot, 79-80, 82, 85-87,
529
MS-DOS access, 29-30
multiplexer, 58
swinging buffers, 59
upper case, 34, 36, 43-44
upper case (two t.a.sks), 51, 57
executable files, 15, 385, 388-390
as MS-DOS comlnands, 22
created by con figurers, 38-39,
48, 50, 85
created by linker, 18
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rules for inferring name of, 385
running with afserver, 21,
50,87
execution, see running
EIIT, 382
and global I/O, 74
explicit type specification statements,
118
and generic functions, 118
and initia.lisation, 142
and intrinsic functions, 118
arithmetic, 118
arrays, 119
in BLOCK DATA subprograms, lee
BLOCK DATA
see also I I TEGER, REAL, DOUBLE

PRECISIO., COMPLEX,
LOGICAL, CHARACTER,
DOUBLE COMPLEX, BYTE,
expressions, 145
CHARACTER, 152
LOGICAL, 153, 156, 158
REAL, 169
INTEGER constant expressions,
151
arithmetic, 145-147, 149
arithmetic constant expressions,
151
as procedure arguments, 198
order of evaluation, 147-148,
151, 159
relational, 154, 158
type of, 150, 152
extensions
BYTE, 124
DOUBLE COMPLEX, 107
. XOR . operator, 156
ACCEPT sta.tement, 268
CHARACTER and
non-CHARACTER Inixed in
COMMON, 131
CHARACTER a.nd other objects
,nay be EQUIVALENCEd,
136
DO WHILE statement, 176

END DO statement, 178
IMPLICIT NONE, 117
IMPLICIT UNDEFINED, 111
INCLUDE statement, 209
NAMELIST statement, 285
TYPE statement, 269
DECODE statement, 472-473
DEFINE FILE statement,
473-475
ENCODE statement, 472-473
FIND statement, 475-476
TAB at start of line, 96
VIRTUAL sta.tement, 130
actua.l arguments of form 't',
194
binary constants, 109
bit-manipulation intrinsic
functions, 484-485
comma overrides field width on
input,220
comments using' !', 97
compiler flags in listing, 337
continuation lines using 't', 97
data type names icluding '.',
119
debug comments, 97
default array subscripts in
EQUIVALENCE, 135
default field widths, 251
degree trigonometric intrinsics,
482
dollar sign and underscore in
naloes, 102
edit descriptor '0', 241-243
edit descriptor 'Z', 240-241
edit descriptor 'Q', 249-250
edit descriptor: dollar sign, 248
extended range DO-loops, 176
format may be held ill
non-CHARACTER array,
217,265
hexadecllnal constants, 108
Hollerith constants, 107
I/O specifier STATUS=APPEND,
299
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I/O specifier va.lues may be
lower case, 301
inhibit predefined typing, 115
initialisation in explicit type
statements, 142
initialisation with binary, octal
and hex constants, 139
initialisation with Hollerith
values, 139
initialise CHARACTER objects
with INTEGER values, 142
initialise any variable with
character constant, 141
long source lines, 96
lower case, 95
maximum length of name is 31,

102
namelist-directed I/O, 285-287,

289-291
octal constants, 108
real subscri pt expressions, 113
record selection with J, 475
string delimiter '"', 109
use of A edit descriptor, 107, 239
warnings, 93
external functions, ~ee under
functions
EXTERNAL statement, 202

F
F77_ALLOC_HOST_MEM, 29-30,352
F77_ALT_IOVAIT, 375
F77_ALT_NOVAIT_VEC, 375
F77_ALT_VAIT, 375
F77_ALT_VAIT_VEC, 58, 375
F77_BLOCK_FROM_HOST, 29, 353
F77_BLOCK_TO_HOST, 29-30 i 353
F77_CHAN_1DDRESS, 365
F77_CHAN_EVENTREQ,365
F77_CHAN_IN_BYTE, 365
F77_CHAN_IN_BYTE_T, 366
F77_CHAN_II_MESSAGE, 367
F77_CHAN_IN_MESSAGE_T, 367
F77_CHAN_IN_PORT, 35, 53, 367
F77_CHAN_II_PORTS, 53, 368

F77_CHAN_IN_WORD, 52, 56, 368
F77_CHAN_IN_WORD_T, 368
F77_CHAN_INIT, 366
F77_CHAN_OUT_BYTE, 369
F77_CHAN_OUT_BYTE_T, 369
F77_CHAN_OUT_MESSAGE, 369
F77_CHAN_OUT_MESSAGE_T, 369
F77_CHAN_0UT_PORT, 35,53,370
F77_CHAN_OUT_PORTS, 53, 370
F77_CHAN_OUT_VORD, 52-53, 370
F77_CHAN_OUT_VORD_T, 371
F77_CHAN_RESET, 358, 371
F77_D_IS_FINITE, 379
F77_D_IS_NAN, 379
F77_DO_COMMAND, 381
F77_DOS_Al, 27-28, 30
F77_DOS_BLOCK_SIZE, 27-28,30,351
F77_DOS_Dl,30
F77_FREE_HOST_MEM, 29-30,352
F77_GET_COMMAND, 381
F77_HOST_INTERRUPT, 28, 30, 353
F77_INP, 354
F77_MOVE, 381
F77_MOVE_l, 381
F77_IET_BROADCAST, 83-84,374
F77_NET_MAX_PACKET_LENGTH, 83,372
F77_IET_RECEIVE, 80-83,372
F77_IET_SEND, 80-83, 373
F77_0UTP, 354
F77_PEEX_BYTE, 379
F77_PEEK_VORD, 380
F77_POKE_BYTE, 380
F77_POKE_VORD, 380
F77_R_IS_FINITE, 379
F77_R_IS_NAN, 378
F77_READ_SEGMENTS, 28,30,353
F77_SEMA_INIT, 360
F77_SEMA_SIGNAL, 361
F77_SEMl_SIGNAL_N, 361
F77_SEMl_SIZE, 360
F77_SEMA_TEST_VAIT, 361
F77_SEMA_VAIT, 361
F77_SEMA_VAIT_N, 362
F77_THREAD_CREATE, 60,67,356
F77_THREAD_DESCHEDULE, 358, 462
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F77_THREAD_FREE_RTL, 255, 359
F77_THREAD_IOTURG, 355
F77_THREAD_PRIORITY, 357
F77_THREAD_RESTART, 357, 371
F77_THREAD_START, 355
F77_THREAD_STOP, 181,357
F77_THREAD_URGElT, 355
F77_THREAD_USE_RTL, 181-182,255,
358

F77_TIMER_AFTER, 362
F77_TIMER_DELAY, 363,462
F77_TIMER_IOV, 363
F77_TIMER_VAIT, 363,462
file connections, 293
changing properties of, 302-304
default filenames, 295
preconnections, 23, 295-296
properties of, 293, 306
terminating, 304
fileauI, 69-78
memory requirements, 71

fileauI
task data sheet, 448
files, 256
connection to units, see file
con nections
destroying, 304
existence of, 298, 308
formats of, 334
names of, 298, 309
properties of, 294, 306, 308
filter, 42, 47, 86, 445
melnory requirements, 46
ports used, 41, 46, 48
filt.ers, see I/O redirection
FIND statement, 475-476
floating poi nt, 333
forlnat, 333--334
I EEE standard, 124
infinity, 111,151,228,231,
378-379
Not-a-N umber, Ill, 151, 228,
231, 378-379
range, 124-125

see also REAL, DOUBLE

PRECISIOI, COMPLEX,
flood-fill configurer, 39, 82, 84, 439
invoking, 85
language, 85
task-task protocol, 439
,ee al~o processor farms,
FORMAT statement, 216
formats, 211-213
'I' in, 213
, :' in, 250
association With I/O list, 218,
260
comma in input da.ta., 220
commas in, 213
conversion codes, .ee edit
descr.i ptors
edit descriptors, ,ee edit
descriplors
examples, 251-253
field overflow, 228
interpretation of space
characters, 247-248
output ~+, in numeric fields,
246-247
parentheses in, 213
query remaining size of input
record, 249-250
re-scanning of, 219
repeti tion of descri ptors, 215,
220
scale factor, 235-237
skipping input characters, 2·15
specification methods, 215-216,
265
specified without FMT=, 26(i
specify transfer start position,
245-246
suppress carriage return in
out.put r{~cord, 248-249
see also I/(), FORMAT statelll(,Il'.,
edit dcscriptors,
Fortran
ANSI standard, 91, 93, 208, 2·1·1
extensions, see extensions
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Fortran 77, see Fortran: ANSI
standard
version, see compiler: version
see also compiler,
fpr, 244, 413
invoking, 414
swi tches, 413
frouter, 39, 82, 446
FUNCTION statement, 187
functions, 185-186, 188, 191-193, 205
as procedure arguments, 201
external, 186, 193
intrinsic, see intrinsic functions
multiple entry to, see EITRY
statement
reference to, 191
return from, 192
returning value, 188, 192
statement functions, 188
type of, 187, 192,206
vs. subroutines, 184

G
GEM, 28-29
general-purpose configurer, see
configurer
global I/O, 69-78
see also file.UI,
GO TO statements, 165
assigned, 167
computed, 166
unconditional, 165
guarded input, 37, 58, 374

H
hardware
assumptions, xvii, 395
configuration, 38-39, 44, 57
target, xvii
troubleshooting, 8
harness
standard, 18, 42-43
T4 and T8 versions, 18, 49
task, 38, 42, 49

Index
heap storage, see under rncmory
Ilcxadecimal constants, sec constants:
hexadecimal
hexadecimal input/out.put, 240-211
JJollerith constants, see constants:
Hollerith
host processor, 44
addresses, 29
I/O ports, 354
memory, 28, 30, 352
registers, 27-28
second, for debugging, 65-66
segment registers, 28, 30, 353
special treatmen t of by
configurer, 50

I
1/0,255
auxiliary statements, 259,
293-306, 308
direct, 273, 296
error handling, 266, 343, 345,
519, 527-528
extension of file by direct
output, 277
file positioning statements, 259,
271-273
formatted direct input, 274
formatted direct output, 276
formatted sequent.ial input, 265
formatted sequential output, 268
global, see global I/O
implied DO-loops, 261-263
input/output lists, 260-263
internal files, 291
list-directed, see list-directed

I/O
n amelist-directed, see
namelist-directed I/O
prohibited with standalone
libraries, 255
redirection, see I/O redirection
sequential, 263
sequential vs. direct, 257
specifiers, see I/O specificrs

Index
statement summary, 258
unformatted direct input, 277
unformatted direct output, 277
unformatted sequential input,
269
unformatted sequential output,
271
unformatted vs. formatted, 256
units, see I/O units
see also formats, edit
descriptors,
I/O redirection
compile time, 15
run-time, 23, 296
I/O specifiers, 267
ACCESS=, 299-300, 309
BLANK=, 224, 301, 312
DlRECT=, 310

END=, 266
ERR=, 266, 308
EXIST=, 308
FILE=, 298,307
FMT=, 265
FMT=., 278
FORM=, 300, 310
FORMATTED=, 310
IOSTAT=, 266, 308
NAME=, 298, 309
NAMED=, 309
NEXTREC=, 311
NML=, 286, 289
NUMBER=, 309
OPENED=, 308
REC=, 275
RECL=, 300,311
RECORDSIZE=, 301
SEQUENTIAL=, 309
STATUS=, 298, 305
UNFORMATTED=, 311
UNIT=, 265, 269
UNIT=*, 265
UNIT= (internal files), 291
I/O units, 23, 256, 265
allowed unit numbers, 308
and interna.l files, 291
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connection to files, see file
con nections
preconnection of, 295-296
primary, 265, 268-269, 296
specified without UNIT=, 265
see also I/O specifiers: UNIT-,
ICLOCI, 377
identifiers
configuration language, see
configuration language:
ideo tifiers
Fortran, ~ee names
IF statements, 168
ELSE IF-block, 173
ELSE-block, 172
EID IF, 173
ElTRY in IF-block prohibited,
207
IF-block. 171
IF-level, 171-172
arithmetic IF, 169
block IF, 170-173
blocks: cannot brancb into, 171,
173
logical IF, 170
IMPLICIT lONE statement, 117
IMPLICIT statement, 116
IMPLICIT UNDEFINED statement, 117
implied DO-loop, see under DATA
statement, I/O
INCLUDE statement, 5, 209
and package files, 350
corn piler listing, 328
directories searched by,
327-328, 331-332
suppress directory search, 328,
332
indirect files, see under linker
infinity, see under floating poilll
iuitia.l lines, sec under lines
initialisation, 137
and BLOCK DATA subprograllls,
see BLOCK DATA
by DATA statement, see DATA
statelnent
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by explicit type specification
statements, 24, 142
initialised variables are static, 24
initialised variables keep values
after exit from subprogram,
208
of COMMON blocks, 143
uninitialised statics are zero, 324
INMOS.EITRY.POIIT, 392
input, lee I/O
INQUIRE statement, 306, 308-313
by file, 307
by unit, 306
installation, 3
directory, 4
testing, 7
INTEGER
initial 'I' to 'I' predefines, 112,
115, 320
input/output of, 223
memory requirements, 124
range, 124
statement, 118
integer constant expressions, lee
under expressions
integer data type
constants, lee constants
elements, lee elements:
arithmetic
variables, lee variables
internal files, 472-473
interrupts, lee under MS-DOS
intrinsic functions, 185, 477-485
COMPLEX, 480
and EXTERNAL statement, 185
ANSI, 477-481, 483-484
arithmetic, 478-480
as procedure arguments, 202
extensions, 482, 484-485
Cor CHARACTER operations, 483
Cor lexical comparisons, 484
generic vs. specific, 185
hyperbolic, 483
rou nding, 477
summary, 477-485

Index
those prohibited as procedure
arguments, 203
trigononletric, 481
trigollolnetric (degree), 482
type transformation, 477
INTRINSIC statement, 202

L
labels, 98
as 8ubprogram arguments,
194-195
range oC, 98
scope of, 98
which may not be referred to,
173
library files, 19, 386-388
changing, 19
compared to indirect files, 387
creating, 19-20, 387-388, 391
debug information in, 388
extracting modules from,
411-412
inferring the name of, 387
printing contents oC, 407-408
using, 386
lines, 96
comments, 97
continuation, 97-98
debug comment.s, 97
format oC, 96, 320
initial, 96, 98
linker, 15-17, 19,383,507-518
and bootstraps, 391
and debug tables, 388, 390-391
and indirect files, 17, 20,
385-386
and patching gaps, 324
batch files for, ]5, 18, "9, 56
command line, 383-384
creating library files, ] 9
creating stand-alone tasks, 56
creating tasks, 49
duplicate definitions, 393
entry points, 392
error messages, 507-518
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file name conventions, 384-385
in voki ng, 18
libraries, see library files
linking for multi-task systems,
55
map files, 390, 392
messages, 394
more than one object file, 16
optimization files, 389-390, 392
optimization symbols, 388-390,
392
ordering of object files, 384
patch over va.lid code, 325
simple programs, 15
supports only 1MB or 2MB, 26
switches, 20, 391-392, 489-490
version number, 391
links, 33, 425
address of channels associated
with, 364
and channels, 33
linkt, 18
list-directed I/O
'.' in input data, 281
'/' in input data, 279-280
acceptable input data, 280-282
forms of output, 283, 285
input, 278
input value separators, 279, 282
output, 282
treatment of input spaces, 282
listing file, see under compilers
lists, input/output, see under I/O
LOGICAL
inpu t/output of, 237
mClnory requirements, 126
representation in lllerllory, 334
slalenlent, 118
logical data type
constants, see constants
elclnenls, see elemeuts: LOGICAL
expressions, see expressious
variables, see variables
loss of precision, 148

M
main program, 95, 190
name of, 190
.aster, 85
master task, 39, 79-81, 440
linking, 84
.ee also processor farms,
memory, 24
a.rrangement of arrays, 127
code storage, 24
estimating requirements, 66-67
externa.l, 25-26
heap storage, 25, 67, 356
limits imposed by linker, 26
on-chip, 23, 25-26, 67, 388
physical, 25
run-time library requirements,
24
speciCying requirements to
configurer, 54
speed oC, 26, 67
stack, 24, 67,324, 355-356
static storage, 24, 66, 324, 348
storage areas, 24
uninitialised statics are zero, 324
.e.patch, 26, 395-396
compatibility, 396
identifying, 396
invoking, 397
messages, 31-32, 363, 507-518
lET, see lET package
length oC, 53
MS-DOS, xix
accessing functions of, 27, 305 1
filters, see I/O redirection
interrupts, 27-28, 30, 353
search path, 4, 50, 431
versus PC-IlOS, xix
MS-WINDOWS, 28-29

N
IAMELIST statcnlent, 2H5
nanlelist-directed I/O, 285-287,

289-291
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input, 286
input format, 287, 289
output, 289-290
n anles, 102, 111-112
leng th of, 102
scope of, 102, III
significance of first letter, 112,
lIS, 320
significant characters of, 102
lee al~o type specification,
NaN, lee floating point:
Not-a-N umber
NET package, 82, 372
buffer sizes, 83
message length, 372
multiple packets, 83, 372
ports used, 372
Not-a-Number, ~ee under floating
point

o
object files, IS, 18-19
binary, 14, 322
form at of, 18
hexadecimal, 322
ordering of in executable file,
384, 388-390
octal constants, lee constants: octal
octal input/output, 241-243
on-chip memory, see memory:
on-chip
OPEN statement, 296-304
examples, 301, 303-304
operators
CHARACTER, 153
LOGICAL, 155
arithmetic, 146
relational, 154
options, see compiler: switches,
linker: switches, afserver:
switches
order of eva.luation, see under
ex pressions
order of statements, see statements:
order of

out.put, see I/O

p
package files, see under rnn-time
library
Parallel e, 37
PARAMETER statement, Ill, 121
and CHARACTER length
specification, 122
and type specification, 122
constant expressions in, 151
use of symbolic constants, 122
parentheses, 146-148, 155
PAUSE statement, 181
and stand-alone libraries, 182
prohibited in subsidiary threads,
182
PC-DOS, see MS-DOS
pipes, lee I/O redirection
PLACE statement, 47, 57,435
port vectors, 34
ports, 34, 53, 434
address of channels bound to,
53, 364, 367, 370
binding, 35,47,55,367,370,436
used by run-time library, 46
precedence, see under expressions:
order of evaluation
preconnections, see under file
con nections
print control character, 244, 413
PRINT statement, 259, 268
list-directed, 283
uses primary output unit, 269
priority, 34
procedures, 183-186, 188-189,
191-195, 201, 205
as actual arguments to other
procedures, 201-202
nllIltiple entry to, see ENTRY
statement
not reentrant, 188, 190, 206, 355
processes, 31-34
priorities of, 34
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processor farms, 38-39, 79-87,
372-374
and broadcasts, 83-84, 374
building an application, 84
configuring, 85
heterogeneous networks, 87
memory requirements, 86, 88
networking software, 82-83, 86
ports used, 85
routing software, 372-374
running an application, 87
see al,o master task, worker
task, lET package, flood-fill
configu rer,
PROCESSOR statement, 44-45, 57,
423
BOOT attribute, 425
RAM atrribute, 428
TYPE attribute, 65, 425
processor type
compiling for, 14, 323
differing on-chip memory, 25, 67
harnesses for, 18
linking for, 16, 18
mixed in processor farm, 87
run-time libraries for, 18
T414A, 42, 447, 461
T800A, 323, 461, 463
processors
declaring to configurer, 44, 57,
424
exploring, 403-405
PROGRAM statement, 190
program units, 95-96, 183-186,
188-189, 191-195, 201, 205
and COMMON blocks, 133
functions vs. subroutines, 184
structure of, 96
see also Inain program,
su bprograms,

R
READ statelncnt, 258, 264-265, 267,

269, 274, 277-278
direct, 274

list-directed, 278-279
namelist-directed, 286
sequential, 264
REAL

initial not 'I' to 'I' predefines,
112,115,320
inpu t/output of, 226, 229, 233
memory requirements, 124
representation iD memory, 333
statement, 118
real data type
constants, see constants
elements,
elements:
arithmetic
format, see floating point
range, see floating point
variables, see variables
records, 211
formatted vs. unformatted, 211
unformatted vs. formatted, 256
recursion, see su bprograms: not
reentrant
redirection, see I/O redirection
result packets, 39
REnJRII statement, 192, 194-195
REVIID statement, 272
root transputer, 44
rounding errors, 148
run-time library, 15, 18, 349
and afserver, 21,42,55
memory requirements, 24
non-intrinsic subprograms, 350
package files, 350
packages, 350
ports used, 41, 46, 48, 55
protection froln multiple use,
181-182, 255, 358-359
purpose, 349
stand-alone, 55-56, 81, 182, :2:'5
T4 and T8 versions, 18
see also inlrinsic functions,
running, 21

,ee

s
SAVE statement, 24, 208
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and COMMON blocks, 208
scheduling, 34, 358
see also priori ty,
search path, see under MS-DOS
SEMi package, 360
semaphores, 37, 60, 360
signal operation, 361
wait operation, 361-362
and thread priorities, 360
initialising, 360
testing, 361
server, ~ee afserver
source files
conversion from TDS, 14
creating, 13
space character, 95
interpretation in input, 247-248,
301, 312
not significant, 98, 102
specifiers, see I/O specifiers
stack, see under memory
stand-alone library,
run-time
li brary: stand-alone
standard input, 23, 296
standard output, IS, 23, 296
statement functions, see under
functions
statements, 98-99
assignment, see assignment
statements
executable, 99
explicit type specification, see
explicit type specification
statements
labels of, see labels
non-execu table, 100
order of, 100-101, 116, 122, 143,
189
see also under the various
statement names,
static storage, see under memory
STOP statement, 180
and global I/O, 74
prohibited in subsidiary threads,
181

,ee

storage, see memory
strings, see constants: CHARACTER
stub
task data sheet, 454
su bprograms, 95, 143, 183-186,
188-189, 191-195, 201, 205
and threads, 37
multiple entry to, see ENTRY
statement
not reentrant, 37, 188, 190, 206,
355
see also block data, function,
subroutine,
SUBROUTIIE statement, 189
subroutines, 189, 193-195, 205
as proced ure argll ments, 201
calling, see CALL statement
multiple entry to, see ENTRY
statement
return from, 194
vs. functions, 184
su hscripts, see under arrays
su bstrings, see under CHARACTER
switclles, see under compiler, linker,

afserver
symbolic constants, see constants:
symbolic
symbolic names, see names

T
T4, see processor type
T411A, see under processor type
t4f, 14
t4flint, 15-16
t4fstask, 56, 84
t4ftask, 48-49, 84
t4JIaster, 88
t4vorker, 88
T8, see processor type
T800A, see under processor type
t8f, 14
t8flink, 16
t48ftask, 56
t8fstast, 84
t8ftask, 48-49, 84
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Index
memory, 37
passing argu ments to, 356
priority of, 355-357
restarting, 357, 371
scheduling of, 358
stack for, 355-357
starting, 355-356
statements prohibited in
su bsidiary threads,
181-)82, 355
stopping, 357
versus tasks, 63

t a.ast er, 88
t8vorker, 88
TAB character, 96
task data sheets

afserver task, 444
filemux task, 448
f iltar task, 445
frouter task, 446
stub task, 454
task files, see task image files
task image fi les, 34, 38, 50
locating, 50
locating with configurer, 431
TASK statement, 46, 429
DATA attribute, 46, 85
FILE attribute, 50, 85, 88, 431
INS attribute, 46, 430
memory size attributes, 432
OPT attribute, 433
OUTS attribute, 46, 53, 431
URGENT attribute, 434
tasks, 34-35, 37
communication between, 51
declaring to configurer, 46, 430
memory, 34
more th an one per processor, 35
normal versus stand-alone, 55,
64,81
ready-made, 35, 46, 50
specifying memory
requirements, 432
specifying memory requirements
to con figu rer, 46
using configurer to locate, 47,
55,57
versus threads, 63
see also task image files, rrASK
statement,
l'bug, 64, 327, 390-391
l'I)S, 5, 14
tdslist, 14
tern porary files, 318
THREAD pa.cka.ge, 60, 354
threads, 37, 59-60, 82, 354
COMMON blocks, 37, 60

time
elapsed, see ICLOCI
transputer, ,ee timers, TIMER
package
TIMER package, 362
timers, see under transpu ter
tDII, 407-408
transputer
byte, 333
channels, 33
error fI ag, 21
external event machanism, 365
links, 33
no 16-bit data types, 28-29
on-chip RAM, see memory:
on-chip
timers, 362
word, 333
see also channels, links,
processor type,
tWllib, 411-412
type conversion, see type
transformation
type spcci fication, 114
I "PL I ClT, 116-117
explicit, see explicit type
specification stalelJlcn ts
predcfincd, I J2, 115, 320
see also data types,
TYPE statelncnt, 259. 269
list-d lrected, 283
type transfornlation, 162, 477

560
types, see data types, type
specification

u
units, see compilation units, I/O
units

v
val ues, 103-104
initial, see initialisation
variables, 111
BYTE, 124
CHARACTER, 126
DOUBLE COMPLEX, 126
DOUBLE PRECISION, 125
INTEGER, 124
LOGICAL, 126
REAL, 124-125
au tomatic allocation of, 128
how to keep values after exit
from subprogram, 207, 323
names of, see names
stack, 24
static, 24
type of, III
uninitialised statics are zero, 324
word-aligned, 333
see also data types, ·type
specification,
VIRTUAL statement, 130

w
WIRE statement, 44, 57, 429
wires, 33, 35
declaring to configurer, 44, 57,
429
word, 333
work packets, 39, 79-81, 440
worker, 85
worker task, 39, 79-80, 440
linking, 84
must be stand-alone, 81
see also processor farms,
works pace, see memory: stack
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vor., 45, 403-405
WRITE statement, 258, 261, 268, 271,
274, 276-277
direct, 274
list-directed, 283
namelist-directed, 289
sequential, 264

